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Abstract

Enhancement of combustion and air-fuel mixing processes plays a principal role in
meeting regulated emissions targets. Unburnt hydrocarbon emissions are reduced
through elevated gas temperature and pressures with smaller internal cavities in
injector nozzles, refining fuel-air mixing and combustion performance. Despite the
clear benefits, the modifications elicit conditions conducive of fuel degradation and
deposit forming reactions in surface-bound fuel films, reducing injector durability.
The reduction of NOx and soot has been addressed through the adoption of multiple
injection strategies, effectively resolving the NOx, soot and piston work trade-offs
whilst lowering engine noise. However, the technology gives rise to a higher frequency
of transient injection phases, presenting a persistent source of surface-bound fuel and
unburnt hydrocarbons emissions.

During the end of each injection event, the needle restricts the internal flow of
fuel, rapidly reducing the inertia of the emerging spray. Atomisation is inhibited and
large fluid structures are released into the cylinder. Once the flow subsides, fuel films
remain on the nozzle surface well into the cycle. Fuel residing in the nozzle cavities
emerges as the cycles progresses, amalgamating with the spray deposited films. The
surface-bound fuel presents an ideal environment for deposit forming reactions and
a medium for precursors to adhere. Until recently, the transient injection phases
and consequential formation of nozzle-bound fuel films had not been explored.

High-speed microscopy of an injector nozzle surface has been performed to ad-
dress these events. In-cylinder, in-nozzle conditions, typical to an idling passenger
engine, were replicated by employment of two distinct optical test rigs. High fidelity
image processing methods enabled quantification of the frequencies, timings and
geometric characteristics of the liquid structures, identifying their impact on engine
performance. The findings indicate that a considerable amount of fuel resides within
the injector after the end of injection processes. A delayed overspill event during
expansion, in which the residing fuel is slowly discharged from the nozzle, is found
to be the primary source of nozzle tip wetting. The fuel is removed through evapora-
tion, later being drawn into the exhaust. The observations are summarised through
a new phenomenological model which describes the uncontrolled release of fuel over
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an entire engine cycle. This model identifies the micro-scale processes that lead
to the ejection, accumulation and vaporisation of fuel in-between injection events.
Characterisation of these critical, transient processes aids mitigation strategies that
inhibit pollutants and the formation of injector deposits.

Keywords: High-speed microscopy; dribble; valve covered orifice; split injections;
cavitation; orifice bubble; transient phases; rarefaction; phenomenological model;
end of injection; fuel discharge; gas ingestion; surface films; low load; idling; near-
nozzle region; injector deposit; spray wetting.
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with white ellipses. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150

3.19 Cross-sectional view of the single-mirror back-scatter configuration,

showing the large angle of incidence from the illuminating beam to

the nozzle axis. Both the illumination and the acquisition paths are

transmitted through the piston and reflected by the stationary 45°

mirror. When the piston approaches BDC a shadow is cast on the

nozzle surface. The design of the collimator is given if Figure 3.20. . . 152

3.21 Image taken using the single-mirror back-scatter configuration at 180°CA

aTDC/BDC Figure 3.19. The orifices and liquid structures are iden-

tifiable, yet a shadow is cast over half of the surface at 180°CA aTDC

due to intersection of the beam by the piston skirt. . . . . . . . . . . 152

3.20 Diagram of the collimating tube used to collimate and align the beam

in the single-mirror back-scatter configuration. Its position relative

to the engine can be found in Figure 3.19. A N-BK7 plano-convex

(PC) focussing lens is positioned 30mm away from the laser outlet. . 153

3.22 Cross-sectional view of the bow-ditch design optical engine, detailing

the dual-mirror back-scatter set-up. The green column shows the

path of the laser beam from the collimating tube (Figure 3.23), with

the acquisition path, reflected from the nozzle, given by a yellow

line. Both laser beam and nozzle reflected light being passed through

the optical piston bowl. The nozzle view is reflected into a long

distance microscope using a stationary silver coated mirror within

the extended piston. The microscope is attached to a Phantom V12.1

high-speed camera. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 154
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3.23 Annotated diagram of the collimator tube used in the dual-mirror

back-scatter configuration to direct a high intensity beam onto the

nozzle surface illuminating it. Its position relative to the engine can

be found in Figure 3.22. A divergent beam is delivered into the tube

using an optical fibre, subsequently collimated into an �8mm column

by a N-BK7 Plano-Convex (PC) lens 30mm away. The light is then

reflected perpendicularly out of the tube using a 45° silver mirror. . . 155

3.24 Image taken of all spray plumes using the dual-mirror back-scatter op-

tical configuration (Figure 3.22). The illumination intensity is mostly

uniform and continues to be throughout the cycle. A large depth of

field (with a 16 mm aperture) permits focus of the entire nozzle surface.156

3.25 The crank-resolved motored in-cylinder pressure traces, measured us-

ing a Kistler pressure sensor (Type-6025C) at 0.5°CA acquisition rate.

The symmetricity of the pressure curve about 0°CA indicates that

combustion did not take place. The exhaust and intake valve lifts are

also given using dashed lines and the second Y-axis. The operating

conditions relate to Log 2.01. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 160

3.26 The approximated heat release rate for 40–100MPa injection pres-

sure. The operating conditions relate to Log 2.01 in Table 3.8. The

initial spikes indicate a premixed cold flame and the following humps

are potentially associated with soot radiation and / or mixing con-

trolled combustion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 163

4.1 An image sequence demonstrating the distinct visual traits of the fluid

interface approaching the orifice exit prior to an overspill event. The

high intensity reflection of the incident light from the liquid interface,

observed from all overspill events, was used to manually record the

overspill onset timings. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 168
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4.2 Frame 750 (420°CA aTDC) from a reference high-speed-video (not

containing an injection), annotated to demonstrate the image regis-

tration method and results. The centre of the nozzle is shown by a

red X and the periphery by a red circle and are used to obtain the

scale-factor for all high-speed-video recordings. Orifice positions are

detected by identifying the high intensity reflections from the orifice

walls, automatically circled with red ellipses, yet other large high in-

tensity reflections were also detected, shown by blue triangles. These

invalid loci are removed through knowledge of the axisymmetricity

of the orifices, not shared by the other reflections. The orifices are

subsequently numbered by the programme with respect to their angle

about the nozzle centre. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170

4.3 Original (right) and processed (left) high-speed-video images at the

start of the dribble event (0.3ms aEOI). The projected area of drib-

bling fuel measured is given by the blue shading within the left image.

The measurement is taken for each orifice within a region delimited

by the black boarder around orifice seven. A black oval is also overlaid

across the orifice to convey that droplets found in this area are not

incorporated, preventing mistaken detection of orifice wall reflections. 172

4.4 Original (right) and processed (left) high-speed-video images at the

end of the dribble event (0.8ms aEOI). The projected area of drib-

bling fuel measured is given by the blue shading within the left image.

The measurement is taken for each orifice within a region identical to

that emphasized by the black boarder around orifice seven. A black

oval is also overlaid across the orifice to convey that droplets found

in this area are not incorporated, preventing mistaken detection of

orifice wall reflections. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 173
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4.5 Image taken immediately after the dribble event, 0.3ms after the end

of the dribble event (1ms aEOI with the end of dribble for this HSV

video being 0.7ms aEOI), overlaid with the spray wetting detection

results on the left. The red regions reasonably match the wetted

areas around orifices 2, 3 and 7. The absence of both wetting and

red regions around the other orifices demonstrates that no wetting is

measured when it does not occur. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 174

4.6 Image taken immediately after the dribble event, 0.3 ms after the

dribble subsides (1 ms aEOI), overlaid with the spray wetting detec-

tion results on the left. The overlaid tracking results demonstrate the

worst case scenario with an under approximation for orifice 1, an over

approximation for orifice 2 and a failed measurement for orifice 6, giv-

ing a value of 0. These errors have a low frequency and are removed by

taking a median value for the seven consecutive frames immediately

after the dribble event for each orifice. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 176

4.7 Flow diagram of the resulting output images from each key processing

step. The raw image is processed by the code to obtain a binarised

region, subsequently being converted from a pixel count to a film area.177

4.8 User interface visually representing the processing output for manual

assessment of its performance in real time. The original video frame

is displayed (left) along with overlays for the orifice location and wet-

ted area detected by the algorithm (right). The plot represents the

detected area in relation to time aSOI as scatter points, with the

5-point moving average as a solid line. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 179

4.9 Video frames cropped around orifice 3 for 50MPa IP. The detected

coverage perimeter is overlaid as a red dashed line and the correspond-

ing detected area (A) displayed on each frame. The yellow dashed line

along the bottom of the red perimeter shows the worst-case process-

ing error used to quantify the error in coverage area measurements as

±0.02 mm2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 181
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4.10 Image of the injector nozzle at 21°CA aTDC when fuel begins to

overspill from the orifices. It is programmatically overlaid with the

overspill onset detection results and orifice numbers. When the high

intensity reflection from the orifice wall is no longer present, a white

cross is triggered next to the orifice number. If the orifice reflection

is absent for 0.5ms or more it can be confidently said that the orifice

wall is covered by fuel and thus overspill is occurring. In this case, the

word ‘Overspilling’ is automatically overlaid next to the overspilling

orifice and the timing is recorded. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 183

4.11 On the right is an image of the nozzle 220°CA aTDC when large

fuel films coat the surface and vapour is released through evapora-

tion. The film coverage area is calculated for each orifice through

image processing methods, its performance being demonstrated by

the overlaid red region in the left-hand image. Films areas taken per

orifice when a film bridges across multiple orifices is calculated as the

film area divided by the number of orifices it crosses. . . . . . . . . . 185

4.12 An image of the injector nozzle at 97°CA aTDC as fuel films bubble

on the surface. The image processing algorithm measures the pro-

jected areas of the bubbles and films, demonstrated by the overlaid

yellow and red regions respectively. Bubbling only occurs within the

films so the projected bubbling area is incorporated into the film area

measurements. A common error can be found around orifice 6 where

the bubbling pixel intensity is not large enough and around orifice 3

in which some of the film is not detected. These errors are addressed

using smoothing and averaging methods. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 186
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4.13 An image of the injector nozzle at 102°CA aTDC as droplets are

projected from collapsing bubble agglomerations (emphasized by a

dashed red box). The droplets are tracked by the image processing

algorithm, the result shown by the blue regions with red arrows. The

size of the blue region gives an approximation of the droplet sizes with

the red arrows denoting their velocity and direction. Errors emerge

from droplets that are not in focus or that are too small for detection. 188

4.14 Tree diagram of the classification system used by the TDMS to VDS /PDS

log convertor on the optical engine. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 191

4.15 Interface of the thermodynamic simulations used on the bow-ditch

optical engine logs. Top left depicts the measured and simulated

cyclic data with a log scale on the simulated and measured in-cylinder

pressure to asses performance. Top right graphically demonstrates

the conservation of mass. Bottom left displays the peak pressures

throughout all cycles in the high-speed log. Bottom right has several

tabs presenting the input and output parameters / settings. . . . . . . 194

4.16 The simulated in-cylinder gas temperature on the RRCM at 5MPa

ICP, obtained using the thermodynamic model. The validity is as-

sessed through the agreement between simulated and measured in-

cylinder pressures across a diverse set of conditions. The resulting

simulated in-cylinder temperature and the measured nozzle tip tem-

perature are also given. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198
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4.17 In-cylinder gas temperature evolution on the optical engine, obtained

using the thermodynamic model at 5MPa PMICP, no swirl and am-

bient intake temperature (the BOE study). The performance of the

model is demonstrated by the closed loop gas temperature, closely

matched simulated and measured in-cylinder pressures and their con-

sistent agreement across the conditions investigated. The average

nozzle tip temperature is also given, further validating the results

with its likeness to the average simulated temperature throughout

the cycle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200

5.1 Image sequences between the falling edge of the injection pulse and

the end of the dribble event for Logs 2.01 & 2.11 on the BOE. The

sequences are ordered by fuel inertia at the time of the EOI trigger

from bottom to top. Reduced fuel inertia causes a larger delay until

dribble commences, yet a prolonged dribble duration. . . . . . . . . . 205

5.2 The duration of the dribble event when varying the in-cylinder pres-

sure and injection pressure (Logs 2.01–2.03). The spread of the data

is displayed via error bars and stars indicate the confidence that the

varied operating conditions significantly impact the dribble duration

(Section 4.3.9). Each data-point represents the arithmetic mean and

spread of 28 values corresponding to each orifice in each video at

the defined condition. The dribble duration is greater at higher in-

cylinder pressures and lower injection pressures. . . . . . . . . . . . . 209
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5.3 The dribble durations at 40MPa injection pressure for 4–6MPa peak

motored in-cylinder pressure, varying the intake temperature (Logs 2.01–

2.06). Each data-point represents the arithmetic mean and spread of

28 values, corresponding to each orifice in each video at the defined

condition. The spread of the data is displayed via error bars and stars

indicate the confidence that the varied operating conditions signifi-

cantly impact the dribble duration (Section 4.3.9). For the experi-

ments performed, the impact of temperature on dribble duration was

Not Significant (NS). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 211

5.4 Image sequence depicting the collapse of the liquid jets, the asso-

ciated fluid deposition mechanisms and resulting surface-bound fuel

films (EOI to 0.9ms aEOI). The soot coating on the nozzle surface

enhances contrast between the airborne fuel, fuel films and nozzle

surface. An exaggerated splashback event can be observed around

orifice 6 in which several droplets impinge in the surrounding region.

Ligament retraction takes place from orifice 2, resulting in an elon-

gated film. Some fuel adhesion is believed to take place at all orifices

with the exception of 4 in which no surface wetting occurred. The

images were taken at 70MPa injection pressure and 6MPa peak mo-

tored in-cylinder pressure (Log 2.03). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 213

5.5 Image sequence depicted a pronounced splashback event, with the 3

final droplets to leave the orifice impinging onto the nearby surface.

The conditions used are represented by Log 2.01 at 40MPa injection

pressure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 215
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5.6 An image sequence depicting the sideways collapse of a ligament onto

the near-by surface at the end of the dribble event. The low inertia

of the ligament permits it to maintain adherence to the surface with

the internal cohesive and surface tension forces restricting its further

elongation and breakup. The event results in an oblong-shaped film

coming from the orifice across the nozzle. The operating conditions

used relate to Log 2.03 at 70MPa injection pressure. . . . . . . . . . 217

5.7 An image sequence showing the formation of a fuel film at the very

end of the dribble event through fuel adherence. The film appears

as the final fluid structures leave the orifice, some of which maintain

adherence to the external surface. The operating conditions used for

the montage are described by Log 2.01 at 100MPa injection pressure. 218

5.8 The degree of surface wetting, in terms of the film coverage area,

combined with the frequency in which surface wetting occurred. The

peak motored in-cylinder pressure is varied between 4 and 6MPa at

40, 70 and 100MPa injection pressures (Logs 2.01-2.03). The spread

of the data is displayed via error bars and stars indicate the confidence

that the varied operating conditions significantly impact the surface

wetting (Section 4.3.9). The amount and frequency of fuel deposition

is reduced at increased injection pressures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 220

5.9 The film coverage areas and wetting frequency for 40 and 100MPa in-

jection pressures when changing the injection parameters (Logs 2.01;

2.09; 2.11). The injected mass is not held constant when the injection

parameters were varied. The spread of the data is displayed via error

bars and stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating con-

ditions significantly impact the dribble duration (Section 4.3.9). For

the experiments performed, the impact of injection duration on spray

wetting was Not Significant (NS), however increasing the injection

pressure or including a pilot cause considerably larger fuel films. . . . 221
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5.10 The degree of surface wetting in terms of the film coverage area and

frequency of occurrence at 40MPa IP. The PMICP is varied between

4 and 6MPa and the peak motored in-cylinder temperature, approx-

imated using the thermodynamic model, is varied between 737±10

and 772±10 (Logs 2.01-2.06). The spread of the data is displayed via

error bars and stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating

conditions significantly impact the spray wetting areas (Section 4.3.9).

For the experiments performed, the impact of intake temperature on

the spray wetting area had a weak significance. . . . . . . . . . . . . 222

5.11 Linear fitting of a set-averaged coverage trace with regards to time

aSOI. The operating conditions were 50MPa IP, 0.6ms injection du-

ration and TDC injection timing (Logs 1.01). Individual points are

given by blue circles while the linear fit is shown with a solid black

line, its corresponding equation relating coverage area and time is

given below. Three images are displayed at the top of the figure that

depict representative coverage areas for the start, middle and end of

the processing period. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 224

5.12 Three images (with matching scales) of the spray deposited fuel films

immediately after the dribble event when using different injectors.

The immediate wetting on the sooted and clean DFI 1.3’s (Logs 2.01

& 2.10 at 40MPa injection pressure) is considerably lower than that

from the DW10B injector (Log 1.04 with 0.4ms injection duration). . 225

5.13 Average temporal evolution of spray deposited film area as a function

of time aSOI (50MPa IP, TDC injection). The 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6ms

injection durations (Logs 1.04) demonstrated similar behaviour, all

within the ±1 standard deviation error bars. The 1ms injection pulse

significantly reduced the nozzle coverage region. . . . . . . . . . . . . 226

5.14 The nozzle surface 0.3ms aEOI demonstrating the difference in sur-

face wetting between injection pulse durations of 0.6ms (left) and

1ms (right). Both were injected at TDC with 50MPa IP (Logs 1.04). 227
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5.15 Measured mass flows with respect to injection duration using the

DW10B injector. The mass flow rates are an average for 1000 in-

jections, divided by the duration. A considerable change occurs in

the internal flow when injecting for longer than 0.8ms, indicating

increased cavitation, choking the flow [15]. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 228

5.16 The measured in-cylinder pressure supplemented by the approximated

bulk gas pressures and temperatures simulated using a thermody-

namic model (Log 1.01). The similarity between the measured and

simulated pressure gains confidence in the in-cylinder temperature

data. The periods analysed using the image processing methods are

also presented so that the instantaneous and differential in-cylinder

conditions during these timings can be established. . . . . . . . . . . 230

5.17 Temporal evolution of set-averaged film coverage areas as a function

of time aSOI. The left figure is for 50MPa IP and the right is 150MPa.

–30°; 0°; +30°CA aTDC injection timings are plotted with the legend

below (Logs 1.02-1.03). The solid lines are trend lines with their

corresponding equations above, with 𝐴 being the coverage area in

mm2 and 𝑡 the time aSOI in ms. The standard deviation of the sets

are plotted separately above. The coverage area is consistently higher

for 50MPa IP and 0°CA injection timing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 231

5.18 Liquid spreading rate with respect to both crank angle and injection

pressure (Logs 1.02-1.03). The rate of liquid spreading was calculated

using linear regression analysis in which the gradient of the trend line

denotes the spreading rate in mm2s−1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232
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5.19 Graphical depictions of the laser scattering across the orifice exit with

back-scatter optical configuration. The status of the orifice exit is

varied between being full of fuel partially full of fuel and empty. If

a film covers the orifice exit the beam is deflected away from the

detection system, resulting in low pixel intensities. If the fuel to gas

interface regresses back down the orifice channel a greater area of the

orifice wall becomes uncovered. The wall scatters the incident beam

with a fraction of the light being directed back towards the detection

system, represented by saturated pixels in the resulting images. The

size of the saturated region is governed by the uncovered orifice wall

area. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 234

5.20 A sequence of images depicting the period between the end of the

pilot injection and the start of the main injection, demonstrating the

additional wetting induced by the pilot. Focus should be directed

towards the orifice wall reflections around orifices 2, 6 and 7, provid-

ing evidence of fuel ingestion at this time. The status of the orifice

exits can be inferred by reflections from the in-orifice walls, creating

regions of saturated pixels in the images (Figure 5.19). A second im-

age sequence magnified around orifice 2 demonstrates the growth of

the orifice wall reflection towards the nozzle centre. The operating

conditions are described by Log 2.11 and the timings are given with

respect to the end of the pilot injection (EOP). . . . . . . . . . . . . 235

5.21 Images sequences around orifices 4 and 6 of the same injection event,

depicting the period between 1 and 1.6ms after the dribble event

(subsequent to the pilot injection in Figure 5.20). Focus should be

directed towards the orifice wall reflections which grow in the direction

of the nozzle centre (downwards), providing evidence of fuel ingestion

at this time. The operating conditions are described by Log 2.11. . . 236
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5.22 Three figures providing automatically obtained quantitative data sup-

porting the identification of fuel ingestion. The image processing

results regard the two orifices shown in Figure 5.21 between 1 and

1.7ms after the end of the injection. The area of the film, includ-

ing that covering the orifice, is plotted with the area of the reflection

from the orifice wall subtracted. The average pixel intensity within

the film boundary is also given. The bottom graph demonstrates the

separation between the centroids of the reflections and the orifices in

the direction of the nozzle centre. A higher value thereby indicates

the reflections centre is closer to the nozzle periphery than the nozzle

centre. The centre offsets for orifice 6 are not given until 1.3 ms aEOI

since no wall reflection is detected until this time. . . . . . . . . . . . 237

5.23 The retraction of a high intensity reflection back down the orifice dur-

ing the RRCM investigation (Log 1.01). The side-scatter optical con-

figuration causes beam reflection from the gas-fuel interface (rather

than from the orifice wall as in the BOE study). Regression of the

reflection back into the nozzle provides evidence of fuel ingestion on

the RRCM. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240

5.24 The release of fuel vapour from an orifice shortly after the injection

event on the RRCM. The conditions are described by Log 1.01 at

150MPa injection pressure. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 241

5.25 A conceptual model for the near-nozzle fluid dynamic processes be-

tween the fuel injection and the equalisation between the in-cylinder

gas and orifice channels. Graphical representations of the events ob-

served are given in chronological order with regard to their character-

istic onset timings. A break is given in the cycle for the delayed phe-

nomena which are discussed in the subsequent chapter. The graphical

interpretations link with short descriptions below. . . . . . . . . . . . 245
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6.1 An image sequence of a expansion overspill event occurring on the

RRCM at orifice 2 (Log 1.01). The scale in imageC denotes 0.2mm.

Unlike most overspill events, there was not any spray deposited fuel

as the overspilling fuel emerged, resulting in large film contact angles

and reduced spreading rate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 251

6.2 Box plots representing the spread of overspill onset times in terms

of crank angle when varying the injection timings. The line in the

centre of the box denotes the average, the box boundaries give the in-

terquartile range and the whiskers show the 95% intervals. Operating

conditions are detailed by Logs 1.01 &1.03. All overspill events occur

after top dead centre independently of injection timing, indicating a

dependence on the in-cylinder pressure gradient. . . . . . . . . . . . . 253

6.3 Box plots representing the spread of 28 overspill onset times when

varying the peak intake pressure, temperature and injection pressure

(Logs 2.01-2.03). The timings were recorded through automated im-

age processing methods (Section 4.3.5). The average for a said condi-

tion is given by a line through the centre of the box. The upper and

lower quartiles are given by the box bounds and the whiskers give the

95% intervals of the data sets. The overspill occurs earlier at higher

peak in-cylinder pressures. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 254

6.4 The combined percentage frequencies of overspill occurrence and the

resulting maximum film areas when varying the gas and injection

pressures (Logs 2.01-2.06). The percentage is obtained from 7 orifices

in 4 HSVs for each condition giving a population size of 28, divide

by the number of occurrences. The spread of the data is displayed

via error bars and stars indicate the confidence that the varied op-

erating conditions significantly impact the measured film areas (Sec-

tion 4.3.9). Both the gas pressure and injection pressure significantly

impact the overspill phenomena. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257
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6.5 The average film coverage areas per orifice throughout the cycle (Warn-

ing: coverage scales are vastly different in the two figures). The film

measurements are paired with the in-cylinder pressure on the second

Y-axis. Marker types are used to denote the varied peak motored

in-cylinder gas pressures, while two separate axes are used for the

high and low IPs. The measurements are made using the image pro-

cessing methods described by Section 4.3.6, with operating conditions

detailed by Logs 2.01&,2.03. The film area considerably increases at

low injection pressure preventing removal by the end of the cycle. . . 260

6.6 Image sequences of the film evolutions over the first half of the engine

cycle with 40MPa injection pressure (Logs 2.01&2.10). The top

sequence is for the clean nozzle and the bottom sequence is for the

pre-sooted nozzle, increasing the surface roughness. A small increase

in spreading rate is observed when the surface is clean. . . . . . . . . 262

6.7 The average film coverage areas for each orifice throughout the cycle

when varying the injection parameters on the BOE (Logs 2.01&2.09).

The film measurements are paired with the in-cylinder pressure on

the second Y-axis. Short duration, low pressure injections create

approximately 8×more wetting than all other conditions. . . . . . . . 264

6.8 Image sequence depicting the evaporation of fuel films releasing fuel

vapour into the cylinder after the combustion event. The event is

typical of a short (0.45ms duration), 40MPa injection, promoting

wetting and thus evaporation (Log 2.01). The release of fuel vapour,

observed for all conditions tested, will contribute towards UHC emis-

sions. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 266

6.9 An image sequence of n-dodecane fuel films evaporating on the RRCM

when their temperature is considerably lower than the vapour satu-

ration temperature (Log 1.01). The scale in imageF denotes 1mm.

Arrows have been used to point out the main vaporous features. . . . 267
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6.10 Two images of the sooted nozzle surface at low injection pressure

short injection duration conditions (Log 2.01). Both images are after

40 injections, yet a 1:64 skip cycle is used for the left image while

the injector on the right has been fired continuously. The right image

shows a large degree of fuel accumulation causing fuel to coat the

entire nozzle. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 269

6.11 Image sequence depicting the timings and visual traits of a typical ori-

fice bubble, its collapse and resulting droplet projection. The sooted

nozzle is used on the BOE with 100MPa injection pressure (Log 2.02).

The scale in image C denotes 0.5mm. The low peak in-cylinder pres-

sure of 4MPa for this cycle enhanced visualisation at this timing by

inhibiting the gas density gradients. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 273

6.12 An image sequence depicting a typical orifice bubble on the RRCM

(Log 1.01 at 50MPa injection pressure). The scale in imageC denotes

0.5mm. The emerging gas gets encapsulated in a film covering the

orifice. Two airborne droplets are released into the cylinder during
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation

Diesel and gasoline engine emissions have been identified as particularly hazardous

to both public health and the environment. Reactions between exhaust gasses and

the ozone layers permit more ultra-violet radiation into the atmosphere whilst re-

ducing the radiative energy flux back out of the atmosphere [17, 18]. The balance

between the earth’s incident solar radiation and the emitted thermal radiation is

disturbed, restored through an increase in global temperature [19]. Consequently

a worldwide climate shift ensues, manifesting itself in a variety of ways, including

more frequent wild fires, droughts and tropical storms, both destroying ecosystems

and continuously bringing about deaths around the globe [20, 21].

The discharge of Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) is a considerable factor in the dete-

rioration of stratospheric ozone [19]. It also reacts with water vapour, incited by

the amplified ultra-violet radiation, causing acidic rain that adversely effects plant

growth, kills small life-forms (insects, micro organisms and aquatic life) and corrodes

infrastructures [22, 23]. Nitrogen dioxide, sulphur dioxide and ozone pollution irri-

tate the lung’s airways, exaggerating the symptoms of respiratory problems, while

carbon monoxide prevents oxygen uptake in the blood, posing a risk to people with

heart problems [24]. Airborne Particulate Matter (PM2.5) is also of major concern,

released by engines in the form of soot and Unburnt Hydrocarbons (UHC). Their
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impact on respiratory diseases is estimated to reduce the average UK life expectancy

by 6 months with a considerably larger impact in highly populated areas, such as

London or New York [25].

The climate crisis is compounded by imminent depletions in fossil fuel supplies,

forcing governments to invoke successions of increasingly stringent vehicle emission

regulations [26]. The considerable pressure for a fast-paced engine evolution is fur-

ther intensified by the consumer expectation of a continual linear progression in

vehicle performance, vehicle size and improved fuel economy. It is well understood

that the primary sources of inefficiencies and hazardous exhaust gas constituents,

reside in the combustion dynamics and preceding air-fuel mixing processes [27, 28].

The properties of the fuel sprays, i.e. the shape of the jet, entrainment of hot gasses

and breakup of the individual liquid structures, govern the vaporous region encom-

passing the jets [29, 30]. Autoignition is initiated by several sites throughout the

vapour head, rapidly spreading throughout the gaseous fuel region, promoting va-

porisation of neighbouring fuel structures [29]. The vaporised fuel is broken down,

releasing its energy whilst dictating the production of soot [30, 31]. The presence of

localised fuel rich regions, in addition to overly lean zones, inhibit vaporisation and

the subsequent reactions [32]. Incomplete combustion products have the capacity to

get drawn into the exhaust, potentially passing through the after-treatment system

and directly contributing towards UHC emissions [33].

Complex fuel designs and precise, highly calibrated injector geometries are of

prime importance in the pursuit of enhanced gas-fuel mixing [34], eliciting a fast

paced evolution in Fuel Injection Equipment (FIE) [35]. Atomisation is enhanced

through greater Injection Pressure (IP), with some diesel systems reaching 300 MPa

and Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) systems reaching 50MPa [35]. New injector

designs incorporate more orifices with smaller diameters, microscopic flow channels

and tighter tolerances, leading to refined jet characteristics [36–39]. However, fuel

degradation may occur through high pressure and thermal pumping loads [40], whilst

the compact geometries heighten susceptibility to seizure and blockages from internal

deposits [41, 42]. The impact of Air to Fuel Ratio (AFR) non-uniformities are
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also minimised through improved combustion performance when increasing forced

aspiration pressures and gas temperatures [43–45]. Yet the severe environmental

conditions they induce in the near-nozzle vicinity are thought to further promote

formation of detrimental deposits on and within the injector nozzle [46, 47].

Another considerable factor is the recent acceleration in fuel design, leading to a

greater diversity in market fuels and their increasingly complex physical and chem-

ical properties [48]. This rapid development stems from both the pursuit to reduce

emissions and economical considerations, in particular the depletion in fossil fuel

supplies and their high dependence on political instabilities [49]. The desire to pro-

gressively replace more and more of our fossil fuels with inexhaustible or regenerative

materials in conjunction with the low emissions associated with some alternative fu-

els [50] has elicited a steady use of bio-diesel and 2nd generation Fischer-Tropsch

fuel blends [51]. There is evidence of some alternative fuel blends, for instance

Fatty Acid Methyl Ester (FAME) and gas to liquid mixtures (GtL), inhibiting in-

jector fouling [52]. However, several other studies have shown bio-components can

promote deposit formation whilst significantly changing the chemical and morpho-

logical characteristics of adhering material [53, 54]. Reactions between the diesel,

bio-components and metal ions can induce ageing of the fuel, reducing its stability

and promoting deposit precursors [46, 55]. Fuel additives are being utilised more

frequently, providing a wide range of benefits; however, their chemical behaviour

and interactions with other fuel components are constantly under investigation with

frequent discovery of incompatibilities [55, 56]. Acid lubricity additives have been

shown to promote metal leaching [57], significantly accelerating metal carboxylate

salt deposits [58]. Degradation of detergent additives has also been associated with

organic amide deposit onset [11]. The precisely designed, compact components and

highly specific calibrations required by modern injection systems envelop a greater

dependency on the chemical and physical properties of fuels [36]. Hence, the current

evolution of fuel design necessitates a need for more robust, adaptable combustion

systems, particularly when considering the FIE and the management of deposits.

The accumulation of deposits has been associated with reduced power delivery,
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engine durability and the production of pollutants [47, 59–62]. In-cylinder deposition

may alter an engine’s autoignition properties through insulation of internal surfaces

[63–65], whereas deposit build up on valves may inhibit the airtight sealing and

affect valve timing through misalignment [66]. The surfaces of injector nozzles are

particularly prone to both fuel films and deposit formation, internally and externally

[46, 67–69]. Severe injector deposits lead to engine failure due to blocking of the

orifices / flow channels and needle seizure [70]. Deposits can be found in several

locations throughout the FIE with considerable differences in chemical composition

and morphology [11, 71, 72]. It is self-evident that the effects of these deposits on

the engine performance are directly associated with their positional, chemical and

morphological characteristics, however a universal classification system has not been

agreed upon.

Precisely designed, highly calibrated internal flow paths, incorporating copious

experimental and computational research, are compromised through internal de-

posit build up on the needle, tip cavity and control valve [10], referred to as Internal

Injector Deposits (IID). Cavitation behaviour, frequently provoked for deposit re-

moval, is also diverted from its ideal flow field, potentially impeding the subsequent

atomisation [73, 74]. External deposits and in-orifice fouling are primarily caused

by coking, resulting from the thermal degradation of nozzle adhering fuel [75]. In-

orifice fouling reduces the flow rate and alters the wall roughness along the orifice

channel [76], influencing the inertial profiles of the emerging jets through transfor-

mation of internal boundary layers [71, 77]. External nozzle surface deposits are

the most commonly reported deposit type. However, they have been shown to have

very little effect on the performance of diesel atomisation, since the high IPs blast

away any material protruding into the jet [69]. Although, the external deposits

potentially insulate the nozzle leading to higher nozzle tip temperatures, further

degrading residing fuel and possibly influencing the fuel physical properties [78].

The reduced IPs used in gasoline sprays mean that external deposits pose a much

larger problem, changing the spray shape and reducing fuel flow rate [79]. Although

these deposit types typically occur in unison, a direct link between the mechanisms
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of each has not yet been established [71]. In fact, little is known about both the

formation and growth mechanisms of all deposit types, and that which is known is

not entirely agreed upon [78], partly due to the great diversity of the cases studied

[11]. Nevertheless, it is known that there are important interactions between the

nozzle surfaces / pre-existing deposits, nozzle residing fuel and the surrounding con-

ditions (the quenching gas layer encapsulating it in the case of coking) that control

deposit formation [78, 80, 81]. The surface adhering fuel, primarily attributed to

the complex transient injection dynamics [82, 83], acts as a mediating component

[78].

Modern engines employ multiple injection strategies giving rise to considerably

higher frequencies of transient injection phases [84]. The technology is a major

break-through in the pursuit of reduced NOX and soot discharge, effectively address-

ing the NOX, soot and piston work trade-offs whilst lowering engine noise [85, 86].

Pilot injections are used to smooth the In-Cylinder Pressure (ICP) increase when

the main spray ignites [87, 88], while post injections are used to burn off residing

UHCs and soot after the primary combustion event [89]. Despite the clear bene-

fits, the greater number of Start Of Injection (SOI) and End Of Injection (EOI)

phases presents a persistent source of surface wetting and emissions [83, 90]. The

time spent within these phases, specifically the EOI and SOI periods, is consider-

ably lower when employing fast-response piezo-actuated injectors [91, 92]. They can

generate valve opening and closing forces greater then 800N, 8 times that of the

traditional solenoid type [93]. Greater control over the injected mass is achieved

by reducing the volume of atomisation inhibited fuel released during needle transi-

tion. The technology is demonstrated to deter deposits and decrease emissions by

minimising the uncontrolled discharge of fuel [94, 95], yet the high price means the

technology is still not standard in modern engines [84].

It is already known that the early and late phases (transient phases) of the in-

jection produce large, slow moving and often surface-bound liquid structures [3, 96–

98], but documented characterisations of these structures is limited. It is likely that

these structures are too large to undergo complete combustion, producing detri-
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mental combustion by-products that inhabit the in-cylinder gas [27]. The gas and

any polluting constituents will later get drawn into the exhaust, either impeding

after-treatment durability or directly contributing towards exhaust-out emissions

[27, 33, 99, 100]. Unburnt fuel remaining in the liquid phase may impinge on near-

by surfaces [101], forming films that will gradually release vaporised UHCs through-

out the cycle [68]. Prolonged film exposure to the in-cylinder environment may

promote deposit formation through fuel degradation, adherence of deposit forming

precursors and possible catalysation of radical chain reactions [47, 78, 79]. Conse-

quently, fuel bound to any in-cylinder surface has the potential of causing deposits

that adversely effecting engine operation [102]. It is believed that the volume of de-

posited fuel is strongly dependent on the physical properties of the fuel (particularly

surface-tension and viscosity), which are in turn a function of the fuel temperature

[103, 104]. The surrounding temperature field is also connected to deposit formation

through reaction temperature, film boiling and film temperature, in addition to the

rate of fuel degradation [78].

The nozzle residing fuel (external films and internal plugs) is almost entirely

dependent on the transient injection regimes, governing the degradation, phase

transition and removal of the films throughout the cycles [68, 105]. Several other

researchers have looked at characterising both the EOI and the subsequent post-

injection processes using experimental methods, normally using constant volume

chambers or bespoke optical engines under non-reactive conditions [80–82, 105–

107]. Findings indicate considerable quantities of fuel will form large droplets or

films after the main injection phase, potentially causing up to 90% of the total UHC

emissions [32]. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) is also regularly employed

to predict the flow paths within injectors and overcome the access issues imposed

by the severe in-cylinder conditions [98, 108–110]. The majority of these studies

focus on the dribble event (the fluid dynamics during and immediately after needle

re-seating), including the complex fluid behaviour inside the injector nozzle as the

sprays collapse. These studies predict the breaking up of the jet into large droplets

and ligaments, the volume of unatomised fuel and the rapid in-nozzle pressure fluc-
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tuations during this time. Despite recent efforts, there is still a lack of quantitative

data regarding the fuel film behaviour after the dribble event. The degree of nozzle

adhering fuel and the evolution in two-phase directly influence the emission produc-

tion and deposits formation, thus their exploration is crucial.

The work undertaken took place at the University of Brighton in collaboration

with BP International Ltd. Two distinct test rigs were employed, a Reciprocat-

ing Rapid Compression Machine (RRCM) and a Bow-ditch Optical Engine (BOE),

both replicating the near-nozzle and in-nozzle environments typical of that found

within passenger vehicles. In-Cylinder Temperature (ICT) and ICP progressions

representative of low-load / idle-like engine operation were induced with and with-

out combustion. The in-nozzle and nozzle-bound fluid dynamics were instigated by

injections through two distinct production Valve-Covered-Orifice (VCO) type injec-

tors, one solenoid and the other piezo driven. A single component fuel (n-dodecane)

enabled a more fundamental analysis whilst use of a multi-component fuel (RF79)

validated the findings, giving a greater applicability. Comparisons between the test

rigs and diverse sets of operating conditions were performed to assess the versatility,

validity and dependencies of the observations made.

Both test-rigs had optical access in either the cylinder walls or directly through

the piston bowl, permitting application of high-speed microscopy facilitated with

laser illumination. The High-Speed Video (HSV) data obtained, containing full-cycle

high-contrast visualisations of the injector nozzle surface, permitted identification

of several previously undocumented post-injection processes. The study presents a

methodical development in image processing configurations leading to optimisation

of beam reflections and scattering, aiding identification of gas-liquid boundaries.

The optical methods employed achieved greater spatial resolution and illumination

homogeneity than all prior investigations found. By combining both visual and

quantitative insights, pathways relevant to the deposition, phase transition and the

removal of nozzle bound fuel films are established. The study has led to the charac-

terisation of all identifiable near-nozzle microscopic phenomena occurring within the

microsecond timescale (for the conditions and test rigs employed), detailing them
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in terms of the distinct visual characteristics, timings and frequencies. Compila-

tion of these attributes has led to the development of a phenomenological model

for nozzle-bound film behaviour between injection events, validated over numerous

testing conditions.

Key findings from the study include the mechanisms for fuel deposition on the

nozzle during the collapse of the sprays (spray wetting) and the process causing fuel

to emerge from the nozzle much later in the cycle (overspill). Considerably more

wetting was caused by overspill, potentially minimised through greater injection

pressures or reducing the pressure drop during the expansion stroke. By analysing

the film behaviour post deposition, the principal removal process is found to be

evaporation, yet the bubbling of films also contributes through the projection of

large droplets during their collapse. Low injection pressure (IP < 50MPa) and

short injection duration (duration < 0.45ms) conditions are shown induce higher

deposition rates than removal rates, leading to accumulation of fuel over multiple

injections, detrimental to engine operation and must be avoided. It is believed that

the majority of processes observed across the entire cycle are predominantly governed

by the fuel-gas ratio within the nozzle, a product of the dribble dynamics. Expanding

knowledge regarding these high fidelity processes, will aid the development of models

and designs for both fuels and components, ultimately minimising and mitigating

the production of localised fuel rich regions post injection.

1.2 Research questions and objectives

There are many unexplored fluid dynamic processes occurring in the near-nozzle

region throughout an engine cycle that lead to emissions, inefficiencies and injector

deposits [80, 82], yet very few of them have been explored. A previous study shown

nozzle-bound films to be present immediately after the EOI phase, yet the processes

causing it were only speculated and the un-reactive conditions used call for further

validation [80]. Another study demonstrated the emergence of nozzle trapped fuel

later in the cycle, yet the magnification used was inadequate for a relation with
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nozzle wetting to be established [82]. The current investigation focusses on the

microscopic phenomena occurring between consecutive main injection phases over

microsecond timescales (both internal and external to the nozzle), particularly in

regard to nozzle-bound films. Since it is known that the presence of fuel films

on the nozzle surface contribute towards both deposits and emissions [78], their

evolution across the cycle was of primary focus. Throughout the entire cycle and

due to the phenomena investigated, a complex sequence of film deposition, phase

transition and removal will likely take place. It is hypothesised that fuel resides on

and within the injector until the subsequent injection event. If true, the fuel must

carry out numerous chemical and physical processes due to the extreme, erratic

conditions within the cylinder. The only other documentation containing full-cycle

film dynamics with magnification sufficient for film analyses is on GDI engines [68],

considerably differing from the diesel cycle. Although an absorption-precipitation

model for the formation of deposits within the films is not in the scope of the current

study, full-cycle crank-resolved film evolutions are crucial for ascertaining when and

how deposits form and grow. Consequently, a principal objective of the study is to

develop a phenomenological model for the film behaviour across this period.

It is possible that fuel remaining in the injector nozzle is ejected into the cylinder

due to the temporal variation in pressure and temperature, as well as the in-cylinder

flow motion as the piston reciprocates (as identified by Eagle and Musculus [82]).

Recent investigations have shown the complexity of the in-nozzle two-phase flow

dynamics during the collapse of a spray and how this impacts the subsequent in-

nozzle fuel to gas mixture afterwards [5, 6]. However, the impact the in-nozzle status

has on the external dynamics whilst transitioning through the cycle is currently

unexplored [6]. Furthermore, knowledge of the in-orifice status (in terms of the

fuel-gas mixtures and orientations) by the time of the next injection event aids

predictions of SOI dynamics, variations and non-uniformities [5, 7, 109, 111].

Several research questions were formulated and contemplated throughout the

study, each focussing on the impact of the post injection transient phenomena on

deposits and emission, along with potential mitigation strategies. The overall ques-
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tions themself are quite generic so a supporting paragraph is provided for each,

detailing the gaps in knowledge that they address:

• How does the collapse of a fuel spray influence the production of localised fuel

rich regions, both during and after the event?

There are two forms of fuel rich regions associated with the EOI: large droplets

/ ligaments and surface-bound films. Several past studies have focussed on the

dribble event and the release of unatomised fuel (large droplet / ligaments) as

the needle reseats [3, 99, 112, 113]. Attempts have been made to identifying

the primary break-up mechanisms [3] and quantify the volume of fuel being

discharged [96, 98]. However, most of these studies have been performed in

constant volume chambers and there is limited evidence for the findings being

valid within an operating engine. Furthermore, there has been no discussion

as to the duration of time spent within the dribble phase and the dependence

of dribble duration on the operating conditions.

The study is primarily focussed on fuel films, adhering to the nozzle surface.

These films are known to develop as a result of the fuel spray (referred to

as spray wetting) [83], yet the underlying mechanisms have not been estab-

lished. Very few previous investigations have addressed spray wetting with

the majority of studies being on gasoline systems [4, 68, 81]. There have

been some studies by the Brighton research group in non-reactive conditions

[80, 83, 114] along with a recent computational study from the University of

London, attributing the phenomena to strong rotational flows within the noz-

zle [115]. Consequently there is a considerable amount of knowledge not yet

known about spray wetting, including its relations to the operating conditions,

the timing and frequency of the wetting, and the behaviour of the fuel after it

has adhered.

• What are the underlying mechanisms causing fuel films to develop on the nozzle

surface, what degree of surface wetting do they cause and are they reliant on

certain operational points?
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These questions are partly explored in the prior paragraph, in regard to the

spray wetting phenomena. There is very little known about diesel spray wet-

ting, with most current knowledge being from computational studies. The

spray wetting mechanisms have been described for GDI systems [4], yet the

phenomena is normally attributed to a step around the orifices, exclusive to

gasoline hardware. Consequently there is a large gap in knowledge regarding

spray wetted films, their mechanisms, dependencies and the volume of fuel

which normally resides.

Another source of surface-bound fuel films is the discharge of fuel from the

nozzle much later in the cycle. It is known that a fuel-gas mixture resides in

the nozzle after the injection event [5, 6]. The in nozzle contents are then sub-

ject to large pressure and temperature changes as the cycle progresses [116],

with the capability to draw the fuel out into the cylinder. Eagle and Mus-

culus showed three distinct timings when fuel is discharged, yet they were

only able to identify airborne fuel and not nozzle-bound films [82]. The dis-

charge phenomena was demonstrated by Abers et al. in a constant volume

chamber. The pressure was released immediately after injection to simulate

the expansion stroke causing gas expansion within the injector [6]. Due to

the good optical access and high imaging resolution (temporal and spatial)

required for in-engine microscopy, there is little to no evidence of late-cycle

film formation in an operating engine. There have been many hypotheses and

predictions from numerical studies [117] but validation is paramount. The re-

lationships between operating conditions, fuel discharge and emissions are of

critical importance.

• Does the in-nozzle gas-fuel mixture influence the film behaviour later in the

cycle and will the fuel remain within the nozzle until the consecutive injection?

Previous studies have demonstrated a drop in in-nozzle pressure causing the

ingestion of gas from the cylinder at the end of injection [110]. Fuel is also

known to reside in the injector creating a gas and fuel mixture [6]. Very little
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research has been done on the effects of this mixture after the injection phases,

during the in-cylinder pressure and temperature cycling. It is not known if

the in-nozzle contents are drawn out into the cylinder and the behaviour it

may have once drawn out. Although there is evidence that the in-nozzle status

prior to injection will have a considerable impact on the start of injection event

[7, 111], there has been minimal research regarding the in-nozzle status at the

beginning on the proceeding cycle.

• By which processes are the fuel films removed from the nozzle surface, when is

it removed and does it impact the pollutant emissions from the engine?

Since there is almost no research regarding diesel fuel films on injectors, there

has been no investigations into their removal from the nozzle surface. The in-

cylinder environment envelops very high temperatures [116], so it is generally

thought that the fuel undergoes a phase change (by either evaporation or

boiling), yet there is no evidence for this. The behaviour and phase of the

fuel post removal is also unexplored. If airborne it is likely to be drawn into

the exhaust where, dependent on phase, it will either get caught in the after-

treatment system or get released into the surroundings, contributing to UHC

emissions [33].

1.3 Scope of the study

The thesis comprises of six primary chapters. Chapter 2 is a literature review

focussed on fuel injection and injector fouling, presenting knowledge on both find-

ings and the diagnostic techniques employed by other research groups. Both test

beds and the development in optical configuration are described in the methodology

(Chapter 3). The following chapter contains the post-processing methods adopted

for quantitative examination of the HSV data, fortified with analyses of their per-

formance (Chapter 4). The results are then presented in two consecutive chapters,

discussing each phenomena in chronological order. The first relates to the dribble
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event and nozzle wetting caused by the spray collapse processes (Chapter 5). The

second provides knowledge of the nozzle wetting due to the emergence of fuel from

within the nozzle, also detailing the behaviour of the films as the cycle progresses

(Chapter 6). The thesis is concluded through summarisation of the key findings with

recommendations for further work in continuation of the research topic (Chapter 7).
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Chapter 2

Abnormal injection conditions,

injector deposits and emissions

2.1 Introduction

When atomisation is hindered localised fuel rich regions are created within the cylin-

der, harbouring large fuel structures. These structures have considerably lower va-

porisation rates which limits the proportion of fuel that burns at the intended timing

[118]. Fuel structures that do not undergo pyrolysis reactions may later get drawn

into the exhaust [119], with soluble organic fractions (including polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons) having the capacity to pass through the after-treatment system [33].

Despite the rapid evolution in catalytic convertors, soot, produced in fuel rich re-

gions [120], may also partially evade the exhaust filters [84]. Increasing the reaction

temperatures improves vaporisation of large fuel structures and inhibits soot pro-

duction, however a trade-off exists with the creation of NOX [89].

Despite the considerable research conducted regarding the atomisation processes,

the complex dynamics involved make veritable control challenging [16]. Issues are

accentuated by extreme, fast transient processes that constitute an automotive en-

gine cycles, leading to persistent sources of the aforementioned pollutants. Transient

injection phases, i.e. the start of injection, the end of injection, and between injec-

tions when the valve is presumed closed, demonstrate considerable accountability
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[27]. During these stages the needle restricts the internal nozzle flow whilst diverging

it from its intended flow path [108]. There are continual variations in internal cavi-

tation and turbulence [5], coupled with moments of impeded inertia of the emerging

jets [80]; hindering atomisation [100]. The temporal evolution in atomisation dy-

namics also gives rise to surface-bound fuel structures i.e. liquid films, that may

not immediately burn [4, 103, 119]. There is some evidence that fuel left adhering

to the nozzle promotes deposit forming reactions [11, 70, 78], which further inhibits

atomisation.

The extreme in-cylinder environment, i.e. excessive temperatures, pressures and

a high velocity piston, limit both physical and optical access. As a result, spray

research frequently employs constant-volume combustion vessels, permitting precise

control over a high-pressure high-temperature environment [6, 76, 121, 122]. This

approach has strong capabilities regarding short-lived processes and steady state

injections, enabling spray characterisations [74], combustion profiling [123] and in-

ternal flow analyses [106]. Yet it is limited by the absence of temporally varying

environmental conditions, specifically the differentials in pressure, temperature and

gas flow. As control and knowledge over steady state sprays improves, our lack of

knowledge regarding these differentials is more consequential [32]. Bow-ditch design

optical engines are more and more commonly being employed, normally adapted

from production engine components to offer similar in-cylinder environments to

road-bound vehicles [82, 124] (Section 3.2). Other recent research has been con-

ducted on reciprocating rapid compression machines, presenting representative pres-

sure and temperature differentials whilst surpassing most optical research engines on

in-cylinder access and controllability [125, 126]. However, physical and optical ac-

cess difficulties, limited controllability and fast-paced event timescales cause major

issues when establishing appropriate diagnostic methods (Section 3.2.4).

The intention of this review is to identify situations in which automotive spray

atomisation is inhibited and establish the background knowledge essential for their

exploration. Recognition of these inefficient circumstances is the first step in their

mitigation, leading to their characterisation and an exploration of the processes
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involved. In order to select and justify the experimental approach taken, a review

of the diagnostic techniques commonly used for spray and film characterisation is

also provided.

2.2 Spray terminology and attributes

A list is provided of the general terminology used for characterising automotive fuel

sprays (Figure 2.1), consistently used throughout the study for describing both the

steady-state and transient behaviour. Since most of the work throughout this study

focusses on unatomised liquid structures (films and large slow moving droplets), this

sections is confined to the definitions, numerical descriptions and association to the

transient processes.

Penetration length

Droplet distribution

Internal
flow
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Gas entrainment

Figure 2.1: Graphical annotation of the macroscopic spray attributes explored within
the section.
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2.2.1 Spray penetration

In engineering applications, sprays are used to atomise a liquid and / or mix it with

a gas, whilst transporting the mixture to a desired place [118]. There are two char-

acteristic axial lengths commonly appointed for describing the liquids transit away

from an atomiser, pertinent to the overall shape and mixing. (1) Liquid penetration

length: the distance travelled by the fuel in the axial direction from the nozzle. (2)

Vapour penetration length: referring to the total distance between the nozzle and

the point where all inertia of the vapour has been transferred to the surrounding gas.

These parameters are often defined by the certain liquid volume fractions [127]. The

vapour penetration is consistently greater than the liquid penetration [128]. They

are both functions of the initial kinetic energy of the fuel in relation to the loss of ki-

netic energy through aerodynamic drag forces imposed by the surrounding gas [16].

With regard to the present study and the transient phases, short penetration length

increase liquid proximity to the nozzle, increasing the likelihood of impingement or

flame to film contact which may lead to degradation [78].

Numerical modelling by Dent et al. led to formulation of a correlation expression

for liquid penetration incorporating the time aSOI [129]:

𝑆 = 3.01

[︃(︂
∆𝑃𝑙

𝜌𝑔

)︂0.5

𝑑0𝑡

]︃0.5(︂
295

𝑇𝑔

)︂0.25

(2.1)

Where, 𝑆 =penetration length, 𝑃𝑙 = liquid pressure, 𝜌𝑔 =gas density, 𝑑0 =discharge

orifice diameter, 𝑡=time, 𝑇 =temperature.

Sazhin et al. developed a fundamental model based on the first principles, in-

corporating droplet break-up regimes, multiphase flow interactions and transient

injection phases [130]. The results show strong agreement with experimental data,

leading to is common use.
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2.2.2 Dispersion angle

The explicit definition of dispersion angle is sometimes debated and can vary between

contexts [16, 118]. It is the angle formed between two straight lines drawn from

the orifice outlet along the spray contours up to a specific distance away from the

atomiser face [16]. However, the exact distance can be taken as the break-up length,

the widest point or an arbitrary distance from the nozzle, the boundary normally

being taken as a volumetric 𝐴𝐹𝑅 < 2.0×10−3 (as specified by the ECN [131]). The

macroscopic attribute provides insight into the spatial distribution of the mixture,

especially when combined with the penetration length. The dispersion angle may

vary significantly during the EOI phase and impact spray wetting [4].

An expression for the dispersion angle was formulated by Hiroyasu et al. based

on geometric attributes of the nozzle and the ratio of gas to liquid densities [132]:

𝜃𝑠 = 83.5

[︂
𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒

𝑑0

]︂−0.22 [︂
𝑑0
𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑐

]︂0.15 [︂
𝜌𝑔
𝜌𝑙

]︂0.26
(2.2)

Where, 𝜃𝑠 =dispersion angle, 𝐿𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒 =orifice channel length, 𝑑𝑠𝑎𝑐 =orifice inlet di-

ameter, 𝑑0 =orifice outlet diameter, 𝜌𝑔 =gas density, 𝜌𝑙 = liquid density.

2.2.3 Air entrainment

Air entrainment is the process of in-cylinder gas being drawn into the spray region

as fuel transfers its inertia to the gas. As the spray develops, entrained gas in the

spray region gains momentum in the direction of fuel flow [16]. The relative velocity

between the gas and liquid is therefore reduced, thus the drag and fragmentation

rate decrease coupled with a greater liquid penetration length [133, 134]. Gas far

away from the jet is relatively motionless compared to that within the jet, creat-

ing a Couette type flow. When the relative velocities between each boundary are

high enough, turbulent eddies will develop, passing into the jet and considerably

enhancing mixing [118]. The processes involved directly affects the fuel mixing and

subsequent combustion performance [39].
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Entrainment rate is defined as the ratio of entrained ambient gas (in terms of

mass) compared to the injected mass flow [135]. For a specified axial distance from

the nozzle, the entrainment rate abides by the following expression [113, 136]:

𝐸𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
�̇�𝑔(𝑥)

�̇�𝑙(𝑥)
∝

√︂
𝜌𝑔
𝜌𝑙

tan(𝜃𝑠)

𝑑0
𝑥 (2.3)

Where, 𝑥=axial displacement from the orifice, �̇�𝑔(𝑥) =mass flow of gas at a given

𝑥 position, �̇�𝑙(𝑥) =mass flow of liquid at a given 𝑥 position, 𝑑0 =orifice outlet

diameter, 𝜌𝑔 =gas density, 𝜌𝑙 = liquid density, 𝜃𝑠 =dispersion angle.

Particle image velocimetry experiments by Malbec et al. (Spray A) indicated

little difference to the maximum and total gas entrainment when increasing jet to

jet proximity (through increasing the number of orifices) [137]. However, consid-

erable spatial and temporal rearrangement of the entrainment field was observed;

demonstrating greater gas velocities at the near-nozzle jet periphery and a pro-

longed duration required for stabilisation of the surrounding flow field. Fuyuto et al.

also conducted a pertinent study regarding jet interactions, providing evidence for

back-flow between the spray head and tail imposed by restriction from surfaces and

near-by jets [138]. They determined the back-flow gas velocities increased from 1 to

17% at close jet proximity (compared to a single spray), transporting pre-combusted

gasses back into the spray plume. It is possible that the back-flow described diverts

large, slow moving droplets back towards the injector with capability of impinge-

ment, particularly at the EOI.

2.2.4 Dimensionless parameters

Dimensionless parameters are commonly used in fluid dynamics to quantitatively de-

scribe ratios between contending processes / forces. They define important terms in

the governing differential equations, thereby permitting assessment of the resulting

flow phenomena. There are regularly known critical values for each non-dimensional

group, which through comparison with the calculated values can be used to predict

the onset of phenomena or the transition between regimes. A defining length “L”
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is frequently used in the equations for the length of the interface being described,

replaceable with a diameter “D” when assessing a pipe flow or individual droplet.

Cavitation number: a ratio between the proximity of local pressure to vapour

pressure with the kinetic energy.

𝐶𝑎 =
𝑃 − 𝑃𝑣

1
2
𝜌𝑢2

(2.4)

Where, 𝑃 =pressure, 𝑃𝑣 =vapour saturation pressure, 𝜌= liquid density, 𝑢=

velocity. The dimensionless group can be used to determine if a flow it likely

to cavitate. For some flow regimes critical values for cavitation may be known,

yet the critical values can vary greatly between situations [139].

Reynolds number: the quotient of inertial and viscous forces within a flow.

𝑅𝑒 =
𝐹𝐼

𝐹𝜈

=
𝜌𝑢𝐿

𝜇
(2.5)

Where, 𝐹𝐼 = inertial forces, 𝐹𝜈 =viscous forces, 𝐿=characterising length, 𝜇=

kinematic viscosity. The parameter can be used to establish the potential

for a flow to transition between laminar behaviour (where viscous forces are

dominant) and turbulent behaviour (where inertial forces are dominant). It

can be used in relation to the air motion around a jet or surface, as well as

for flow within a channel, in which critical values are widely accepted (𝑅𝑒𝑙 <

2000 = 𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤, 𝑅𝑒𝑙 > 4000 = 𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤) [140].

Weber number: a parameter used to assess the proportion of inertial forces in

respect to the cohesive forces within a liquid structure or at an interface.

𝑊𝑒 =
𝜌𝑢2𝐿

𝜎
(2.6)

Where, 𝜎=surface tension. Employed for determining the stability at an

interface between two fluids, thereby indicating the potential for fragmentation

of liquid structures. It is critical in the exploration of primary and secondary
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atomisation i.e. the breakup up of a liquid cores and the subsequent breakup

of liquid ligaments and droplets [141].

Ohnesorge number: a ratio of the internal viscous dissipation with respect to

the surface energy.

𝑂ℎ =
𝜇√
𝜌𝜎𝐿

=

√
𝑊𝑒

𝑅𝑒
(2.7)

The parameter is used in the assessment of a fluid structures stability with

regard to break-up through its surface energy. It is independent of velocity,

thus for stability analysis of travelling fluid structures it is normally combined

with the Weber number. Lower values indicate weaker frictional losses due to

viscous forces, therefore a higher likelihood of droplet formation [142].

2.2.5 Droplet size distribution

For large samples, the spectrum of droplet sizes is normally presented in the form

of a frequency distribution curve, creating a profile from the number and diam-

eters of the droplets detected [16, 143–146]. This approach is beneficial towards

fitting of appropriate distribution functions, permitting future predictions, extrap-

olation outside the possible measurement range and identification of operational

dependencies of coefficients [16]. Consequently, there are several mathematical and

empirical distribution approaches commonly used to describe them, including the

Normal distribution (with several variants) [16], the Nukiyama and Tanasawa empir-

ical equation [147], and the Rosin-Rammler distribution [148]. The Rosin Rammler

approach has also led to several options for so-called representative diameters, single

values that represent key aspects of an entire distribution. They corresponding to

the cumulative droplet volumes for which all droplets smaller than a given value

equate a specific proportion of the total liquid volume (Figure 2.2).

Despite the numerous parameters required for complete characterisation of a drop

size distribution, many applicable attributes can be represented through mean values

[16]. There are many ways to formulate these averages, considered with regard to the

droplet diameters, surface areas and volumes, in addition to the quotients between
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Figure 2.2: Locations of various representative diameters along a Rosin-Rammler distri-
bution curve adapted from [1]. Where 𝐷 denotes diameter, 𝑄 denotes the liquid volume
fraction (or percentage) containing drops of smaller diameter than D, SMD is an abbrevi-
ation of Sauter mean diameter and MMD stands for mass mean diameter.

them. Mugele and Evans standardised those commonly used [16, 149] (Table 2.1),

each having a specific applications for which it is most relevant.

The Sauter Mean Diameter (SMD), defined as the diameter of a droplet whose

surface-to-volume ratio is equal to that of the entire spray, is most applicable to

combustion applications [16]. The principal aim of a combusting spray system is

to increase the surface area and promote evaporation, hence the SMD will directly

characterise the atomisation attribute of key interest. The SMD is frequently ap-

proximated using using dimensionless groups (Section 2.2.4). Hiroyasu et al. showed

that when ‘complete’ atomisation takes place (as is the case for high pressure au-

tomotive sprays) the SMD is principally a function of the fluid physical properties,
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Table 2.1: Mean diameters and their applications [16]

a b Order Symbol Name Expression Application

1 0 1 𝐷10 Length
∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷𝑖∑︀
𝑁𝑖

Comparisons

2 0 2 𝐷20 Surface area
(︁∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷
2
𝑖∑︀

𝑁𝑖

)︁ 1
2 Surface area control

3 0 3 𝐷30 Volume
(︁∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷
3
𝑖∑︀

𝑁𝑖

)︁ 1
2 Volume control

2 1 3 𝐷21 Area-Length
∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷
2
𝑖∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷𝑖
Absorption

3 1 4 𝐷31 Volume-Length
(︁∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷
3
𝑖∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷2
𝑖

)︁ 1
2 Evaporation, diffusion

3 2 5 𝐷32 Sauter mean diameter
∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷
3
𝑖∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷2
𝑖

Mass transfer, reaction

4 3 7 𝐷43 De Brouckere
∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷
4
𝑖∑︀

𝑁𝑖𝐷3
𝑖

Combustion equilibrium

Weber number and Reynolds number [132]:

𝑆𝑀𝐷 = 0.38 × 103𝐷𝑅𝑒0.25𝑊𝑒−0.32

[︂
𝜇𝑙

𝜇𝑔

]︂0.37 [︂
𝜌𝑙
𝜌𝑔

]︂−0.47

(2.8)

However, the Weber number considerably varies case to case and ‘complete’ atomi-

sation is not always achieved, particularly during the transient injection regimes.

2.2.6 Internal flow

The most favourable route for the flow through the nozzle entails minimal flow

diversion and interaction from the internal surfaces (bypassing sharp corners), with

the shortest distance between the valve and orifice exit. Along this route the velocity

will be at a maximum, reducing with separation from it [108], strongly influenced

by boundary layers instigated by the surrounding walls [16]. At relatively large

separations from the peak flow path and close surface proximity, the flow may either

stagnate, as found in the very tip of a multi-hole nozzles, or induce counter rotating

vortices, found at the outer sac curvature and neighbouring the orifice inlet [108,

150]. High Reynolds numbers are found within the in-sac vortices (in the regions

of 50,000 and 70,000 [108]) indicating considerable turbulence, unlikely to pass into

the orifices when stable [150].
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Cavitation is commonly observed within diesel injector nozzles [108, 151, 152].

It is the process of liquid phase transition within a flow, forming bubbles in areas

that the local pressure drops below the vapour saturation pressure [139]. The tran-

sition is instigated by nucleation sites, provided by surfaces, liquid impurities and

neighbouring bubbles [151]. Vaporous regions (bubbles and strings) are transported

downstream with the flow into areas of much higher pressure, causing them to re-

condensate in sudden, high temperature implosions [153, 154], potentially causing

instabilities that contribute to primary atomisation [117]. Within automotive in-

jector nozzles (depending on geometry and operating parameters), vortex ‘string’

type cavitation can be found throughout the sac and orifices in regions of high

turbulence [117, 155], with geometrically induced cavitation developing at regions

of sharp diversions in the flow path [151]. An indication of the flow’s potential

to cavitate can be established through the cavitation number (Equation 2.4) [74],

however string cavitation can occur at local mean pressures higher than the vapour

saturation pressure [117]. Both forms are inhibited at higher in-cylinder pressures

[117].

Rotating vaporous tubes, known as vortex ‘string’ type cavitation, pass into the

orifices from either the nozzle inlet (normally during transient phases [155, 156]) or

between orifices through the sac [151, 155]). Only recently have cavitation models

been developed capable of simulating this phenomena [108, 115, 117]. The vaporous

ligaments form at the centre of highly turbulent (high Reynolds numbers) vortices,

in which the centrifugal forces from the rotating flow create high pressure drops and

high flow shear [139]. There is evidence to suggest the vaporous strings owe their

existence to geometrically induced bubbles passing into the vortices [59]. Although

they may not induce the rotational flow, they provide evidence of helical behaviour

within the orifices and impact the emerging liquid core [115, 157]. Instabilities

are created in the liquid core via centrifugal forces, aiding the detachment of fuel

structures (particularly sheets and ligaments) [3, 117].

Geometrically induced cavitation has potential to occur at the needle seat [155]

and the orifice inlet [158], where there is large curvature in the high velocity flow
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path. The inertia of the fuel inhibits sudden changes in direction, hence acute

angles between internal surfaces lead to low pressure voids when passed by the flow

[159]. No evidence could be found relating needle seat cavitation to the external jet

behaviour (apart from during transient phases [5]). However, bubbles formed at the

orifice inlet are thought to have a considerable impact [74, 146, 153, 160]. At the

appropriate conditions, vapour films will coat the orifice walls extending downstream

from the inlet; axisymmetrically in the case of single hole nozzles and along the

upper surface in multi-hole nozzles [153]. The in-orifice cavitation regime can be

categorised as: turbulent flow when cavitation is almost non-existent; cavitating

flow when vapour films extend part down the channel; hydraulic flip when the films

extend down to the orifice exit, connecting with the in-cylinder environment [146].

The situation is highly dependent on the orifice length to width ratio, the Reynolds

number and the cavitation number [146]. Within the films, gas circulates in high

velocity eddies, ingesting hot, contaminated when extending all the way to the orifice

exit [74]. Since the flow gets separated from the surrounding surfaces, the boundary

layer and turbulent effects are removed [15, 16, 74]. The absence of drag inverts the

velocity profile across the stream while increasing the general velocity through lower

drag and a vena contracta effect, choking the flow [15, 146].

In addition to the considerable impact on the orifice outlet velocity profile,

geometrically induced cavitation governs the subsequent spray break-up through

the generation of instabilities in the protruding liquid core, enhancing atomisation

[117, 146, 153, 160]. Periodical oscillation in film volume may temporally effect flow

rate, causing surface waves in the emerging fluid structure [161]; bubble clouds break

away from the films and pass downstream, collapsing in / near the liquid core [153];

hydraulic flip may enhance liquid-air interface instabilities [162]. However, the cush-

ioning layer also inhibits / removes the turbulent instabilities and frequently causes

a laminar flow when hydraulic flip develops [16, 146]. Partially extended cavitation

films have been linked with reduced penetration length, wider dispersion angles and

smaller droplet sizes [146, 160]. Its influence on the radial velocities could also alter

nozzle wetting [4] and the fuel inertia during the transient injection phases [15].
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2.3 Transient injection phases

Spray behaviour during times when the needle valve is not fully open i.e. the EOI,

SOI and the period between injections, has been frequently identified as a concern

with regard to emission production and nozzle wetting [32, 82, 100, 103, 124, 163]. A

trend toward multiple injection strategies and rate shaping has ensued [164], thereby

increasing the frequency and importance of these injection transients [89, 99].

2.3.1 The dribble event

The falling edge of the injection pulse triggers the needle to descend back to its seat.

It has been proposed that the internal flow becomes restricted by the needle once the

frustroconical area between the needle and seat drops below that of the combined

orifice cross sections [110]. The pressure after the needle-seat gap then rapidly drops,

reducing the inertia of the fuel leaving the orifices [95]. The fuel maintains some

inertia even after the needle valve closes causing its continued emergence out of the

injector [3], later equalised through the ingestion of in-cylinder gas [6]. The fuel

flow profile at the orifice exit continuously varies from the timing the internal flow

first becomes throttled, until fuel stops entering the cylinder [109]. This period is

referred to as the dribble phase, predicted to result in 75-90% of the total engine-out

UHC emissions [32].

Due to the importance of dribble with regard to emissions, numerous studies

have been conducted since the start of the century, primarily using visible light

sources. Near-nozzle Mie scatter visualisations were used to approximate the dribble

duration and the velocity of the dribbling structures from a single-hole nozzle [165].

Initially the event was thought to occur due to needle bounce, found to be true

for injectors with large needle lift and low spring stiffness [166]. One of the first

in-engine dribble imaging studies was performed by Eagle and Musculus for a multi-

hole injector [82]. They investigated te average dribble behaviour under a wide

range of engine operating conditions / parameters (injector geometry, fuel, injection

pressure, injection timing). Larger orifices and greater injection pressure were the
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leading factors for promoting the release of large liquid structures. Pos et al. also

performed Mie scatter experiments in a constant volume chamber to visualise the

release of EOI droplets and ligament. Their Mie experiments were followed by

reactive conditions for the analyses of their combustion. The localised fuel rich

regions during the dribble phase reduced the rate or combustion reactions, likely

leading to the release of soot and UHCs.

Alongside investigations using visible light sources, more advanced diagnostic

techniques have been employed with a focus on X-ray radiation [95, 106]. Swantek

et al. used X-ray radiography techniques to analyse the fluid structures immedi-

ate the orifice outlet of a single hole nozzle, whilst also interrogating the in-nozzle

regions [106, 107]. They identified cavitation occurring in the orifice channel and

the ingestion of in-cylinder gasses, claiming these events are more pronounced at

higher injection pressures. X-ray phase contrast imaging on a multi-hole nozzle was

performed by Moon et al. also demonstrating gas ingestion and the considerable im-

pact of injection pressure. The X-ray phase contrast data and DBI imaging (Spray

B) has been used to try and quantify the volume of dribbling fuel using advanced

image processing methods [98]. The dribble quantification may then be combined

with the tail-pipe emission diagnostics [27, 99, 119], to demonstrate the exact im-

pact dribble has on engine performance. The experimental findings are frequently

validated and explained via computational studies, pertinent in determining the

in-nozzle behaviour during this injection phase [108–110, 150].

Penetration and combustion recession

Prior to the dribble event, the fuel and vapour penetration, ambient gas entrain-

ment and the flame propagation rate should be relatively stable. As the internal flow

becomes throttled by the needle valve, the flow rate progressively decreases, accom-

panied with dropping fuel inertia in the emerging spray [2]. The resulting recession

in vapour and fuel penetration length was demonstrated by Kook et al. using a

constant volume chamber, supplemented with a numerical model [113]. Higher IPs

prolonged the period of recession and considerable control was achieved by modu-
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lating the needle descent speed (injection rate profiling).

As the liquid length retracts, the entrainment of ambient gas into the fuel spray

transitions out of its stable state [2, 113, 168]. The gas entrainment is shown to

increase by around three times, comprising a wave that passes back towards the

nozzle at approximately twice the speed of the penetration regression [2]. A greater

injection pressure increases both its speed and strength, possibly controlled through

monitoring the flow-rate ramp-down (needle descent speed). The enhanced mixing

of hot in-cylinder gases aids breakup, vaporisation and dispersion of the dribbling

fuel [168], particularly towards the near-nozzle region in which air entrainment is

low during steady-state [2]. The jet becomes generally lean with the potential for a

stagnant un-burnable region close to the nozzle [113]. The greater oxidation reduces

the potential for soot formation, yet regions too lean to burn will create UHC and

carbon monoxide emissions [2, 169].

Figure 2.3: The influences of injector parameters on flame lift of length at the end of
injection. The figure has been modified from Musculus et al. to present figures side-by-
side [2]. The chemiluminescence data indicates that combustion recession has a higher
likelihood at lower injection pressures with a prolonged needle descent.

During the dribble event the separation between nozzle and ignition sites i.e. the

‘flame lift of length’, temporally reduces, similarly to the spray penetration length

[112, 169]. Two studies by Knox et al. (Sprays A and D) demonstrated that the

occurrence of combustion recession is strongly depends on the injection parameters

and environment [112, 169]. Concurrent findings from Knox et al. [169] and Koci
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et al. [32] identified that prolonged dribble duration, low gas temperatures and

reduced injection pressures heightened susceptibility to combustion recession. The

results correlate with those by Kook et al. [113] and Musculus et al. [2] in which

lower IP and prolonged dribble duration hindered the entrainment wave (Figure 2.3),

thus creating overly lean regions through over mixing. The stagnant over-lean re-

gion near the nozzle were said to contain 10-15% of the total injected mass, thus

considerably impacting UHC production if exempt from pyrolysis reactions [112].

However, the presence of a flame contacting the nozzle could induce thermal degra-

dation of surface-bound fuel [83] and adherence of combustion products e.g. soot,

contributing towards injector deposits [78].

Near-nozzle break-up

During the dribble event, large droplets and ligaments have been identified in the

near-nozzle region both experimentally and numerically [3, 95, 98, 100, 106, 117].

Yet the EOI entrainment wave is said to enhance mixing and break-up, even causing

overly lean mixtures [2, 113]. Perturbation induced by interactions with the ambient

gas are inhibited at low jet inertia [16] and instabilities formed by vortex (also called

‘string’) cavitation within the orifice channels will also dissipate [155, 156]. The

atomisation inhibition corresponding to the reduced instabilities may supersede the

enhanced mixing induced by the entrainment wave. Alternatively the contradictory

findings may corresponds to the large variation in dribble durations, measured by

Fitzgerald et al. as between 0.2 and 3ms [96]. Kirsch et al. describes the dribble

event in terms of two phases, the deceleration of the jet as it becomes throttled,

followed by the final release of the large droplets and ligaments presumed to occur

after needle reseating [3]. Due to the fast recession of the entrainment wave [2] and

the long duration of the dribble event [98], the wave would likely only impact breakup

during the deceleration stage. During this stage the dispersion angle increases and

their are greater disturbances on the periphery of the jet, as would be the case if

interacting and an entraining vortex [3].

Studies by Kirsch et al. [3] and Gavaises et al. [115] identified helical structures
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Figure 2.4: Double-frame images of the spray collapse dynamics, supplemented with a
schematic illustration of the possible governing mechanisms, taken from an investigation
by Kirsch et al. [3]. Time after energizing: 4750 µs, Injected fuel: 1-octanol, injection
pressure: 100MPa, ambient density: 2.4 kg/m3 and ambient temperature: 293K.

in the near-nozzle region as the jets decelerate, amplifying the radial velocity com-

ponents at the periphery. Liquid sheets extend out from the liquid column, their

central membrane thinning as their radial separation increases. The membranes

subsequently tear and the previously contained fluid breaks up into droplets and lig-

aments. The behaviour indicates a rotational flow profile at the orifice exit induces

the primary breakup instabilities (rather an entrainment wave). The rotational flow
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was proposed to arise from an off-centred needle, as described by Iwatani et al. [170],

potentially causing vortex cavitation within the orifice channels [115, 151, 156]. Sim-

ilar structures were identified by Lockett et al. brought about by vortex cavitation

(identified using planar laser induced fluorescence) [157], however it has been re-

peatedly demonstrated that the string cavitation dissipates during needle descent,

rather than being intensified [155, 156].

The final stage of dribble described by Kirsch et al. has greater correspondence to

the release of large droplet and ligament described by other researchers, attributed

to pollutant production (Figure 2.4) [3, 95, 98, 106]. After apparent closing of

the needle valve, fuel continues to emerge from the injector, yet with considerably

reduced inertia, too low for sufficient atomisation [3]. Crua et al. showed that

1.5ms after SOI large deformed ligaments appear with widths of 20 to 50µm and

length of more than 600 µm [171], coinciding with measurements by Kirsch et al. [3].

The findings are supported by phase contrast measurements conducted by Moon et

al. showing analogous sheets (around 3 µm thickness) connecting the ligaments and

thinning until break-up [95]. Investigations by Swantek et al. and Moon et al. also

demonstrated cases in which the fuel contracted into a single large liquid column

(similar diameter to the orifice), possibly due to an absence of the centrifugal forces

Kirsch had observed prior [3, 95, 98, 106].

Spray wetting

The presence of large, slow-moving fuel structures [95], the amplified near-nozzle

gas motion [113], combined with heightened radial velocity components within the

jets [3], instigate conditions conducive to the impingement of EOI fuel on the nozzle

tip [115, 172]. The films present localised fuel rich regions and an ideal environment

for deposit forming reactions to occur. Nozzle tip wetting is considered a more sig-

nificant issue for GDI systems, since the associated external deposits have a greater

impact on atomisation performance at the reduced injection pressures they entail

[79]. However, diesel systems are notorious for UHC emissions and the processes

involved likely impact the internally residing fuel, affecting internal injector deposits
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and the in-nozzle status at the consecutive SOI event [71]. .

With regard to GDI systems, evidence suggests tip wetting can occur through-

out the entire injection [4], with increased impingement during the EOI transients

[68, 103]. The considerable impact of the EOI transients arises from low fuel mo-

mentum and reduced needle lift [4]. A sooty diffusion flame from late film burning

is considered a major source of coking and particulate emissions [4, 68, 103]. Fuel

exempt from burning possibly accumulates on the surface [172], or within the hole

step [4] over multiple injections. The primary wetting mechanism, repeatedly iden-

tified, was contact between the spray periphery and step on the orifice hole when

the dispersion angle increased [4, 103, 172]. Backes et al. varied the step geometry,

demonstrating that a larger step diameter could reduce external fuel deposition, yet

also may impact the initial entrainment [4]. An integrated numerical and experimen-

tal investigation by Fischer et al. gave evidence towards considerable reductions in

fuel deposition by increasing the fuel temperature; giving an 80% reduction, heating

the nozzle; resulting in 83% reduction, or amplifying the near-nozzle gas entrain-

ment; leading to a 40% reduction [68]. The other method to inhibit EOI spray

wetting was increasing the injection pressure (Figure 2.5), also demonstrated by

several other research groups [81, 103].

Very few experimental studies have been conducted for diesel spray wetting,

yet diesel films may have a greater impact on UHC production since their heavier

component fractions make them less likely to vaporise or burn [173]. Diesel spray

systems entail higher injection pressures and do not contain the hole step frequently

affiliated with GDI wetting, yet nozzle wetting is still identified in several studies

[80, 83, 95, 115]. Kirsch et al. demonstrated fuel ligaments splitting from nozzle

adhering fuel at the end of injection, yet did not mention the subsequent outcome of

the remaining fuel [3]. A similar event is visually evident in phase-contrast images

presented by Moon et al, in which a clear film forms across the surface but is not

mentioned in the discussion [95]. Imaging data from research at the University of

Brighton has also shown the formation of fuel films through spray wetting in non-

reactive conditions [80, 83, 114]. The timing of film identification indicates their
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Figure 2.5: Nozzle tip wetting from a gasoline direct injection system at different injection
pressures (15; 25; 35 MPa) by Backes et al. [4]. The fuel temperature is 80°C, ambient
pressure is 0.1 MPa. Marker 1 highlights the tip wetting towards the start of injection and
marker 2 shows the wetting at the end of injection, causing film bridging between orifices.

formation during the dribble event [80, 83]. The findings corroborate with a recent

numerical study by Gavaises et al. solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations

with needle motion in a multi-hole nozzle [115]. Their study demonstrated spray

wetting at timings of low needle lift (including SOI) due to eccentric needle motion

creating strong rotational flows in the emerging jets.

Internal nozzle flow processes

Descending needle lift is related to a pair of counter rotating vortices passing down

the orifice channel, aiding jet breakup [117]. Once the needle has reseated fuel

continues to emerge from the orifices due to its high inertia [3, 115]. The in-nozzle

space previously inhabited by the evacuating fuel is no longer refilled by fresh fuel

from the injector body yet volumetric continuity must be maintained. Battistoni

et al. demonstrated a considerable in-nozzle pressure drop creating a near-vacuum

within the nozzle (values in the range of 1–10Pa abs.) [109], confirmed by recent

sac pressure measurements (Sprays A and D) [5]. Localised low pressure regions

permit expansion of the fuel through cavitation [95, 106], increasing the volume of
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the in-nozzle contents (Figure 2.6). In single hole injectors the bubbles are found

to originate from the needle [106, 109] and in multi-hole nozzle they are thought to

be initiated at the orifice inlets [117]. Increased fuel and wall temperatures promote

cavitation [117], while greater in-cylinder pressure inhibits it [5].

Soon after the in-nozzle cavitation events, the nozzle cavities equalise with the

cylinder by drawing hot in-cylinder gasses back into the nozzle, resulting in a sudden

pressure increase [108–110]. The pressure rises above the vapour saturation pressure

the cavitation bubbles re-condense (Figure 2.6), considerably reducing the residing

fuel volume [5, 6, 115, 117]. The cavitation collapse causes an abrupt, more pro-

nounced gas ingestion event [5, 6, 115]. Ingestion was confirmed using X-ray phase

contrast measurements on a single hole nozzle by Swantek et al. indicating that gas

could retract as far as the needle seat [106, 107]. The quantity of gas drawn into

the nozzle is found to strongly correlate with the degree of cavitation that occurred

prior [6, 117]. It was found that when the injection pressure was low (<50MPa), or

the ambient gas pressure was high (> 2MPa), the internal pressure may not drop

below the vapour saturation pressure and the second ingestion event do not occur

[5, 106], yet all conditions result in some ingestion. As this event is dictated by the

vapour saturation pressure, a strong correlation is expected with the fuel physical

properties.

The timeline of these events varies between investigations and the operating

conditions adopted. Findings using shadowgraphy on transparent nozzles by Manin

et al. [5] and Abers [6] et al. (Sprays A and D) show cavitation within 24 µs of

valve closure, then re-condensing approximately 124µs after closure, whereas some

numerical studies show the onset on cavitation prior to needle reseating [115, 117].

Similarly Moon et al. identified cavitation within 29 µs of closure, however they also

observed some cavitation bubbles residing for over 1ms [95]. Consequently a situa-

tion must have arisen where the in-orifice region could not immediately assimilate

with the external gas pressure. Films form on the orifice channel walls immedi-

ately after the ingestion event and given time the fuel may combine into slugs [117],

speculated to restrict equalisation and thus re-condensation [95].
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Figure 2.6: Ultra high-speed shadowgrahic image sequence of the internal flow inside a
real-size transparent nozzle (Spray A), taken from a study by Manin et al. [5]. The acrylic
refractive index is matched with the fuel so that the fuel is clear and the gas is opaque.
The events depicted show the internal cavitation and ingestion of external gas at the end of
an injection event. The top image sequence is 50MPa injection pressure into 2.0 MPa gas
pressure, with the bottom sequence representing 50 MPa injection pressure into 0.1 MPa
gas pressure.

2.3.2 Near-nozzle transients between injections

There is agreement that after the EOI dynamics, the internal nozzle region will be

full of both fuel and ingested gas [111] (and possibly cavitation vapour for a relatively

short period [95]). The fuel is initially thought to create a film on the orifice wall

and then may contract, combining into a plug that traps gas behind it [115, 117].
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As the cycle progresses the in-nozzle contents are then subject to large fluctuations

in both pressure and temperature, likely influencing the status of the nozzle cavities

prior to the consecutive injection [6]. Eagle and Musculus identified a considerable

volume of fuel released as airborne ligaments and droplets from the nozzle after the

dribble event [82], referred to as ‘late cycle dribble’. Similar observations were made

by R. Pos with very low repeatability [105], possibly due to the low predictability of

in-nozzle mixing and its high dependence on eccentric needle motion [115]. Recent

numerical studies have showed post injection fuel discharge in the form of fuel films

on the external surface [115, 117], necessitating high image resolution and optical

access for detection in an operating engine [80].

The impact of pressure cycling

In the high-speed microscopy experiments by Eagle and Musculus (within a bow-

ditch optical engine) the expansion stroke was most susceptible to the delayed dis-

charge events [82]. A lack of data from Eagle et al. and R. Pos limited the pos-

sible exploration of the underlying processes, yet Eagle and Musculus provided a

comprehensive discussion of possible contributors. Possible explanations conceived

included:

• The precipitation of dissolved gasses when the pressure falls below the solu-

bility threshold. The gas being introduced in the fuel pumping system.

• Pressure differences between orifice outlets inducing fue flow, ‘sloshing’ across

the internal passages.

• Since the first identifications of gas ingestion had been made by Swantek et

al. close to that time [106], the expansion of in-nozzle gas dislodging the fuel

was also proposed.

The relation with the expansion stroke observed [80, 82, 105] and the absence of

the behaviour in constant pressure chambers [5], indicates a dependence on the in-

cylinder pressure cycling. In an investigation by Abers et al. using a constant volume
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chamber, a pressure drop was induced by opening the gas release valve immediately

after injection [6]. The rate of pressure decrease was a magnitude smaller than from

a 1000 rpm piston reciprocation on the expansion stroke and the shape of the profile

was greatly disparate (Figure 2.7). As the external pressure fell, nozzle trapped gas,

ingested during the dribble event (Section 2.3.1), was shown to expand [6]. Although

only hinted on in their study, the corresponding increase in in-nozzle contents may

force fuel out of the nozzle, leading to the behaviour described by R. Pos and Eagle

et al. [82, 105]. A numerical study by Aleiferis et al. demonstrates the relatively

slower transition of liquid slugs onto the external surface, forming nozzle-bound

films [117]. A high dependence on the drop in cylinder pressure was predicted, yet

the motion of the slug was also dictated by the cavitation and evaporation models

incorporated [117].

Figure 2.7: The volume of gas inside a transparent injector nozzle after an injection when
cycling the external gas pressure, provided by Abers et al. [6]. The in-sac gas is measured
via a hough transform: “transform volume”, with the in-orifice gas referred to as the “hole
volume”. As the in-cylinder gas drops, in-nozzle ingested gas either stagnates in the sac or
gets pushed out the orifice by in-sac gas expansion. As the external gas is re-pressurised,
very little contraction of the in-nozzle gas occurs.

In the transparent nozzle investigations by Abers et al. once the external pres-

sure stabilised, the in-nozzle gas kept expanding [6]. This suggests that there were

dissolved gasses precipitating from the fuel, yet a turbine-type pump, thought to
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facilitate the dissolving of gasses into the fuel [82], was absent from the experimen-

tal configuration. It is possible that the dissolved gas originated from the ingested

gasses, or alternatively the expansion was caused by thermal transfer to the gas.

The external pressure was increased subsequent to the immediate pressure release

(Figure 2.7). As the vessel was re-pressurised, the gas pockets contracted with a

retraction of the gas-liquid interface along the orifice exit. Consequently a third

ingestion event took place in which hot in-cylinder gasses, conducive to internal

coking [75], entered the nozzle. In-sac bubbles coalesced and moved towards the

orifice inlet, eventually contacting the column of ingested gas. After this point the

in-nozzle gas volume remained constant and the in-sac fuel, pushed back towards the

valve seat, maintained its position [6]. The findings demonstrate a likely positioning

of the fuel to gas mixture by the start of the consecutive injection for a single hole

nozzle, specifically with the fuel residing behind the gas.

2.3.3 Start of injection phase

Fuel is demonstrated to remain in the nozzle after the injection event [108, 111], va-

porising via heat transfer from the contacting walls [111, 174]. Ingested in-cylinder

gas also resides in the nozzle due to the aforementioned EOI and compression dy-

namics [6] (Section 2.3.1). Abers et al. showed fuel to be pushed back towards

the valve seat with the ingested gas position stabilising in the orifice channel, yet

disparate results are anticipated with a multi-hole nozzle [6]. With a greater num-

ber of injection events per cycle in modern engines [84], a greater number of SOI

events take place with more variation in initial nozzle status i.e. fuel residing after

a pilot will not be exposed to the same pressure cycling as from a post-injection.

The in-nozzle status has a considerable influence on the initial SOI flow rate [110],

the hydraulic delay [109], the spray head morphology [111] and its initial vaporisa-

tion / break-up [7]. These attributes are critical towards building reliable numerical

models that aid the appropriate calibration of injectors for predicting the injected

mass, ignition delay and heat release.
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Internal flow

The needle valve is energised and the needle’s lift quickly increases permitting fresh

fuel to flood into the nozzle tip. The volumetric increase in nozzle contents as fuel

starts to enter the tip cavity is initially smaller than the volumetric decrease from

the fast needle ascent, thus a small amount of in-cylinder gas is ingested into the

orifice channels and the injector nozzles contents are drawn further towards the body

[5, 115, 117]. Consequently the initial mass flow should be considered negative when

modelling the event (although it’s a very short event with minor consequences on

the spray’s development). The degree of gas ingestion is of an order of magnitude

smaller to that observed at the EOI and the gas is immediately pushed back out

into the cylinder [117].

An unstable, turbulent flow regime then develops. For single hole injectors,

recirculation zones appear at the upper curvature of the sac, whereas the very tip of

multi-hole nozzles is most susceptible to these counter rotating eddies [108]. There

is high potential for vortices formed within the tip cavity to pass into the orifice

channel during this time, thereby impacting the external jets [150].

Both geometric and string cavitation have been identified early in the SOI phase.

Battistoni et al. and Gavaises et al. identified residual gas at the needle surface

during its ascent [109, 115], correlating with the apparent seat cavitation experimen-

tally observed by Mitroglou et al. [156]. The fast needle motion causes a sudden

drop in pressure around the valve inlet, below the vapour saturation pressure [115].

Geometric cavitation can also be found neighbouring the upper face of the orifice

inlets in a multi-hole nozzle [115]. At high pressures geometric cavitation is also pos-

sible in single hole nozzles, yet the high dependence on fuel velocity entails greater

susceptibility during the main injection phase [175].

High-speed shadowgraphy on a multi-hole transparent nozzle was performed by

He et al. identifying string cavitation throughout the injection event [155]. At low

needle lifts i.e. EOI and SOI, strings passed between the nozzle seat and into the

orifice channels [115, 117]. The string cavitation had a low frequency, but when
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induced its onset is immediate, approximately 200µs after valve opening, supported

by observations by Mitroglou et al. [156] and Gavaises et al. [115] with onset

times of around 140µs. The frequency of the cavitation regimes is shown to greatly

increase at high injection pressures (instigating high fuel velocities), with strong

dependencies on the nozzle geometry and needle motion [155, 156]. String cavitation

passing through the orifice channels is a clear indication of high rotational velocities

in the emerging spray, coupled with higher jet dispersion angles [155]. It is predicted

that eccentric needle motion promotes string cavitation and rotational flow through

the orifice channels [115]. Single hole nozzles are found to inhibit this behaviour

[5, 175].

External flow

After the fuel emerges from the orifice(s), a jet penetrates through the in-cylinder

gas. The velocity of the penetrating head (coupled with the rate of increasing

penetration length) being primarily dependent on the injection pressure, with a

magnitude of approximately 150ms−1 at 150MPa [109], 100ms−1 at 100MPa [7],

and 16ms−1 at 50 MPa [111] (potentially differing from orifice size, number and

sac geometry). Ultra high-speed shadowgraphic images of the initial spray head

morphology are provided by Crua et al. [7] (Figure 2.8).

The morphology of the spray head can be predicted by the dimensionless Weber

and Reynolds numbers (Section 2.2.4) [7]. In cases that the Webber and Reynolds

numbers are below their critical values (for instance at low injection pressures),

the evacuating stream should be laminar and an atomisation regime should not be

realised [7]. A mushroom shaped structure forms at the front of the evacuating

jets (Figure 2.8). There is delayed detachment of the leading interface from the

nozzle surface, inducing high surface curvature across the cap. An undisturbed

oblate spheroidal interface penetrates the in-cylinder gas whilst radially expanding.

The expansion results from upstream fuel filling the lower velocity cap like a balloon,

creating ripples at the frontal stagnation point through short-lived Kelvin–Helmholts

instabilities at counter acting flow paths [7]. The cap is transparent, demonstrating
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Figure 2.8: Effect of injection pressure on the initial stage of diesel fuel injection at
atmospheric pressure and temperature condition, taken from a paper by Crua et al. [7].

that no bubbles or gaps exist within (Figure 2.8). Behind the cap exists a noticeably

stretched section in the liquid column with smaller cross sectional area than the

following fuel, thought to arise from the sudden detachment from the nozzle [111].

The observations correlate well other experimental and numerical studies, replicating

the interface ripples and stretching of the liquid column [3, 5, 109, 115, 117, 176–
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178]. The laminar mushroom cap provides considerable insight into the initial spray

breakup, yet it is an idealised phenomena, exclusive for low weber numbers and

nozzle pre-filled with fuel.

If the Weber and Reynolds numbers rise above their critical values (Section 2.2.4),

for instance at greater injection pressures or when the surface tension and viscosity

decrease [7], a turbulent flow regime is induced and the head almost immediately

fragments [7] (Figure 2.8). The head will no longer maintain its shape, splitting into

large ligaments and droplets via primary breakup processes. Instabilities are pro-

moted by rotational flows and string cavitation within the orifice channels thought

to arise from eccentric needle motion [115, 117]. There is some evidence that the

helical flow can divert droplets back towards the nozzle causing surface wetting, with

droplets remaining as residual fuel well into the cycle [115].

The impact of the nozzle status

The aforementioned laminar, mushroom shaped head only occurs when the nozzle

is partially filled with fuel prior to the SOI trigger [5, 7, 109, 117]. Internal fuel

possibly vaporises from high heat transfer off the internal walls [174], hence Crua

et al. visualised the initial spray tip morphology when the injector nozzle initially

contained fuel vapour [7]. The spheroidal cap is absent, yet a vaporous cap is

observed, manifesting as a vortex ring, gradually penetrated by the incoming jet

[179]. A slip stream is created at the centre of the ring, expelling a thin ligament

in-front of the liquid column [5, 7].

The importance of the in-nozzle status is further illustrated numerically in studies

by Aleiferis et al. and Gavaises et al. [115, 117]. It is predicted that presence of gas in

the sac reduces the gas ingestion and needle tip cavitation during the initial ascent of

the needle, possibly due to pressure dampening by the expansion of the trapped gas.

The lower density of the gas compared to the fuel also reduces the energy required to

move it. The gas pockets and slugs create instabilities in the preliminary liquid jet

which aid break-up and promote rotational flows. The pronounced helical behaviour

may also lead to additional nozzle tip wetting during this injection phase.
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Despite the clear impact of the in-nozzle status on the SOI event, it is generally

unknown, primarily depending on the previous injection event and the evolution in

in-cylinder conditions between injections [6, 117]. Many researchers, both numer-

ical and experimental, assume the nozzle to be initially filled with air, yet it has

been demonstrated that this is not realistic [111]. Observations by Crua et al. using

ultra-high speed shadowgraph (in a high temperature high pressure vessel) indicated

both vapour and fuel in the nozzle, concluding that it should be considered partially

filled [7]. Battistoni et al. performed a series of modelling in which different initial

statuses were tested (entirely gas, partially liquid, entirely liquid) [109, 110]. They

found that the entirely gas case had the best correlation with experimental data, in

terms of penetration and hydraulic delay. An alternate approach was undertaken by

Ghijji et al. in which the in-nozzle status was measured after an injection (numeri-

cally as 83% full of fuel), the in-cylinder pressure cycling and vaporisation between

injection still not being considered [176]. A second investigation obtained a solu-

tion better matching the experimental equivalents (in terms of head morphology

and penetration velocity) when placing a trapped bubble within the orifice channel,

demonstrating that the orientation of the mixture is as important as the mixture

ratios [177].

2.4 Film behaviour

Within internal combustion engines there are several circumstances in which fluid

structures may contact surfaces. Fuel may impinge on the piston [84] or cylinder liner

[118] due to high spray penetration, airborne droplets may impact the valves during

the exhaust stroke or fuel can adhere to the nozzle surfaces during the transient

injection phases [80] (as discussed in Section 2.3). Depending on the fluid’s inertia

and trajectory, many of these circumstances result in complete loss of the fluid’s

momentum through adherence at the liquid to solid boundary. The liquid will then

spread across the surrounding surface forming a fuel film, having a size dependent on

the amount of fluid deposited [4, 103]. The films may then further transition across
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the surface [68], change phase [9] or interact with the flame [180]. The presence

of these films and their behaviour is linked to over-mixing and deposit formation,

decreasing engine performance and contributing to its pollutant production [78, 181].

Consequently it is crucial to explore the behaviour of films within an in-cylinder

environment.

2.4.1 Contact angles and spreading

The majority of fluid dynamic phenomena are numerically described using the

Navier-Stokes equations, applicable to most processes occurring above the nanoscopic

scale [182]. Yet for the motion of bounded liquid films on surfaces the Navier-Stokes

theories are no longer applicable [182]. This is due to a principal dependence on a

three phase contact point at the film periphery that is below nanoscopic. At this

point, the governing processes regard the van-der-Waal and electrostatic forces at

the molecular level [183]. For this reason, experimentation and numerical charac-

terisation of film motion is incredibly complex and knowledge is limited. Research

regarding these three phase contact points is an uncommon circumstance where

molecular physics, surface chemistry and engineering intersect with considerable

impact [183].

At the point of contact between the film periphery and the surface there are three

phase boundaries each with its own surface tension force [183]. Acting away from

the film is tension at the surface-vapour boundary, acting into the film is tension at

the surface to liquid boundary, and surface tension at the liquid to vapour boundary

acts at an angle equal to that of the gas-liquid interface contacting the surface

(Figure 2.9). The balance between these forces dictates the potential transition of

the contact point along the surface i.e. spreading, and the contact angle between

the liquid-vapour boundary with the surface [183].

After a droplet makes contact with a surface there is a transition before the

stable, partial wetting state is reached. During this time a meniscus is formed,

the droplet flattens and Gibbs energy is released as adhesion work [184]. When

the Gibbs energy is above the metastable state, the surface tension forces are no
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Figure 2.9: The contact angle 𝜃 is shown for a sessile drop. The contact line in this case
is the outline of the contact circle between the solid and the liquid (note that the drop
is assumed to be axisymmetric with its profile shown). The annotation is taken from an
article by Marmur et al. [8].

longer in equilibrium and the contact point will transition along the surface [185].

The direction of the transition and thus the imbalance in surface tension forces is

directly related to the contact angle [186] (Figure 2.9). Contact angles below those

necessary for a metastable state will cause a dynamic receding contact point, moving

towards the centre of the film. This normally results from liquid being removed from

the film or motion of the entire film in a given direction (as induced by gravity or gas

flow interactions). Contact angles above the critical range will instigate a dynamic

advancing boundary. For both cases Gibbs energy is released as adhesion work in

a similar way, yet in the receding case, vapour-liquid surface energy is lost and

for spreading it is gained [187]. The rate at which the transitions take place are

dependent on the viscosity and surface properties [185].

Another considerable dependency, identified by numerous researchers, is that

of the surface roughness [186, 188, 189], pertinent as most real surfaces are not

completely smooth [8]. The defects on a surface will likely pin a contact point at

a descending surfaces and promote spreading at an ascending surfaces [8]. Most

surface defects due to roughness are not detectable at the microscopic scale. So,
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although the theoretical angle may be true at the nanoscopic level, the apparent

measured contact angle (microscopically) may differ [8, 188]. A meta stable equi-

librium is found when all contact points across the boundary are restricted by the

surface defects [189]. To spread further its potential energy and contact angle must

increase until a jump to the next nanoscopic crevice is possible [189]. Kandlikar et

al. found the dynamic contact angles decreased significantly with increasing surface

roughness but only until a certain point [186, 188] (found to be 0.2µm for deionised

water on the metallic plates used). After this point an opposing trend exists. The

surface texture was produced through abrasive removal processes giving an element

of randomness with regard to the defects. However, nanoscopic micro-texturing is

also possible to gain considerable control over the film spreading and underlying

forces [189].

2.4.2 Film phase transition

The temperature of a film on a plate is likely determined by the temperature of the

plate rather than the gas, due to the greater thermal conductivity across the solid-

liquid interface [180, 190]. Therefore, the effects of film temperature on the contact

angle and spreading can be analysed through heating of the surface in which it

inhabits [186]. Generally, heating of a film will relax the contact angle and promote

spreading by reducing the surface energy (thus surface tension) across the vapour-

liquid interface [191]. The advancing and receding contact angles remain a similar

distance apart, thus a metastable range is maintained [186]. Film evaporation is

also dictated by the gas dynamics, particularly turbulence, at the liquid to vapour

interface [9].

These statements are only true up until the point in which the film begins tran-

sitioning from its evaporative regime, into the nucleate boiling regime [186]. Once

bulk phase transfer begins, there are drastic, non-linear changes to the temper-

ature, contact angle and film lifespan relationships, depending on the governing

phase transfer processes. The regimes can be defined through the saturation (𝑇𝑆𝑎𝑡),

Nukiyama (𝑇𝑁), and Leidenfrost (𝑇𝐿) temperatures, with respect to the film/wall
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Figure 2.10: Droplet lifetime curve and schematics illustrating the boiling states near
the limits of the boiling regimes, provided by Habchi [9].

temperature (𝑇𝑊 ) [9]. Figure 2.10 illustrates the different regimes and their relation

to the film lifetime:

Film evaporation (𝑇𝑊 < 𝑇𝑆𝑎𝑡): the entire base of the film contacts the surface

and the film slowly evaporates. The rate of evaporation is primarily depending

on the turbulence of the nearby gas and the difference between 𝑇𝑊 and 𝑇𝑆𝑎𝑡

(also reliant on the gas pressure). Increasing the temperature relaxes the

contact angle and promotes spreading [191].

Nucleate boiling (𝑇𝑆𝑎𝑡 < 𝑇𝑊 < 𝑇𝑁): liquid in the immediate vicinity of the

surface will overheat with a potential for bulk phase change. The change is

generally triggered by nucleation sites at the surface although impurities in

the liquid may also suffice [139]. Vapour cavities form at the surface-liquid

interface, subsequently vaporising along the internal vapour-liquid boundary

resulting in their growth. Thin low contact angle region at the edge of the film

vaporise, causing an increase in contact angle with temperature.

Transitional boiling (𝑇𝑁 < 𝑇𝑊 < 𝑇𝐿): large vapour channels and pockets form

at the surface-liquid interface, considerably reducing contact area which lowers
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the heat transfer rate. Sections of the film may get segregated from each other

further influencing the temperature distribution and thus phase transfer.

Film boiling (𝑇𝑊 < 𝑇𝐿): fluid closest the surface changes phase, creating an

insulating vapour layer that separates the film and surface. The concept of con-

tact angle therefore becomes redundant. Thermal energy has to pass across the

vapour to heat and the film, considerably reducing vaporisation and increasing

the film lifetime. The rate of energy passage has significant dependence on the

vapour density and the surface texture. As with all regimes, higher surface

area increases the transfer rate, however under the Leidenfrost / film boiling

regimes, this effect is more apparent.

Figure 2.10 provides the minimum film lifetime when the wall temperature is equal

to the Nukiyama temperature [9]. This point marks the Critical Heat Flux (CHF)

between the wall and film when the rate of phase change is at a maximum. The

advancing contact angle is always larger than the receding angles when 𝑇𝑊 < 𝑇𝑁 ,

whereas Kandlikar et al. found that at the CHF point the receding angle suddenly

jumps up to a value equivalent to the advancing angle [186]. Consequently there will

no longer be a metastable range of contact angles, aiding identification of the regime

transition. Thin regions at the periphery of the films from contact angles relaxing

at high temperature have an increased vaporisation rate and will not remain near or

above the CHF condition. The contact points will recede back towards the centre of

the films, inverting the contact angle; referred to as the vapour cut-back phenomena.

It is thought that this phenomena is responsible for the high dependence of film phase

transfer at the CHF condition [9, 186, 188].

Several researchers have demonstrated a greater heat transfer rate when increas-

ing the surface roughness, observed for each phase transfer regime [9, 192, 193]. It

is principally concluded that the heightened surface area will permit more thermal

energy to cross the interface [9]. However, the difference is considerably more pro-

nounced when the insulating vapour layer exists between the film and surface, i.e.

above the CHF condition [192, 193]. In addition to the impact of surface area, Far-
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dad et al. speculated that the peaks of the surface defects would penetrate deeper

into the film, thus providing internal heating as opposed to purely at the boundary.

The conjecture offers explanation of the heightened dependence in the Leidenfrost

regime, since the peaks may present an energy channel across the insulating vapour

layer. Fardad et al. did not find any relation between surface roughness and the

temperatures characteristic of regime transitions [193], yet Bernardin et al. found

a relationship with the critical Leidenfrost temperature [192]. Bernardin et al. also

postulated the penetrative effects of the surface defects, but additionally discussed

the greater number of nucleation sites which a roughened surface would create, fur-

ther promoting vaporisation [192].

It is approximated that a clean nozzle surface will have a roughness close to that

of the valves, measured by Bernardin et al. as between 7 to 10µm [192]. However,

several experiments are performed when the nozzle is coated in soot, expected to

greatly increase the surface roughness and thus heat transfer. The layered soot

particles may also incorporate a porosity, potentially further enhancing the rate of

phase change [194].

2.4.3 Flame-film interactions

Flame-film interactions is a relatively unexplored field, particularly in relation to

flame-wall interactions [180, 195, 196]. When a flame front approaches a wall, the

heat transfer to the wall considerably increases, reaching flux rates of over 1MW/m2

within engine cylinders [195]. The energy is primarily transferred through convec-

tive pathways [195], with radiative transfer normally being (justifiably) neglected in

models [180, 196, 197]. When the flame heat release becomes equal to the transfer

rate from a given localised region, the flame boundary will be unable to propagate

further [195]. Consequently, the wall, acting as a heat sink, will induce thermal

quenching in the nearby vicinity [180, 195]. UHCs, combustion radicals and poten-

tially other polluting constituents are introduced into the quenching zone by the

combusting spray [195], presenting high importance regarding engine research. The

low temperature quenching zone separates the wall and flame boundary at distances
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down to 0.1mm, highly dependent on the surrounding conditions [197]. Ma et al.

found lower wall temperatures to reduce flame stability and duration [181]. The

behaviour is also greatly impacted by the surrounding turbulence, as the increased

entrainment influences both convection and mixing [195].

As discussed in Section 2.3, there are several situations that cause fuel films on

in-cylinder surfaces, including the impingement of sprays on the piston, cylinder

liner and nozzle tip [115, 118, 145, 198]. The interactions between the wall and

flame boundary differ greatly when a film is present on said wall [180, 195], yet only

when the flame has a low separation from the film [197]. The principal differences

regard the flame quenching processes [180]. For dry walls, the flame-wall separation

is dependent on thermal quenching of the flame [195], whereas an additional liquid

layer will induce quenching through chemical pathways, namely over-mixing [180,

196, 197]. The separation between the wall and flame will be much greater in these

circumstances, reducing the thermal energy transfer [180].

The temperature of the surface-bound film is governed by the wall temperature

(generally considered equal in numerical studies [180]), due to the greater thermal

conductivity across the solid-liquid boundary than the liquid-vapour interface [196].

However, as the flame approaches it will transfer a considerable degree of thermal

energy to the wall [195], heating both the wall and film. The rate of film phase

transition will increase accordingly [180], with the layer of vaporous fuel above the

film becoming thicker and richer [197]. In most circumstances, particularly for diesel

applications, the vaporous layer will be outside the flammability limit, inhibiting

flame propagation through chemical quenching [180, 196, 197]. The separation will

then be much greater than in the dry wall case, reducing the heat transfer to the wall

and presenting a larger region in which fuel will not burn [180, 197]. Consequently,

the flame to dry wall separation is principally a function of flame thickness, whereas

the film to flame separation is governed by the vapour boundary layer thickness

[196, 197].

Tao et al. demonstrated a linear correlation between the vapour layer thickness

and the flame propagation, indicating a circular system of dependencies between
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flame separation, film heating and the thickness of the vapour layer [196]. However,

Tao et al. used a relatively small range of test condition, all inducing an overly

rich air-fuel mixture in the near film vicinity. It is therefore expected that there

will be limits to the linear relationship observed. If overly lean the vapour intro-

duced could enhance the gas flammability, or when already at the rich limit, the

vapour may causes complete extinction of the flame [180]. The fuel vapour satu-

ration temperature, wall temperature and gas pressure will considerably influence

this relationship though varying the phase transition rate. Conditions conducive

of low evaporation rates will permit the flame to get closer to the film, consuming

the vaporising fuel and preventing vapour accumulation [180]. This situation may

even result in autoignition and burning of the film [180, 181]. Yet, reduced flame

separation increases heat transfer which will promote phase transition, likely leading

to vapour accumulation [181].

The existence of the rich zone above the film could enhance soot oxidation, or

effect the production of NOx radicals [180, 181]. In addition to the immediate

impact on pollutants, interactions between films and flames are likely to elicit fuel

degradation that could later reduce engine durability [180] (Section 2.5). A large

proportion of the aforementioned processes are unresolved, but there is confidence

that an absence of wetting is strongly desirable [84, 180, 195, 197, 199].

2.5 Injector deposits

Ever since the first combustion engines, deposits have likely formed on in-cylinder

engine components [60]. However, it is only over the last few decades that they have

become a major issue [70], primarily due to the systematic elimination of many

other more significant spray hindrances and the greater complexity in component

design [36]. Deposits are now considered a leading contributor to the deterioration

of engine performance, with the capacity to develop on any surface that is frequently

contacted by hot liquid fuel [78]. The mechanisms that cause them are frequently

not known or generally agreed upon [10], party due to their high locational, mor-
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phological and chemical diversity [200]. Experimentation challenges arise from the

slow formation rate, addressed by the use of contaminated fuels and aggravating op-

erating conditions to speed up the deposition processes [47]. For this reason, many

of the deposits tested on show considerable differences to those found in road-bound

vehicles [78], further increasing associated uncertainties.

2.5.1 Locational classification

In consideration of the large diversity of deposits, it is essential for a locational

and morphological categorisation system to be established between research groups,

ensuring agreement and compatibility of findings. Stepien et al. categorised injector

deposits with respect to their region of inhabitance as follows [10] (Figure 2.11):

Internal deposits

Control valve: found either on the flat valve surfaces or the piston mecha-

nism. These deposits can inhibit needle response times and in severe cases

causes the valve to get stuck in the open or closed positions [10, 201].

Needle and sac: can be found across all needle surfaces exposed to fuel,

in addition to the valve sealing faces and within the sac. They have also

been linked to slow needle response and sticking [41, 202], particularly

affecting the transient injection phases [203].

External deposits

External nozzle surface: deposits tend to form close to the orifice outlets

and have potential to protrude into the orifice channels. They are com-

posed of spherical particles clustered into dense aggregates with seemingly

uniform sizes, separated by large voids (contributing towards its porosity)

[78]. They are thought to influence the nozzle tip temperature [78], exter-

nal fuel film behaviour [204] and may be linked to the deposit formation

within the orifice channels.
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Orifice channel: adhering material changes morphology throughout the

orifice channels, with high dependence on the cavitation behaviour [77].

Deposits located in this region have the potential to reduce the mass flow

rate [46, 69], in addition to disrupting the spray plumes through varied

surface roughness (impacting boundary layer, turbulence and cavitation

in the passing stream) [78]. These deposits are more compact with slower

formation rate than external deposits, possibly due to the continuous

removal from passing fuel / cavitation [78].

External depositsInternal deposits

Orifice channel

Spray pinhole outlet

Needle deposits

Control valve piston

Control valve surface

Figure 2.11: Locational classifications of different injector deposit types. Text has been
translated from Russian to English. The images are taken from a study by Stepien et al.
[10].

There are several different deposit compositions identified and explored in the

literature which may also be used as a classification system [11], explored in Sec-

tion 2.5.2.
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2.5.2 Deposit formation mechanisms

In general, the primary deposit forming chemical processes are not well understood

and there is frequently a lack of agreement [46, 70, 78, 79]. The primary rea-

sons for this are the extensive range in both chemical and physical morphologies,

coupled with the diverse processes that induce them, even on a layer to layer ba-

sis [205]. Further challenges arise from the slow formation rate [78]. Xu et al.

states that the only mechanisms available in the literature regard the formation and

transport of precursors, the temperature field (fuel, nozzle and gas) and the fuel

properties / contaminants [79]. They summarise that the precursors form through

oxidation, condensation and precipitation reactions. The processes involve either

thermally unstable hydrocarbons, particularly olefins and aromatics, or hydrocar-

bons with low oxygenation stability [79]. Hence, two distinct free-radical pathways

are explored, low temperature auto-oxidation and high temperature pyrolysis (+ iso-

merization and polymerization) i.e. coking and carbon deposition [78]. The terms

are fairly vague, incorporating numerous reactions, high temperature pyrolysis being

more relevant towards external deposits due to the environments associated. The

internal deposits have greater affinity with the low temperature oxidation reactions,

particularly those involving metal ions and other acids introduced via additives and

bio-diesels [11].

Despite the large range of deposit types and mechanisms, there are multiple

attributes that relate to all deposits found around the injector, as well as those that

develop in the cylinder (adapted from Slavchov et al. [78]):

• Reactions always occur in the liquid hydrocarbon phase, thus the presence of

liquid fuel is compulsory.

• The deposits are principally composed of fuel and additive constituents [79],

with the dominating elements being oxygen and carbon [41, 71]. They present

a polydisperse mixture of polar oxidized hydrocarbons and dispersed organic /

inorganic salts.

• The growth processes take place at a hydrophilic surface in contact with a
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hydrophobic fluid i.e. the interface between polar deposit and fuel or metal

oxide and fuel in the case of a clean injector surface. The surfaces potentially

catalyse the reactions.

External deposit mechanisms

External deposits are primarily carbonaceous and caused by fuel degradation, yet

may contain metal ions when the fuel is contaminated [71]. The high tempera-

ture degradation pathways are summarised by Xu et al. [79]: “At a temperature

higher than 350°C, carbon deposits are usually formed by two different routes, (1)

decomposition of hydrocarbons to elemental carbon and hydrogen; and (2) polymer-

ization / condensation of hydrocarbon species to larger polycyclic aromatic hydrocar-

bons”. Its frequently proposed that the products of the degradation reactions reside

at the injector surface where they subsequently nucleate and grow [78, 79].

The most extensive account of these reactions and processes is given by Slavchov

et al. in which a model is constructed for carbonaceous deposition on the surface and

within the holes of a GDI injector [78]. The investigation considers the time between

EOI and complete vaporisation of the residing fuel, since this is the only time in

which gasoline is exposed to free radicals (combustion products). Precursors are

believed to already exist in the fuel, introduced through multiple sources including,

fuel contamination, oxidation through flow induced sheer and cavitation induced

fuel cracking / degradation. They are normally considered polar compounds, such

as asperoxides and metallic salts [79]. The gasoline is exposed to combustion gasses

and very high temperatures, yet it does not immediately boil due to the high in-

cylinder pressure, increasing the vapour saturation temperature. High temperatures

instigate fuel degradation and fracturing.

The initiation reactions are commonly believed to occur within the fuel, however

Slavchov et al. demonstrated the reactions entail the exchange of matter i.e. radicals,

across the fuel-gas boundary [78]. A quenching layer exists at any interface between

the fuel to in-cylinder gas, providing degradation initiators in the form of NOX and

O2 (NOX said to be most important). The concentration of these species in the
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quenching layer is dependent on the ICP and rate of fuel vaporisation, diluting the

radical constituents. NO converts non-reactive radical RO2 to very reactive radical

RO and radical chain oxidation takes place involving branching reactions with O2.

The degradation reactions release further radicals thus inciting further oxidation,

particularly with branched alkanes. The products of the oxidation reaction have a

tendency to attach themselves to the injector surface as a polar-proto deposit phase

[78]. The piston descends reducing the in-cylinder pressure, lowering the vapour

saturation thus instigating high vaporisation rates and boiling (more pronounced

in GDI engines) [78]. The deposit will further degrade and age as it loses organic

oxygen, increasing porosity, aromatic content and adherence of additive derived

material, contributing towards its durability.

The other mechanism proposed for carbonaceous deposit formation is instigated

from the implosion of cavitation bubbles, potentially being interlinked with the

process previously described. Cavitation within nozzle can increase the fuel temper-

ature by hundreds of degrees in pinpointed regions potentially eliciting fuel cracking

and degradation [78]. Price et al. conducted sonification experiments on hydrocar-

bons within the mid-distillate range, causing stagnant fuel to cavitate, then release

carbonaceous deposit material as the bubbles re-condensed [154]. The bubbles, con-

taining fuel vapour and previously dissolved gasses, quickly re-condense in violent

implosions that create considerable temperature spikes. 90% of the implosion in-

duced led to the formation of dispersed, micron size carbon particles, comprised

of agglomerated nanoparticle carbon. The carbonaceous structures produced had

affinity to the soot particles created in pyrolysis reactions and analogous morphology

to the grains found within the external injector deposits. Their composition being

described as a mixture of amorphous and graphitic material, containing quantities

of oxygen (ca. 10 atomic % excluding H) in the form of hydroxyl, carbonyl and

ester / acid groups [154].
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Internal deposit mechanisms

The internal surfaces are much less exposed to combustion products, therefore the

formation mechanisms must greatly differ to those described above. The reduced

temperatures means that low temperature oxidation reactions are much more plau-

sible than high temperature pyrolysis [11]. Several chemical morphologies are iden-

tified, predominantly dependent on the fuel compositions (Figure 2.12): carboxylate

soaps; polymeric amides; inorganic salts; degraded / aged fuel and lacquer based de-

posits [11]. A description of the postulated underlying processes instigating each

is provided, however very little information is available regarding inorganic salts.

Both polymeric amide and lacquer types deposits have been grouped together as

frequently done it literature due to similar chemical and physical morphology.

Figure 2.12: Relationship Between Fuel Chemistry and internal injector deposit compo-
sition, taken from a paper by Lacey et al. [11].

Carboxylate soaps: these deposits are soapy thus soluble in water, primary

composed of acidic material, particularly alkenyl and succinic acids with larger

than trace fractions of either sodium, calcium or potassium [205, 206] (energy

dispersive X-ray analysis gives spectra peaks corresponding to carbon oxygen

and calcium [11]). They are identified as the most concerning needle deposit

with the highest frequency of occurrence, having a capacity to form anywhere
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throughout the FIE system if exposed to high pressure or thermal stresses [11].

However, fuel manufacturers have addressed the source of these deposits over

recent years through changes in fuel additive composition and handling, thus

they now pose a much less severe problem.

Their chemical composition clearly indicates their formation through reactions

between positively charged metal ions and negatively charged carboxylate acid

(Figure 2.12). The metal ions are introduced by either FAME (most concern-

ing), additives (particularly corrosion inhibitors and de-icing agents) or sea

transportation. Potential sources of carboxylate acids include by-products

from FAME manufacture and additives (particularly corrosion inhibitors and

lubricity additives) [11, 72]. Lacey et al. demonstrated that this reaction can

occur in temperature and pressure similar to those associated with fuel stor-

age tanks (explaining their identification of fuel filters), although accelerated

at higher temperatures. They postulated the initial reaction produces reverse

micelles with hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails, causing them to ag-

glomerate in ring like formations (Figure 2.12). When they are exposed to

high thermal and shear stresses the structures break up, reverting back into

energetic, unstable polar molecules. The molecules then attach to nearby walls

via their hydrophilic heads [11].

Polymeric amides / lacquer based: these deposits are very hard, smooth and

impervious to solvents [55, 72]. Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) analysis gives

spectra peaks corresponding to carbon oxygen and nitrogen [11]. The ashless

polymeric deposits result from reactions between PIBSI (a deposit control

additive) and a fatty acid based material (possibly FAME by-products or other

additive constituents), chemically distinguished by the string peptide bonds

[55]. The PIBSI requires temperatures between 130 and 150°C (or above) to

become unstable and react [11]. The low molecular weight PIBSI fractions are

thought to be less soluble in diesel and more reactive [11].

Aged fuel: this deposit type is soft, brown and sticky, thus can be cleaned away
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with little difficulty [11] (EDX analysis gives spectra peaks corresponding to

carbon oxygen and nitrogen). They are caused by poor fuel oxidation stability,

aged fuel (prolonged storage) or repeatedly recirculated fuel (from modern

injector return systems). FAME constituents are particularly susceptible due

to gradual deterioration of molecules causing build-up of acids, polymers and

precipitates [11, 41]. Stability of market fuels should be sufficient to prevent

this type of deposit unless a vehicles fuel tank is not refilled for several years.

Pyrolised fuel /Carbonaceous deposits: these black deposits are formed of mi-

cron sized amorphous and aligned pseudo-graphitic carbon particles, resem-

blant of soot particles [205, 207]. Their morphology is analogous to the cav-

itation induced carbon particles described by Price et al. [154], indicating

cavitation around the needle (described in Section 2.5.2). There is also po-

tential for their formation through a combination of low fuel thermal stability

and high temperatures [11], leading to pyrolysis and degradation reactions.

This type of deposit is easily removed and shows no major issues, yet it could

influence the external deposit processes.

2.6 Diagnostic techniques for automotive injection

The strong links between fuel atomisation and engine emission production have in-

stigated a fast paced evolution in diagnostic techniques for automotive sprays [16].

The trend has been further driven by the simultaneous technological advancements

across all scientific disciplines, frequently innovated towards automotive applica-

tions. Despite this progress, all techniques have their limitations, particularly when

implementing them for the transient, extreme conditions associated with an engine

environment. The section primarily focusses on modern automotive test-facilities

and frequently used techniques for near and in-nozzle flow diagnostics.
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2.6.1 Optical spray diagnostics

High-speed photography is one of the first optical techniques used for spray diag-

nostics and remains frequently incorporated into modern approaches [16, 208]. The

scales and resolutions (spatial and temporal) are principally dependent on the imag-

ing system specifications, normally constituting a camera, microscope / field lenses

and bandpass filters. To achieve sufficient illumination intensity and spatial unifor-

mity, laser systems are generally used, supplemented with optical lens systems that

ultimately project collimated beams / sheets across the region of interest.

The signal received by the imaging system, incorporating the desired informa-

tion, is highly dependent on the orientation of the camera and illumination source

with regard to the investigated object. If the optical paths are aligned but op-

posing with the investigated region situated between them, the examined objects

cast shadows onto the receiving detector, known as shadowgraphy. It is the most

commonly adopted high-speed microscopy technique due to the lower illumination

intensity necessary, the high contrast between object and background and the in-

sights regarding curvature and thickness of transparent structures provided by the

received intensity field [7]. The potential temporal and spatial resolution achiev-

able are demonstrated by Crua et al. recording SOI liquid structures at 5 million

frames / s with a scale factor of 600 nm/pixel [7]. Superior clarity high-speed imag-

ing via double-frame shadowgraphy is also provided by Kirsch et al. investigating

the microscopic spray structures induced during the transient injection phases [3].

The opposing optical access points necessary are normally bestowed by constant

volume combustion vessels, however challenges arise when using optical engines by

the limited optical access and moving piston.

Analogous imaging and illumination paths, both pointing towards a terminat-

ing object of interest, permits back-scatter measurements. Image contrast between

objects (the spray or film) and the background (the engine head or injector nozzle)

correspond to differences in backwards reflection / scattering of the incident beam

[82]. Distinctions can be enhanced through the application of coatings (black paint
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or soot) to the background surfaces, thus altering their scattering attributes, or by

finding differences with an initial reference image [124]. The back-scatter mode is

frequently chosen since only a single optical access point is required and the predom-

inant measurement of direct reflections minimises attenuation issues. It is adopted

by Pos et al. and Dong et al. providing insights into the combustion recession of

end of injection fluid structures [100, 105], and geometric influences on near-nozzle

spray characterisation [209].

Side and back scatter modes are also ideal for Mie scatter measurements. Mie

theory describes the collection of solutions and methods (resolving Maxwell’s equa-

tions) used on the refractive, reflective and transmittance light scattering from trans-

parent particles [210]. For the Mie solutions to be applicable the particle must be

spherical and of a similar size to the electromagnetic wavelength interacting with it

[211]. Particles much smaller than the wavelength impose considerably less scatter-

ing through a Rayleigh scattering regime. Knowledge of the scattering behaviour

and the incident light specifications can be used to obtain drop size distributions,

also being used for particle velocities and trajectories from particle image velocime-

try measurements [31, 74]. With regard to the transient injection phases, many of

the constituting fluid structures have sizes outside the Mie scatter criteria and are

not spherical [3], resulting in large uncertainties.

One of the major limitations with this class of techniques is that a single cam-

era can only obtain a two-dimensional image, thus attaining information regarding

volume and helical vectors is challenging. 3D morphological reconstruction of fluid

structures from advanced post-processing of 2D image data (X-ray contrast and

shadowgraphy) has been achieved by Sechenyh et al. (Spray B) [98]. A Delaunay

triangulation algorithm was applied with a wavelet filter, extracting concavity and

convexity data from the grey level variation within the structures. Mass flow mea-

surements of unatomised EOI fuel were realised, however uncertainties potentially

arise from opposing curvature distinctions, insufficient resolution and overlapping

fluid structures.

Tomographic morphological measurements can also be achieved via multiple syn-
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chronised cameras [212]. Multiple cameras at varied angles about the considered

region provide numerous intersecting planes, reconstructed to obtain the 3D mor-

phology of the investigated object [213]. The post-processing is not trivial and some

assumption must be made between angles of slices, with more cameras reducing

uncertainty yet increasing cost.

By combining 2D imaging methods with advanced laser diagnostic tools, nu-

merous other spray attributes can be measured [16]. Mie scatter is combined with

planar laser induced fluorescence by Locket et al. to obtain localised volumetric

measurements within a dense spray [157]. The approach entails the mixing of flu-

orescent substances with the fuel that absorb photons within a known waveband,

subsequently emitting photons at an alternate, known wavelength [212]. Their study

elucidated the regions of primary and secondary atomisation in the jets, details re-

garding the helical behaviour induced by internal cavitation and the influences of

injection parameters on particle size distributions [157]. Nevertheless, the consider-

able dependencies of single-dye florescent measurements on illumination uniformity,

fluorescent quenching by the surround environment and robust calibration methods

renders the approach generally qualitative [214].

Phase Doppler Anemometry is considered the industry standard for droplet siz-

ing and velocity measurements in both automotive and aerospace spray applications.

Two monochromatic coherent beams intersect at the measurement region, in which

particle / droplets contained generate interference patterns; collected by two offset

photodiode (typically an avalanche diode) [215]. The frequency of the optical signals

is proportional to droplet velocity whilst the phase shift between them measures di-

ameters. It is a robust well-documented approach that does not require calibration

or tracers. It’s capability is demonstrated by Yamaguchi et al. analysing atomi-

sation performance across injection parameters [91]. The technique takes pinpoint

measurements so multiple measurements are required for full field analyses, with it’s

sensitivity to spray density making near-nozzle measurements particularly challeng-

ing.
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2.6.2 Internal nozzle flow measurements

The preparation of the fuel to gas mixture begins with the two-phase internal flow

field through the nozzle, dictating the flow profile at the orifice exit (Section 2.2.6).

In order to understand and control the emerging liquid column, pertinent towards

injector design, the internal flow dynamics must be explored. Transient eccentric

needle motion [117], cavitation [146] and the development of rotational flows within

the orifice channels [115] are particularly important towards understanding of the

primary break-up processes. Yet access for non-intrusive measurement techniques

within this area is challenging due to the small geometries, high pressures and thick

opaque materials in which the nozzles are composed. Knowledge is generally gained

through the employment of optical transparent nozzles [151], X-ray phase contrast

techniques [216] and numerical methods [108].

The majority of research characterising internal nozzle flow has been conducted

numerically with a continuous development in models and underlying theory [217].

Challenges concern the cavitation and turbulence modelling, particularly when com-

bined with transient needle motion. High computational costs being addressed by

axisymmetric geometries and increased cell sizes [150]. A principal aim of the numer-

ical approaches is to obtain accurate fuel flow profiles at the orifice outlet, currently

unfeasible to analyse experimentally. More recent predictions include eccentric nee-

dle motion and extended analysis periods, accounting for in-nozzle behaviour be-

tween injection events [117].

Although the in-nozzle region is largely inaccessible, two strategies have been

developed to non-intrusively inspect the internal flow. Short wavelength radiation

i.e. X-rays, are used to penetrate the nozzle material, and transparent nozzle ma-

terials is used to permit the penetration of visible light. With regard to the latter,

the material required for visibly transparent nozzle have historically been unable to

withstand the high pressure involved. Until recently [5, 6] research (Sprays A and

D) has been performed using scaled up nozzles with greater strength attributes or

injection pressures lower than representative [151, 156]. Challenges arise from reflec-
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tion, refraction and distortion across the solid-liquid boundary, addressed through

advanced manufacturing processes and matching the refractive indexes. As a result,

only the fuel-vapour boundaries are contrasted in the measurement data, limiting

the technique to cavitation and gas ingestion analyses [5, 6]. Limitation arise from

the high thermal expansion of acrylic and its low melting temperature.

The alternate experimental method for in-nozzle diagnostics has been the trans-

mittance of very short wavelength radiation that can pass between the nozzle’s

molecular structure. Different materials i.e. the nozzle, fuel and vapour, absorb

the radiation at different rates, creating contrasting phase boundary in the acquired

data. This is principally achieved via X-ray re-emittance since shorter wavelengths

are highly hazardous and have lower absorption coefficients. Swantek et al. were of

the first to perform X-ray phase contrasting imaging on injector nozzles, identify-

ing the internal cavitation during the main injection phase, in addition to cavitation

and gas ingestion during the transient phases [106, 107]. Further similar experiments

were conducted by Moon et al. in which both external and internal flow could be

analysed simultaneously at high spatial and temporal evolutions [95]. Findings pro-

vided links between the internal gas and fuel mixing, correlated with the external

primary breakup and dribble. High sensitivity to the external environment and the

absorption coefficients of the materials involved pose as primary limitations.

2.6.3 Characterisation of surface-bound films

Timings of restricted flow through the injector have propensity for nozzle tip wetting,

in the form of fuel films bound to the surface [80, 115, 117]. Since these films

present localised fuel rich regions with potential deposit promoting attributes, the

analyses of surface-bound films is pertinent to the study. The principal attributes

are the volume of fuel on the surface, and the surface area of the film interfaces,

continuously evolving throughout the cycle. High contrast between film boundaries

and the nozzle surface in high-speed microscopy permits extraction of the coverage

areas with time [68, 80, 103]. Contrast of the boundaries may be improved using

fluorescent dyes or shadowgraphy [81, 172]. Film volume quantification is only
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achievable with additional thickness measurements, which are not possible through

microscopy alone.

Figure 2.13: Graphical illustration of a novel film thickness measurement technique
developed by Henkel et al [12]. The annotations show the surface interactions of incident
light in the case of a dry (a) and wetted (b) roughened metal surface. [12].

Henkel et al. developed a technique for measuring film thickness by means of

imaging alone (in the visible spectrum) [12]. The technique relied on the combined

scattering from the liquid to gas interface and surface defects penetrating the in-

terface (Figure 2.13). When a beam is incident on a smooth gas-solid or gas-liquid

interface, it is specularly reflected at an angle equal and opposite to its incidence.

Whereas a beam incident on a roughened fluid-solid interface creates a diffuse re-

flection, scattering the light in all directions. An experimental configuration was

developed by Henkel et al. that gained a signal from diffuse reflections, with specu-

lar reflections directed away from the acquisition system (Figure 2.13). A roughened

surface was always used, so specular reflections could only be induced via a film re-

siding on the surface. At film thicknesses smaller than the surface crevice depth,

surface defects penetrated the gas-liquid boundary, increasing scattering towards the

camera. The proportion of light randomly scattered towards the acquisition system

was therefore an extent of the feature penetration and thus film thickness. However,

for this technique to be applicable, either the film thickness must be very small or

the roughness must be large (≈60 µm). Also, the presence of the defects within the

film make volume quantification challenging.

Film thicknesses were successfully quantified by Wegener and Drallmeier through

innovation of a technique reliant on a laser focus displacement instrument (Fig-
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ure 2.14), contrived for thin film quantification in atomisation applications [13]. A

diverging beam is projected towards two opposing plano-convex lenses which cause

the beam to converge to a point on a liquid-gas interface. The converging beam is

reflected back from the interface towards the plano-convex lens pair (now diverging),

which re-converge the beam paths back towards the light source. A beam splitter

reflects the light away from the light source onto a light receiving element augmented

with a pin-hole. The alignment is such that when the beam is perfectly focussed on

the film interface, all of the light will subsequently pass through the pin-hole and

onto the sensor, providing a peak signal. The separation between the plano-convex

lens pair and the sheet can therefore be used to determine the distance between

the gas-liquid film interface and the liquid-solid film interface. To obtain dynamic

temporally resolved measurements Wegner and Drallmeier reciprocated the lens pair

using a vibrating source. With an acquisition rate greater than the vibration fre-

quency, locations of both interfaces, and thus film thickness, were determined over

short timescales.

Laser induced fluorescence techniques are frequently used in atomisation appli-

cations to obtain concentrations of fluid within a given area [16, 31, 157]. The liquid

is mixed with a fluorescent dye and excited by a laser. The dye molecules absorb

incident photons, become exited, then re-emit photons of lower energy through de-

excitation [218]. Since the wavelength of the florescent radiation is known it can

be filtered out for a measurement of the dye concentration / liquid volume within a

region. However, the fluorescent light intensity depends on the incident energy, dye

properties (absorption coefficient, quantum efficiency), environmental attenuation

and other interactions at the phase boundaries [219]. Consequently, calibrating the

technique is particularly challenging, rendering measurements principally qualita-

tive.

By exciting two dyes and recording a signal from each at alternate wavelengths,

the aforementioned issues are addressed [214]. The second dye must attenuate the

signal from the first so that the quotient between the two signals will denote the

reabsorption term. This term contains the film thickness without a dependences
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Figure 2.14: Laser focus displacement instrument developed by Wegener and Drallmeier
[13]. As the collimating lenses oscillate, the laser beam moves in and out of focus on the
films surface. When the beam is focussed the amount of film reflected light passing through
the pinhole (and onto the photodetector) is at a maximum.

on the incident light intensity, surface topology and fluorescent quenching. Hidrovo

and Hart experimentally validated their theory by volumetrically constructing static

oil films on a coin to an accuracy above 1% [220, 221]. Brend et al. then further

innovated the technique for fuel films on an aero-engine prefilmer, implementing it

with an in-line calibration bath [222]. Despite a challenging calibration, applying this

technique to an in-cylinder environment may provide the thickness measurements

required for temporal volume quantification. However, the imaging systems for both

dye signal must be perfectly mapped with one another, which is very problematic

for environments that incorporate significant vibrations.
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2.7 Chapter summary

Despite the turbulent and highly variable nature of the liquid atomisation and in-

ternal nozzle flow, optimisation strategies have led to significant improvements and

understanding. Focus is now shifting towards the transient phases, due to their

propensity towards localised fuel rich regions, greatly contributing towards emis-

sions and inefficiencies. Low inertia fuel, found during the SOI and dribble events,

has the potential to wet the nozzle surface or reside within it. The in-nozzle mix-

ing of fuel and gas poses potential problems later in the cycle if drawn out into

the cylinder. Large liquid structures in the cylinder between injections will lead to

UHC emissions and when surface-bound could contribute towards deposits. There

is limited information as to nozzle-bound film dynamics during these periods, yet

they will likely spread, vaporise or interact with the recessing EOI flame. The dis-

cussion conveys a necessity to control these transient, low inertia fuel structures and

minimise the production of localised fuel rich regions.

In order to analyse the near-nozzle fuel behaviour under representative conditions

a temporally varying in-cylinder environment is essential. Use of a modified com-

mercial engine is preferred as it would present realistic in-cylinder gas flow, standard

four-stroke operation with typical valve dynamics. An optical approach would be the

most accessible for the extreme conditions involved and cause minimal disturbance

to the investigated region. Hence, the engine would require modifying with mul-

tiple optical access points, achievable through a bow-ditch type design. Although

many advanced laser diagnostics methods exist, with capabilities for many of the

flow attributes (including film thickness, in-nozzle flow and volumetric reconstruc-

tion), corresponding limitations exist that would likely cause additional issues in an

already challenging measurement environment. High-speed microscopy with laser il-

lumination, at high temporal and spatial resolutions, would provide the information

necessary for qualitative description of the unexplored near-nozzle behaviour. Quali-

tative analyses should then be possible through the application of high fidelity image

processing methods, with the imaging quality being directly related to extractable
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information. Reviewing the liquid break-up and spray descriptors provides the ca-

pability to describe the observations and relate them to previous, steady-state spray

findings.
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Chapter 3

Experimental design and

configuration

This chapter describes the experimental apparatus, optical techniques and operating

conditions adopted for visualising the microscopic near-nozzle fluid phenomena. Two

test-rigs have been utilised1, a Reciprocating Rapid Compression Machine (RRCM)

and a Bow-ditch type Optical Engine (BOE), both capable of pressure and temper-

ature differentials representative of those found in a commercial passenger vehicle.

The RRCM provided enhanced optical access and a near quiescent in-cylinder gas

flow, permitting more fundamental, higher magnification analyses of the near-nozzle

region. The four-stroke operation and commercial cylinder head, combined with the

realistic valve positions and timings of the BOE, provided realistic airflow and highly

representative full cycle analyses. A range of injectors and operating conditions were

investigated, enabling comprehensive assessments of the validity, versatility and de-

pendencies of the two-phase dynamics observed. High-speed microscopy was chosen

to analyse the fluid behaviour for its spatial and temporal resolution, non-intrusive

nature and high precision (trivial calibration and low drift). Several imaging con-

figurations were tested in order to improve these attributes and increase contrast

between the phase boundaries. The technique was also ideal for its high compatibil-

1All experiments performed on the RRCM were performed by Jack Turner and Viacheslav
Stetsyuk. Only the analyses and documentation of the experiments were done by the author.
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ity with quantitative post-processing methods, provided the surface-fluid contrast

was sufficient (Chapter 4).

The two test-beds are discussed first, including their configuration, operation and

associated challenges (Sections 3.1 & 3.2). The diverse range in injector geometries

is then presented, some of which being instrumented with thermocouples for addi-

tional information about the near-nozzle region (Section 3.3). The injector library

also contains information on the nozzle sooting approach (Section 3.3.4), taken to

replicate the state of a used injector, whilst enhancing contrast between the surface

and fuel structures. It is followed by the development of high-speed microscopy con-

figurations, describing the issues and benefits of each set-up designed (Section 3.4).

The chapter is concluded with an archive of the investigations and test-points stud-

ied, complemented with justifications of the conditions chosen (Section 3.5).

3.1 Design of the reciprocating rapid compression

machine (RRCM)

The RRCM has been used at the University of Brighton since 1999 for the analysis

of fuel sprays and combustion in an environment with temporal temperature and

pressure differentials representative of those found within modern light duty engines.

The test-rig has been utilised for numerous other research efforts [80, 171, 179, 223,

224], sponsorships from both Ricardo Ltd. (who initially donated the test-rig) and

BP international Ltd. along with the PhD project completed by the lead supervisor

to this study [125]. The large volume of research output facilitated by the test-

rig demonstrates its capability as a state-of-the-art diagnostic tool. Since a high

degree of publicised work already exists regarding the test-bed, combined with the

author’s lack of contribution to the measurements, the following section has been

kept relatively short. If the reader seeks more information on the test-rig, the ‘Design

of the Proteus high pressure spray rig’ thesis chapter by C. Crua is recommended
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[125]. An annotated photograph of the test-rig is given by Figure 3.1.

Optical chamber

Intake

Exhaust

Window

Injector

Figure 3.1: The RRCM’s optical chamber with the injector mounted. Showing the
locations of the primary components including the exhaust and intake port integration
into the cylinder liner, as well as the large N-BK7 windows.

The machine was converted from a Ricardo Proteus single cylinder engine into

a two-stroke high pressure spray rig through the repositioning of the valves and the

addition of an optical high pressure / temperature combustion chamber (Figure 3.1).

The modification enhanced optical access, improved mechanical adaptability and ac-

cess, whilst reducing mechanical complexity (through removal of the valves). The

cylinder bore was 135mm with a stroke of 150mm giving a total engine displacement

of 2.2 litres. The large volume of the 80 × 50mm diameter optical chamber reduced

the compression ratio to 9:1, below that found in modern diesel engines. An exter-

nal compressor was used for forced induction (0.21MPa absolute inlet pressure in

the present study) of unheated intake air (average intake temperature of 297.5 K).

The intake air was intentionally not heated to inhibit combustion. This allowed us

to study the influence of other operating parameters without the added complexity

introduced by different ignition delays. A closed loop scavenging system was em-

ployed that limited scavenging through the optical chamber in an attempt to create
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a quiescent gas flow surrounding the injected fuel (a swirl ratio of approximately

1). For this reason a skip cycle operation (chosen as 1:8) was essential to ensure the

in-cylinder gas composition was comparable between consecutive injections.

Coolant was pumped through a water jacket encasing the cylinder but it did not

flow around the optical chamber, thereby minimising its complexity and increasing

optical access. Since all of the experiments were performed under non-reactive condi-

tions, the primary purpose of the coolant system was to heat the in-cylinder surfaces

to a stable temperature of around 357K prior to injection. An oil temperature of

311K was maintained for the same reason. Crank resolved values for the in-cylinder

temperature evolution were gained by use of a thermodynamic model (Section 4.4.3),

validated using ‘laser induced grating spectroscopy’ [225, 226]. Without combustion

the RRCM did not generate any power, therefore the crankshaft was driven by a

dynamometer operating through a belt and pulley system at an engine speed of

500 rpm. The constant operating conditions and hardware parameters used for all

investigations on the RRCM are presented by Table 3.1.

Table 3.1: Constant operating conditions, hardware parameters & characteristics of the
RRCM investigations.

Parameter Value

Cylinders 1
Strokes 2

Compression ratio 9:1
Engine displacement 220 cc

Engine speed 500±1 rpm
Fuel n-dodecane

Skip-cycle 8:1
Swirl ratio ≈1

Peak motored pressure 5±0.07MPa
Plenum pressure 0.21MPa

Peak motored temperature 650±1K
Intake temperature 297.5K

Oil temperature 311 K
Coolant temperature 357MPa

The fuel was delivered by a common rail system comprising of a high pressure

pump (Delphi DFP-3), rated at 200MPa, and VCO-type injectors (described in
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Section 3.3). A single component fuel (n-dodecane) was injected for more funda-

mental analyses of events in terms of known fuel physical properties and the vapour

saturation curve (investigations on the BOE involved involving RF79, a multicom-

ponent fuel). N-dodecane was chosen for the similarity between its carbon count to

the average in most diesel fuels, resulting in quasi-matching physical properties and

phase changes (Table 3.2).

Table 3.2: Fuel properties

Property Unit n-dodecane RF79

Type Single-component Multi-component
Identifier CAS: 112-40-3 CEC RF-79-07
Density kg/m3 750 (20 °C) 833 (15 °C)

Kinematic viscosity mm2/s 7.0 (40 °C) 2.879 (40 °C)
Vapour pressure Pa 18 (25 °C) Not available
Surface tension mN/m 25 (20 °C) Not available

Boiling point °C 216 (amb. P) Not applicable
Distillation IBP °C Not applicable 196.6 (amb. P)

Dist. 50% v/v °C Not applicable 279.2 (amb. P)
Distillation FBP °C Not applicable 362.4 (amb. P)

Flash point °C 74 84

The RRCM’s optical chamber has 4 ports for mounting transparent windows

on each of the vertical faces, thereby granting optical access of the injector nozzle

and near nozzle region. An injector clamp, situated in one of the ports, granted

the capability to use a large range of injectors at varied angles of protrusion. The

25 × 55mm optical chamber windows were specifically chosen for a window-spray

orientation that reduced camera-injector and injector-laser working distances while

limiting risk of spray impingement. The other three window holders were filled

with N-BK7 windows, glued into their mounts using RTV-615. N-BK7 was selected

for the window material due to its high visible light transmittance, high scratch

resistance and high melting point. The influences of oil and fuel fouling on the

optical surfaces were minimised through regular, delicate cleaning operations and

the use of thin optical planes, i.e. low depths of field.

The design of the high pressure spray facility permitted the simulation of con-
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ditions highly representative of those found in a commercial vehicle cylinder and

within the injector nozzle. The near-quiescent airflow in the chamber decoupled

the influences of the valves and in-cylinder surface features (presenting an idealised

case), potentially deterring air entrainment [137] and the influences of gas-fuel inter-

actions on spray wetting and film spreading. The two-stroke operation meant that

only the behaviour during compression and expansion strokes could be investigated.

Although the study shows these strokes to be most important in regards to the near-

nozzle transients, there are several important phenomena occurring during exhaust

and intake. The aforementioned differences led to an idealised case for more funda-

mental analyses, enhancing the detection of specific processes by decoupling them

from other processes, especially ones known to hinder the optical diagnostics. Each

of the atypical attributes described is addressed through use of the BOE, providing

validation of the RRCM findings.

Detail on the control, acquisition and operation of the test-bed is given in the

following documentation [80, 125, 171, 179, 223, 224].

3.2 Design of the bow-ditch optical engine (BOE)

General description

The majority of the investigations presented in the thesis were conducted using a

direct injection diesel engine with a bow-ditch optical configuration. The four-stroke

engine was converted from a four-cylinder production PUMA 2.0 cylinder head (in-

tended for use on Ford transit engines) with the addition of a customised piston and

piston housing. The test-bed is based on a Ricardo Hydra single-cylinder research

engine. It was originally referred to as VERTIGO (Virtual Emission Research, Tool

InteGration and Optimisation), donated by Ricardo in 2005 for a project involving

collaboration between Imperial college London, Ford, University of Brighton and

Ricardo Ltd. The previous projects aimed to extend existing knowledge of system

simulation, CFD, chemical kinetics modelling, combustion diagnostics and model

based control to produce a validated, integrated engineering toolset for the design
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optimisation of low-emission combustion engines [227]. The majority of the project

was kept confidential resulting in minimal documentation within the public domain,

hence limited information is available [114]. An annotated photo of the test-bed is

given by Figure 3.2 depicting the fluid systems and separated crank case.

Imaging

system
Cylinder

head

Fuel

system

Crank

case

Figure 3.2: Annotated photograph of the bow-ditch type optical engine facility, sum-
marising the general layout.

The single cylinder with 86mm bore and stroke gave a total displacement volume

of approximately 500 cm3. Two extended metal pistons were employed for different

investigations, with simplified yet representative bowl designs, each giving slight

variations in combustion chamber volume. Depending on the piston used, the com-

pression ratio was either 14:1 or 16:1 (most tests being ran at 16:1), representative

of modern direct injection diesel engines. To minimise engine vibrations, a balancer

shaft was incorporated to create momentum variations equal but opposite to the pis-

ton. Forced induction by an external compressor led to peak in-cylinder pressures

over 6MPa resulting in low temperature partially premixed combustion for some

test-points, without requiring heated intake gas (unlike during the RRCM investi-
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gations). The injection parameters were chosen to ensure a low soot output, thereby

minimising fouling of the optical surfaces. Despite the presence of combustion, the

crank was always driven by a Westinghouse 30 kW dynamometer with the capabil-

ity to provide a large range of engine speeds. However, since idling conditions are

identified as conducive for UHC production and reduced combustion performance

[228], an engine speed of 1000 rpm was used throughout the study. Table 3.3 pro-

vides the operational constants and hardware parameters used for all investigations

performed on the BOE.

Table 3.3: Operating conditions, hardware parameters & characteristics.

Parameter Value

Cylinder head PUMA 2.0
Cylinders 1

Strokes 4
Displacement volume 500 cc

Bore / stroke 86mm
Engine speed 1,000 rpm

Skip-cycle 64:1
Coolant temperature 84°C

The valve timings and positions were analogous to those intended by the Orig-

inal Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of the PUMA head with a piston geometry

designed to have little influence on the bulk in-cylinder gas flow. Hence, scaveng-

ing of the in-cylinder gas / fuel / combustion-products was much higher than on the

RRCM and more representative of a modern vehicle. Nevertheless, a skip-cycle op-

eration of 1:64 was still exploited to ensure the in-cylinder gas, temperature and

pressure had stabilised by the time of the consecutive injection. Furthermore, the

large skip-cycle guaranteed the nozzle surface was dry by the subsequent injection.

To assess the influence of this atypical operational parameter, a few tests were also

performed while continuously firing (1:1), yet automated image processing of the

measurements was not performed.
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3.2.1 In-cylinder design and optical access

The commercial cylinder head was a PUMA 2.0, previously used in Ford transits

among other vehicles. The position of the injector with respect to the valves and

viewing plane is shown in Figure 3.3. The originally compatible injector, a Delphi

DFI 1.3, was used with the recommended protrusion into the cylinder of 3.32mm.

Since the OEM setting was adopted, it can be assumed that this position was prefer-

able in terms of minimised spray impingement and valve interactions. The maximum

valve lifts were 8 and 8.6mm for the intake and exhaust valves respectively with an

overlap of approximately 5° Crank Angle (CA).
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Figure 3.3: Annotated wide field of view image of the injector nozzle and valves. Their
position relative to the imaging plane is analogous to all HSV data throughout the study.
The injector is out of alignment in the pocket since the image was taken before the injector
was torqued. Damage on the cylinder head is present from a catastrophic failure of the
piston bowl (Section 3.4), yet has a negligible influence on the in-cylinder gas flow.

The piston, cylinder and cylinder-housing were all custom built for integration

of the optical components, whilst increasing space for the placement of detection

equipment and instruments. Three slots in the cylinder walls permitted insertion

of transparent windows, clamped in place against graphite gaskets. The windows

were curved on their inner face with respect to the cylinder curvature, reducing

the chamber volume increase associated with the added recess surrounding them.
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Since the inner faces were curved (with flat outer faces), light passing through them

was distorted, therefore visualisation through the piston bowl was preferable. An

option of flat faced windows was available, yet the size and placement of the windows

necessitated a challenging alignment process.

Between -25 and 25°CA the piston covered the windows, intercepting the path

from the injector surface out the window. The initial investigations involved a piston

bowl with transparent sides to mitigate this issue (Section 3.5), referred to as the

full optical bowl. The full optical bowl had several exposed surfaces impeding its

durability (leading to a catastrophic failure) and were quickly switched to a more

robust design in which a metal enclosure protected all faces of a cylindrical optical

bowl insert (Section 3.5), referred to as the enclosed bowl. The enclosed bowl only

facilitated a backscatter optical configuration, hence all of the windows were replaced

with metal blocks, further increasing robustness of the set-up (Section 3.4). The

window slots were still essential for providing quick access into the cylinder when

diagnosing problems and cleaning the piston bowl.

Both piston bowls were essentially a simplified bowl shape with the space within

the recess being the bulk of the combustion chamber volume (Figure 3.4). The

rest of the volume being taken by the gap between the piston crown and head at

Top Dead Centre (TDC), partially depending on the thickness of the cylinder head

gasket (of around 0.5mm). The gap was 1mm when using the full optical bowl and

0.5mm when using the enclosed bowl, leading to compression ratios of 14:1 and 16:1

respectively.

The piston bodies were extended with a section cut out in their centre that per-

mitted the installation of a stationary 45° mirror within it. The mirror reflected the

view from within the cylinder (passing through the piston bowl) into the horizontal

plane external to the test-bed. Its silver coating gave an apparent 98% reflectivity

within the visible spectrum, yet fouling from graphite dust and oil mist impeded

reflection. The optical bowls and windows were made from sapphire for its high

transmittance in the visible spectrum, in addition to its excellent scratch resistance.

The extended piston was attached to a lower piston at the bottom of the cylinder
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Part Number Description Qty.

1 Intergrated piston extension 1
2 M2.5 × 0.45 × 12 bolts 6
3 Piston crown plate 1
4 Sapphire window 1
5 Lower seal prt. 1 1
6 Lower seal prt. 2 1
7 Upper seal 1

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the extended piston and bowl assembly with a table of the
corresponding components. Diagrams adapted with permission from Ricardo Ltd.

housing within the sump. The lower piston reciprocated via a con-rod connecting it

to the crank below. The lower piston and crank were lubricated with oil, controlled

via jets in the piston skirt and bespoke oil control rings. The upper extended

piston was lubricated by a thin coating of graphite dust on the cylinder lining,

since oil lubrication would cause fouling of the optical surfaces. The graphite dust

was produced by gradual disintegration of bespoke graphite piston rings, thereby

necessitating frequent replacement to ensure an airtight seal and minimal blow-by.
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3.2.2 Fluid loop systems

Each of the fluid systems on the BOE are described, supplemented with full system

schematics.

Intake and workshop air systems

The air fed into the intake valves was initially taken from the outside environment

and therefore consisted of standard air constituents. An external compressor, ca-

pable of 0.69MPa (although only a fraction of this was used), provided gas to the

engine in addition to two other test-rigs. The intake air was filtered by a large

particle filter prior to compression, then again by a 1 µm filter, subsequently being

dried. The humidity was continuously measured.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the intake air system, giving the positions of every components
and measurement equipment incorporated in addition to some of their specifications.

As a safety measure, all fluid systems required workshop air for activation of an

on / off actuator and a pressure relief valve was incorporated with a 0.2 MPa opening

pressure. The intake flow rate was primarily controlled by a regulator (through a
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percentage demand) and measured by a thermal mass flow-meter. Through con-

trol over the inlet mass flow, the Peak Motored In-Cylinder Pressure (PMICP) was

stabilised between 2 and 6MPa when testing. A block of 4 Critical Flow Venturi

Nozzles (CFVN) was manufactured, each with different throat sizes providing var-

ious ranges in flow rate. During engine operation, pressure waves travelled back

down the intake line with the potential of causing fluctuations in the mass-flow.

Provocation of supersonic air velocities through the CFVN throats eliminated the

impact of the pressure waves, thereby facilitating a constant mass-flow rate.

An ambient inlet was also incorporated just upstream of the pressure release

valves, yet it was not used. Forced induction was essential due to a small amount of

blow-by around the piston rings. Hence, non-boosted ICP at the start of compression

would lead to negative absolute pressures at the end of expansion, leading to inges-

tion of exhaust gases (potentially contaminated with soot and unburnt fuel) on the

consecutive exhaust stroke. Exhaust back-flow during start-up was a major contrib-

utor to fouling of the optical surfaces. By opening the intake valves and increasing

the boost pressure prior to start-up, this issue was minimised (Section 3.2.4).

The air passed through a large heating plenum prior to entering the manifold.

Ambient air temperature was used in the majority of cases (20±3°C). Yet com-

parisons with heated intake gases were also included in which the heater was kept

at full power, heating the intake air up to 60±3°C (medium intake temperatures

were not used due to stabilisation challenges from the large thermal inertia in the

system). The in-cylinder air motion was controlled by a butterfly valve integrated

into the intake manifold, splitting the airflow between the a straight and a helical

port at a variable ratio. By creating a radial imbalance in the airflow entering the

cylinder, the swirl ratio could be varied between 1.38 and 4.12 (where the ratio is

described as the average rotational velocity of the charge free vortex, divided by the

the charge vortex as a rigid body rotating on its own axis [229, 230]). However,

for the investigations presented here, the swirl was kept at a minimum of 1.38 (test

were performed at high swirl yet no strong correlations were found).

The primary aim of the workshop air system was to ensure the other systems
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of the workshop air system with key specifications of components.

were initialised in the correct order and provide appropriate depression to the re-

turn line on the injector. The air was provided by a small external compressor

and filtered several times throughout the system. The gas facilitated operation of

the Proportional Intergral Derivative (PID) controllers, whilst ensuring the control

cabinet was operating prior to actuating the oil and coolant system (for safety). A

vacuum venturi was incorporated at the end of the line. Air passing into and out of

the venturi drew air from inside the return tank, creating a negative pressure that

aided removal of fuel from the injector.

Oil system

A significant problem addressed during the study was fouling of the piston bowl

from small oil droplets splashing out of the sump below it (Section 3.2.4). Conse-

quently a high viscosity 20W50 engine oil was used and the oil temperature was

decreased to 70°C (from 90°C in the preliminary investigations) to minimise the

leakage (Section 3.2.4). The optical piston was not lubricated using oil (also to

minimise fouling), hence the main aim of the oil system was to lubricate the crank,

lower piston and con-rod. Since a skip-fire injection regime was employed, the oil
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was also used to heat the engine, yet the primary temperature control was provided

by the coolant system (particularly to the injector).
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of the oil system, providing the sequence of all major components
and measurement equipment, including key specifications.

Oil was pumped around the system from the oil tank by a feeder pump and

two scavenger pumps. Heating elements integrated into the tank were thermostat

controlled. Cooling of the oil was achieved through a pneumatic actuator attached

to a three port mixing valve, splitting the oil between a heat exchanger and a direct

path. The actuator was regulated by a PID module in the control cabinet.

The oil was delivered into the sump and balancer shaft at around 0.4 MPa. The

oil pressure within each engine section was relatively low with regards to the pump

pressure and 6 ambient pressure drainage ducts were required to remove the oil from

the cylinder head.

Coolant system

Coolant had to be manually pumped into the water system from a tank at the

start of operation, then drained afterwards. It was fed around the system by a

single pump, around a water jacket encasing the cylinder and through the head via
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pressurised ducts. It also ran around the injector pocket to either heat or cool the

injector depending on its temperature.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the coolant system, showing both the closed loop system and
external lines, used to fill and drain the engine.

Since most of the experiments were performed while skip-firing and the engine

was never continuously fired for sustained periods, the primary purpose of the

coolant system was to heat the engine to a more realistic, stable temperature of

84°C prior to injection. As with the oil system, the coolant heater was continuously

on full power, thus the temperature was controlled via a pneumatic 2-way valve

system. The coolant was split between a passage through a heat exchanger or a

direct line which was not cooled, with the ratio being determined by a PID module.

The temperature reading input into the PID was taken between the heater and the

cylinder block inlet.

Fuel system

Fuel was delivered from a 5L tank to the engine by a high pressure common rail

system. A low pressure pump passed the fuel through a 2 µm filter to a Bosch

CP1H high pressure pump (rated at 160MPa). Fuel that was not used was returned

to the tank, yet the high pressure loading from the Bosch pump greatly heated
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the returning fuel temperature so a heat exchanger was incorporated on the pump

return lines. The temperature of the returning fuel being controlled by the pump

pressure and heat exchanger water demand.
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the high-pressure fuel injection system, specifying the key
component parameters.

A multi-component diesel fuel was used (RF79), evoking near-nozzle fluid and

combustion dynamics more representative of those in a road-bound vehicle than the

single component fuel used on the RRCM. RF79 has a narrow distillation curve in

comparison to other publicly available fuels (for instance EN590), thereby improving

predictability of the physical properties and phase transitions (Table 3.2).

The high pressure pump delivered the fuel into two common rails, the first simply

acting as an adapter between the pump and the second, also the pressure fluctuations

when using a single injector. The final rail, instrumented with a Delphi pressure

sensor (Model 51HP02), fed into the injector. A second Kistler sensor (Type-4067E)

was added onto the injector inlet line which was used instead of the rail sensor for

input into the direct injector driver. The rail sensor was primarily used to ensure

the Kistler sensor was correctly calibrated. Unused fuel passing through the injector

return line was separated into a return tank. An appropriate depression on the return
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line was achieved through the use of a vacuum venturi connected to the return tank.

The fuel injector geometries are described in Section 3.3 and the injection control is

further discussed in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.3 Acquisition, operation and safety

The test bed was instrumented with temperature (K-type thermocouple) and pres-

sure sensors (druck and piezo type) throughout the fluid systems and within the

cylinder, their positions being shown by the fluid loop diagrams in the preceding

section (Section 3.2.2). The sensors were split between low-speed acquisition and

high-speed acquisition. The low-speed acquisition sensors were logged every minute,

the majority of which being external to the test-bed and included all temperature

sensors. Additionally measurements from the high-speed acquisition sensors were

recorded at 1 minute intervals, incorporated into a low-speed log (along with the

low-speed sensor data) whenever the control cabinet was powered. All ‘high-speed’

data was sampled at a frequency of 100 kHz, then resampled at a frequency of half a

CA by the high-speed acquisition system. The average, minimum and maximum is

taken over consecutive windows of 10,000 samples for the low-speed acquisition sys-

tem, giving an effective sampling rate of 10 Hz while. High precision Kistler pressure

sensors (with an uncertainty of 0.2%) were fitted into the fuel line (Type-4067E),

intake manifold (Type-4045A), exhaust manifold (Type-4045A) and glow-plug hole

(Type-6125C), all operating at the high-speed acquisition rate. The high-speed mea-

surements were only recorded (into a high-speed log file) when the “log cycle” button

was triggered on the operating interface (Figure 3.10), recording 301 cycles of high-

speed measurements. An automatically opening Excel spreadsheet, controlled using

a Visual Studio macro, prompted the operator to record the engine configuration

parameters that cannot be determined through sensors i.e. piston geometry, fuel,

windows, injector model, swirl valve position etc. The high-speed, low-speed and

Excel files were later combined and converted from .tdms and .xls formats into a

Matlab structure by an in-house programme (Section 4.4.2).

The generation of high-current injection pulses and the regulation of the fuel
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Figure 3.10: The Labview interface used for real-time test-bed control and sensor feed-
back. Section one includes the measurements and signals. Section 2 provides control for
the air system and triggers. Section 3 indicates the data transfer rate between the test-bed
and computer.

pressure was performed by a National Instrument direct injection driver system

(2103). Pneumatic PID controlled mixing valves and heater thermostats, regulating

the oil and coolant temperatures. Data logging of all signals, trigger generation for

camera / injection and air control were performed by a National Instrument C-RIO

with in-house LabView software written by Dr de Sercey. A Programmable Logic

Controller (PLC) was used for test bed safety and control of the air, oil, coolant, fuel

and dynamometer subsystems. The engine speed was varied by a signal sent directly

to the dyno cabinet by a remote potentiometer on the operator desk. Figure 3.10

shows the on-screen LabView interface used for live feedback from the sensors, in

addition to control over the test-bed, split into three sections. Section 1 showing the

sensor data including digital inputs from the CFVNs and calculated mass flow, in

addition to a live crank resolved plot of the ICP (yet numerous other high-speed

measurements could be plotted). The second part includes several controls over

the fluid systems and triggers, critical for real-time operation. It consists of several
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inputs determining the injection and camera trigger parameters (duration, timing

and cycle sequencing); the intake air pressure and temperature demands; and the

high-speed log button. The 3𝑟𝑑 part indicates the data transfer rate between the

test-bed and the computer / LabView software.

The PLC logic contained several safety interlock systems to ensure safety during

operation of the test-bed. Level sensors on the oil and coolant stopped the pumps

activating if the fluid levels were not sufficient. The dynamometer would not turn

and the fuel pumps would not start unless the coolant and oil pumps were running.

The intake air line was isolated prior to the manifold if the workshop air was not

on. Multiple temperature trips were integrated throughout the test bed ensuring

none of the systems overheated. Continuous manual checks of the temperature and

pressure readings were also pertinent to guarantee safe operation. Once running,

a minimum thermal stabilisation time of 20 minutes was required with additional

verification from the sensor readings before experimentation commenced.

Hazards associated with mechanical failure were minimised by locating the oper-

ating station approximately 4 meters away from the test-bed, partitioned by a blast

shield. Emergency stop switches were placed around the lab and at the operating

station. The facility was never ran with a single operator. An interlock system was

also integrated into the lab for laser safety, closing the laser shutter if either door

opened. Laser goggles were always worn and beam power was set to minimum dur-

ing alignment. All safety procedures were supported by operating documentation

and risk assessments.

3.2.4 Review of issues and challenges

The test facility was recommissioned after 8 years of inoperation and presented

numerous issues throughout the study. Some of which necessitated development of

the microscopy configuration and are discussed in the following section (Section 3.4).

The mechanical issues / mitigation methods being described here. Frequent leaks

and component failures were identified but repairs were relatively trivial, hence they

are not included in the discussion.
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Towards the start of the study several widows were fractured and there was a

catastrophic failure of the full optical piston bowl, causing surface damage and large

dents across the cylinder head (Figure 3.3). Fortunately the valve seats and injector

pocket were not damaged and the cylinder head was reused, yet the injector nozzle

was crushed and had to be replaced. Consequently, the windows were replaced

with solid metal inserts and the piston was changed to a design fully enclosing and

protecting the sapphire insert, considerably enhancing robustness. However, a side-

scatter optical configuration was no longer possible and a back-scatter mode was

employed, described further in Section 3.4. The back-scatter mode was found to be

desirable for more homogenous illumination of the nozzle, though performing the

acquisition and illumination through a single optical access point posed a greater

challenge.

The principal challenges faced throughout the study regarded the fouling of the

optical surfaces, both external and internal to the cylinder. Since the image acqui-

sition was always performed at high magnification, even a microscopic droplet or

containment (for instance dust or soot particles) would distort the image formation,

rendering the data unusable. As soon as fouling was identified during testing the

operation was immediately stopped. In-cylinder fouling was caused by unburnt fuel,

oil and soot. External fouling, exclusively on the bottom of the piston bowl, was

caused by an oil mist and graphite dust. The mitigation techniques subsequently

described only minimised the issues permitting longer run times and stabilisation

periods. Delicate cleaning processes using cerium oxide were mandatory between

each test-cycle. Cerium oxide produced nanoscopic scratches, polishing the sur-

faces. It also reforms the molecular surface of the glass through the formation of

cerium bonds, creating cerium silicate that fills the defects caused by the abrasion.

Unburnt fuel accumulated in the exhaust ports and on the valve seats when

the AFR was too rich or lean, similarly to high soot production. When the exhaust

valves closed it caused splashing of the fuel off the exhaust valve seats and potentially

onto the piston bowl. Additional fuel accumulation occurred during atomisation

inhibited conditions due to very low injection pressures, presenting a clear range of
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appropriate injection parameters. As shown throughout the study (Chapter 5 and

Chapter 6), even at ideal operating conditions unburnt fuel was still drawn into the

exhaust due to injector dribble and the late cycle phenomena, likely accumulating

on the valve seats. Air was ran through the engine prior to testing and a high boost

pressure was used during engine initialisation in an attempt to blast any accumulated

fuel back down the exhaust. High boost pressures were always maintained to prevent

any backflow from the exhaust that could transport fuel back into the cylinder (also

potentially containing other piston fouling contaminants). The exhaust and exhaust

ports were also cleaned between test cycles.

Oil films were created on the intake valve stems from their reciprocating motion,

causing sections to pass between the inner oil filled engine head and the intake

ports. Although the valve stem seals created a sufficient oil block for the original

commercial vehicle, the design was initially intended for an optical engine. When

high velocity gas passed over the valve stems within the intake ports, it created and

transported an oil mist into the cylinder that intermittently fouled the piston. The

issue was primarily mitigated through several replacements of the valves and seals,

in addition to blasting the valves with high pressure boost gasses prior to running

the engine (fouling was most frequent at the start of operation).

A method for reducing adherence of the graphite dust on the external bowl

surface, created by the lubricating graphite piston rings, was not found. For future

investigations using the testing facility, exploration of a gas suction system within

the cylinder housing is recommended.

Numerous attempts at preventing external oil fouling, the most prominent foul-

ing process, were made. Although the optical piston was not lubricated by oil, the

bottom piston to which it attached was lubricated by oil from the crank case. A

relatively small amount of oil gradually seeped around the sides of the piston, accu-

mulating over prolonged engine operation. The reciprocating motion of the piston

caused splashing of the escaping oil, producing an oil mist that coated both the

mirror and bottom piston surface. Leaking was reduced via use of a higher viscosity

oil (20W50 from 5W30) and lowering the oil temperature. Since the test-bed was
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only used at low engine speeds, the degree of lubrication provided by the jets was

not necessary so they were blocked with silicone, further minimising the escaping

oil. The most effective modification was a robust fibrous oil shield attached between

the bottom piston and mirror, diverting the oil mist trajectory away from the piston

whilst absorbing it. However, it would become saturated by the end of operation

and require replacing. The issue was never entirely resolved and further work will

need to be conducted to completely redesign the bottom piston.

3.3 Injector library

Investigations involving multiple injectors and injector geometries was critical for

assessment of the validity and versatility of the observations made. Analogous fluid

behaviour with alternate injector nozzle geometries demonstrates independence of

nozzle geometry, proving non-exclusivity to specific component models. Further-

more, it eliminates risk of conclusions mistakenly based on malfunctions of faulty

equipment, for instance leaking from the needle valve. Conversely, dynamics exclu-

sive to specific geometries can be related with distinct mechanisms and processes.

Although several injectors were tested, there were some limitations due to com-

patibility with the injector pocket on the BOE. Consequently, only valve covered

orifice type injectors were investigated throughout the study (sac type nozzles being

a prime topic for further investigation). Use of VCO type injectors was also impor-

tant since we wanted to study the effects of orifice content without complications of

an interconnecting sac. The injectors used were jointly decided with the industrial

partner as they complemented historical datasets. Each of the injectors was also

provided by the project partner. The following section describes their operation,

geometry and instrumentation with all key parameters given in Table 3.4.

3.3.1 Temperature instrumented Siemens DW10B

The primary injector used on the RRCM was a production Siemens DW10B. The

model was used for the CEC coking test protocol, a standardised highly repro-
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Table 3.4: Hardware parameters for the injectors used in the study.

DW10B DFI1.3(C) DFI1.3(T) DFI1.3(S)

Brand Siemens Delphi Delphi Delphi
Type VCO VCO VCO VCO

Orifices 6 7 7 7
Orifice diameter 145 µm 135 µm 135µm 135µm

K-factor 0.6 1 1 1
Actuation Piezo Solenoid Solenoid Solenoid

Instrumented Temp. Non Temp. Non
Condition Used New Used Sooted

Employment RRCM BOE BOE BOE

ducible testing method for assessing the propensity of fuel composition to provoke

and mitigate external deposits [231]. Consequently there is an abundance of publicly

available research regarding its functionality and the formation of external deposits.

Further research was also available from historic datasets owned by the project part-

ner (BP international Ltd.). For this reason its use was jointly decided upon with

the project partner who supplied the injector and customised it with an embedded

thermocouple. Despite the resources available to us, it was not possible to obtain

the flow rate or needle lift profiles.

The VCO-type nozzle contained 6×�145 µm holes (Table 3.4). The absence of

a sac permitted consideration of the orifice contents independently when the needle

valve was closed, which would not be possible with a sac type nozzle due to the

interconnecting cavity between the orifices when closed. A piezo-actuating system

opened the needle valve, increasing the needle ascent and descent times providing

numerous benefits to the spray formation [91, 92]. Depression was not required for

the injector return and the return fuel was not recirculated back into the tank to

prevent degradation from thermal loading [40]. The injector had been previously

used but showed no signs of deposits other than discolouration.

The injector was instrumented with a K-type thermocouple accurate to ±1K,

embedded within the nozzle (Figure 3.11). The probe tip was positioned next to

the orifice enabling temperature measurements just below the nozzle surface. Mea-

surements were taken at a rate of 1 reading per cycle. Details of the investigations
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Figure 3.11: Diagram of the thermocouple placement for the temperature instrumented
Siemens DW10B injector. The thermocouple was embedded down the edge of the nozzle
with the probe tip measuring the temperature next to the orifice. It had an accuracy of
±1 K at a rate of 1 reading per cycle.

in which the DW10B injector was used are given in Table 3.7.

3.3.2 Delphi DFI 1.3

The Delphi DFI 1.3 injector was the only injector compatible with the BOE engine

head. Thus it is the main injector featured in the study, yet there are three variations

discussed in the following sections. The standard version “DFI1.3(C)” was new, free

from soot and was not customised in any way. Valve opening was achieved by

a solenoid actuation system with a maximum power and frequency of 100 kW at

4000Hz. The maximum operating pressure was 160MPa, 100MPa being the peak

injection pressure used in the study.

The needle diameter was 1.7 mm with a maximum lift of 0.2mm. The nozzle

had 7-holes of 135µm diameter and sealed using a VCO-type valve (Figure 3.13).

Investigations by P. Punov provide profiles for the needle lift and rate of injection,

relevant to all DFI variations used in the study [14] (Figure 3.12). The VCO-type

configuration decoupled the complex influences of the orifice connecting cavity (as
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Figure 3.12: Figure taken from P. Punov [14]. Rate of injection and needle lift for the
Delphi DFI 1.3 injector, for an injection duration of 1000µs.

found in a sac type nozzle), when closed. A small depression was applied to the

return line and the returned fuel was sent to a separate tank, avoiding risk of fuel

deterioration through thermal and pressure loading [40]. Details of the investigations

in which the DFI1.3(C) injector was used are given in Table 3.8.

3.3.3 Temperature instrumented Delphi DFI 1.3

Apart from the temperature instrumented DFI 1.3 “DFI1.3(T)” being used (and not

new) prior to the investigation, the main difference between it and the standard

DFI 1.3 “DFI1.3(C)” was the incorporation of a thermocouple measuring the nozzle

surface temperature. The thermocouple was embedded into the nozzle shaft with

the probe tip located next to an orifice just below the surface. The arrangement

was similar to that of the instrumented DW10B injector (Figure 3.11). Temperature

readings were taken at 1 minute intervals to ±1K accuracy. Although the injector
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Figure 3.13: Approximated geometry of the Delphi valve-covered-orifice injector nozzle
at mid-needle lift. The orifices are labelled clockwise from 12 o’clock to be used as a
reference for processing and displaying the results.

had been used prior to investigation, it shown no signs of fouling or deposits. It was

both provided and customised by the project partner (BP international Ltd.).

The thermocouple-instrumented injector was only used a few times on the BOE

to aid validation of the thermodynamic model (Section 4.4.3) and provide average

temperatures to assess the state changes observed. The nozzle was weakened by the

instrumentation process and a maximum injection pressure of 40MPa was desig-

nated for precaution. Details of the test-points / investigations in which it was used

are provided in Table 3.8.

3.3.4 Sooted Delphi DFI 1.3

In the majority of spray research, new, clean injectors are used and injectors are

regularly cleaned between tests. However, this is only representative of the first few

hundred miles ran by a new engine / injector (with issues arise once the durability is

compromised). For all engines there are inevitably some, lower efficiency, off-design

conditions, that will cause soot adherence on the nozzle surface (as implied by the

need for diesel particulate filters). For these reasons it is essential to assess the film

dynamics on both clean and sooted surfaces for sufficient applicability to real-world

applications.
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By running the engine at high AFR using 2ms injection duration, no pilot,

25MPa IP, -25°CA injection timing, 3MPa ICP and continuously injecting for

3 minutes, the standard DFI 1.3 nozzle surface “DFI1.3(C)” was coated in soot

“DFI1.3(S)”, imitating the surface properties of a used injector. The high AFR pro-

duced a large degree of soot while the low IP and high swirl increased the likelihood

of the soot contacting and adhering to the nozzle. Although the sooting process

wasn’t achieved via a typical engine conditions, the resulting coating looked visually

identical to that caused by prolonged engine operation, as demonstrated by Birgel

at al. for 30 hours of B0 combustions [69]. After the dirtying up procedure the

nozzle showed adequate sooting but much less than that found on the rest of the

cylinder and piston, necessitating a delicate cleaning procedure before testing could

commence. Some soot was removed in the first 15minutes of running, before any

recordings took place. However, after repeatedly checking the nozzle between tests,

it was concluded that the removal of soot by the engine operation or through surface

wetting was negligible.

 1.0 ms aEOI  1.0 ms aEOI

Uncoated nozzle Fouled nozzle

Figure 3.14: Two views of the same injector nozzle 1 ms after end-of-injection when
wetted with dribbled fuel. The optical set-up used is shown in Figure 3.22. The left image
shows the nozzle when it is relatively clean and the right image shows the nozzle after the
surface was sooted through multiple rich air-fuel-ratio, RF79 combustions. The enhanced
dynamic range, reduction in dark and saturated areas and greater film-surface contrast is
a result of the increased light scattering when changing the surface texture, highlighting
the post-processing benefits of this approach.

Sooting of the nozzle also showed considerable benefits regarding the visualisa-
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tion approach employed, demonstrated in Figure 3.14 which compares it to a clean

injector with an identical optical configuration. When the beam is incident on the

sooted layer it is scattered in all directions giving a noisy detected signal. Whereas,

the smooth surface on the clean nozzle either reflects all the light towards or away

from the camera, depending on surface orientation. When fuel films are present on

the sooted surface the light is reflected away from the camera by the gas-liquid inter-

face, darkening the previously noisy appearance and considerably enhancing contrast

of the fluid structures. The saturation of airborne fuel structures and blackening of

surface-bound films with mid range dry surface intensities, enabled precise image

processing methods to be implemented. Details of the investigations / test-points in

which the “DFI1.3(S)” was used are given in Table 3.8.

3.4 High-speed microscopy configurations

Visualisations of the injector nozzle surface were achieved through high-speed mi-

croscopy with laser illumination. The technique was chosen for its robust, non-

intrusive and high-contrast attributes in addition to the long-term expertise by the

research team [7, 111, 144, 232, 233]. Several optical configurations were tested to

optimise the HSV output. Only the final set-up on the RRCM is discussed since

the author had no input to the development process. Each configuration used and

tested on the BOE is described in detail with regard to the benefits and issues en-

countered. The results using the RRCM set-up being used for additional validation

with near-quiescent gas flow, a single component fuel and the absent complexity of

varied ignition delays (since there was no combustion).

The evolution in optical set-ups on the BOE was conducted to enhance several

key attributes:

• Temporal and spatial illumination uniformity

• Average illumination intensity whilst minimising saturation

• Contrast between the fluid structures and their surroundings
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• Robustness of the configuration

The pursuit also aimed to attain full cycle, full nozzle visualisation with excellent

magnification, depth of field and sharpness. The following section describes the

evolution of configurations executed to achieve the aforementioned goals, leading to

the highest spatial and temporal resolution near-nozzle visualisations in the public

domain (within an operating engine). The improvements made on the initial con-

figuration permitted application of high fidelity image processing methods yielding

substantial qualitative data (Chapter 4). The specifications of all imaging equipment

are also described, yet the optical cylinder components are detailed in Sections 3.1 &

3.2. Sooting of the injector nozzle gave further benefits due to enhanced scattering

from the surface, described in the previous section (Section 3.3.4).

3.4.1 Image acquisition system

The receiving optics and acquisition system were almost identical for all config-

urations tested. A Phantom V12.1, 12 bit, CCD high-speed camera was used to

record the near nozzle region at 10 kHz with 1–4µs exposure time. The camera

was attached to an Infinity K2 DistaMax long distance microscope, mounted onto

a traverse / optical table with the camera. An axial camera-injector orientation was

always employed, providing full nozzle visualisations. Alternate objective lenses

were required in the microscope depending on working distance and thus the optical

set-up. The magnification and aperture also being manually adjusted to facilitate

the configuration used.

A 30 µs pulse was sent from the test-bed, triggering the camera on the rising edge.

The camera then recorded for a pre-specified number of frames, saving them onto

built-in RAM. The camera frame rate was synchronised to the laser pulse frequency.

For the BOE configuration is was aligned by a small delay incorporated through

the camera software, whereas for the dual laser set-up it was achieved through the

Cavitar laser software.
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Copper vapour laser

Cavitar cavilux laser

Injector

Long-distance
 microscope

Figure 3.15: The orientation of the lasers, camera and injector nozzle with respect to the
RRCM optical chamber using the dual laser configuration. The injector was connected to
the optical chamber by a clamp causing the nozzle to protrude into the incidence of two
laser beams. Each side of the injector nozzle was illuminated by either the Cavitar solid
state diode, augmented with a 25mm lense, or the copper vapour laser combined with 3
positive lenses. The beams were transmitted through the N-BK7 windows and reflected
off the nozzle surface towards the camera and microscope.

3.4.2 Dual-laser microscopy (RRCM investigations)

The dual-laser microscopy2 set-up was the only imaging configuration utilised on the

RRCM in, constituting the RRCM study (Section 3.5). The configuration utilised

all windows in the optical chamber (Figure 3.15). The injector clamp was fitted onto

the rear window causing the injector to protrude into the middle of the chamber,

minimising impingement and fouling whilst maximising optical access. The cam-

era and microscope were located at the opposing window axially to the injector,

visualising all orifices simultaneously. The structure securing the camera was not

connected to the test-bed, preventing camera vibrations and the associated drift.

Camera-chamber vibrations were also diminished from the heavy, strongly anchored

design of the test-bed.

The light source consisted of two synchronised lasers, angled towards the injector

2All experiments performed on th RRCM were conducted by Jack Turner and Viacheslav Stet-
syuk. Only the analyses and documentation of the experiments were done by the author.
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Figure 3.16: Video frame showing the injector tip with all orifices in focus, the sizes of
the image constituents being denoted by a scale-bar. There was a large degree of spatial
illumination variation across the nozzle, yet minimal saturated regions.

nozzle surface through the left and right windows, therefore illuminating opposing

sides of the injector. The left-hand laser was a Cavitar Cavilux high-speed Solid

State Diode (SSD) laser emitting a 690 nm beam, combined with a 25mm lens. The

right-hand laser was an ‘Oxford Lasers’ Copper Vapour Laser (CVL) emitting at

510 and 578.2 nm with the beam delivered via an optical fibre and 3 positive lenses,

reducing the beam divergence. The SSD laser was controlled via a software interface

and could be used to trigger a signal generator which, in turn, emitted a pulse to

drive CVL. The frame exposure of the high-speed camera was set at 4 µs, although

the exposure was controlled by the shorter laser pulse durations (Table 3.5).

In comparison to the BOE imaging configurations, the RRCM set-up permitted

the shortest working distance, thereby providing maximum magnification of over

3× with the highest magnification objective lens in the microscope. A scale factor

of 6.58µm per pixel was achieved at a resolution of 704 × 704 pixels2, providing a

total of 4.63 × 4.63mm2 field of view (Table 3.5). The small volume of in-cylinder

gas situated between the injector and window along the viewing path, in-additions to

the absence of combustion and high gas velocities, reduced the impact of refraction

across density gradients. Likewise along the beam paths, there was nominal temporal
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Table 3.5: Imaging equipment specification for the RRCM investigations.

Parameter Value

Camera Phantom V12.1
Frame exposure time 4 µs

Frame rate 10 kHz
Scale factor 6.58 µm/Pix

Frame resolution 704× 704Pix2

Field of view 4.63× 4.63mm2

Lasers Copper vapour (CVL); Cavitar Cavilux
CVL type Pulsed

CVL wavelength 510.6 / 578.2 nm
CVL pulse duration 25–30 ns (FWHM)

CVL pulse energy 4mJ
CVL power (max) 80 kW

Cavitar type Continuous
Cavitar wavelength 640 nm ±10 nm
Laser power (max) 400 W±10%

illumination variation from the gas density gradients.

Although the temporal illumination variation was small across the two-stroke

cycle and between HSV recordings, the side-scatter dual-laser configuration created

considerable angular difference across the nozzle surface (Figure 3.16). Orifices 1

and 6 were illuminated by the CVL with orifices 3 and 4 irradiated by the SSD

laser. Orifices 2 and 5 being incident of both lasers but to a lesser degree. In-

teractions between the light and fluid boundaries had diverse outcomes depending

on the fluid structure orientations relative to the beam angle, rendering full nozzle

image processing methods problematic. Matching the illumination from each beam

was attempted via altering the beam powers, also aimed at minimising saturated

regions.

3.4.3 Evolution of the bow-ditch optical system design

Several optical configurations were formulated and tested on the BOE for this study,

utilising the original bow-ditch type design of the engine. Each enhancing the fluid-

surface contrast, spatial resolution and temporal resolution throughout the process.
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Ultimately permitting the identification of several previously undocumented fluid

phenomena and the application of high fidelity image processing techniques (Sec-

tion 4). Although each of the set-ups within the development process are presented,

only observations and findings made using the final “dual-mirror back-scatter” con-

figuration are included in the study for the optimum spatial and temporal resolution

it presented (test-points in the BOE study). Many of the imaging equipment spec-

ification were analogous to all configuration tested, displayed in Table 3.6.

Table 3.6: Imaging equipment specification analogous to all configurations tested on the
BOE.

Parameter Value

Camera Phantom V12.1
Frame exposure time 4 µs

Frame rate 10 kHz
Scale factor 8.5µm/Pix

Frame resolution 752 × 752Pix2

Field of view 6.4 × 6.4mm2

Laser type Copper vapour (CVL LS20-50)
Wavelength 510.6 / 578.2 nm

Laser pulse duration 25–30 ns (FWHM)
Laser pulse energy 4mJ
Laser power (max) 80 kW

All configurations employed a single laser for illumination (the Oxford lasers

CVL). It provided pulsed operation at 10 kHz, 25–30 ns duration Full Wave Half

Max (FWHM) and 4mJ pulse energy. The 510 / 578 nm beam was delivered to

the test-bed via a high purity optical fibre. Acquisition was always achieved us-

ing a DistaMax K2 microscope and Phantom V12.1 camera with a resolution of

752 × 752Pixels2 and an exposure of 4µs. A stationary 45° silver coated mirror

within the piston extension reflected the view of the injector that passed through

the sapphire piston bowl (Figure 3.17). Alignment of the camera was facilitated by

a high-precision traverse attached to an optical table, positioning the frontal micro-

scope lens within the extended piston, greatly reducing the working distance thus

increasing the magnification. All configurations enabled visualisation of all orifices
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simultaneously with a scale factor of 8.5µm/pixel.

Side-illumination configuration (Set-up 1)

Injector

Extended
piston

Microscope

Optic fibre

Piston
bowl

Laser
oulet

Window

Figure 3.17: Cross-sectional view of the side illumination configuration, depicting the
beam path through both the window and bowl when the piston approaches TDC, enhancing
scattering around the combustion chamber. A diffuser is also incorporated into the laser
outlet, further amplifying scattering. light reflecting from the nozzle tip leaves the cylinder
through the piston bowl, subsequently reflected by a 45° mirror below. Although absent
from the diagram, the phantom V12.1 is attached to the long distance microscope.

A side-scatter configuration was trialled, illuminating the nozzle surface through

a sapphire window embedded into the cylinder wall (Figure 3.17). The CVL pro-

vided high-beam power relative to the frame rate even when the beam was not

collimated. However, the majority of the light focussed onto a small region of the

surface, saturating it whilst producing unsatisfactory illumination elsewhere. In ad-

dition to minimising the chamber volume, using a window with a curved internal face

improved beam scattering, permitting a fibre axis orientation that was not directly

incident on the nozzle surface, considerably reducing saturation. Incorporation of a

diffuser at the fibre outlet also amplified scattering, yet greatly reduced the limiting

beam capacity. Nevertheless, the optimum illumination intensity and uniformity
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Figure 3.18: Image of the injector nozzle surface taken using the side-scatter optical
arrangement when the piston bowl covers the window Figure 3.17. There is a saturated
line across the nozzle where the beam is focussed, yet very little illumination elsewhere.
The orifice positions are marked with white ellipses.

achieved was considerably inferior to that attained by the dual-laser configuration

on the RRCM (Figure 3.18).

Between -25 and 25°CA aTDC, the beam was transmitted through both the

window and the edge of the piston bowl (Figure 3.17), creating further scattering

and intensifying illumination of orifices 1, 4 and 7 (Figure 3.18). Optical access

through the wall of the piston bowl was only possible using the full optical bowl

and corresponding piston, resulting in a compression ratio of 14:1 (Section 3.2.1).

Between ±20 to 30°CA aTDC the motion of the piston bowl passing into the beam

generated large variations in illumination, subsequently stabilising between -20 to

20°CA aTDC, however with an alternate field of illumination intensity to the rest of

the cycle. Consequently, an injection timing of -18°CA was chosen to represent idling

conditions for an engine of this size. This also increased luminescent stability and

uniformity during the main injection event and EOI phenomena (-14.4°CA onwards).

Full cycle visualisations were obtained, however considerable filtering of the images

was required to identify any small-scale liquid structures (Figure 3.18).

Besides the low temporal and spatial illumination provided by the set-up, it
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also necessitated the employment of both a curved window and the unenclosed, full

optical piston bowl (Section 3.2.1). The high pressures, temperatures and velocities

combined with the multiple exposed optical surfaces greatly reduced robustness of

the configuration. Several windows underwent fractures, eventually leading to a

fragment entering the cylinder during operation that caused catastrophic failure

through shattering of the piston bowl.

Findings from this set-up are not included in the study, yet several key observa-

tions were made that were presented in a conference article [114].

Single-mirror back-scatter configuration (Set-up 2)

The primary issues regarding the side-scatter configuration were the low robustness

and the insufficient spatial and temporal illumination uniformity. To address these

problems the window was switched for a curved metal blank, the piston was simpli-

fied and the illumination was achieved through the piston bowl (Figure 3.19). The

new robust piston design contained a cylindrical, flat sapphire insert, enclosed within

the piston head. Only a small �48.1mm circle removed from the piston crown ex-

posed the transparent insert to the in-cylinder region, also forming the piston bowl

(Figure 3.19). The piston body was almost identical to the full optical design used

in the previous configuration (Section 3.4.3), resulting in minimal impact to the

stroke or blow-by dynamics. However, the ensuing difference in bowl volume and

separation between the piston and head at TDC, led to a compression ratio of 16:1.

The optical fibre transmitted the beam from the CVL into a 15° divergent cone.

The laser fibre outlet terminated in a tube containing a N-BK7 Plano-Convex (PC)

lens at a separation of 30mm (7.7mm curvature), collimating the divergent beam

as an 8mm diameter column (Figure 3.20). Unlike with the previous configuration

(Section 3.4.3), the through-piston illumination required a large separation between

the fibre outlet and injector nozzle, thus a minimal degree of illuminating light would

reach the target if the beam was divergent or convergent. Furthermore, uncontrolled

focussing of the beam by the windows and piston bowl was no longer an issue.
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Blank
window

Piston
bowl
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Mirror

Collimator

Microscope

Figure 3.19: Cross-sectional view of the single-mirror back-scatter configuration, showing
the large angle of incidence from the illuminating beam to the nozzle axis. Both the
illumination and the acquisition paths are transmitted through the piston and reflected
by the stationary 45° mirror. When the piston approaches BDC a shadow is cast on the
nozzle surface. The design of the collimator is given if Figure 3.20.

 Bottom dead centre

Figure 3.21: Image taken using the single-mirror back-scatter configuration at 180°CA
aTDC /BDC Figure 3.19. The orifices and liquid structures are identifiable, yet a shadow
is cast over half of the surface at 180°CA aTDC due to intersection of the beam by the
piston skirt.
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Figure 3.20: Diagram of the collimating tube used to collimate and align the beam in the
single-mirror back-scatter configuration. Its position relative to the engine can be found
in Figure 3.19. A N-BK7 plano-convex (PC) focussing lens is positioned 30 mm away from
the laser outlet.

The collimating tube was mounted above the microscope, combined with transla-

tion and rotation stages for alignment. It was directed towards the same stationary

45° mirror used by the acquisition system, located within the extended piston. It was

essential that the viewing plane was perpendicular between the vertical and horizon-

tal across the 45° mirror to ensure a uniform depth of field across the nozzle. Since

the collimating tube was located above the microscope and intended to illuminate

the nozzle surface, a large angle from the horizontal was necessary with reflection

occurring at the top of the mirror. Consequently, there were some minor spatial illu-

mination non-uniformities, however the heterogeneous temporal illumination posed

a more significant issue. As the piston approached Bottom Dead Centre (BDC), the

metallic piston skirt intercepted the illuminating beam path between the mirror and

nozzle surface, casting a shadow over half of the nozzle surface (Figure 3.21).

Dual-mirror back-scatter configuration (Set-up 3)

A 3D diagram of the primary optical set-up used throughout the study is given by

Figure 3.22. The configuration was used for all experiments performed in the BOE

study (Section 3.5). The optical equipment and mounts do not contact the test bed

to minimise vibrations and drift. Temporal and spatial illumination uniformity were

improved through employment of a second mirror, incorporated into the collimating

tube (Figure 3.23). The �8mm beam (collimated by the focusing lens), was reflected
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Figure 3.22: Cross-sectional view of the bow-ditch design optical engine, detailing the
dual-mirror back-scatter set-up. The green column shows the path of the laser beam from
the collimating tube (Figure 3.23), with the acquisition path, reflected from the nozzle,
given by a yellow line. Both laser beam and nozzle reflected light being passed through
the optical piston bowl. The nozzle view is reflected into a long distance microscope using
a stationary silver coated mirror within the extended piston. The microscope is attached
to a Phantom V12.1 high-speed camera.

perpendicularly out of the tube by a �10mm silver coated mirror at 45° to the tube

axis. The outlet to the tube was positioned within the extended piston, directly

under the injector nozzle, illuminating the surface with a vertical beam. The axial

collimated incidence to the injector ensured high spatial illumination uniformity and

inhibited temporal variations through motion of the piston.

The collimating tube was mounted a few millimetres above the microscope by

a structure connecting to the optical table. Alignment of the beam was achieved

through manual translation and rotation stages. A perfect vertical alignment of the

illumination (reflected by the tube-mounted mirror) and acquisition (reflected by

the large, engine-mounted 45° mirror) paths was not possible due to intersection of

the collimating tube with the nozzle-reflected light. Therefore the collimating tube
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Figure 3.23: Annotated diagram of the collimator tube used in the dual-mirror back-
scatter configuration to direct a high intensity beam onto the nozzle surface illuminating
it. Its position relative to the engine can be found in Figure 3.22. A divergent beam
is delivered into the tube using an optical fibre, subsequently collimated into an �8 mm
column by a N-BK7 Plano-Convex (PC) lens 30mm away. The light is then reflected
perpendicularly out of the tube using a 45° silver mirror.

and engine mounted mirror were both tilted by opposing angles of approximately 5°.

The slight offset did not cause any issues in illumination or depth of field uniformity.

Furthermore, the offset prevented issues ensuing from direct reflection off the lower

piston bowl surface, creating heterogeneous, invaluable illumination through glare

within the images.

The excellent spatial and temporal illumination and high robustness achieved

through the dual-mirror back scatter configuration (Figure 3.24), led to its use for

the majority of the results presented throughout the study. However, as with the

other set-ups there were some issues. An average pixel intensity was chosen to en-

sure illumination uniformity between tests and investigations, yet minor differences

still arose from fouling of the piston bowl (by soot or oil). The back-scatter ori-

entation and highly reflective nozzle surface gave rise to low contrast between the

surface and flat surface-bound fuel films, limiting the capability of film tracking

image processing methods. Sooting of the nozzle surface enhanced beam scattering

(Section 3.3.4), leading to improved contrast and the application of film tracking

techniques (Section 4.3). The high separation between the piston bowl and injector

meant the illumination and acquisition paths passed through a considerable volume
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Figure 3.24: Image taken of all spray plumes using the dual-mirror back-scatter optical
configuration (Figure 3.22). The illumination intensity is mostly uniform and continues to
be throughout the cycle. A large depth of field (with a 16 mm aperture) permits focus of
the entire nozzle surface.

of in-cylinder gas. The high gas pressures, temperatures and velocities caused large

density gradients that distorted the light at certain periods within the cycles, espe-

cially during and after combustion. Hence, some observations are not validated for

high injected masses. Nevertheless, numerous pertinent visual and quantitative ob-

servations were achieved via the dual-mirror back-scatter setting, forming the basis

of the study.

3.5 Archive of investigations and test-points

Numerous situations and conditions were tested on both the RRCM and the BOE,

varying the injectors, engine operating conditions and fuel properties. All experi-

ments have been grouped into two investigations with respect to the two test-beds

in which they were performed. Using the diverse range of operating conditions and

parameters enables reliable decoupling of dependencies, validation through thorough

comparisons and versatility evaluations of the observations made. Hence, the obser-

vations made within all of the investigations are combined within the results sections
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in an attempt to construct a complete account of the phases and phenomena studied.

Consequently a clear navigation method is critical, referencing the test-cycle descrip-

tors during discussion of the findings they represent. The investigations are labelled

as the “RRCM study” and the “BOE study”, combined with sublevel counters for

each condition investigated in the studies; for example “Log 1.01–1.04” represents

operating conditions 1–4 of the RRCM study, supplemented by the appropriate hy-

perlinks to the test-conditions. The conditions in which the Log numbers represent

are displayed within tables, presented in the following sections that describe the

investigations.

3.5.1 The RRCM study

The RRCM test-bed configuration is available in Section 3.1, with the test-bed

constants / parameters found in Table 3.1. A dual laser optical configuration was

employed for high-speed visualisation of the nozzle surface (Section 3.4.2), the optical

equipment specification being detailed in Table 3.5. All test-points were under

non-reactive conditions, thus the crank resolved in-cylinder pressure, measured by

a Kistler pressure sensor (Type-6125C), gave a typical parabolic motored profile.

Since the RRCM has a two-stroke cycle, the impact of the crank-resolved intake

and exhaust flow variation was negligible and inconsequential. The DW10B injector

(Section 3.3.1) was used, supplementing the observations with nozzle tip temperature

measurements. It administered n-dodecane to the cylinder, a single component fuel

with known physical and chemical properties, providing fundamental analyses of the

behaviour observed.

In addition to the nozzle tip temperature measurements made, averaging at

405±1K, the thermodynamic model was employed for crank resolved temperature

prediction (Section 4.4.3). The boost pressure and intake temperature were not

varied throughout the tests, so an approximated PMICT value of 650±10K reliably

described all RRCM test-points. A list of the varied parameters and conditions for

the RRCM study is presented below:
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Table 3.7: Varied test conditions for the experiments in the RRCM study. The table is
presented for reference in results and discussion sections.

Log IP Inj. timing Inj. duration Injector

1.01 50; 150MPa TDC 0.6ms DW10B

1.02 50MPa –60; –30; 30°CA 0.6ms DW10B

1.03 150MPa –60; –30; 30°CA 0.6ms DW10B

1.04 50MPa TDC 0.2; 0.4; 1 ms DW10B

3.5.2 The BOE study

The findings discussed throughout the study are primarily taken from the back-

scatter BOE experiments, since the conditions, engine geometry and combustion

dynamics they constituted were most representative of a road-bound engine. They

are then supported and validated in a non-reactive environment through the RRCM

study experiments, using a single component fuel. Details of the BOE test-bed are

given in Section 3.2 with the constant parameters and conditions in Table 3.3. All

test-points used the dual-mirror back-scatter imaging configuration (Section 3.4.3),

the imaging equipment specification being displayed in Table 3.6. Only the VCO-

type Delphi DFI 1.3 could be mounted in the engine head, yet there were three

variations of the injector that were utilised. A temperature instrumented DFI 1.3

provided nozzle tip temperature measurements (Section 3.3.3), primarily used to

aid validation of the thermodynamic model (Section 4.4.3) and assess the film tem-

peratures during times of bubbling or phase transfer (Section 6.3). Generally the

DFI 1.3(S) with a sooted nozzle surface (Section 3.3.4) was employed for the greater

surface to fluid contrast, induced by beam scattering from the soot. A standard DFI

1.3 (Section 3.3.2) was also used for evaluation of the impact a sooted surface has

on the film behaviour. They injected a multi-component commercial reference fuel

(RF79) that had a narrow distillation curve.
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Figure 3.25: The crank-resolved motored in-cylinder pressure traces, measured using a
Kistler pressure sensor (Type-6025C) at 0.5°CA acquisition rate. The symmetricity of the
pressure curve about 0°CA indicates that combustion did not take place. The exhaust and
intake valve lifts are also given using dashed lines and the second Y-axis. The operating
conditions relate to Log 2.01.

The primary conditions decoupled and investigated throughout the experiments

were the injection parameters, i.e. pressure, duration and number, and the in-

cylinder gas conditions including temperature, pressure and velocity. They were kept

within a range typical for a modern engine under low-load / idling operation. The

operating conditions and parameters were selected with regards to: previous work by

the institution [114], engine tests by other institutions (which unfortunately cannot

be cited), and substantial experience in running the optical engine. All parame-

ters and conditions varied throughout the investigation are provided in Table 3.8,

to be used as reference when navigating though the document. Crank-resolved

measurements of the temperature field within the cylinder were too challenging,

thus the temperature instrumented injector (Section 3.3.3) gave nozzle tip temper-

ature readings and a thermodynamic model was used to provide crank-resolved gas

temperature approximations (Section 4.4.3). The crank resolved in-cylinder pres-

sure profiles when motored (Figure 3.25), measured by an in-cylinder Kistler sensor

(Type-6125C), aids description of the test-cycles. However, comparison of the test-
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cycles using the ICP or ICT profiles is too convoluted, thus the peak values are

taken when decoupling their attributes and performing analyses. These values are

related to the peak ICPs of the reference videos taken before injecting (motored

cycles), yet the actual peak ICPs during the injecting cycles are higher than those

documented, due to the combustion event. The typical motored ICP profile (Fig-

ure 3.25) is coupled with the original (OEM defined) valve timings, typical of the

commercial cylinder head used. A small valve overlap improved scavenging. There

are clear ICP fluctuations during valve opening and closing, later shown to influence

the surface-bound film dynamics.

103 cycles were tested over 23 test-points and 11 logs (Table 3.8). Each log

consisted of one reference video in which no injection took place, then 4 videos

per IP tested within the log (giving 5-13 HSV recordings per log). The reference

videos were crucial to the image processing techniques. They aided the tracking of

the nozzle and calculation of the scale factor, described further in the subsequent

chapter (Section 4.3). For each video the image processing methods took each of

the 7 orifices to be independent (appropriate since they were not connected through

a sac). This increased the number of samples in a test by a factor of 7.

The primary limitation for obtaining more data / videos was the reliability of

the engine. As the engine ran, the optical surfaces were constantly fouled and the

likelihood of a failure was always a concern (Section 3.2.4). The high resolution,

high frame-rate videos were large, increasing data transfer times and the complexity

of the engine processes increased stabilisation times. Due to the aforementioned

time constraints a choice was imposed between taking more videos per conditions

or testing a greater range of conditions.

The combination of high compression ratio, boosted intake and significant in-

jected mass used in the BOE study led to combustion for all conditions tested.

Other post-injection fluid dynamic research projects, including the RRCM study,

have been under motored conditions, or in constant pressure and volume chambers.

Hence there is, as of yet, little evidence that the observations previously made are

valid in the presence of representative combustion events. The potential for rapid
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vaporisation of the large liquid structures from the combustion-induced temperature

rise was a question that has been left unanswered. All experiments carried out in

the BOE study showed a significant pressure increase following the injection event,

indicating combustion.

The authenticity of the combustion events can be assessed through evaluation of

the heat release rate. It is approximated as a function of ICP and volume through

the following equation, treating the in-cylinder contents as an ideal gas [234]:

𝑑𝑄𝑛

𝑑𝜃
=

𝛾

𝛾 − 1
𝑃
𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
+

1

𝛾 − 1
𝑉
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
(3.1)

Where, 𝑄𝑛 =the thermal energy added from combustion, 𝛾 = isentropic expansion

factor, 𝜃=crank angle, 𝑃 =pressure, 𝑉 = in-cylinder volume.

𝛾 =
𝑐𝑝
𝑐𝑣

(3.2)

Where, 𝐶𝑝 =heat capacity at constant pressure, 𝐶𝑣 =heat capacity at constant vol-

ume.

The compression and expansion strokes can be assumed adiabatic, so the isen-

tropic coefficient can be approximated by 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 = 𝑃 × 𝑉 𝛾. The logarithms

for the changes in volume and pressure are found for every 0.5CA throughout the

two strokes, providing crank resolved approximations of Gamma. These values were

then averaged to obtain the final approximation of Gamma used in the heat release

equation. The crank resolved averaging of the pressure profiles for each firing cycle

of aided the removal of noise, increasing reliability.

Prior to combustion there is a short period of negative heat release (Figure 3.26).

This is explained by cooling of the in-cylinder gas as comparatively cold fuel is

injected into the cylinder [235, 236]. There was also some blow-by which was not

considered by the heat release equation that could contribute towards the negative

approximations. The large spikes (around TDC) are indicative of a pre-mixed cold

flame creating a significant increase in the in-cylinder pressure. As anticipated,

a larger injected mass incurred through a greater injection pressure considerably
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Figure 3.26: The approximated heat release rate for 40–100 MPa injection pressure. The
operating conditions relate to Log 2.01 in Table 3.8. The initial spikes indicate a premixed
cold flame and the following humps are potentially associated with soot radiation and / or
mixing controlled combustion.

increases the peak heat release rate. The spikes are followed by a much smaller

hump that spreads across the first 30°CA of the cycle. The hump is likely caused

by radiating soot and mixing controlled combustion [235].
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Chapter 4

Post-processing methods

4.1 Chapter outline

Although the study is essentially founded on qualitative visual identifications of pro-

cesses and phenomena, quantitative details regarding the observations and engine

data are critical to gain insights into the underlying mechanisms. This is achieved

through engine data categorisation and post-processing, along with manual doc-

umentation and automated image processing methods; recording the frequencies,

timings and geometric attributes of the near-nozzle / surface-bound fluid structures.

To establish dependencies of these attributes on the in-cylinder and in-nozzle envi-

ronment, comparing the results over a range of engine conditions / parameters was

critical. The majority of the engine data was already in a numerical form, yet con-

version and parametrisation were required to translate the data into a more usable

format. Despite there being numerous sensors and measurement devices around

the test-bed, it was not possible to measure a few important cycle characterising

conditions / parameters, hence methods were devised for their prediction from pre-

recorded information.

The chapter intends to comprehensively describe the methods, justification and

accuracy of the post-processing techniques applied to the HSV and engine data.

The initial sections explore the quantitative processing of the visual data; giving a

short description of the manual approaches undertaken (Section 4.2). It is followed
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by an extensive review of the automated approaches employed (Section 4.3). The

concluding section details the techniques employed for translation, inference and

predictions of the cycle characterising engine data (Section 4.4).

4.2 Manual image processing

Prior to achieving resolution and fluid-surface contrast sufficient for the application

of automated processing methods, quantitative data regarding the fluid phenomena

was obtained via manual processing methods. This tended to involve meticulously

watching each HSV recording and documenting the presence and timings of fluid

processes observed. The large number of videos rendered the approach very time

consuming (yet less so than writing the automated codes). Unlike the automated

methods (that are accompanied by their own issues), the manually obtained data

is subject to manual error and unconscious bias. Quantifying these types of un-

certainty is especially challenging and a full analysis is not given. The errors are

considerably reduced through the high clarity of the HSV data and the implemen-

tation of pre-determined characteristic directives that dictated documentation; for

example, the presence of overspilling fluid was concluded by the absence of high-

intensity orifice wall reflections. Due to a reduced reliability and reproducibility of

this approach, some of the obtained results are rendered redundant through repli-

cation by automated methods, however most are included for validation purposes.

4.2.1 Documenting the phenomena timings and frequencies

To determine the dependencies of the phenomena on the operating conditions and

the evolutions of in-cylinder conditions throughout the cycle, their timings and fre-

quencies were essential. In the RRCM study this information was acquired by

manually entering the onset times into a spreadsheet, found by meticulous visual

monitoring of each HSV recording. The data obtained corresponds to the onset

times of the events and and not their durations. The range of potential timings

for each phenomena presented throughout the study is normally given as an in-
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terquartile range. The reliability of the timings may vary since the population sizes

composing them are dependent on the phenomena’s frequency. The information is

taken per orifice per HSV recording, providing frequency data through division by

their maximum possible occurrence per associated condition.

4.2.2 Ascertaining the overspill onset times

Throughout the study it is established that there are only two events that lead to

the deposition of fuel on the nozzle surface (Section 6.1). These are spray wetting:

deposition during the dribble event, and overspill: late-cycle discharge of fuel from

the nozzle. It is critical to determine the origins of the fuel films when analysing

their behaviour and to establish the dominating surface wetting cause. Knowledge

of the overspill onset timings permits decoupling of the period in which the fuel

films entirely consist of spray deposited fuel, from the period in which they contain a

mixture of both spray deposited and overspilt fuel. Analyses of the characteristic in-

engine conditions during the overspill events, leads to elucidation of the dependencies

and underlying processes. Consequently, quantification of the overspill onset times

is a re-occurring topic throughout the study. It is determined manually on the

RRCM through visual monitoring of the HSV data, with detection achieved through

automated processes on the BOE (Section 4.3).

It was observed that after a dribble event (and associated gas and fuel ingestion),

the orifice outlets were empty, visually shown by a black void on the surface in which

no light scatters towards the detection system (Figure 4.1). Prior to an overspill

event the fluid must travel up through the orifice into the orifice exit. As it does

so, the gas-fluid interface moving across the orifice exit creates a reflection of the

incident beam towards the camera, creating a saturated dot on the HSV recordings

(Figure 4.1). Other processes with the capability of imitating this effect (for instance

wall reflections or bubbling), were refuted by the transition of the region and the

subsequent film formation. Hence, the timing at which the saturated dot becomes

visible was used to determine the overspill onset timings with minimal human error

or unconscious bias. The overspill onset times were recorded for every orifice in ev-
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52.8°CA aTDC

55.2°CA aTDC 55.8°CA aTDC

54.0°CA aTDC53.4°CA aTDC

54.6°CA aTDC

High

intensity

reflection

High

intensity

reflection

Overspill Overspill

Figure 4.1: An image sequence demonstrating the distinct visual traits of the fluid inter-
face approaching the orifice exit prior to an overspill event. The high intensity reflection
of the incident light from the liquid interface, observed from all overspill events, was used
to manually record the overspill onset timings.

ery video for 5MPa peak ICP and 0.6ms injection duration over 3 injection timings

in the RRCM study. The aforementioned test-points were chosen to explore the de-

pendencies of overspill on in-cylinder pressure at conditions susceptible to overspill.

The results obtained by this approach are discussed in Section 6.1.

4.3 Automated image processing

In order to numerically characterise the post-injection fluid processes, an image

processing programme was developed that detected and measured the size, frequency

and timings of the liquid structures observed. The approach was only possible for

visualisations of the sooted nozzle taken on the BOE (dual-mirror back-scatter set-

up in Section 3.4.3), due to the high contrast between the surface and fluid structures

when enhancing surface scattering (Section 3.3.4). The programme was split into

several parts, each harvesting quantitative data regarding a distinct period within
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the cycle and the typical phenomena occurring at certain timings (determined using

visual inspections). Each orifice within each HSV recording is treated independently,

leading to higher population sizes thus improving reliability (one HSV recording

representing a population size equal to the number of orifices).

Many of the programming stages (described in each of the subsections) rely

on data from what is referred to here as a ‘reference video’. When performing

the experiments, a HSV recording would always be taken of the full engine cycle

immediately before injections began. This gave a video frame depicting a nozzle

unaffected by in-cylinder fuel for every frame showing the impact of injecting fuel,

permitting extraction of these effects through their comparison. A ‘reference video’

was therefore included for every condition (Log) investigated.

There was a period on the BOE between the dribble event and overspill onset in

which the combustion caused large density gradients, rendering the application of

film tracking methods too challenging due to distortion of the image data. The gap

is filled by a film tracking algorithm developed for a single orifice on the RRCM,

measuring the size and spreading rate of the spray deposited films. Although the film

contrast was much lower on the RRCM, the short separation between the injector

nozzle and windows reduced the impact of in-cylinder density gradients.

4.3.1 Identifying nozzle position and features

Frame-frame displacement of the nozzle within the imaging plane occurred through

both the engine and camera vibration on the BOE test-bed. Precautions were

taken to minimise the effects, yet the displacement was further accentuated through

the high magnification used. Identifying the exact positions of the orifices and of

the nozzle periphery was critical for all parts of the image processing programmes

to function correctly. This primarily stemmed from a reliance on the orifices as

reference points while taking absolute differences of the analysed and ‘reference’

video frames. Furthermore, the sizes and locations of the liquid structures analysed

were initially determined in relation to the nozzle features. Consequently, the reliable

detection of the nozzle position was a critical part of the image processing algorithms.
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Figure 4.2: Frame 750 (420°CA aTDC) from a reference high-speed-video (not containing
an injection), annotated to demonstrate the image registration method and results. The
centre of the nozzle is shown by a red X and the periphery by a red circle and are used to
obtain the scale-factor for all high-speed-video recordings. Orifice positions are detected
by identifying the high intensity reflections from the orifice walls, automatically circled
with red ellipses, yet other large high intensity reflections were also detected, shown by
blue triangles. These invalid loci are removed through knowledge of the axisymmetricity
of the orifices, not shared by the other reflections. The orifices are subsequently numbered
by the programme with respect to their angle about the nozzle centre.

Spatial tracking of the orifice positions was achieved through detection of the

high intensity beam reflections off the orifice walls (Figure 4.2). The image was

binarised with a threshold a few pixel intensity increments below the saturation

level (254 out of 256) and small regions (100 pixels or less) were removed. Each of

the remaining regions either represented an orifice (red ellipses in Figure 4.2) or a

relatively large, highly reflective spot on the nozzle surface (flagged by blue triangles

in Figure 4.2). To determine the nature of the binarised regions, the distances

between the centroids of all regions was found. If done for orifice 1, it is known that

orifices 2 and 7 have an identical separation from 1, likewise with orifices 3 and 6 or

4 and 5. Whereas any surface reflections will not show this symmetrical, duplicated

behaviour in their separations from other regions. By finding the high intensity

points with reoccurring separation, the orifices were distinguished from the other

high intensity surface reflections. Using the orifice positions and pre-known nozzle
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geometry, the nozzle centre, nozzle periphery and scale-factor were obtained. Once

this locational information was known, the programme was also able to label each

orifice from 1 to 7 clockwise starting at 12 O’clock (using the angle between the

orifices and nozzle centre).

The described method was only used to obtained the geometric locational in-

formation for a specific frame (420°CA aTDC) of the reference video (for the cor-

responding condition). Frame 750 was visually chosen as it showed the highest

contrast with no interference from dust / fluid (in the few cases it was present) on

the piston surfaces throughout the test-points. To obtain the orifice and nozzle posi-

tions for each frame in a HSV depicting an injection, 2D phase correlation was used

(“imregcorr”) [237], calculating the displacement / shift between the examined and

the reference frame. The technique is FFT based in which the frame is split into

windows with correlation maps created from their comparison (it was not possible

to obtain these correlation maps). The difference found was then used to over-

lay the pre-mapped locational information found in the reference frame onto the

investigated frame.

A few frames were identified (around 2 per 1400 frame video /<1%) in which the

phase correlation method found incorrect displacements between images. This was

easy to identify since when “imregcorr” worked sufficiently the errors was less than

8 pixels (taken manually from 50 cases), whereas an insufficient matching led to an

offset in the magnitude of hundreds or thousands of pixels. In response a safety

net automatically identified these errors, switching to a more reliable, intensity

based, iterative registration method (“imregister”). There were no cases in which

this method did not successfully match the images with an almost undetectable

offset (within a few pixels, taken manually). The higher accuracy method was not

continuously used due to the considerably greater computational cost, more than

tripling the computation time from the numerous iterations required (time elapsed:

“imregcorr” - 1.214 s, “imregister” - 4.882 s) . By incorporating both registration

functions, overlapping the two images and utilising the information gained from the

reference frame, the orifice and nozzle locations were detected for all frames.
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The performance of the approach was evaluated in two ways for the two major

functions. The initial detection of the orifices in the reference video was examined

in every case by marking the locational data on the images. The maximum distance

between the positions detected and the true positions was measured as 4 pixels

(34 µm). The subsequent shifting of the images via the 2D phase correlation was

checked by creating creating composite RGB images of the two frames overlaid

in different colour bands during processing. This was done for all frames in one

HSV recording per 5 processed. There were no cases found in which the 2D phase

correlation was not successful.

4.3.2 Measuring the dribble duration

Figure 4.3: Original (right) and processed (left) high-speed-video images at the start of
the dribble event (0.3 ms aEOI). The projected area of dribbling fuel measured is given by
the blue shading within the left image. The measurement is taken for each orifice within
a region delimited by the black boarder around orifice seven. A black oval is also overlaid
across the orifice to convey that droplets found in this area are not incorporated, preventing
mistaken detection of orifice wall reflections.

The duration of the dribble event was measured for each spray plume during

the sooted nozzle experiments in the BOE study). Since the majority of airborne

fluid in a frame caused a direct beam reflection, leading to saturation, the saturated

regions could be used to provide both dribble start and end times. During the main
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injection phase the spray plumes create large, solid cones of saturated pixels. As the

spray enters the dribble phase and collapses, multiple holes form in the saturated

regions that are easily detectable, giving the dribble start times. Figure 4.3 shows

the projected dribble area in the Region Of Interests (ROI) surrounding each orifice

at the start of the dribble event, 0.3ms after the EOI trigger (roughly a 0.2ms

hydraulic delay / needle descent time). The start and end times are taken for each

orifice individually, since their disconnection by the VCO type valve permits them

to be treated independently.

Figure 4.4: Original (right) and processed (left) high-speed-video images at the end of
the dribble event (0.8 ms aEOI). The projected area of dribbling fuel measured is given by
the blue shading within the left image. The measurement is taken for each orifice within
a region identical to that emphasized by the black boarder around orifice seven. A black
oval is also overlaid across the orifice to convey that droplets found in this area are not
incorporated, preventing mistaken detection of orifice wall reflections.

A ROI was generated around each orifice for which the projected dribble area

was measured, analogous to the black meniscus quadrilateral around orifice 7 in

Figure 4.3 and 4.4. A region around the orifice was omited from the detection

algorithm, preventing mistaken detection of orifice wall reflections.

Although the saturated area (due to airborne fuel reflections) within the ROI

is measured, the rate of fuel dissipation is not discussed because errors would arise

from droplet overlapping, un-saturated droplets and other scattering effects. The

projected area measurements were purely used to determine the end of the dribble
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event. Figure 4.4 show the projected dribble area in the ROIs when the dribble

event is said to have ended for all orifices, 0.8ms aEOI. This is defined by the timing

when the projected saturated area drops below a given value, chosen as 0.0042 mm2

through visual sampling (of 20% of the HSV recordings processed). The fluid leaving

the orifices was always negligible after the projected area dropped below this value.

The dribble duration could then be determined through calculation of the difference

between dribble start and end times (from Figure 4.3 and 4.4: 0.8 − 0.3 = 0.5𝑚𝑠).

4.3.3 Calculating the spray wetting area

1.0 ms aEOI

Figure 4.5: Image taken immediately after the dribble event, 0.3 ms after the end of the
dribble event (1 ms aEOI with the end of dribble for this HSV video being 0.7ms aEOI),
overlaid with the spray wetting detection results on the left. The red regions reasonably
match the wetted areas around orifices 2, 3 and 7. The absence of both wetting and red
regions around the other orifices demonstrates that no wetting is measured when it does
not occur.

One of the two causes of fluid deposition on the injector surface identified in this

study was spray wetting: fuel impingement or adherence during the dribble event.

An algorithm was developed to measure the degree of wetting caused by the event in

terms of the resulting surface film areas. A mask was placed over the orifice to block

the orifice wall reflections, its position established through the methodology outlined

in Section 4.3.1. The negative differences in pixel intensities between the frame and
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a analogous non-injecting reference frame were calculated, thus highlighting any

darker region resulting from nozzle-bound films. The result is binarised with a

varying binarisation threshold. The binarisation threshold is determined by taking

the absolute differences in pixel intensities between the analysed and reference video

frames. An intensity histogram of the differences was then obtained for a section of

the nozzle shoulder closest to the orifice being analysed i.e. the difference between

two identical dry surfaces with similar beam incidence. The binarisation threshold

(varying for each orifice and each frame) was taken as the average absolute difference

for the nozzle shoulder adjacent to the analysed orifice. Binarised regions were

removed if: they did not contact the orifice, they contacted the frame bounds or

if their area was under 100 pixels2 (0.0001mm2). Regions passing these conditions

were slightly blurred and re-binarised to segregate smaller areas that had thin bridges

connecting them to the larger regions. The smaller segregated areas were then

removed. The number of pixels in the region was divided by 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝜋
6
) to accommodate

the view-surface angle and multiplied by the scale-factor (of 8.5 µm) to get a final

measurement in mm2 for each film. Figure 4.5 display the detected areas overlaid

as shaded red regions at 0.3ms (3 frames) after the end of dribble phase.

Figure 4.6 gives a worst case scenario with 3 of seven films incorrectly detected.

Orifice 1 and orifice 2 show under-approximation and over-approximation respec-

tively, due to surface shadows affecting the smoothing process. The film across

orifice 6 was not detected at all due to a high intensity reflection (caused by in-

cylinder density gradients from combustion) in the reference video. To remove these

errors the films were measured in the first 7 frames following the dribble event and

a median was taken for each orifice. 7 frames were chosen to represent the me-

dian, since the period they represent resides within the autoignition delay when

the measurements are not affected by the large density gradients produced by the

combustion event. Under approximations were found to be more common than over

approximations, thus uncertainties in the median values are likely to be below the

true values. If more than 3 of the seven frames did not detect a fuel film for a

specific orifice then spray wetting was considered not to occur. By comparing the
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1.0 ms aEOI

Figure 4.6: Image taken immediately after the dribble event, 0.3 ms after the dribble
subsides (1ms aEOI), overlaid with the spray wetting detection results on the left. The
overlaid tracking results demonstrate the worst case scenario with an under approximation
for orifice 1, an over approximation for orifice 2 and a failed measurement for orifice 6, giving
a value of 0. These errors have a low frequency and are removed by taking a median value
for the seven consecutive frames immediately after the dribble event for each orifice.

number of surface wetting events for a given test-point against those in which no

wetting occurred, a frequency of spray wetting occurrences was obtained. Every 4𝑡ℎ

video was manually checked to ensure confidence in the detection performance and

showed no signs of errors in regard to the occurrences of wetting.

4.3.4 Tracking spreading of the spray deposited films (RRCM)

Combustion on the BOE caused a period of impeded illumination and image ac-

quisition due to considerable combustion-induced density gradients. Consequently,

the spray deposited fuel films could not be tracked between autoignition and the

overspill onset timing. However, the RRCM experiments1 did not incorporate com-

bustion (the BOE study), thus the visualisations were not as impeded by density

gradients (density gradients were still present creating some issues). Although the

film-surface contrast was inferior to the sooted nozzle on the BOE it was possible to

develop a semi-automated film tracking algorithm that performed sufficiently well

1All experiments performed on the RRCM were performed by Jack Turner and Viacheslav
Stetsyuk. Only the analyses and documentation of the experiments were done by the author.
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for a single orifice. The approach measured the temporal evolution in surface film

areas that entirely consisted of spray deposited fuel (rather than overspilt fuel).
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Figure 4.7: Flow diagram of the resulting output images from each key processing step.
The raw image is processed by the code to obtain a binarised region, subsequently being
converted from a pixel count to a film area.

An image processing algorithm was formulated in Matlab to semi-automatically

extract the coverage area of the liquid films on the nozzle tip. The key processing

steps are listed below, visually supplemented with the output image data for each

step (Figure 4.7). Errors / uncertainties corresponding to these steps are described

when applicable:

1. Cropping and orifice identification: an initial approximation of the interroga-

tion window is displayed (for -12CA aTDC) and the operator is prompted to
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click on the orifice centre. The coordinates of the orifice are stored and a ROI

is created around the neighbouring surface (Figure 4.7A). A human error is

involved in the input of <3 pixels (orifice width is 15 pixels).

2. Normalisation of pixel intensities and contrast stretching: the mean pixel

intensity was shifted to correspond to that of the average across the HSV

recording (𝐼𝑀(𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐼𝐷𝑋)/𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐼𝑀(30𝐶𝐴))), accounting for small laser

pulse-to-pulse variations corresponding to window fouling during testing (Fig-

ure 4.7B). The intensity histogram was also stretched in relation to the top

5% and bottom 10% pixel intensities: 𝑄 = 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑙𝑒(𝐼𝑀(𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐼𝐷𝑋), 20);

𝐼𝑀(𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐼𝐷𝑋) = 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑑𝑗𝑢𝑠𝑡(𝐼𝑀(𝐹𝑟𝑎𝑚𝑒𝐼𝐷𝑋), [𝑄(1), 𝑄(18)], [01]). There

are no uncertainties / errors associated with these processes.

3. Flat fielding: the illumination across the frame was not homogeneous due to

the curvature of the nozzle tip surface offering different scattering angles (Fig-

ure 4.7C). The frame intensities were homogenised using a non-linear gradient

filter (imflatfield).

4. Removal of high-frequency noise: high-frequency noise was removed, and small

regions with similar pixel intensity distributions were merged using greyscale

morphological closing (𝐼𝑀 = 𝑖𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒(𝐼𝑀, 𝑆𝐸1)) with a non-flat, disk-shaped

structuring element (𝑆𝐸1 = 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙(′𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙′, 2,−1.500000𝑒− 05, 0)). Followed by

morphological opening (𝑖𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒(𝐼𝑀, 𝑆𝐸2)), Figure 4.7D.

5. Removal of reflections from the orifice edge: an elliptical mask layered over

the orifice with constant pixel intensity, equal to the mean of the pixels

on its perimeter, removed high-intensity reflections from the orifice’s edge

(𝐼𝑀(𝐼𝑀 == 𝐸𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑘) = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑒𝑙𝑖𝑝𝑠𝑒𝐿𝑖𝑛𝑒)). The error from this step

depends on the human input in step 1, having a maximum offset of 3 pixels

(Figure 4.7E).

6. Semi-automatic binarisation: the mean and spread of pixel intensities across

the frame, in conjunction with a user input coefficient, were used for the bina-
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Figure 4.8: User interface visually representing the processing output for manual assess-
ment of its performance in real time. The original video frame is displayed (left) along
with overlays for the orifice location and wetted area detected by the algorithm (right).
The plot represents the detected area in relation to time aSOI as scatter points, with the
5-point moving average as a solid line.

risation threshold (𝑖𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒(𝐼𝑀, 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑; 𝑇ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 = 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝐼𝑀) −

𝐶𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 * 𝑠𝑡𝑑(𝐼𝑀)). The automatic thresholding performed ok (Coeffi-

cient = 0.95), but a user adjustment was required in 33% of the videos to

faithfully track the coverage area (Figure 4.7F). These tended to be for higher

IP conditions due to increased gas refraction and fuel vapour. The uncertain-

ties associated with this step are highly dependent on the users judgment of

the processing performance making a reliable quantification too challenging.

7. Smoothing of the binarised image: morphological operators were applied to re-

move small-scale features related to the nozzle surface topology (Figure 4.7G).

𝑏𝑤𝑚𝑜𝑟𝑝ℎ(𝐼𝑀,′ 𝑚𝑎𝑗𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦′, 10)

Followed by 𝑖𝑚𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒(𝐼𝑀, 𝑆𝐸3), where 𝑆𝐸3 = 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙(′𝐵𝑎𝑙𝑙′, 6, 0, 0).

Imclose reduces the size of the binarised region by its perimeter ×3 pixels,

potentially under-approximating the result by this value.
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The approach gave consistent results for orifice 3 due to its favourable orientation

relative to the illumination source and the imaging system, therefore the image

processing was only applied in the area surrounding orifice 3. The orifice area was

removed prior to post processing (Figure 4.8) to correctly account for this missing

area in the liquid film. A visual inspection of the image processing output was

performed for all frames to ensure that the automated measurements accurately

tracked the coverage area with time. The recordings which exhibited no fuel films

were assigned a value of zero coverage area, and were included in the statistical

analyses.

The videos were processed between 2 and 6ms after start of injection trigger

(aSOI). Before 2ms aSOI the light scattering from the dispersing dribbled fuel in-

terfered with the visualisation of the nozzle surface, preventing a reliable view of the

fuel film. The films could no longer be quantified after 6ms aSOI as they spread

beyond the ROI used around orifice 3. This could have been rectified through the

use of a larger field of view, but doing this increased the likelihood of processing

errors because of the heterogeneous illumination on the surface outside this region.

Hence the processing was performed on the video frames recorded between 2 and

6ms aSOI at intervals of 0.1ms (frame rate of 10 kHz). Minor frame-to-frame errors

in coverage area were compensated for using a 5-point centred moving average (solid

line in Figure 4.8). This reduced the impact of any occasional noise, yet decreased

the output range to between 2.3 and 5.7ms, correlating to between 7 and 17°CA

aTDC.

Processing during this time and at this spatial resolution was challenging and

in a few severe cases either the algorithm had to be adjusted (through varying the

binarisation and flat-fielding thresholds) or the data was removed from the set. The

validity of the image processing algorithm was examined through visual inspection of

the detected coverage areas. Although the algorithm performed well, occasionally

the coverage area was slightly over-estimated as shadows on the nozzle tip were

misidentified as part of the film. This form of error is apparent in Supplementary

Figure 4.9 along the bottom of the red perimeter, highlighted using a yellow dashed
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Figure 4.9: Video frames cropped around orifice 3 for 50 MPa IP. The detected coverage
perimeter is overlaid as a red dashed line and the corresponding detected area (A) displayed
on each frame. The yellow dashed line along the bottom of the red perimeter shows the
worst-case processing error used to quantify the error in coverage area measurements as
±0.02mm2.
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line. A visual inspection of the HSV recording found that the initial 5 frames gave the

largest error relative to the total film area (due to the initial film being small). This

enabled quantification the worst-case errors in the coverage area measurements (not

removed by the moving average) as ±0.02 mm2. Nevertheless, the manual validation

approach was also susceptible to mistaking dark regions as fuel / shadow, limiting

confidence in this uncertainty value.

4.3.5 Obtaining the overspill onset times

The ‘Overspill onset timing’ describes the first instance that fuel is observed emerg-

ing from an orifice after the injection event. Any fuel on the nozzle surface before

this time is due to deposition during the dribble event. Nozzle-bound fuel films af-

ter the overspill has began will consist of a mixture of spray deposited and overspilt

fuel. Knowledge of this timing is essential for both elucidation of the underlying

overspill mechanisms and decoupling of the film stages, hence it is a re-occurring

topic throughout the investigation. The overspill timings are manually quantified on

the RRCM (Section 4.2.2), then automatically quantified on the BOE when satis-

factory contrast was achieved (using the sooted nozzle and back-scatter dual-mirror

set-up). It should be noted that only the onset time is measured, rather than the

duration or period of the overspilling, because difficulties were presented when trying

to distinguish between the overspill end timings and film bubbling.

The identifying characteristics of the overspill onset are similar to those used

for the manual detection method (Section 4.2.2). The current automatic detection

method uses the presence / absence of the high intensity orifice wall reflections to

determine if a fuel film covers the orifice. If the orifice wall reflection is absent for 5

consecutive frames, it can confidently be said that a fuel film is reflecting the laser

beam prior to it reaching the wall. The fuel originates from inside the orifice so

when the orifice wall is first covered with fuel, it is known that overspill has begun.

Figure 4.10 gives a visual representation of the programmes behaviour. When the

orifice glare is no longer present, a white cross is displayed next to the orifice number.

If a white cross is present for 5 consecutive frames, the onset time is taken to be 3
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21°CA aTDC

Figure 4.10: Image of the injector nozzle at 21°CA aTDC when fuel begins to overspill
from the orifices. It is programmatically overlaid with the overspill onset detection results
and orifice numbers. When the high intensity reflection from the orifice wall is no longer
present, a white cross is triggered next to the orifice number. If the orifice reflection is
absent for 0.5 ms or more it can be confidently said that the orifice wall is covered by
fuel and thus overspill is occurring. In this case, the word ‘Overspilling’ is automatically
overlaid next to the overspilling orifice and the timing is recorded.

frames prior, shown by the automatic placement of the word ‘overspilling’ next to

the orifice.

The overspill events tended to occur during periods of pronounced density gra-

dients, lingering after combustion and distorting the acquisition. The performance

was visually assessed and the robust detection methods showed no signs of mis-

taken overspill onset identification. However, even visually assessing onset times

was not possible when the density gradients distorted the image data; persisting

for a maximum of 4 consecutive frames/0.4ms. Consequently, the true onset times

must always be within ±0.4ms (or ±2.4°CA) of the values obtained.

4.3.6 Measuring the overspilt fuel film areas

Nozzle-bound fuel films form immediately after the injection event from fuel de-

posited during spray collapse, quantified on the BOE (Section 4.3.3) and tracked on

the RRCM (Section 4.3.4). Fuel overspilling from the orifices amalgamates with the
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spray deposited fuel films later in the cycle (provided they have not evaporated). To

determine the impact of the films on deposit formation and emission it is essential to

develop robust methods to measure surface wetting throughout the cycle. Although

overspilling is identified towards the start of the expansion stroke, a reliable full cycle

film tracking algorithm was too challenging. During the first half of the expansion

stroke, high pressure high temperature in-cylinder gasses (causing density gradients)

distorted the view of the nozzle surface, limiting the reliable quantification period

on the BOE to 90°CA aTDC onwards. Hence, the evolution of the fuel film coverage

areas were measured between 90 and 720°CA aTDC for all conditions tested on the

BOE with the sooted nozzle (the BOE study).

The fuel film is detected through binarisation of the frames with a threshold

determined by the intensity histogram of the corresponding reference video (aver-

aged across a the full cycle). The binarisation is performed within specific Regions

Of Interest (ROI) for each orifice, removing the very tip of the nozzle, the outer

shoulder, in addition to the orifice exit through masking. These regions did not

show surface wetting unless continuously injecting every cycle; apart from the ori-

fice exit which by definition would not be the external nozzle surface thus cannot

occupy ‘surface coverage’. The binarised result was then processed using hole filling

(𝑖𝑚𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙(𝐵𝑊,′ ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒𝑠′)), smoothing (𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛(𝐵𝑊, 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑙(′𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑘′, 3))) and the removal of

regions that did not contain the orifice loci. The measured coverage areas are then

given as the sum of the final binarised regions, multiplied by the scale factor, cor-

recting for the nozzle-surface orientation. The result is demonstrated in Figure 4.11

by the red region overlaid onto the image of the nozzle surface. Due to the large fuel

films present in this image there are 2 films that bridge between the orifices. How-

ever, a single value of film coverage area is required for each orifice. Hence, when

a film connects several orifices, the film area for each connected orifices is taken as

the total film area divided by the number of connected orifices. (giving an area per

orifice).

Film processing errors were most common during periods of film bubbling or

intercepting airborne droplets (before 270°CA aTDC). Large bubbles and droplets
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220°CA aTDC

Figure 4.11: On the right is an image of the nozzle 220°CA aTDC when large fuel
films coat the surface and vapour is released through evaporation. The film coverage area
is calculated for each orifice through image processing methods, its performance being
demonstrated by the overlaid red region in the left-hand image. Films areas taken per
orifice when a film bridges across multiple orifices is calculated as the film area divided by
the number of orifices it crosses.

resulted in saturated regions which were not a problem if present towards the centre

of the film, since all holes in the film were filled. However, if the bubbling region

prevents the binarised film periphery from enclosing the bubbles, neither binarisation

or the hole filling process can detect the entire film, resulting in small errors. A

typical example of this is towards the top of film 7 in Figure 4.12. Multiple small

bubbles would change the film pixel intensities in regions of the film to be similar to

the dry nozzle surface, also resulting in small errors. An example of a typical under

approximation can be found in film 3 of Figure 4.12. The errors tended to be under-

approximations during timings of pronounced bubbling, leading to uncertainties

as high as 20% of the true film areas. Since the nozzle showed multiple orifices

and there were several HSV recordings per condition, these errors were minimised

through smoothing and averaging methods.

4.3.7 Calculating the bubble projected area

Bubbling frequently occurred within the surface-bound fuel films, visually identified

by the high intensity reflections from the curved gas-fuel interfaces (Figure 4.12).
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107°CA aTDC

Figure 4.12: An image of the injector nozzle at 97°CA aTDC as fuel films bubble on
the surface. The image processing algorithm measures the projected areas of the bubbles
and films, demonstrated by the overlaid yellow and red regions respectively. Bubbling only
occurs within the films so the projected bubbling area is incorporated into the film area
measurements. A common error can be found around orifice 6 where the bubbling pixel
intensity is not large enough and around orifice 3 in which some of the film is not detected.
These errors are addressed using smoothing and averaging methods.

The resulting saturated regions are used to measure the degree of bubbling within the

films for each condition investigated on the BOE using the sooted nozzle (the BOE

study). As with the film coverage area quantification, high pressure high tempera-

ture in-cylinder gasses distorted the view of the nozzle surface and diminished the

illumination uniformity during the first half of the expansion stroke, preventing a

reliable detection of the bubbling. Hence, the period processed was between 90 and

360°CA aTDC. The analyses of the resulting saturated region can only provide di-

rectionally correct measurements, since the 30 degree correction previously applied

to 2D features laying on the nozzle surface (Section 4.3.6), is not appropriate for

3D features such as bubbles. Is it also possible that some bubbles don’t saturate

the image and thus are not correctly detected by the algorithm. Nevertheless, the

projected area does permit directionally correct comparisons between conditions

(proportionate details on the degree to which an event is more or less significant

than another) and provides evidence of the typical temporal evolutions.

The detected film regions were taken as isolated ROIs. The orifice area was
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removed from the ROIs to stop interference from the orifice wall reflections. The

film regions were then binarised. The binarisation threshold being formulated from

the average dry surface pixel intensities within the ROIs in the reference frame (of the

reference video defined in Section 4.3). The total number of pixels within the final

binarised regions were cumulated into a final measurement without any corrections.

Agglomerations of small bubbles growing from the surface, later referred to as corona

bubbling, had pixel intensities close to the average dry nozzle surface and were not

detected. The method primarily detected the agglomerations of large bubbles, later

shown to originate from within the nozzle (Section 6.3.2). The typical behaviour of

the algorithm for measuring the projected bubble areas is presented in Figure 4.12

by the yellow shaded regions.

4.3.8 Tracking airborne droplets

The bubbles agglomerating in the surface-bound fuel films or across the orifices

(orifice bubbles), would eventually collapse, regularly projecting large droplets into

the cylinder (Figure 4.13). To determine the impact the droplet production had on

engine operation and emission production, the projected areas of the droplets were

detected, providing approximate volumes, areas and trajectories.

Airborne droplets reflect a considerable amount of the beam, resulting in near-

saturated pixels. By binarising the image to 90% of the saturation level, whilst

concealing any bubbling or films with a mask, airborne droplets were detected. The

average diameter of the saturated region was approximated to be the average droplet

diameter, permitting estimations of the droplet volumes (assuming that the droplet

is spherical). Since there were never many droplets in each frame, when two droplets

with less than 5% size difference were detected on two consecutive frames they were

said be the same droplet. By taking the positions of the two detected droplets, the

velocity and trajectory of the droplets was approximated, shown by the size and

direction of the red arrow in Figure 4.13. Errors arose when droplets were not in

the plane of focus, causing them to blur. Further discussion of the related errors is

given in Section 6.3.3.
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112°CA aTDC

Figure 4.13: An image of the injector nozzle at 102°CA aTDC as droplets are projected
from collapsing bubble agglomerations (emphasized by a dashed red box). The droplets
are tracked by the image processing algorithm, the result shown by the blue regions with
red arrows. The size of the blue region gives an approximation of the droplet sizes with
the red arrows denoting their velocity and direction. Errors emerge from droplets that are
not in focus or that are too small for detection.

4.3.9 Assessing the statistical significant

There is always a possibility that an observed trend has arose from systematic errors,

random errors or measurement uncertainties, therefore the significance of the trends

must also be assessed. A fairly rudimental yet effective approach involves analysing

the spread of the data with respect to the arithmetic mean values. The majority

of graphs presented in the study incorporate errors bars, denoting the positive and

negative square roots of the variance (the expectation of the squared deviation of a

random variable from its mean). When the error bars for one sample do not overlap

with another sample there is some confidence that the means significantly differ

(indicating the observed trend is representative). However, to reject a null hypothesis

to a given confidence interval (stating the difference between samples is due to

systematic or random error), a hypothesis test is required, incorporating the size

of the samples tested. For comparing two samples distinguished by a single factor

(independent variable), a Student’s T-test is generally considered most suitable,

assuming the data set follow a normal distribution.
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In the current study multiple samples are frequently compared simultaneously

with respect to several factors (generally operating conditions). It is not recom-

mended to make repeated T-tests throughout a data set since the more tests per-

formed, the higher the likelihood of rejected null hypothesises, leading to erroneous

conclusions. Furthermore, T-tests can only compare two samples at once rather than

analysing the entire data set as a whole. Therefore, a balanced two-way analyses of

the variance (ANOVA) is adopted. The multi-comparison approach assesses several

sample means with two known factors. It is based on the “law of total variance” in

which the source(s) of “explained” variation within a data set are compared with the

“unexplained” variation, leading to hypothesis tests [238].

An inbuilt Matlab function is used throughout the study ([239]) that returns

an F-statistic (the ratio of the mean squares) and a P-value (the probability that

the F-value of a data set is be greater than the value computed if no relationship

exists). A separate P-value is obtained per independent variable, hence the impact

of two operating conditions / factors can be investigated simultaneously. The inter-

action between the factors on the response variable is also assessed. The statistical

significance of the differences between means is presented within the figures using

stars above square brackets. The bounds of the brackets indicate the factors and

levels within the factors that are assessed (for the entire data set). The minimum

degree of confidence that samples in a population differ from one another is indi-

cated using stars. One star indicates a confidence interval of 95%, 2 stars relates to

99% confidence and 3 stars is 99.9% confidence. If there is insufficient evidence to

reject the null hypothesis, the stars will be replaced by the an abbreviation of “No

Significance” (NS). The hypothesis tests only give evidence that the varied factors

influences the response variable, they do not provide evidence of a direction.

4.4 Post-processing of the engine data

Numerous sensors was placed around the test-rig, monitoring the injection sys-

tem, in-cylinder environment and the fluid systems (Section 3.2.2). A considerable
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amount of data regarding the sensors was continuously transferred from the test-rig

to the computer, selectively being recorded by the engine log files (Section 3.2.3).

In order to decouple the impact of specific parameters it was essential to use this

data to ensure all but one chosen operating condition stayed constant for each-test

point. Hence, logical and systematic organisation of the test-bed logs was critical

with automatic methods for unification to the associated image processing results.

The majority of these processes were conducted using Matlab for matrix manipula-

tions, visualisation through plotting and inference through the application of further

algorithms. Converting the data into a more usable form aids post-testing analyses,

issue diagnosis and predictive modelling.

4.4.1 Conversion of the log files

The substantial amount of data created during engine operation was recorded to

the computer in the National Instrument “technical data management streaming”

format. The .tdms format is used by the national instrument servers for its hi-

erarchical file structure, small disk footprint and high-speed streaming rate. Yet

the output files are not readily readable, searchable or manipulatable, so a conver-

sion programme was necessary. Since Matlab was used for the majority of analyses

throughout the study, the data contained within the .tdms files and an additional

excel file was combined and converted to a highly organised, hierarchical data struc-

ture. The output .mat file is referred to as a “Vertigo data structure” in the case

of the BOE tests and a “Proteus Data Structure” in the case of the RRCM in-

vestigations. Conversion was achieved by an in-house Matlab programme (initially

developed by Dr de Sercey).

The programme aimed to transfer all valuable information within the low speed

and high speed TDMS files into the Matlab structure, organising it into a tree-type

classification system (Figure 4.14). Unlike when used on the RRCM, the BOE logs

include an additional excel file containing manually input parameters describing

the test-bed set-up, fuels and components, also incorporated into the final Matlab

structure. The initial two-stroke RRCM version also required adaptation to account
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for the four-stroke cycle described by the high-speed BOE logs. The low-speed .tdms

logs on the BOE comprised of a 3-vector structure denoting the mean, maximum and

minimum values taken over 10,000 measurements (giving an averaging / sampling

rate of 10 kHz). The averaging duration had to be larger than the duration of an

engine cycle so that it captured the variation over a full cycle.

Figure 4.14: Tree diagram of the classification system used by the TDMS to VDS / PDS
log convertor on the optical engine.

The final Matlab structs were combined with the image processing results ex-

ternal to the programme, enabling readily analysable and comparable data. Their

known specific structures aided input into simulations and further processing al-

gorithms. The high searchability and categorisation supported the diagnoses of

unknown engine issues. Use of timestamps and codes throughout the processes

minimised the risk of data loss and further improved searchability.
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4.4.2 Parametrisation of the test-bed data

As explained in the previous subsection with regards to the low-speed acquisition,

3 vector format (comprising of a mean, minimum and maximum), the majority of

the test-bed data was already parametrised after creation of the Matlab structures

(Section 4.4.1). However, the high-speed acquisition data consisted of full cycle

crank-resolved values, namely the in-cylinder pressure, triggers and gas temperatures

(both measured and simulated). To use these variables as characterising parameters

during cycle to cycle, test-point to test-point comparisons, single value properties

of the cyclic profiles (averages, maximums, durations etc.) were extracted through

parametrisation. For the triggers, the durations and crank resolved timings of the

rising and falling edges were used. Although the intake and exhaust gas properties

(temperatures and pressures) are dependent on the valve timings, the set target

values regard their averages, hence the arithmetic means are used as critical values.

The in-cylinder gas properties, used as primary attributes when comparing and

analysing the cycles, are parametrised as their peak values, occurring around TDC

and the injection.

The peak in-cylinder gas conditions i.e. in-cylinder temperature, pressure and

swirl, are chosen since the minimum conditions are already known to be close to

ambient, thus the peak values can be used to describe the entire range. Further-

more, the peak values relate to the conditions around the time of injection and the

dribble event in which the instantaneous values have the most pronounced influ-

ences on the following post injection dynamics. Consequently the peak motored

in-cylinder pressures and temperatures (found using the thermodynamic model) are

used throughout the study, yet these values were normally lower than the true values

during a reacting cycle. Continuously injecting for sustained periods caused issues

regarding the fouling of optical surfaces. Some tests with continuous injections were

made to assess the applicability of the skip cycle strategy, however the majority of

test points used a 1:64 or 1:8 skip-cycle sequence (on the BOE and RRCM respec-

tively). Consequently, stabilising with respect to the peak ICPs during combustion
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cycles was too challenging so the characterising parameters refer to the peak during

the motored cycled immediately prior to the injecting cycle. Consequently the real

peak temperature and pressure values will be much higher than the motored values

due to the gas expansion and thermal transfer during combustion.

4.4.3 The thermodynamic model

Although numerous sensors monitored all test-bed systems there were a few principal

conditions that were challenging to measure on both the BOE and RRCM. Quantifi-

cation of the temperature field throughout the cylinder and air systems is essential

for determining the fluid physical properties, reaction rates and phase transfer oc-

curring throughout the cycles. Hence, measures taken to alter the temperature field

are frequently used in the study to decouple and assess the dependencies of the fluid

processes identified. The in-cylinder temperature and heat transfer rate are not

measured, yet are purposefully varied via heating of the intake air and adjusting the

boost pressure in the BOE study. The in-cylinder temperature is surmised through

measurements of the nozzle surface temperature using thermocouples integrated into

the injector nozzles (Section 3.3). However, the low response rate of thermocouples

and the considerable difference between nozzle surface temperature and in-cylinder

gas temperature necessitated the development of an alternative method for procur-

ing the crank resolved gas temperature and heat release.

An in-house thermodynamic model was developed for the RRCM2 providing full-

cycle crank-resolved temperature approximations and heat release rate based on the

founding laws of thermodynamics. The simulation performed calculations based on

the known engine geometric parameters, the intake and exhaust gas conditions, in

addition to a few operating condition (for instance the engine speed). The equations

incorporated the settings and known parameters in a system of differential equations,

solved through a variable order method. The program was split into several child

functions, each describing a primary operations in the simulation. They were com-

bined with a main parent function that also graphically displayed the results, input
2The thermodynamic model was initially developed by a team led by Prof. Cyril Crua.
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Figure 4.15: Interface of the thermodynamic simulations used on the bow-ditch optical
engine logs. Top left depicts the measured and simulated cyclic data with a log scale on the
simulated and measured in-cylinder pressure to asses performance. Top right graphically
demonstrates the conservation of mass. Bottom left displays the peak pressures throughout
all cycles in the high-speed log. Bottom right has several tabs presenting the input and
output parameters / settings.

parameters and assessments of the validity (Figure 4.15). By controlling the simu-

lations input values and settings, reliable predictions of the temperature field were

achieved. The model was adapted to work on the BOE, involving adaptation from

the two-stroke to four-stroke operation, incorporation of the valve dynamics and

considerable alteration of the original settings and equations (Section 4.4.3).

The Matlab structure containing the cyclic engine log data was input through

the graphical user interface (Figure 4.15). The thermodynamic laws on which the

algorithms were based and their corresponding equations governing the output pre-

dictions are as follows (the symbols are defined in the Nomenclature):

1. The ideal gas law

𝑉
𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃
−𝑚 ·𝑅 · 𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝜃
− 𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝜃
·𝑅 · 𝑇 = −𝑃 · 𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
(4.1)

Where, 𝑉 =volume, 𝑃 =pressure, 𝜃=crank angle, 𝑚=mass, 𝑅=universal
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gas constant, 𝑇 =temperature.

2. The first law of thermodynamics for open systems

𝑚 · 𝑐𝑣 ·
𝑑𝑇

𝑑𝜃
+ 𝑈 · 𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝜃
= −𝑃 · 𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
+
∑︁
𝑖

(ℎ𝑖 ·
𝑑𝑚𝑖

𝑑𝜃
) +

𝑑𝑄𝑤

𝑑𝜃
+ 𝑚 · 𝑇 · 𝑑𝑐𝑣

𝑑𝜃
(4.2)

Where, 𝑐𝑣 =heat capacity at constant volume, 𝑈 = internal energy, ℎ=heat

transfer coefficient, 𝑄𝑤 =thermal energy transfer.

3. The law of conservation of mass

𝑑𝑚

𝑑𝜃
=

∑︁
𝑖

𝑑𝑚𝑖

𝑑𝜃
(4.3)

The differentials of the equations with respect to CA are combined into a system of

matrices, subsequently solved by the Matlab ODE113 solver [240, 241]. The solver,

runs in “mass matrix” mode, converging on a solution that incorporates the crank

resolved pressures, temperatures and heat release rate. The input matrices are as

follows:

𝑀(𝜃, 𝑦) × 𝑦′ = 𝑓(𝜃, 𝑦) (4.4)

Expanded into a matrix format this becomes:⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑉𝑔 −𝑚𝑔 ·𝑅 −𝑅 · 𝑇𝑔

0 𝑚𝑔 · 𝑐𝑣 𝑈

0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏟  ⏞  

Mass matrix

×

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
𝑃 ′
𝑔

𝑇 ′
𝑔

𝑚′
𝑔

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏟  ⏞  

Unknowns

=

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−𝑃𝑔 · 𝑉 ′

𝑔

−𝑃𝑔 · 𝑉 ′
𝑔 + ℎ + 𝑄′

𝑤 −𝑚𝑔 · 𝑇𝑔 · 𝑐′𝑣
𝑚𝑔

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⏟  ⏞  

Force matrix

(4.5)

The program requires a separate empiric equation to define the heat release

terms, incorporated into the force matrix defining “the first law of thermodynamics

for open systems”. Three well documented engine heat transfer correlation equations

were proposed, each incorporated into the programme providing the option of their
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selection in order to test their validity / applicability. The heat transfer correlation

equations considered are:

1. The Woschni approach [242]

ℎ = 0.0128 ·𝐵−0.2𝑃 0.8
𝑔 𝑇−0.53

𝑔

(︂
2.28 · 𝑃𝑆 + 3.24 × 10−3 · 𝑢𝑠𝑇𝑟

𝑃𝑟𝑉𝑟

(𝑃 − 𝑃𝑚)

)︂0.8

(4.6)

Where, 𝐵 =bore, 𝑃𝑆 =piston speed, 𝑢𝑠 =mean piston speed, 𝑃𝑚 =motored

pressure.

2. The Han approach [243]

ℎ = 687 ·𝐵−0.25𝑃 0.75𝑇−0.465
𝑔

(︂
0.494𝑢𝑝 + 7.3 × 10−7

(︂
𝛾
𝑃𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝜃
+

𝑉 𝑑𝑃

𝑑𝜃

)︂)︂0.75

(4.7)

Where, 𝛾 =the ratio of specific heat capacities.

3. The Hohenberg approach [244]

ℎ = 130 · 𝑉 −0.06𝑃 0.8𝑇−0.4
𝑔 (𝑢𝑝 + 1.4)0.8 (4.8)

Soyhan et al. and Finol reviewed and validated the correlation formulae ex-

perimentally using homogenous charge and premixed charge compression engines

respectively [245, 246], providing details of their contextual applicability. They con-

cluded that since Woschni and Han correlations considered the bulk gas flow induced

by an advancing flame front, they should be more preferable for representing com-

busting cycles. Modelling of the combustion compression velocity poses a larger

influence in the Woschni equation, potentially underestimating heat transfer dur-

ing compression and exaggerating its impact throughout combustion and expansion

[245]. In both cases the Hohenberg correlation showed the best performance with

minimal contextual alterations, yet it had some large discrepancies at low-load high-

speed conditions [245, 246]. It is also the simplest and thus recommended for the

majority of applications.
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The predicted temperature field provides approximated crank resolved heat trans-

fer rates, wall temperatures and in-cylinder gas temperature. For both test-beds only

the bulk temperature was simulated when in actual fact a complex temperature field

would exist throughout the cylinder, with the near-wall gas being cooler than that

in the centre. Combining the average gas temperatures and measured nozzle tip

temperatures enables analyses of the fluid physical properties, potential film reac-

tions and the fluid phase transfer. Validation of the model was previously performed

using laser induced grating spectroscopy on the RRCM [225, 226].

RRCM temperature predictions

The thermodynamic model was initially developed for the RRCM by Cyril Crua,

incorporating the tuning and validation through comparisons over of multiple con-

ditions. The tuning and validity being assessed through analyses of the similarity

between the measured and simulated ICP combined with an analogous ICT at the

start and end of the cycle (Figure 4.16). In the current study the intake gas was not

heated, inhibiting combustion for all test-points. Hence, modelling of the combustion

compression gas velocities was not required making the Hohenberg heat transfer cor-

relation equation most applicable [244, 245]. Furthermore, the Hohenberg approach

was demonstrated by Finol to have greater simplicity and performance [246].

The figure demonstrates comparison of the measured nozzle tip temperature

and in-cylinder pressure with the simulated in-cylinder pressure and temperature

at 5MPa PMICP (Figure 4.16). The good agreement between the measured and

simulated ICP for this condition and also across the investigated test-points, suggests

that the model is appropriately calibrated. The nozzle’s subsurface temperature

was also measured using an instrumented injector (Section 3.3.1). The slow time

constant of the thermocouple and large thermal inertia of the nozzle resulted in an

average nozzle temperature of 405K ±1K across the cycle, slightly higher than the

average temperature approximated by the model (over a full 360°CA cycle) of 384K.
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Figure 4.16: The simulated in-cylinder gas temperature on the RRCM at 5 MPa ICP,
obtained using the thermodynamic model. The validity is assessed through the agreement
between simulated and measured in-cylinder pressures across a diverse set of conditions.
The resulting simulated in-cylinder temperature and the measured nozzle tip temperature
are also given.

BOE temperature predictions

The thermodynamic model was adapted for application on the four-stroke optical

engine, necessitating several adaptation:

Conversion to a four-stroke operation: the RRCM had a two-stroke

operation, therefore the programme required modifying to incorporate the

intake and exhaust strokes included in the BOE cycles. The difference led to

the addition of a function that extends the cycle duration for specified engine

names in the input structure.

Incorporation of the valve dynamics: in order to adapt the programme

for inclusion of the intake and exhaust cycles, the valve dynamics were mod-

elled. On the RRCM the valve dynamics had little impact on the intake gas

package, since it entered the engine from the ports a cycle prior to admit-

tance into the cylinder. However, the direct administration from valves to

cylinder on the BOE caused a high dependence on the evolution in valve lift
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and timing, regulating both ICP and ICT. This is a very complex topic with

comprehensive modelling of these effects being out of the projects scope. To

address these differences the inlet and outlet cross-sectional areas where cal-

culated with respect to the measured valve lift at each 0.5°CA and the intake

and exhaust flow coefficients were varied so that the measured and simulated

pressure matched around the timings of valve opening and closing. It is rec-

ommended that additional research into these dynamics is carried out in any

further study that incorporates the model.

Facilitation of an alternate log input structure: the programme re-

quires the input of a Matlab structure containing the engine test-cycle data

(Section 4.4.1). The structure of the converted RRCM test log differed from

the BOE test-log, hence the programme had to be adapted to facilitate the

differences. The modification was automated using the engine name within

the log to predict the structure of the input data.

Adjustment of the underlying settings: several of the settings and cali-

brations required adjusting, due to the large diversity between the two engine

geometries and operations. These included the heat transfer correlation func-

tion, the influences of blow-by and the material strengths.

The Hohenberg thermal transfer correlation equation, used in the RRCM simu-

lation, demonstrated the best performance and simplicity making it the most prefer-

able [244–246]. However, the Hohenberg correlation equation significantly underes-

timated the ICP for the majority of conditions with a 360°CA aTDC temperature

considerably below ambient (it should be a minimum of 20°C). Despite the con-

sideration of combustion compression gas velocities by the Woschni equation and

the absence of combustion in the modelled cycles on the BOE, the Woschni cor-

relation equation provided considerably greater similarity between the simulated

and measured pressures over all investigated conditions, leading to its employment.

The greater applicability of the equation is indicative of a process imitating the

differences induced by an advancing flame front, lowering heat transfer during com-
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pression whilst exaggerating it throughout combustion and expansion. It is possible

that this effect may stem from the in-cylinder swirl dynamics resulting from the

valve, head and predominantly the port geometries.
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Figure 4.17: In-cylinder gas temperature evolution on the optical engine, obtained using
the thermodynamic model at 5 MPa PMICP, no swirl and ambient intake temperature
(the BOE study). The performance of the model is demonstrated by the closed loop
gas temperature, closely matched simulated and measured in-cylinder pressures and their
consistent agreement across the conditions investigated. The average nozzle tip tempera-
ture is also given, further validating the results with its likeness to the average simulated
temperature throughout the cycle.

Figure 4.17 displays the simulated temperature results (right Y-axis) along with

the measured and simulated ICPs for 5MPa PMICP, minimum swirl and ambient in-

take temperature (the BOE study). The temperature rapidly rises from the exhaust

temperature to the intake temperature between 360 and 330°CA bTDC due to the

valve overlap. During the compression and expansion strokes, the pressure variation

causes the ICT to rise and fall respectively. Since there are thermal and mass losses

(through blow-by), when the gas re-expands it returns to a pressure lower than am-

bient causing its temperature to drop below abient (≈290K). The temperature then

returns to the exhaust gas temperature throughout the exhaust stroke. The tem-

perature evolution for each test-point is parametrised by the temperature at TDC
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(the EOI timing), given in Table 4.17. The TDC values are used for comparison

of the test-points in terms of their gas temperatures when analysing the thermal

dependencies of the processes described. The PMICT values in Table 4.17 show a

significant difference of 45K when heating the intake between 300 and 330K. Vary-

ing the other engine conditions, including the ICP, has little effect in comparison,

with maximum differences within 6K of each other. Consequently, when analysing

the temperature effects it is possible to group all test points into heated intake,

PMICT = 737±10K, and ambient intake, PMICT = 772±10K categories.

The results were validated through comparison of the measured and simulated

data over a large range of condition with assessments of the cyclic attributes, showing

consistent agreement. A study by Bürkle et al. used tunable diode laser absorption

spectroscopy to measure the temperature of water vapour within the in-cylinder gas

in a motored engine [247]. The resulting temperature curves have a shape analogous

to those simulated here with sub-zero Celsius gas temperatures after expansion. The

average temperatures measured are significantly lower than those predicted here, yet

this is anticipated with the low compression ratio of 8.5:1 used (compared to 16:1

on the BOE). However, the simulation approximated the motored ICP and ICT,

whereas the majority of conditions investigated on the BOE included combustion

(too complex for the scope of this study), heightening the peak ICP and ICT. Conse-

quently, the simulation results should be used for directionally correct comparisons

between test-points and timings, rather than the specific values.

The simulation predicts that the BOE to reaches a higher temperature than the

RRCM, expected due to the higher compression ratio (Figure 4.17 & 4.16). The

temperature evolution profile is also greatly distinct due to the incorporation of

intake and exhaust strokes, resulting in fluctuations during valve opening and clos-

ing. However, as with the RRCM simulations, the nozzle tip temperature of 384K

is greater but similar to the mean simulated gas temperature of 347K. There is a

larger difference between these values than on the RRCM, potentially due to the

longer period spent at the boost pressure and thus intake temperature, lowering

the average simulated gas temperature. Unlike on the RRCM, the nozzle temper-
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ature may also be increased by the cavity surrounding the injector pocket, being

heated / cooled by the coolant at 358K.
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Chapter 5

Injector dribble and the immediate

film dynamics

This chapter combines the qualitative visual evidence and quantitative image pro-

cessing results to describe the transient injection phases occurring immediately after

the EOI. Although the data obtained relates to the visual characteristics external

to the nozzle, deductions and cross comparisons with other research projects also

grants insight into the in-nozzle fluid behaviour. The period discussed accounts

for all near-nozzle and surface-bound phenomena at the microsecond, microscopic

scales between the falling edge of the injection pulse and the first discharge of fluid

from the orifices later in the cycle (leading into Chapter 6). The main injection

phase (Section 2.2) does not significantly contribute to nozzle tip wetting or fuel

rich regions [32], thus this phase is not discussed. However, it was frequently in-

spected and shown no visual attributes of anomalous behaviour or unrepresentative

jet characteristics.

A primary aim was to elucidate the processes governing the production of fuel

rich regions and the impingement of fuel, leading to surface-bound films. Knowl-

edge of the fuel deposition, film dynamics and timings is critical to establish their

relationships with emission production and deposit formation. Throughout the in-
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vestigations both the BOE and RRCM1 are used with a diverse range of operating

conditions, enabling the effects of injection and in-cylinder gas conditions to be de-

coupled. Results and observations from each test facility are combined, providing

an extensive range of findings for the phases / phenomena discussed.

The interrelations between large droplet production, dribble duration and op-

erating conditions are first discussed (Section 5.1), followed by the dribble collapse

mechanisms and its influence on film formation (Section 5.2). An assessment of the

fuel and gas ingestion, relating to the internal dribble dynamics is then provided

(Section 5.3), proceeded by an account of the immediate vapour discharge from the

orifices. The chapter is brought to fruition by a summary of the phenomenology

during this period and the key findings made (Section 5.5).

5.1 The dribble event

5.1.1 Definition

The word ‘dribble’ is often used in the literature to describe fuel discharge at the EOI,

but it is also commonly used to describe any fuel discharge throughout the engine

cycle unrelated to the collapse of the fuel jets. For coherence, the definition adopted

here must be explicitly described, since the study describes numerous discharge

events throughout the cycle which are not referred to as dribble. ‘Dribble’ refers

to the fuel released at the end of injection when choking by the needle valve inhibits

atomisation. Hence, the word is used for any time in which the jets are present,

yet their attributes differ from the steady-state behaviour due to throttling from the

needle valve (not including the SOI phase). This includes the emergence of fuel once

the needle has reseated but the fuels inertia has not yet dissipated. We advise the

adoption of our definition by other researchers in future work to maintain agreement

and prevent confusion.
1All experiments performed on the RRCM were performed by Jack Turner and Viacheslav

Stetsyuk. Only the analyses and documentation of the experiments were done by the author.
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5.1.2 Visual analyses
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Figure 5.1: Image sequences between the falling edge of the injection pulse and the end
of the dribble event for Logs 2.01 & 2.11 on the BOE. The sequences are ordered by fuel
inertia at the time of the EOI trigger from bottom to top. Reduced fuel inertia causes a
larger delay until dribble commences, yet a prolonged dribble duration.

After the falling edge of the injection trigger the needle descends towards its seat

and the internal flow becomes increasingly throttled. Throttling of the internal flow

is proposed to commence once the frustoconical cross-sectional area between the seat

and needle drops below that of all orifices combined [110]. For all conditions tested

it took between 0.1–0.3 ms after the EOI trigger (the falling edge of the injection

pulse) for the jets to react and the dribble event to begin (Figure 5.1A1-A3; B1-

B2). The large delay results from the flow’s inertia, needle descent speed and the

hydraulic delay. Greater fuel inertia at the EOI trigger prolonged the delay between

the trigger and dribble event, despite the associated increase in needle descent speed
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(Figure 5.1A1-A3). This indicates that the high IP jets can maintain their steady-

state atomisation regime even when the frustoconical cross-sectional area between

the seat and needle is below that of the combined orifices (instigating internal flow

throttling).

Provided the atomisation regime is maintained, throttling by the needle (which

reduces the fuel inertia on entering the cylinder) causes the dispersion angle to in-

crease (Figure 5.1A3; B2), reducing the distance between the spray periphery and

nozzle surface. The relationship between the fuel inertia and the dispersion angle is

also clear during the main injection phase (Figure 5.1A1 compared to B1), in which

greater injection pressure reduces the dispersion angle. As the dispersion angle in-

creases numerous unsaturated areas within the spray plumes appear (Figure 5.1B3;

A4), suggesting a much leaner AFR (potentially with localised rich regions from

larger droplets [133]). When the fuel inertia drops below a certain point, the atom-

isation regime is lost, transitioning to second or first-wind induced regimes. The

dispersion angle then decreases and the plumes contract into large liquid columns

and droplets [114] (Figure 5.1B4-B5; C2-C4). The diameter of the thin ligaments

continually decreased as the surface tension overcomes the internal cohesive forces,

causing them to repeatedly split into shorter structures (Rayleigh break-up [16, 134])

until a stable size is reached (Figure 5.1C2-C6). The resulting droplets are frequently

larger than the orifices (Figure 5.1B5; C5). There are some helical characteristics of

the plumes as they transition out of the atomisation regime (Figure 5.1B3-B4; C2-

C3), giving some indication of a swirling breakup mechanism. Helical breakup was

reported by Lockett et al. [157] using Planar Laser Induced Fluorescence (PLIF)

measurements in a static atmospheric rig, in which the behaviour was attributed to

vortex cavitation flow within the nozzle. However, reliable analyses of this behaviour

here was not possible from 2 dimensional visualisations performed.

It is clearly shown in Figure 5.1 that the spray dynamics observed during the

dribble period are strongly dependent on the fuel inertia at the time of the EOI

trigger. The fuel inertia for the pilot injection is lowest since the short injection

duration limits the maximum needle lift reached [14, 155]. For this condition, the
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fuel immediately transitions from the atomisation regime once the needle begins its

descent. The largest injection pressure coupled with a greater needle lift results in

considerably greater fuel inertia at the 100MPa IP condition. There is no visual ev-

idence to suggest that the atomisation regime is ever completely lost when injecting

at high pressure, thus large-scale ligaments and droplets are never produced (al-

though atomisation is clearly hindered). Visual inspections of the end of the dribble

(Figure 5.1A5; B5; C5), showed the endmost fluid structures to leave the orifices

were considerably larger at lower initial steady state inertias. Numerous studies have

investigated the production and impact of large-scale ligaments during the dribble

event [95, 96, 98, 100, 114], i.e. the dynamics once the atomisation regime is lost.

The findings presented here indicate that these observations will only be valid when

the fluid inertia prior to the dribble event is relatively low compared to that found

is a commercial engine (as is the case in these studies). High inertia jets should not

contract into ligaments during their EOI collapse.

The aforementioned differences between the image sequences, namely the dribble

start timing and dispersion angle evolution (Figure 5.1), are clearly demonstrated

by the image sequences. However, it is difficult to confirm these differences are not

due to cycle-cycle variations when only presenting single cases. The dribble start

times have been obtained from the image processing described in Section 4.3.2 for

the 40 and 100MPa IP cases. The average delay between the injection pulse falling

edge and the start of the dibble event is 0.1262 and 2.747ms for 40 and 100 MPa

IP respectively, in agreement with the sequences depicted (Figure 5.1). Despite the

complexity of the EOI dynamics, their was low variability in dribble start times,

indicated by low standard deviations of 0.054 and 0.056ms for 40 and 100MPa IP

respectively. The spray dispersion angles were also automatically obtained from the

boundaries of the saturated jets at EOI. For 40MPa the dispersion angle had an

average of 17.82°with and standard deviation of 1.938°, whereas at 100MPa IP the

dispersion angle was 13.335°with a standard deviation of 0.279°. These values are

also in agreement with the conclusions made whilst demonstrating minimal cycle-

cycle variation.
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5.1.3 Dribble duration

Previous research has comprehensively described the role that dribble has in the

production of engine emissions [95]. Koci et al. concluded that the dribbling fuel

contributes to between 75–90% of the total UHCs released [32]. Due to the low

inertia, large droplet sizes (reducing evaporation rate) and considerable space be-

tween fluid structures, it is likely that many fluid structures do not undergo complete

combustion during this phase [100]. The ligaments and droplets will subsequently

vaporise and later get drawn into the exhaust where they will directly contribute

towards UHC emissions [27, 33]. Alternatively the droplets may land on nearby

surfaces, creating fuel films that present further problems [103]. Visual inspection

of the HSV data shows that the combustion flames never regress back to the nozzle,

yet multiple droplets and fuel films reside in the near-nozzle region over the duration

of the combustion event supporting the above statements (Figure 5.1). Since the

atomisation is hindered throughout the dribble event due to lack of inertia and gas

entrainment, it is logical to deduce that the time spent within the dribble phase will

directly impact the volume of unburnt fuel released.

The duration of the dribble event was recorded using the image processing pro-

gramme (Section 4.3.2) for all conditions in the BOE study that used the sooted DFI

1.3 injector (Section 3.3.4). To record the distinct dribble start and end timings,

specific visual characteristics of these timings were defined within the algorithm.

The dribble start time was programmatically defined by holes appearing in the sat-

urated spray regions. The end timing was recorded when a negligible volume of

airborne fuel remained in the near-orifice region (chosen as 0.0042 mm2 / 500 pixels,

through visual sampling of 20% of the HSV recordings processed), described further

in Section 4.3.2. The difference in start and end times gave the duration.

The mean values of dribble duration appear to depend on the ICP and IP (Fig-

ure 5.2). However, statistical significance of the observed trends is questioned by the

large, overlapping error bars, denoting the positive and negative standard deviations.

Consequently, further statistical analysis (stars given in the figure) was carried out
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using an ANOVA multi-factor hypothesis test (Section 4.3.9). The results indicate

that the IP has a significant impact on the dribble duration with an F-statistic of

66.86 and a P-value below 1 × 10−4. The impact of ICP is less significant with

an F-statistic of 11.81, yet a P-value below 1 × 10−4, demonstrating a pronounced

effect. There was no evidence that the IP influences the relationship between ICP

and dribble duration (F-statistic: 1.81, P-value: 0.1271).

***

***

Figure 5.2: The duration of the dribble event when varying the in-cylinder pressure and
injection pressure (Logs 2.01–2.03). The spread of the data is displayed via error bars
and stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating conditions significantly impact
the dribble duration (Section 4.3.9). Each data-point represents the arithmetic mean and
spread of 28 values corresponding to each orifice in each video at the defined condition. The
dribble duration is greater at higher in-cylinder pressures and lower injection pressures.

Increasing the IP creates a larger pressure gradient across the orifice channel as

the valve closes, leading to higher EOI fuel inertia throughout the dribble phase.

Increased inertia will cause the fuel to leave the nozzle cavity and orifices over a

reduced timescale, thus reducing the dribble duration (visually supported by Fig-

ure 5.1). The needle descent speed is also greater at higher injection pressures [92],

further decreasing dribble duration. The Since greater fuel inertia will also improve
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atomisation during this time [16], increasing the injection pressure should consider-

ably decrease the UHC emissions incurred by the dribble phase.

When varying the ICP, the pressure difference across the orifice channel is of

a lower magnitude than when varying the IP, yet the effect of varying the ICP

(although less significant) is within the same magnitude as that from varying the

IP. The observation suggests that the influence of ICP variation on dribble duration

does not solely arise from the differences in pressure gradient across the orifice

channel. The possibility of an entrainment wave was explored, travelling down the

jet at the EOI and breaking up the dribbling fuel [2]. The postulation was refuted

since even at optimum conditions (high fuel inertia, fast needle descent and high gas

density), the impact of the gas entrainment will be weak in relation to the observed

result [168].

The considerable impact of ICP on dribble duration is likely to stem from its

relation to the gas density. Using the thermodynamic model (Section 4.4.3), arith-

metic means of the peak bulk gas densities were taken from 301 cycles. For 737K

and 4MPa ICP the peak bulk gas density is approximated as 19 kg/m3, whereas at

6MPa ICP it is approximately 27 kg/m3; corresponding to a 42% density increase.

Higher gas density will increase deceleration of the dribbling fluid structures due

to greater inertial dissipation [31], thereby prolonging the dribble phase. However,

droplet breakup, gas entrainment and spray dispersion are also strongly affected

[16, 134, 248], potentially increasing the projected area of the fluid in the HSV

frames. If true, the greater dribble duration detected may not be an indicator of

increased UHC emissions.

The correlation between ICP and dribble duration is repeated when heating the

intake gas, increasing the PMICT to 772±10K (Logs 2.04–2.06), supporting the

previous statements made (Figure 5.3). However, there is no evidence to suggest

a relationship between the in-cylinder gas temperature and dribble duration (Fig-

ure 5.3). A two-way ANOVA hypothesis test (Section 4.3.9) did not provide enough

evidence to reject the null hypothesis, i.e. there was no significant difference to the

mean dribble duration when increasing the intake temperature. The statistical data
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Figure 5.3: The dribble durations at 40 MPa injection pressure for 4–6MPa peak motored
in-cylinder pressure, varying the intake temperature (Logs 2.01–2.06). Each data-point
represents the arithmetic mean and spread of 28 values, corresponding to each orifice in
each video at the defined condition. The spread of the data is displayed via error bars and
stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating conditions significantly impact the
dribble duration (Section 4.3.9). For the experiments performed, the impact of temperature
on dribble duration was Not Significant (NS).

indicates that a correlation was not found, yet it does not indicate that there is no

correlation. Whilst only the 40MPa IP data is given in Figure 5.3, the same absence

of a clear trend with PMICT is repeated at 100MPa IP conditions.

The temperature of the fuel entering the injector body will be principally deter-

mined by the high-pressure pumping system. The rate at which the fuel then passes

through the injector will probably be too quick for equalisation with the nozzle tem-

perature. Therefore, the fuel temperature on entering the cylinder would be similar

when varying the intake gas temperature. The PMICP was kept constant, so the

inertia of the emerging fuel was also analogous. The primary impact would then

arise from interactions between the gas and fluid structures, driven by the differences

in gas density. Although the dribble duration showed little variation with PMICT,
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higher in-cylinder gas densities are thought to reduce the UHC emissions through a

higher pressure and temperature combustion with enhanced fuel vaporisation of the

larger droplets.

5.2 Spray wetting

5.2.1 General description and impact

Immediately after the dribble event fuel films frequently reside on the nozzle surface

surrounding the orifices. The phenomena causing fuel from the spray plumes to

wet the nozzle surface is referred to as spray wetting. Visual inspection of the

HSV recordings show that dark regions around orifices (indicating fuel films) do

not appear until the end of the dribble event (Figure 5.1 and 5.4). Therefore the

terminating collapse of the endmost dribbling structures is the principal contributor

to surface wetting. The spray wetting events cause a considerable volume of fuel

deposition on the nozzle surface that proceeds to spread across the nearby area.

The resulting fuel films present a surface-bound, localised fuel rich region that,

despite being present throughout the combustion event, shows no signs of reacting

or immediately vaporising (Figure 5.4). The film acts as a region which may trap

combustion by-products or aid deposit forming reactions [77, 78]. Furthermore, the

films will eventually evaporate later in the cycle(s) (shown by the reduction / total

removal of surface-bound fuel by the end of the cycle in Section 6.2), releasing un-

burnt fuel vapour into the cylinder that is likely to get drawn into the exhaust.

Spray wetting has been described in multiple previous studies [80, 95], primarily

with regards to GDI engines [4, 103]. Fischer et al. provided some discussion on

the collapse mechanisms leading to spray wetting, identifying fuel adherence, im-

pingement and spreading of fuel on a GDI injector nozzle [68]. However, this is

the first documentation of these processes in the presence of a representative diesel

combustion event. Advancements from previous research are also made through the

use of the sooted DFI injector nozzle which enhanced contrast of both films and
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Figure 5.4: Image sequence depicting the collapse of the liquid jets, the associated fluid
deposition mechanisms and resulting surface-bound fuel films (EOI to 0.9 ms aEOI). The
soot coating on the nozzle surface enhances contrast between the airborne fuel, fuel films
and nozzle surface. An exaggerated splashback event can be observed around orifice 6 in
which several droplets impinge in the surrounding region. Ligament retraction takes place
from orifice 2, resulting in an elongated film. Some fuel adhesion is believed to take place
at all orifices with the exception of 4 in which no surface wetting occurred. The images
were taken at 70 MPa injection pressure and 6 MPa peak motored in-cylinder pressure
(Log 2.03).

airborne structures. Its use led to identification of the resulting film shapes and

quantification of their size through image processing techniques. The section com-

bines findings from both the RRCM and BOE studies to overcome issues regarding

the distorting density gradients immediately after injection on the BOE, in addition

to validation purposes.

5.2.2 Spray wetting modes

After the dribble event, nozzle-bound fuel films were frequently observed around

the orifices. The processes in which fuel is deposited on the injector surface during

the fuel injection phases is referred to here as ‘spray wetting’. High contrast spray

wetting events are visually demonstrated in Figure 5.4. The injector needle begins

its descent towards its seat at EOI due to the falling edge of the injector pulse. The
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chaotic break-up incurred by the dribble events lasted approximately 0.5 ms. Dark

patches around the orifices are clearly identifiable once the dribble had subsided.

The dark regions were fuel films, formed from fuel deposited as the sprays collapsed.

A large variety of surface wetting mechanisms are depicted for a single injection

event (Figure 5.4). At orifice 5 the final structure splits close to the surface, leaving

a small volume behind that spreads across the surrounding area, referred to as “fuel

adherence”. Orifice 2 shows a final ligament maintaining contact with the surface

then retracting back towards the surface referred to as “ligament retraction”. A

characteristic elongated fuel film resides. At orifice 6 droplets are diverted back

towards the nozzle by the turbulent nature of the spray collapse (potentially by a

regressing entrainment wave [2]), combined with interactions with the nearby gas

flow. Generally, the impinging droplets land close to the orifice exit, however in some

cases (as in the one depicted here) some droplets impinge almost a millimetre away,

identified by the two large fuel films on the left outer edge of the frame (Figure 5.4F).

Although the majority of injection events resulted in surface wetting, some do not,

as shown by orifice 4 (Figure 5.4).

The processes discussed are collectively referred to as spray wetting since distin-

guishing them from each-other can be challenging. The diverse range of hole-hole

variations occurring for a single injection event (Figure 5.4) illustrates the highly

variable nature of the jet collapse dynamics, already highlighted in some experi-

mental studies [95]. The following subsections describe and present the three spray

wetting mechanisms identified in the study, with details of the inferred dependencies

and effects.

Splashback

At the end of injection the dispersion angle is at its maximum, reducing the dis-

tance between the EOI liquid structures and the nozzle (Figure 5.5). Tangential

flow vectors become more pronounced as the flow decelerates [157], potentially cre-

ating helical behaviour in the end-most fluid structures [3]. Surface instabilities and

local velocity fluctuations increase with turbulence in the emerging jet. The fluid
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structures become much larger and their inertia is low, increasing susceptibility to

interactions with the in-cylinder gas flow. The flow inside the nozzle is thought to

contain significant turbulence [74, 109], developing as it enters the cylinder. The

sudden deceleration of the spray as the needle becomes seated creates randomised

droplet trajectories, resulting from the chaotic breakup. The dribble dynamics cause

rogue droplets to get diverted back towards the nozzle, wetting the nearby surface

(Figure 5.5). The event is referred to here as splashback and is caused by breakup

of the endmost fluid structures combined with jet turbulence and in-cylinder gas

interactions. The complex interactions present during this event cause significant

shot-shot variations [95].

0.1 ms aEOI 0.3 ms aEOI 0.4 ms aEOI

0.5 ms aEOI 0.7 ms aEOI 0.9 ms aEOI

A B C

D E F

Figure 5.5: Image sequence depicted a pronounced splashback event, with the 3 final
droplets to leave the orifice impinging onto the nearby surface. The conditions used are
represented by Log 2.01 at 40 MPa injection pressure.

The phenomena was first identified in the RRCM study with a high frequency of

occurrence. It is demonstrated here for the BOE data, since the enhanced contrast

through scattering by the sooted nozzle surface aids tracking of the fluid structures

causing it (Figure 5.5). There is no reason for the sooted surface to influence the

dynamics of the event since the droplets do not touch the surface prior to their

impingement. Its frequent occurrence on both the RRCM (with the siemens DW10b,

sac injector and n-dodecane) and BOE (with the Delphi DFI 1.3, VCO injector
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and RF79 diesel) indicates it is not exclusive to specific nozzle geometries or fuel

properties. The event depicted is an exaggerated case with 3 large droplets impinging

along a line, yet the droplets normally impinging much closer to the orifices than

those shown here.

Ligament retraction

Figure 5.6 depicts the process of spray wetting through the retraction of an EOI

ligament. Once the momentum of the fuel spray has sufficiently dropped, provided

breakup is not dominated by turbulent forces (as is the case for splashback), the

exiting fuel forms large, slow moving liquid columns that may maintain adherence

to the orifice walls and surrounding surface (Figure 5.6C-D). The ligaments released

will either split from the orifice adhering fuel, or the combined surface tension and

internal cohesive forces will cause it to retract back towards the nozzle, collapsing

onto the nearby surface. It is unlikely that the retraction acts directly back to-

wards the orifice as the size and low inertia of the structure make it susceptible to

interactions with the in-cylinder gas. A sidewards collapse generally occurs in the

direction corresponding to the local gas flow field (Figure 5.6D-E). The event causes

a considerably amount of fuel to get deposited onto the surface in the form of long,

oblong-shaped fuel films, connecting to a secondary film that surrounds the orifice

exit (Figure 5.6D-E).

Identifications of ligament retraction on the RRCM showed ligaments retracting

with less subsidence in the gas-flow direction, due to the quiescent air-flow within

the chamber. The resulting film shapes on the BOE, not observed on the RRCM,

give additional evidence of the underlying processes discussed. As with splashback,

it’s regular identification on both the RRCM and BOE prove that although it may

be influenced by engine geometry and fuel properties, it is not exclusive to any

one operating condition. However, it is anticipated that higher surface tension fuel

would reduce the possible lengths of the ligaments thus decrease the amount of fuel

that may impinge after retraction.
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Figure 5.6: An image sequence depicting the sideways collapse of a ligament onto the
near-by surface at the end of the dribble event. The low inertia of the ligament permits it
to maintain adherence to the surface with the internal cohesive and surface tension forces
restricting its further elongation and breakup. The event results in an oblong-shaped film
coming from the orifice across the nozzle. The operating conditions used relate to Log 2.03
at 70 MPa injection pressure.

Fuel adherence

The end-most fluid structures tore away from the fuel immediate to the orifice exit

leaving a small quantity of fuel adhering to the surface (Figure 5.6). The small

volume of fuel deposited in this spray wetting mode meant identification of the

phenomena was more difficult around some orifices. However, visual evidence of

the phenomena was found in most cases with only the non-spray wetting injections

providing evidence that the event did not occur. Unlike the other two spray wetting

modes, it still occurred when the atomisation regime was maintained throughout

the dribble event (when using 100 MPa injection pressure).

The phenomena was observed by Moon et al. [95] using x-ray phase contrast

imaging at similar injection parameters within a static, atmospheric pressure rig.

They provided a time-frame of the events occurring during the dribble event anal-

ogous to that observed in the present work, indicating that the differences in in-

cylinder pressure and temperature are not dominating factors. Kirsch et al. also de-

scribed this surface wetting mechanism and demonstrated the thinning of ligaments
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contacting the nozzle due to increased surface tension forces, leading to ligament

splitting [3]. Combustion was not instigated in the aforementioned investigations,

hence the HSV images presented are the first evidence of this behaviour in a reacting

environment.

EOI

A

0.5 ms aEOI

B

0.6 ms aEOI

C

0.7 ms aEOI

D

0.1 ms aEOI

E

0.1 ms aEOI

F

Figure 5.7: An image sequence showing the formation of a fuel film at the very end of
the dribble event through fuel adherence. The film appears as the final fluid structures
leave the orifice, some of which maintain adherence to the external surface. The operating
conditions used for the montage are described by Log 2.01 at 100MPa injection pressure.

5.2.3 Quantification of the spray deposited films

To determine the impact the fuel films have on emissions and deposits, quantification

of the deposited fuel is necessary. Determining the exact volume of fuel has been

too challenging (due to difficulties incorporating film thickness measurements), yet

the degree of wetting can still be established through measurement of the film areas.

Comparison of the film areas over a diverse range of operating points has enabled

identification of the environmental conditions conducive to spray wetting, providing

knowledge as to the underlying processes. The image processing techniques used to

achieve the film area measurements are discussed in Section 4.3.3, giving details of

the associated uncertainties. The technique used were only possible with the sooted

injector nozzle in the BOE study, for the superior film to surface contrast induced

by the altered nozzle surface reflectance.
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The film areas and spray wetting frequencies are given (Figure 5.8) when varying

the PMICP and IP (Logs 2.01-2.03). Although the means have a clear pattern, cycle-

cycle differences lead to considerable variance in film areas, limiting the validity of

direct observations. Hence, The trends are explored further using a 2-way ANOVA

analysis (Section 4.3.9), summarised using stars in Figure 5.8. The impacts of both

IP and ICP on spray wetted film area are found to be significant to confidence

intervals of 99.9%. The dependence on the IP being greater, indicated by an F-

statistic of 26.1, relative to 14.7 for the ICP. The was no evidence that ICP interacts

with the relationship between IP and the degree of spray wetting.

The trends are similar to those found when measuring the dribble duration (Sec-

tion 5.1.3). Although these similarities may indicate a correlation between dribble

duration and surface wetting, it is as likely that the analogous behaviour solely

arises from matching dependencies of the underlying mechanisms. As discussed in

Section 5.1.2, the surface wetting only occurs at the final stage of the dribble event,

rendering its duration less important than the dynamics of the endmost fluid struc-

tures to leave the nozzle. Conversely, a slower collapse of the endmost structures

may permit more consequential interactions with the in-cylinder gas, amplify the

effects of internal cohesion or intensify the turbulent gas and fluid behaviour.

The correlations between IP and ICP depicted in Figure 5.8 can be explained

in a similar way to the dribble duration, relating the operating conditions to the

pressure difference across the orifice channel. At higher IPs and lower ICPs, the end

of dribble structures will have more axial inertia, forcing them away from the nozzle

surface rather than adhering or impinging onto it. The needle will also descend at

greater velocity when the injection pressure is high, reducing the volume of drib-

bling fuel with the propensity to adhere. Although the range of ICPs tested was

relatively small, a 2MPa increase in gas pressure corresponded to an increase in gas

density of approximately 42%. Greater gas density significantly increases momen-

tum transfer between the gas and the fluid structures, thus increasing deceleration.

Interactions between localised gas flow and large droplets, potentially diverting them

back towards the nozzle, would also strongly depend on the gas density.
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Figure 5.8: The degree of surface wetting, in terms of the film coverage area, combined
with the frequency in which surface wetting occurred. The peak motored in-cylinder pres-
sure is varied between 4 and 6 MPa at 40, 70 and 100 MPa injection pressures (Logs 2.01-
2.03). The spread of the data is displayed via error bars and stars indicate the confidence
that the varied operating conditions significantly impact the surface wetting (Section 4.3.9).
The amount and frequency of fuel deposition is reduced at increased injection pressures.

Since a relationship exists between the spray wetting and the inertia of the drib-

bling fuel (Figure 5.8), it was anticipated that varying other injection parameters

would also impact the spray wetting. Prolonging the injection duration to 1ms con-

siderably increases the injected mass and also may increase the maximum needle lift

[14], impacting the dribble dynamics. The mean coverage areas showed a decreased

frequency and average film area from a prolonged injection, potentially resulting

stabilisation of the internal flow. However, a 2-way ANOVA analysis (Section 4.3.9)

did not reject the null hypothesis, thus prolonging the injection had no significant

impact on the coverage areas.

Inclusion of a pilot injection increased the spray wetting by approximately 52

and 33% for 40 and 100MPa IPs respectively (Figure 5.9). Multi-value hypothesis

testing gave a P-value below 1 × 10−4 and an F-statistic of 98, indicating very high

significance. None of the other injection parameters were varied, thus a larger total

fuel mass was injected, potentially leading to the altered behaviour. However, the

1ms injection duration test points also correspond to a larger injected mass but the

degree of surface wetting was much lower. There is a possibility of spray wetting
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Figure 5.9: The film coverage areas and wetting frequency for 40 and 100 MPa injection
pressures when changing the injection parameters (Logs 2.01; 2.09; 2.11). The injected
mass is not held constant when the injection parameters were varied. The spread of the
data is displayed via error bars and stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating
conditions significantly impact the dribble duration (Section 4.3.9). For the experiments
performed, the impact of injection duration on spray wetting was Not Significant (NS),
however increasing the injection pressure or including a pilot cause considerably larger fuel
films.

at the end of every injection event, so it follows that more injections per cycle

will increase the number of spray wetting events and thus the total spray wetting

per cycle. Wetting during the pilot injection, followed by an additional wetting

event during the main injection, is visually demonstrated in the proceeding section

(Section 5.3).

During the pilot the needle is will reach a smaller maximum lift [14] and the

dribble inertia will be much lower, further increasing the potential for surface wet-

ting. This is clear in Section 5.1.2 in which the dribble dispersion angle retracts into

long liquid columns and large droplets (indicative of a first / second wind induced

breakup regime); rather than the hindered atomisation regime at higher dribbling

fuel inertias. The results provide evidence that multiple injection strategies and

rate profiling techniques will considerably promote spray wetting, despite their clear

benefits towards other emission producing processes [25, 85, 93].

The relationships discussed between wetting frequency, magnitude and the in-

cylinder pressure field are upheld at the higher temperature conditions (P-value <
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Figure 5.10: The degree of surface wetting in terms of the film coverage area and fre-
quency of occurrence at 40 MPa IP. The PMICP is varied between 4 and 6 MPa and the
peak motored in-cylinder temperature, approximated using the thermodynamic model, is
varied between 737±10 and 772±10 (Logs 2.01-2.06). The spread of the data is displayed
via error bars and stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating conditions sig-
nificantly impact the spray wetting areas (Section 4.3.9). For the experiments performed,
the impact of intake temperature on the spray wetting area had a weak significance.

1 10−4), supporting the statements previously made (Figure 5.10). Comparison of

the wetting area and frequency at varied intake gas temperatures provides very lit-

tle evidence of an ICT dependence (Figure 5.10). A 2-way ANOVA test indicates

a significant in the average film areas averages from varying the PMICT, yet only

to a confidence interval of 95%. The timescale of the event is fast in relation to the

thermal transfer between the nozzle and gas to the fuel. Hence the fuel temperature

will primarily be determined by the temperature inside the common rail and ther-

mal transfer within the pumping system. It is speculated that the weak difference

identified is due to an effect on the immediate spreading of the films. Greater surface

temperatures are conducive of relaxed contact angles and reduced surface tension

which may promote an immediate film area increase. It is expected that the ICT

will be more significant in regard to the behaviour of the deposited fuel rather than

the volume of fuel deposited.

The data presented in this section (Figures 5.8, 5.9, 5.10) has in no way been

affected by thresholding. Films with a size less than 100 pixels2 (0.0001mm2) were
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allocated a size of 0mm2, yet this is negligible in relation to the film sizes recorded

(Section 4.3.6). No upper threshold was applied and no moving averages or alter-

native smoothing processes were used. There were however some errors associated

with the detection algorithm which are described in Section 4.3.6.

5.2.4 Spray deposited film evolution

The immediate spray deposited fuel films were measurable within the ignition delay

on the BOE (Section 5.2.3). However, measuring the temporal evolution in film

area immediately after the spray wetting was too challenging, due to the distort-

ing density gradients induced by the combustion event. The reduced separation

between the injector and optical access points on the RRCM, combined with the

absence of combustion, considerably reduced the issues related to large in-cylinder

density gradients. It was therefore possible to employ an image processing algorithm

to reliably obtain the spray deposited film areas over the first 6ms after the injec-

tion trigger (Section 4.3.4). The DW10B injector was used without being sooted

(Section 3.3.1), so the contrast between the surface and films was inferior to that

achieved by the sooted DFI 1.3 on the BOE. Furthermore, the side-scatter config-

uration used in the RRCM study caused low illumination uniformity which only

permitted the quantitative examination of of a single orifice.

The temporal coverage area traces were obtained for each conditions investigated.

An average was then taken per frame incorporating each trace for a set condition

(Figure 5.11). The images within the figure visually depict the film at the start,

middle and end of the processing period, showing significantly higher spreading

towards the left of the orifice (attributed to the spray collapse direction governed

by the in-cylinder gas flow). A linear trend line was then fitted over the averaged

temporal coverage profile with its gradient and intercept calculated (Figure 5.11).

The evolution of the set-averaged coverage areas with time were found to be linear

with the worst coefficient of determination for the linear fits being 0.87. Hence the

coverage datasets could be represented using the trend line coefficients to permit

comparisons between operating conditions in terms of coverage spreading rate (trend
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Figure 5.11: Linear fitting of a set-averaged coverage trace with regards to time aSOI.
The operating conditions were 50 MPa IP, 0.6 ms injection duration and TDC injection
timing (Logs 1.01). Individual points are given by blue circles while the linear fit is shown
with a solid black line, its corresponding equation relating coverage area and time is given
below. Three images are displayed at the top of the figure that depict representative
coverage areas for the start, middle and end of the processing period.

line gradient in mm2/s) and initial coverage area (y-intercept in mm2). The period

in which the films are tracked, described within this section, is between the spray

wetting events and the first late-cycle discharge of fuel from the orifices (Section 6.1).

Therefore the fuel within the films being examined entirely consists of that deposited

on the injector during the dribble event, caused by the mechanisms described in

Section 5.2.2.

Test-bed comparison of the initial wetting

It is immediately clear from Figure 5.11 that the degree of spray deposited fuel

from the RRCM study is considerably larger than that observed in the BOE study

(Figure 5.8). An opposing trend was anticipated due to the use of a piezo-actuating

system in the DW10B injector that should result in faster needle descent times
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Fouled DFI 1.3 Clean DFI 1.3 Clean DW10B

500µm

Figure 5.12: Three images (with matching scales) of the spray deposited fuel films imme-
diately after the dribble event when using different injectors. The immediate wetting on the
sooted and clean DFI 1.3’s (Logs 2.01 & 2.10 at 40 MPa injection pressure) is considerably
lower than that from the DW10B injector (Log 1.04 with 0.4 ms injection duration).

[93, 94], yet the difference is also confirmed visually (Figure 5.12). There are a

few major differences between the conditions and parameters used in the two in-

vestigations which may explain the observation. The altered surface finish of the

sooted nozzle surface could inhibit the instant spreading of the fuel as it is deposited,

however, visual comparisons on the BOE refute this conjecture (Figure 5.12). It is

possible that the difference in surface tension and viscosity of the two fuels used is

responsible, yet the difference in fuel properties is small (Table 3.2) and the increase

in wetting is very significant. Consequently, it is believed that the enhanced spray

wetting is the result of the nozzle geometry, in particular the larger orifice size of

the DW10B injector (145 µm compared to the 135µm on the DFI 1.3). In the pre-

vious section (Section 5.2.3 it was concluded that the degree of surface wetting is

strongly dependent on the inertia and turbulence of the emerging fuel. Despite the

total cross-sectional area of all orifices combined in the DW10B injector being 98.9%

of that of the DFI 1.3 and the discharge coefficient being the same, the cavitation

behaviour will considerably differ. Several researchers have shown the orifice length

to width ratio, conicity and size to greatly influence the exiting fuel inertia and

the turbulence through internal cavitation [73, 157, 216]. A full investigation into

this was not in the scope of the current study, but the relationships between spray

wetting, nozzle geometry and cavitation is regarded a pertinent topic for further

investigation.
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Figure 5.13: Average temporal evolution of spray deposited film area as a function of time
aSOI (50 MPa IP, TDC injection). The 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6ms injection durations (Logs 1.04)
demonstrated similar behaviour, all within the ±1 standard deviation error bars. The 1 ms
injection pulse significantly reduced the nozzle coverage region.

The influences of injection duration

To ascertain the impact of injection duration the evolution of coverage area for

4 injection pulse widths was investigated (Figure 5.13). Since the pulse widths

were varied from 0.2-1.0ms and the SOI timing was kept constant, the EOI timing

is not the same for all of the test-points, giving a maximum difference of 0.8ms

(8 frames) between falling edge times. All other operating conditions were kept

constant for each test-point with 50MPa IP, TDC injection timing and 5 MPa peak

motor pressure (Log 1.01).

The 0.2, 0.4 and 0.6ms injection duration conditions all show similar behaviour

and are rarely more than 1 standard deviation apart (Figure 5.13). If a non-negligible

amount of surface wetting occurred during the main injection phase, then a pro-

longed injection would increase the initial coverage area, ensuing consistently more
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Figure 5.14: The nozzle surface 0.3 ms aEOI demonstrating the difference in surface
wetting between injection pulse durations of 0.6 ms (left) and 1 ms (right). Both were
injected at TDC with 50MPa IP (Logs 1.04).

wetting throughout the processing period. As this is not the case, it can be said that

there is no wetting during the main injection phase. The fuel cannot splash back

towards the nozzle since the high inertia of the emerging jet overcomes the influences

of local gas interactions and jet turbulence that may divert droplet trajectories at

the EOI. This supports statements made in Section 5.2.2, in which it was concluded

that the spray wetting occurred at the very end of the dribble event.

The films produced with 1ms injection duration exhibited an average reduction

of 71.01% in coverage area and thus fuel deposition from the dribble event (Fig-

ure 5.13). It is unlikely that the clear shift in behaviour of the 1ms pulse width

injections is anomalous as the standard deviation is also significantly smaller (de-

spite an equivalent set size). This difference in initial wetting was also confirmed by

visual inspection of the frames immediately after dispersion of the airborne droplets

and vapour from injection (Figure 5.14). A likely cause of the reduced coverage for

the 1ms injection is that a greater needle lift is reached for this pulse duration in

comparison to the shorter duration injections [14, 157].

To investigate this hypothesis the average mass flow rates from the injector was

measured for 0.2 to 1.4ms injection pulse durations with a step of 0.2ms. To obtain

a pressure gradient across the orifice channel equivalent to 50 MPa IP injecting into
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Figure 5.15: Measured mass flows with respect to injection duration using the DW10B
injector. The mass flow rates are an average for 1000 injections, divided by the duration.
A considerable change occurs in the internal flow when injecting for longer than 0.8ms,
indicating increased cavitation, choking the flow [15].

5MPa ICP, the IP was set at 45MPa (to inject into an ambient pressure container).

One thousand injections were performed for each pulse duration, then the contents

were weighed. The total mass was divided by the number of injections and then

divided by the pulse duration to acquire the average mass flow for each duration

(Figure 5.15). Measurements were performed in duplicate to obtain an uncertainty

of ± 0.65 g/s. The mass flow significantly increases with respect to duration between

0.2 and 0.8 ms in a linear fashion (Figure 5.15), indicating that the flow is signifi-

cantly throttled by the needle and never achieves a stable internal flow pattern. A

maximum mass flow is reached for 0.8ms duration. After this point, extending the

duration gradually reduces the mass flow rate. The distinct difference in the differ-

ential of mass flow to duration indicates that a considerable change to the internal

flow pattern has occurred. Furthermore, the negative differential for mass flows

above 0.8ms means that the change creates throttling of the flow despite an equal

or greater lift being reached, suggesting the throttling results from a fluid dynamic

phenomena.

Winklhofer et al. performed investigations on flow through transparent, quasi

two-dimensional orifices, analysing the mass flow and velocity field [15]. They found
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that as the flow inertia is increased beyond a critical point, the cavitation behaviour

is significantly modified and the mass flow transitions from an inlet pressure de-

pendency, to a dependency on the cavitation gas recirculation zones in the channel.

At this critical point, the recirculation zones considerably grow, greatly extending

downstream of the orifice exit. A venturi effect is applied by the recirculation zone,

reducing the stream’s diameter for a large section of the channel, choking the flow

and keeping the mass flow relatively constant when the inlet pressure varies. It is

believed that when the maximum needle lift is reached and the internal flow pattern

stabilises, the resulting increase in orifice inlet pressure causes the same distinct

change in cavitation that is described by Winklhofer, choking the flow and reducing

the mass flow rate.

Although the mass flow is reduced at longer injection durations, a venturi effect

occurs, leading to greater fluid momentum on exiting the nozzle [249]. The higher

inertia will improve atomisation, reducing the size of the liquid structures at EOI,

thus reducing susceptibility to the in-cylinder gas flow that has the potential of

diverting their trajectories back towards the nozzle surface. The flow stabilisation

will also dampen the turbulent behaviour within the nozzle and emerging EOI spray,

decreasing the likelihood of splashback. Additionally, Winklhofer et al. showed that

the extended gas recirculation zones prevent the effects of the boundary layer in the

periphery of the stream passing through the channel. Instead of velocities being

considerably lower at the stream’s periphery (compared to the central velocities)

the fuel at the liquid–gas interface reaches significantly higher velocities as the gas

transfers additional momentum [15]. It is this fluid at the periphery of the stream,

which is likely to splashback or adhere to the surface, providing explanation for the

diminished wetting when this cavitation regime develops (Figure 5.13).

The effects of in-cylinder gas conditions

By varying the injection timing between –30 and 30° CA, it was possible to create a

wide range of conditions at the EOI and throughout the coverage area tracking pe-

riod. Figure 5.16 graphically displays the injection timings in terms of their EOI and
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corresponding processing periods with respect to the bulk ICP. A thermodynamic

model (Section 4.4.3) was used to simulate the motored cycle and approximate the

bulk ICT. The nozzle’s subsurface temperature was also measured as this injector

(the DW10B) was instrumented with a thermocouple. The slow time constant of the

thermocouple and large thermal inertia of the nozzle resulted in an average nozzle

temperature of 405K ±1K, higher than the average temperature approximated by

the model (over a full 360°CA cycle) of 384K.

Figure 5.16: The measured in-cylinder pressure supplemented by the approximated bulk
gas pressures and temperatures simulated using a thermodynamic model (Log 1.01). The
similarity between the measured and simulated pressure gains confidence in the in-cylinder
temperature data. The periods analysed using the image processing methods are also
presented so that the instantaneous and differential in-cylinder conditions during these
timings can be established.

The film evolutions when varying both the injection timing and IP (Logs 1.03-

1.04) are plotted for direct comparison of the profiles, paired with their associated

standard deviations per condition (Figure 5.17). A linear trend line is fitted over

each trace and the equations characterising the trend-lines are presented above.

The rate in which the films spread across the nozzle can be determined through

the gradients (Figure 5.18). This decoupling of the film spreading rate enables
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segregation between the volume of fluid deposited at the EOI and the dynamics of

the film after the EOI event. However, there is some indication that a low gradient

will correspond to a low intercept (Figure 5.17).

6 12 18 6 12 18

Figure 5.17: Temporal evolution of set-averaged film coverage areas as a function of time
aSOI. The left figure is for 50 MPa IP and the right is 150MPa. –30°; 0°; +30°CA aTDC
injection timings are plotted with the legend below (Logs 1.02-1.03). The solid lines are
trend lines with their corresponding equations above, with 𝐴 being the coverage area in
mm2 and 𝑡 the time aSOI in ms. The standard deviation of the sets are plotted separately
above. The coverage area is consistently higher for 50 MPa IP and 0°CA injection timing.

Figure 5.17 and 5.18 provide evidence that there is a considerably higher spread-

ing rate when injecting at TDC compared to ±30° CA aTDC. The spreading rate

is also analogous when injecting at ±30° CA aTDC. This indicates that the rate is

governed by the instantaneous in-cylinder gas conditions at the instant of spray col-

lapse, rather than the gas-film interactions afterwards. It suggests that the impact of

the in-cylinder pressure and temperature evolutions throughout the film spreading
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is negligible compared to the event causing the liquid deposition. At the instant of

spray collapse when injecting at TDC, the increased ICP and corresponding gas den-

sity is expected to cause reduced momentum and penetration length in the dribbling

fuel with a wider dispersion angle [250]. Furthermore, there are increased localised

gas velocities due to turbulence created from the piston motion during this period,

amplifying the interactions of the in-cylinder gas with any slow moving droplets

[251, 252]. These effects will increase the likelihood of impingement from the EOI

droplets and ligaments whilst promoting the adherence of fuel on the orifice walls.

Figure 5.18: Liquid spreading rate with respect to both crank angle and injection pressure
(Logs 1.02-1.03). The rate of liquid spreading was calculated using linear regression analysis
in which the gradient of the trend line denotes the spreading rate in mm2s−1.

The effect of injection pressure on film evolution

Further investigation regarding the pressure gradient across the orifice channels were

conducted through varying the IP between 50 and 150 MPa, resulting in greater ICP-

IP differences than those achieved when varying the injection angle alone. There is

a clear trend in which increased IP caused considerable reductions to the coverage

area and spreading rates for all injection timings (Figures 5.17 and 5.14). The
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difference in spreading rates is believed to primarily depend on the degree of initial

wetting (Section 5.2.4). The data supports the results and conclusion from the spray

wetting quantification on the BOE in which greater injection pressure reduced the

fuel inertia, maintaining atomisation throughout the dribble event which inhibits

the spray wetting mechanisms (Section 5.2.3).

Several injections with 150 MPa IP did not exhibit any surface wetting, whereas

all injections at 50MPa did, further supporting of the above statements. The con-

siderable impact of lowering the IP suggests that spray wetting is significantly more

pronounced for idling / low load conditions (independently of injector geometry and

fuel).

5.3 Fuel and gas ingestion

The importance of the two-phase fluid dynamics within the orifice channels is demon-

strated throughout the study as it interlinks with all the transient phenomena dis-

cussed. A particular moment of significance is that immediately after the falling

edge of the injection trigger and the re-equalisation of the in-nozzle cavities with

the cylinder. Several research groups have investigated the in-nozzle pressure cy-

cling during this period and there is considerable evidence of in-cylinder gas being

ingested into the orifices as the pressure assimilates [3, 5, 6, 107, 109] (Section 2.3.1).

Despite the importance of this process towards the observations presented, internal

visualisations were beyond the scope of this study. However, valuable insight have

been gained through the status of the orifice exits immediately after the dribble

event.

When using a back-scatter optical configuration (in the BOE study), the orienta-

tion of the injector, illumination source and camera (Figure 3.22), caused high inten-

sity reflections from the inner orifice walls back towards the camera (Section 4.2.2).

The effect was especially prominent when using the sooted injector nozzle due to the

increased illumination intensity and reduced saturation level (Figure 5.20). Orifice

wall reflections, saturating pixels at the orifice locations, indicated when the orifice
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exits were not covered with fuel. When fuel did cover the orifice walls, the laser

light was reflected away from the acquisition system, rather than back towards it,

replacing the saturated region with a dark region (Figure 5.19).

Intense

reflection

1 - 2 ms aEOI

Partial 

reflection

No

reflection

EOI - 1 ms aEOI

Figure 5.19: Graphical depictions of the laser scattering across the orifice exit with back-
scatter optical configuration. The status of the orifice exit is varied between being full of
fuel partially full of fuel and empty. If a film covers the orifice exit the beam is deflected
away from the detection system, resulting in low pixel intensities. If the fuel to gas interface
regresses back down the orifice channel a greater area of the orifice wall becomes uncovered.
The wall scatters the incident beam with a fraction of the light being directed back towards
the detection system, represented by saturated pixels in the resulting images. The size of
the saturated region is governed by the uncovered orifice wall area.

The spray wetting events (Section 5.2) frequently caused films to completely

cover the orifice exits at the end of the dribble event, deflecting the light away from

the camera and creating a dark region over the orifice exit in the frames (Figure 5.19).

Over approximately 0.5ms the high intensity orifice wall reflections returned, pro-

ducing saturated pixel regions in the location of the orifice exits (Figure 5.20). The

observation indicates that the orifice exits are full of fuel immediately after the drib-

ble event, then approximately 0.5ms after the dribble event the orifice exits are

empty; thus the fuel initially covering the orifice wall is removed (Figure 5.20E,

orifices 2, 6 and 7). The event was more frequently identified for pilot injections

(>15% of orifices at 40MPa IP), yet a considerable number of instances were also

identified for the main injections (Figure 5.21, orifices 4 and 6).

Each frame in the sequences depicts an increasing number of saturated pixels,

hence the removal of the film covering the orifice wall was gradual over <0.7ms
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Figure 5.20: A sequence of images depicting the period between the end of the pilot
injection and the start of the main injection, demonstrating the additional wetting induced
by the pilot. Focus should be directed towards the orifice wall reflections around orifices 2,
6 and 7, providing evidence of fuel ingestion at this time. The status of the orifice exits can
be inferred by reflections from the in-orifice walls, creating regions of saturated pixels in the
images (Figure 5.19). A second image sequence magnified around orifice 2 demonstrates
the growth of the orifice wall reflection towards the nozzle centre. The operating conditions
are described by Log 2.11 and the timings are given with respect to the end of the pilot
injection (EOP).

(Figure 5.19). This is demonstrated quantitatively by the average pixel intensities

within the films, including the orifice exits within the ROI (Figure 5.22). The films

depicted in Figure 5.21 show a continual increase in average pixel intensities from

1-1.7ms after the end of the dribble event, due to the reappearance of the orifice

wall reflections (Figure 5.19). Therefore, the fuel filling the orifice exits is gradually

removed.

There are three potential mechanisms proposed for the fuel motion:
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Figure 5.21: Images sequences around orifices 4 and 6 of the same injection event,
depicting the period between 1 and 1.6 ms after the dribble event (subsequent to the
pilot injection in Figure 5.20). Focus should be directed towards the orifice wall reflections
which grow in the direction of the nozzle centre (downwards), providing evidence of fuel
ingestion at this time. The operating conditions are described by Log 2.11.

• The fuel changes phase and disperses.

• The fuel moves from the orifice exit into the cylinder.

• The fuel is ingested back into the nozzle.

The removal of the film due to a phase transition is first discussed. The ob-

servation occurs just before TDC so the ICP is approximately 5MPa. The noz-

zle tip temperature is measured using an embedded k-type thermocouple with the

DFI1.3(T) injector (Section 3.3.3), giving an average over several cycles of 384K.

A crank-resolved approximation of the bulk in-cylinder gas temperature is provided

by the thermodynamic model as 736±10K (Section 4.4.3). However, the injector

was encased in a water jacket at 358K, thereby reducing the nozzle temperature

variation and peaks throughout the cycle. The distillation initial and final boiling

points were measured as 470 and 635K respectively in ambient pressure conditions.

To investigate the vapour saturation temperatures at a higher pressure, a surrogate

fuel is used to represent the lower of the fuels boiling points. Undecane (𝐶11𝐻24)

has a boiling point of 470K [253] and in a standard diesel fuel has a mass fraction of

approximately 3% [254]. Camin and Rossini obtained Antoine equation coefficients

for the alkane, providing the vapour saturation temperatures at varied pressures

[255]. Although the coefficient are only precise up to 470 K, they permit a rough
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Figure 5.22: Three figures providing automatically obtained quantitative data supporting
the identification of fuel ingestion. The image processing results regard the two orifices
shown in Figure 5.21 between 1 and 1.7 ms after the end of the injection. The area of the
film, including that covering the orifice, is plotted with the area of the reflection from the
orifice wall subtracted. The average pixel intensity within the film boundary is also given.
The bottom graph demonstrates the separation between the centroids of the reflections
and the orifices in the direction of the nozzle centre. A higher value thereby indicates the
reflections centre is closer to the nozzle periphery than the nozzle centre. The centre offsets
for orifice 6 are not given until 1.3ms aEOI since no wall reflection is detected until this
time.

approximation at higher temperatures and pressures. At 5MPa the Antoine equa-

tion approximates a vapour saturation temperature of 739K, even higher than the

simulated gas temperature.

Removal of the fuel film in the liquid state is more plausible, driven by a pressure

gradient across the film or capillary action. The intermolecular forces governing

capillarity are weak in relation to the short timescale of the event, subsequently

evident by the slow spreading rate of the fuel films across the nozzle (Figure 5.22).

Consequently, the influences of the large nozzle-cylinder pressure gradients, already

known to exist at this time [95, 106, 110], are believed to overcome capillarity and

result in the short event timescales observed.
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Fuel moving out of the orifice exit and amalgamating with an external film

would increase the film volume, coupled with an increase in the film coverage area.

The coverage areas are measured throughout the event with the orifice exit regions

included if initially covered by a film. When an orifice wall reflection is absent

immediately after the dribble, the total film areas decrease, demonstrated visually

(Figure 5.21 & 5.20) and quantitatively (Figure 5.22). The observation indicates

that the quantity of fuel in the external films reduce. An increase in film coverage

areas is observed when the films weren’t initially covering the orifice exits (due to

film spreading). This suggests that the growth / shrinking of the films corresponds to

the movement of fuel within the orifice channels, rather than due to other processes,

such as evaporation. A decrease in film areas when the orifice exits are initially full

indicates that the fuel filling the orifice exits passes back into the nozzle rather than

out onto the surface.

There is considerable evidence of a pressure gradient directed back into the nozzle

immediately after the dribble event. The fuel transportation mechanism observed

occurs at the end of the compression stroke when the ICP is increasing and equal-

ising with the in-nozzle pressure. Battistoni et al. proved numerically that the

in-nozzle pressure drops during the dribble event to as low as 0.1Pa [109]. The cav-

ities then equalise with the cylinder through ingestion of the in-cylinder gas Several

investigations demonstrate a pressure gradient directed back into the nozzle at this

time due to a drop in in-nozzle pressure [5, 6, 95, 106]. (Section 5.3). The ingestion

duration approximated by Battistoni was less than 0.2ms, faster than the events

observed here. Gas ingestion was also demonstrated experimentally by Moon et al.

with timescales of up to 0.5ms at analogous IPs to those used here [95]. Manin et al.

concluded that the ingestion was promoted by the implosion of cavitation bubbles

reducing the volume of the in-nozzle contents [5]. The cavitation bubbles demon-

strated by Moon et al. (at analogous conditions) remained within the nozzle for

over 1ms aEOI [95]. The authors surmised that resistance from internally residing

fuel increases the time taken for the nozzle pressure to equalise back to the cylinder

pressure. The moving orifice wall reflections presented here were purposefully chosen
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as they occurred over a prolonged timescale, aiding analyses; yet multiple similar

events are found over only one frame, especially at higher IPs. At high IPs less

fuel resides in the orifices and thus there would be is less resistance to the pressure

equalisation.

The proposition of fuel being ingested back into the nozzle is supported by the

direction that the saturated pixel regions grow. The first saturated pixels to appear

are always towards the periphery of the nozzle with the growth of the saturated

region being towards the nozzle centre (Figure 5.20 orifices 2, 5 and 6 as well as

Figure 5.21 orifices 4 and 6). This is demonstrated numerically using image pro-

cessing methods in Figure 5.22. The position of the orifice reflection’s centroid is

detected as well as the centroid of the orifice. The separation between the centroids

is calculated and the components of the sepparation with a direction towards the

nozzle centre is plotted (Figure 5.22). The data shows the centroid of the reflection

advances towards the centre of the nozzle as the reflection grows, resembling the

motion of the gas-liquid interface moving back into the nozzle, gradually uncovering

more of the orifice wall from the exit towards the needle (Figure 5.22). The sig-

nificance of this is graphically illustrated with each stage of the fuel ingestion and

scattering / reflection of the incident light (Figure 5.19).

The ingestion event identified on the BOE occurred at the end of the ignition

delay just before TDC. It was initially thought that the internal-external nozzle pres-

sure difference governing the event was due to the ICP rise, either from combustion

or the ascending piston. However, HSV data for the RRCM study depicts a similar

event after TDC when there is no combustion and the piston is descending (Fig-

ure 5.23). A side-scatter optical configuration is used causing a reflection from the

fluid-gas interface rather than from the orifice wall. The resulting saturated region

in place of the orifice exit (coming from the gas-liquid interface) gradually retracts

back down the orifice as the event progresses. The saturated pixels subsequently

disappear leaving a dark hole. The observation correlates to that made in the BOE

study, resembling the motion of the fluid interface passing back into the nozzle after

injection. Identification on both test-beds aids validation of the phenomena whilst
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Figure 5.23: The retraction of a high intensity reflection back down the orifice during
the RRCM investigation (Log 1.01). The side-scatter optical configuration causes beam
reflection from the gas-fuel interface (rather than from the orifice wall as in the BOE
study). Regression of the reflection back into the nozzle provides evidence of fuel ingestion
on the RRCM.

further elucidating the underlying mechanism. Since the event does not correspond

to the ICP differential on the RRCM, it must result from equalisation of the in-nozzle

pressure drop induced at the EOI.

The identification of fuel ingestion provides a transport mechanisms for deposit

forming precursors to enter the injector nozzle. External and internal deposits reg-

ularly occur in unison however, a strong link between their formation mechanisms

is yet to be established [71, 78]. Fuel initially residing on the nozzle surface will

capture both free radicals from within the in-cylinder gas and deposit precursors

previously bound to the nozzle surface i.e. soot and other carbonaceous material

[78]. When the fuel retracts back into the nozzle it will transport the deposit pre-

cursors with it. The mechanism would occur repeatedly over numerous cycles and

when combined with the ingestion of hot in-cylinder gases there is a high potential

for build up on the internal surfaces [107]. The VCO injector used here would not

provide passage of the ingested fuel into the needle cavity / sac, yet external research

shows the ingestion of gas into the nozzle cavity on sac-type injectors [5, 6, 95]. Its

speculated that the phenomena could be more pronounced for sac-type injectors,

possibly resulting in needle deposits that considerably deteriorate engine durability
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[70, 206].

5.4 Vapour expulsion

5.4.1 Visual identification and timing

Fuel vapour expulsion can be identified when white plumes seep from the orifices at

approximately 21°CA aTDC (Figure 5.24C). However, the event was not identified in

the BOE study and infrequent in the RRCM study. Between the combustion event

and approximately 90°CA aTDC, visualisation of the injector nozzle in the BOE

study was challenging due to the distorting density gradients induced by the com-

bustion event. The issues during this period were significantly less pronounced in

the RRCM study, due to the reduced separation between the injector and optical

access points, combined with the absence of combustion.

The fuel vapour expulsion never occurs after the overspill event (Section 6.1),

although overspill regularly develops after the vapour expulsion. The emerging gas

is identified as vaporised fuel due to its cloudy appearance, distinguishing it from

the release of previously ingested in-cylinder gas (Figure 5.24). The event was only

observed on the RRCM with a low frequency across all conditions. For this reason,

combined with identification issues regarding its short timescale and elusive visual

attributes, findings describing the vapour expulsion event were limited.

10.2°CA aTDC 11.1°CA aTDC 11.7°CA aTDC 12.6°CA aTDC 14.1°CA aTDC

A B C D E

Figure 5.24: The release of fuel vapour from an orifice shortly after the injection event
on the RRCM. The conditions are described by Log 1.01 at 150 MPa injection pressure.
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5.4.2 Removal of the vapour from the orifices

Manual documentation of the vapour expulsion events (Section 4.2.1) provided typ-

ical onset timings and frequencies when varying the injection pressure and injection

timings. At 50 MPa IP the typical onset times were 26°CA aTDC when injecting

at –30°CA aTDC, 22°CA aTDC at TDC injection timing and 44°CA aTDC for the

30°CA aTDC injection. No instances of vapour expulsion were observed when in-

jecting at –60°CA aTDC. The results demonstrated a similar occurrence time for all

conditions with an interquartile range 13–32°CA aTDC, during a considerable drop

in ICP. At this time the piston descends and the pressure of the orifice’s contents

continuously equalise with the in-cylinder gas. It is believed that this ICP drop cre-

ates the nozzle-cylinder pressure difference that coaxes the vapour out of the orifice.

The equalisation causes the gas and vapour within the orifices to expand, increasing

the total volume of the in-nozzle contents. The expansion then pushes the fluid

closest to the orifice exit out of the nozzle. This processes is further investigated in

Section 6.1.

5.4.3 Source of the vapour

The formation of vapour within the orifices can be explained by the evaporation of

thin films on the orifice walls due to thermal transfer from the nozzle. The average

nozzle temperature measured during the RRCM experiments was 405K, consider-

ably lower than the vapour saturation pressure of dodecane [256]. The gas tem-

perature at this timing was approximated by the thermodynamic model as around

600K (Section 4.4.3), significantly greater than the average nozzle temperature, but

still lower than the vapour saturation pressure. However, if the film is thin, the high

thermal conductivity of hardened steel (of approximately 40 WM−1K−1) will induce

an immediate temperature equalisation.

Manual documentation of the occurrence when varying IP gave a frequency of

3.7% at 50MPa IP and 7.3% at 150MPa. The low frequency for all conditions is

possibly due to re-condensing of the vapour when contacting other fuel structures
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within the orifice. Conversely motion of the vapour and surrounding gas may create

a very lean mixture that was undetectable by the imaging system. The absence of

vapour expulsion when injecting at –60°CA aTDC may be because of the extended

time given prior to expulsion in which the vapour could re-condensate. Unlike for

all other phenomena observed, the frequency was considerable reduced at the lower

injection pressure test points. It is speculated that this is because, as shown through-

out this study, a lower volume of fuel resides within the nozzle at higher injection

pressures due to the increased fuel inertia during the dibble event (Section 5.1.3).

A thin film residing on the nozzle wall is significantly more likely to evaporate than

a slug of fuel partially filling the orifice. The reasons being the reduced thermal

energy required to induce the phase change in addition to the increased area of the

fuel-gas interface in which the phase change will take place.

5.5 Summary and the end of injection phenomenol-

ogy

5.5.1 Key findings

The main observations made within this chapter are as follows:

• Increasing the fluid inertia at end-of-injection through greater injection pres-

sures, prolonged injections and reduced load leads to a shorter dribble event,

minimising the release of unatomised fluid structures.

• Fuel is deposited onto the injector surface at the end of the dribble event

resulting in surface-bound fuel films. The frequency and degree of spray wet-

ting was considerably reduced when increasing the end-of-injection fuel inertia;

achieved via higher injection pressures and a decrease in in-cylinder gas pres-

sure.

• Spray wetting only occurs during the dribble event (at the end of injection),

with a greater frequency in dribble events resulting in more wetting. Multi-
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ple injection strategies therefore increase the frequency and degree of spray-

wetting.

• Three spray wetting mechanisms were identified: splashback, ligament retrac-

tion and fuel adherence, with each mechanism being dependent on injection

pressure and causing varied amounts of fuel deposition.

• The ingestion of surface-bound fuel is observed at the end of the dribble event.

It is likely that there is an in-nozzle pressure drop at the end of injection which

is equalised by drawing in gas and fuel from the cylinder. The event provides

a transport mechanism for deposit precursors from the cylinder into nozzle

cavities.

• Vapour is occasionally observed emerging from the orifices immediately after

the injection event. The vapour is drawn out of the nozzle by a drop in in-

cylinder pressure during the expansion stroke.

The findings are validated for a range of operating conditions, engine geometries

and fuels in both motored and reacting environments. It should be noted that these

results are specific to convergent VCO type nozzles, and further investigations are

required for sac type nozzles.

5.5.2 The end of injection phenomenological model

Analyses of the timings and visual characteristics has permitted the development

of a phenomenological model, graphically depicting the transient injection phases

and immediate near-nozzle phenomena. The events are depicted in chronological

order, supplemented with their typical onset timings (Figure 5.25). The timings

have been obtained through both the visual and automated processes, described by

the discussion throughout this chapter. Other than the vapour expulsion, all events

have been identified on both test-beds over a range of conditions. The vapour

expulsion was both infrequent and only occurred at high injection pressures on the

RRCM. A short description of each event is also listed:
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C) Gas / fuel
ingestion

D) Vapour
expulsion

B) Dribble

A) Fuel
injection

Splash
back

Fuel
adherence

Ligament
retraction

Delayed
phenomena

20°CA

Figure 5.25: A conceptual model for the near-nozzle fluid dynamic processes between
the fuel injection and the equalisation between the in-cylinder gas and orifice channels.
Graphical representations of the events observed are given in chronological order with
regard to their characteristic onset timings. A break is given in the cycle for the delayed
phenomena which are discussed in the subsequent chapter. The graphical interpretations
link with short descriptions below.

A) Fuel injection: The needle valve fully opens and instabilities from gas-liquid

interactions split the pillar into microscopic droplets. This phase has not been

explored here since thorough investigations have already been performed [16].

The main injection phases observed on the BOE and RRCM were analogous

to those described in literature.

B) The dribble event: Dribble refers to the fuel released at the end of injection

when choking by the needle valve inhibits atomisation. Hence the event con-

siders all timings in which the jets are present yet their attributes differ due

to needle valve throttling. This includes the emergence of fuel once the needle

has reseated, prior to dissipation of the fuel’s inertia. The results in large fluid

structures being released into the cylinder, thought to contributing towards

UHC emissions [27].

This is the first time an explicit definition for the dribble event has been given,

with previous research using ‘dribble’ to describe any post-injection discharge
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throughout the cycle [82]. However, there has been a copious amount of re-

search describing the event. These studies include fuel volumetric approxima-

tions [96, 98], in-nozzle visualisations [5] and flame propagation [257], tending

to be in agreement with the qualitative observations made. The dribble du-

ration was been analysed in the current study and has also been investigated

previously by Swantek et al. [106]. The findings here contradict those given

by swantek et al. possibly due to the different definitions of dribble start and

end timings used.

Three surface wetting phenomena are identified during the dribble event, oc-

curring both in unison and isolation. Prior to this study non of these have

been identified for diesel systems, yet splashback and fuel adherence have sim-

ilarities with mechanisms identified for GDI engines [68].

i) Splashback: At the end of the dribble event a considerable volume of

fuel diverts back towards the nozzle, impinging on it and resulting in a

surface-bound fuel film (Section 5.2.2). The event is governed by fuel-gas

interactions and turbulent instabilities within the collapsing jet.

ii) Ligament retraction: A low inertia ligament at the end of the dribble

event maintains adherence to the nozzle surface. The surface tension

and internal cohesive forces cause it to retract back towards the nozzle,

resulting in the formation of a fuel film (Section 5.2.2).

iii) Fuel adherence: The endmost fuel structure to emerge from the orifice

splits from just outside the orifice exit. A small volume of fuel maintains

adherence to the nearby nozzle surface, subsequently spreading outwards

once detached from the spray (Section 5.2.2).

C) Fuel and gas ingestion: A vacuum is briefly induced within the nozzle at the

EOI [110], leading to the ingestion of in-cylinder gas [95, 106] i.e. gas ingestion.

Gas ingestion has been repeatedly demonstrated in previous studies. It has not

been confirmed here yet it is indicated by the identification of fuel ingestion

around this timing. When fuel covers the orifice exit whilst the nozzle re-
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equalises with the cylinder, fuel will also be ingested. The phenomena provides

a transport mechanism for deposit precursors and carbonaceous material back

into the injector (Section 5.3). It has not been identified previously in either

experimental or computational studies.

D) Vapour expulsion: Immediately after the dribble event, condensing vapour

emerges from the orifice, believed to result from the evaporation of thin films

on the orifice wall. The phenomena has not been validated since it could not

be identified on the BOE (due to visualisation issues). It was more frequent

at greater injection pressures (Section 5.4). It’s low frequency of occurrence

may explain why it has not been previously described.

5.5.3 Chapter summary

The chapter has focussed on the fluid dynamics during the collapse of the sprays

and the subsequent equalisation of the orifices with the cylinder. A combination of

qualitative microscopic visualisations and high-fidelity image processing techniques

are used to comprehensively describe the near-nozzle region throughout this period.

Several previously undocumented near-nozzle and surface-bound phenomena were

identified that potentially increase pollutant emissions and could contribute towards

external and internal deposit formation. Processes governing the production of

fuel-rich regions are elucidated, including the release of large slow moving airborne

droplets and the formation of surface-bound fuel films. The events and their timings

are combined into a conceptual model to summarise our findings and new proposed

terminologies.

The findings indicate that the production of fuel rich regions is closely connected

to the fuel inertia during the final collapse of the sprays. The dribbling fuel inertia

is greater at increased IPs and prolonged injection durations, also improving atomi-

sation. Validation is made through comparisons across a diverse range of operating

condition in addition to two fuels and two test-bed. Operating conditions eliciting a

representative reactive environment provide no evidence that the events are deterred
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through the heightened ICPs and ICTs induced though combustion.

Once the sprays have collapsed and the orifices have equalised with the in-

cylinder gas, fuel still remains in the orifices and on the nozzle surface. The events

discussed are directly connected to nozzle trapped fuel and film dynamics occurring

throughout the rest of the cycle, described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 6

Overspill and the delayed film

dynamics

The previous chapter covers the end of injection phases and the immediate in-nozzle

pressure equalisation with the cylinder (EOI to approximately 30°CA aTDC). After

these event, fuel will still reside within the nozzle cavities [5, 117] or as films on its

outer surface (Section 5.2.2). As the cycle progresses, the in-cylinder environment

undergoes considerable changes, inevitably governing the residing fuel’s behaviour.

Although the near-nozzle transient injection phases have been the focus of appre-

ciable research efforts [7, 96, 98, 112], there is a lack of understanding regarding the

period between injections. Yet it is during this period that the nozzle-residing fuel

is removed [82], deposit forming reactions occur [78], and the preconditions of the

consecutive injection are defined [109].

Recent studies have shown fuel emerging from the injector nozzle after the com-

bustion event, referred to as overspill [6, 82, 258]. Researchers at Sandia [82] were

able to observe large liquid structures projected off the nozzle between injections,

but could not resolve smaller droplets and film formation [82]. Investigations by the

Brighton research group confirmed their findings, showing that slow fuel discharge

can create films on the nozzle surface [80, 258]. The subsequent behaviour of the

fluid structures has not been studied, despite its potential impact on after-treatment

and emissions.
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The events and phases described in the chapter are ordered chronologically with

engine timing. It begins with the first discharge of fuel after the combustion event

(Section 6.1); subsequent to the dribble behaviour discussed in Chapter 5. The

evolution of the fuel films throughout the cycle follows, discussing the counteracting

influences of spreading and evaporation (Section 6.2). Bubbles form within the fuel

films with a diverse range of visual attributes; their regimes, processes and impacts

being subsequently explored (Section 6.3). Activity within the orifices continues

throughout the second half of the cycle (Section 6.4). The events described then

influence the following injection event (Section 6.5). The chapter is concluded by

the key findings and a phenomenological model (Section 6.6).

6.1 Expansion overspill

6.1.1 Definition and visual attributes

After the dribble and immediate film dynamics (Chapter 5) there is a short period of

very little fluid activity on the nozzle surface. Fuel films deposited by spray wetting

show little changes in size and the orifice exits remain empty. Gas density gradients

within the cylinder, remnant of the previous combustion event, limit visualisation by

distorting the incident and reflected light. The piston rapidly descends away from

the cylinder head, increasing the cylinder volume whilst the ICP and ICT decrease.

Approximately 30°CA aTDC, the gas density gradients start dispersing and fuel

begins to emerge from within the nozzle. It is this post-injection fuel discharge

that is referred to as expansion overspill; defined as the first discharge of fuel from

the orifices after the combustion event. Any discharge of fuel after the combustion

event is referred to as overspill. Since the first overspill event in the cycle tends to

occur approximately 30°CA after the injection event, normally within the expansion

stroke, it is called expansion overspill. It is hypothesised that the first overspill

events to occur are governed by the same underlying mechanisms, distinct from

those creating overspill at much later timings. The delayed discharge of fuel occurs
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in most cases, but it should be noted that under some operating conditions it may

not occur.

46.5°CA aTDC

A

47.4°CA aTDC 48.3°CA aTDC

49.2°CA aTDC 50.1°CA aTDC 51.0°CA aTDC

B C

D E F

Figure 6.1: An image sequence of a expansion overspill event occurring on the RRCM at
orifice 2 (Log 1.01). The scale in image C denotes 0.2mm. Unlike most overspill events,
there was not any spray deposited fuel as the overspilling fuel emerged, resulting in large
film contact angles and reduced spreading rate.

Figure 6.1 depicts a typical overspill event from the RRCM study. Light distor-

tion from density gradients was reduced on the RRCM relative to the BOE; however,

the timings and visual attributes were similar on both test-rigs. Fuel travels up the

orifice channels into the orifice exit (Figure 6.1A), then onto the nozzle surface

(Figure 6.1B). Fuel continues to discharge onto the nozzle surface and the result-

ing fuel film increases in size (Figure 6.1C-F). Any films residing from the previous

spray wetting events (Section 5.2) amalgamate with discharging fluid, increasing the

spreading rate and relaxing the film contact angles.

6.1.2 Underlying processes

To establish the cause(s) of fuel overspill, the timings that the overspill events started

i.e. the overspill onset timings, were recorded as the injection parameters were

varied. The onset of expansion overspill is defined as the first instance in which fuel

leaves the injector orifices after the combustion event (provided the needle does not
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leave its seat). Films present before overspill onset only contain spray deposited

fuel, whereas films present after overspill onset are also comprised of overspilt fuel,

previously residing within the nozzle. In the RRCM study the timings were recorded

manually (Section 4.2), whereas automated image processing methods were used in

the BOE study (Section 4.3.5). Both approaches identified overspill through the

incident light interactions at the orifice exits, indicating the presence / absence of

fuel.

Use of a VCO-type nozzle permitted independent consideration of the orifices

when the valve was closed, not possible for a sac type nozzle due to the intercon-

necting cavity. This substitution limited the overspill inducing processes to three

potential mechanisms: capillary spreading, thermal expansion and gas expansion.

A key hypothesis investigated was that the presence of gas trapped inside the noz-

zle orifices could influence the wetting of the VCO nozzle tip during the expansion

stroke. As the ICP rapidly drops during expansion, gas trapped within the orifices

should expand and displace liquid fuel onto the external surface. In order to test this

hypothesis, the injection timing was varied in the RRCM study to produce different

pressure gradients and instantaneous pressures after EOI:

–30°CA aTDC: during the compression stroke, when the gas pressure rise

should inhibit the expansion of trapped gas

TDC: at top dead centre when the motored gas pressure does not vary signif-

icantly

+30°CA aTDC: during the expansion stroke, when the rapid gas pressure drop

should promote the expansion of trapped gas

The onset times for every first overspill event on the RRCM were recorded for

every orifice in every video for 5 MPa peak ICP, 0.6ms injection duration over the

3 injection timings (Logs 1.01&1.03). The overspill onset times (in terms of crank

angle) are plotted for each orifice as well as for all orifices combined (Figure 6.2).

Box plots are used to give the interquartile ranges of the timings with the mean
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denoted by a central line and the 95% confidence interval shown by the whiskers.

In the event that fuel did not emerge from an orifice a timing was not given.
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Figure 6.2: Box plots representing the spread of overspill onset times in terms of crank
angle when varying the injection timings. The line in the centre of the box denotes the
average, the box boundaries give the interquartile range and the whiskers show the 95%
intervals. Operating conditions are detailed by Logs 1.01 & 1.03. All overspill events occur
after top dead centre independently of injection timing, indicating a dependence on the
in-cylinder pressure gradient.

The overspill events only occur during the expansion stroke, as shown by the

considerable onset delay when injecting at –30°CA (Figure 6.2). The majority of

events for –30 and 0°CA injection timings occurred between 15 and 45°CA aTDC,

when the ICP drop is approaching its maximum (Figure 3.25). This indicates that

the overspill is dependent on the negative in-cylinder pressure gradient and not the

instantaneous pressures or temperatures. The clear confirmation of this dependence

supports the pre-proposed hypothesis: the trapped fuel is forced out of the orifices by

gas, equalising with the ICP drop and expanding behind it. The pressure reduction

within the bubbles causes them to expand, pushing out the fluid that traps them

within, leading to the overspill events observed. Identification of this mechanism is

supported in numerical studies by Aleiferis et al. [117].
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6.1.3 The source of in-nozzle gas

The expansion overspill phenomena is caused by an ICP drop when a gas and liquid

mixture is present within the orifices (Section 6.1.2). The liquid is clearly fuel

residing from the injection event, yet the source of the gas is not confirmed. The

overspill onset times were automatically detected on the BOE (Section 4.2.2) whilst

varying the PMICP and PMICT (Logs 2.01-2.06) in an attempt to determine the

source of the in-nozzle gas. All events are within the range found on the RRCM of

17-47°CA aTDC (Figure 6.2), validating the relevance of the previous results for a

reactive environment and multicomponent fuel (Figure 6.3). The BOE onset timings

are presented as box-plots with the box bounds representing the interquartile ranges.

The arithmetic means are shown by a central line and the whiskers give the 95%

confidence intervals. The large spread at each condition (reducing the statistical

significance of the mean values) is likely due to the turbulent gas flow outside the

orifice exits. An SOI timing of -12°CA was employed for all BOE tests.

Figure 6.3: Box plots representing the spread of 28 overspill onset times when varying
the peak intake pressure, temperature and injection pressure (Logs 2.01-2.03). The timings
were recorded through automated image processing methods (Section 4.3.5). The average
for a said condition is given by a line through the centre of the box. The upper and lower
quartiles are given by the box bounds and the whiskers give the 95% intervals of the data
sets. The overspill occurs earlier at higher peak in-cylinder pressures.

The three potential sources identified and explored are as follows:
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Cavitation: if the combined pressure and temperature of the in-nozzle fuel

reach the vapour saturation condition, a bulk phase transition may occur. A

drop in ICP would cause the cavitating gas to expand further and force out

the trapped fuel.

Air precipitation: air may dissolve into the fuel within the high pressure pump-

ing system. The air would then precipitate out once the in-nozzle pressure

drops below the solubility point, causing the total fuel and air volume to in-

crease.

Gas ingestion: as discussed in Sections 2.3.1, in-cylinder gas is drawn into the

nozzle during the dribble phase [5, 6, 109]. The resulting in-nozzle gas would

be at a similar pressure to that of the cylinder. The in-nozzle cavities may

equalise with the cylinder causing expansion of trapped gas as the cylinder

pressure drops.

Cavitation can only occur when the local pressure along the fuels flow path drops

below the vapour saturation pressure of the fuel. The in-cylinder pressure is always

considerably higher than the fuels vapour saturation pressure (of approximately 0.2 -

0.7 kPa [259]), therefore cavitation will not occur 30°CA after the injection events.

Cavitation induced by high velocity in-nozzle flow during injection and dribble would

re-condense within 1ms (6°CA) of formation [5, 95]. Even if the cavitation bubbles

did reside until the overspill onset timings observed, re-equalisation with cylinder

would cause the fuel vapour to re-condense not expand [5, 95], refuting the propo-

sition.

The precipitation of gasses, previously dissolved in the fuel during pressurisation,

was considered by Eagle and Musculus [82]. They found a considerable increase in

delayed fuel discharge when using n-heptane rather than diesel, correlating with

gas solubility parameters. The precipitation of the gas would provide a sudden

dislodging force, particularly if supersaturated. The time of precipitation and thus

the overspill would be dependent on the instantaneous pressure of the fuel which

through in-cylinder equalisation is directly determined by the instantaneous ICP
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(not the ICP differential). At the greater PMICP conditions the instantaneous ICP

and thus fuel pressure is continuously higher, delaying the precipitation of dissolved

gasses and the expansion of the mixture. However, greater PMICPs result in earlier

overspill onset (Figure 6.3) when expansion through gas precipitation would occur

much later in the cycle, refuting the proposition.

Overspill onset is found to be earlier at greater PMICPs (Figure 6.3). The

pressure gradient throughout the expansion stroke will be considerably greater if

the PMICP is higher, promoting trapped gas expansion. However, this is only true

if the pressure of the trapped gas when it first enters the orifices is dependent on the

cylinder pressure; as is the case if the gas was ingested. It has been demonstrated

that gas gets ingested and trapped during the dribble event, numerically [108, 110]

and experimentally [5, 106]. Abers et al. showed ingested gas expands with external

pressure variations, dislodging fuel [6]. However, the timescales and pressure profile

used were considerably different to that found in an operating engine (expansion

took place over 2,400 ms, a magnitude larger than in an engine).

If the in-nozzle gas originates from ingestion during the dribble event, a higher

PMICP would lead to a greater dislodging force through increased expansion, re-

tarding the overspill onset time (as observed here Figure 6.3). Further evidence is

provided from the RRCM overspill onset data in which the average overspill onset

time when injecting at TDC is earlier than when injecting at –30°CA aTDC (Fig-

ure 6.2). The lower density gas ingested at –30CA aTDC may even contract while

approaching TDC, drawing the fuel further into the nozzle. Despite the strong evi-

dence presented, further investigation is recommended since it was not possible for

us to see /measure the in-nozzle behaviour.

6.1.4 Effects of the operating conditions

The overspill is investigated in terms of its frequency of occurrence (as a percentage

of the 28 injections per condition) and the maximum resulting film areas during the

expansion stroke (Figure 6.4). Since the overspill is governed by the ICP differential,

it will cease once the ICP reaches a minimum (at the end of the expansion stroke).
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The maximum film areas are therefore taken during the expansion stroke when over-

spill is a dominating process, rather than across the entire cycle when dependencies

on evaporation and spreading have greater impact (Figure 6.4). The data is taken

from the BOE study using the sooted nozzle with the imaging approaches described

in Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6.

*
*
*

*
*
*

Figure 6.4: The combined percentage frequencies of overspill occurrence and the resulting
maximum film areas when varying the gas and injection pressures (Logs 2.01-2.06). The
percentage is obtained from 7 orifices in 4 HSVs for each condition giving a population size
of 28, divide by the number of occurrences. The spread of the data is displayed via error
bars and stars indicate the confidence that the varied operating conditions significantly
impact the measured film areas (Section 4.3.9). Both the gas pressure and injection pressure
significantly impact the overspill phenomena.

Despite the patterns regarding the maximum coverage areas, ICPs and IPs (de-

scribed in the following subsections), the spread of the data in each group is consider-

able (Figure 6.4), limiting the significance of the trends identified. Further statistical

analyses were performed using multi-value hypothesis testing (Section 4.3.9) with

respect to both factors varied (IP and ICP). As indicated by stars within the figure,

the maximum film coverage areas were significantly dependent on both ICP and IP

(with P-values below 1× 10−4).
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Comparing overspill and spray wetting

The overspill events cause considerably more nozzle tip wetting than the spray wet-

ting phenomena discussed in the previous chapter (Section 5.2.3). The frequency

of overspill is above 70% across all conditions tested (Figure 6.4). At the lower IPs

the absence of overspill would be treated as anomalous. In contrast, spray wetting

commonly has a frequency below 70% (Figure 5.8) and results in much smaller fuel

films. The maximum overspilt film areas on the BOE are between 1.6 and 2.1mm2

at 40MPa IP (Figure 6.4) and 0.3 and 0.5mm2 at 100MPa IP. These films are a

magnitude larger than those caused by spray wetting of 0.06 – 0.11 mm2 at 40MPa

IP and 0.04 – 0.06mm2 at 100MPa IP (Section 5.2.3). Although the film thicknesses

are not known, the result suggests that the volume of fuel deposited on the surface

due to overspill is approximately 10× larger and 20% more frequent than from spray

wetting. The data suggests that films present after overspill onset will primarily con-

sist of fuel supplied by overspill, rather than from spray wetting. When Koci et al.

state that ≈70% of the UHC emissions are due to dribbling fuel, it is likely that

their results are due to overspill and not the spray collapse dynamics [32].

The impact of injection pressure

Increasing the injection pressure considerably reduces the frequency and degree of

overspill at all ICPs and ICTs tested (Figure 6.4). This can be explained by the

difference in fuel inertia at the end of the dribble event, influencing the in-orifice

contents throughout the rest of the cycle. As proposed in previous research [80, 114],

high fuel inertia during the dribble phase permits more fuel to leave the nozzle,

complemented by increased gas ingestion replacing it [3] (Section 5.3). If minimal

fuel internally resides after the dribble event, there is less available fuel to overspill

later in the cycle and in some cases overspill may not take place. If the nozzle residing

fuel is initially further from the orifice exit it would also take longer to emerge from

the orifice (in agreement with Figure 6.3). The significance of the trend is confirmed

using ANOVA statistical analyses (Section 4.3.9), which reject the null hypothesis
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at a confidence interval of 99.9% (denoted by the square bracket and 3 stars).

The impact of in-cylinder pressure

The results indicate increased overspill frequency and film sizes at greater in-cylinder

pressures (Figure 6.4). A correlation between PMICP and overspill behaviour has

also been presented in Section 5.3, used in a discussion regarding the source of the

orifice trapped gas. If the gas is ingested from the cylinder during the dribble event

and its pressure is greater at the time of ingestion, it should undergo more expansion

as the piston descends. Increased gas expansion would cause a greater dislodging

force leading to more frequent overspill and larger fuel films. Thus the findings

presented in Figure 6.4 support the gas ingestion theory, yet further investigation is

required for a confirmation.

6.2 Full-cycle film analyses

The production of fuel films has been described and shown in previous research

[80, 114], but most external studies has involved GDI engines [81, 103, 172]. These

studies have focused on the deposition mechanisms and operational dependencies

of nozzle tip wetting, rather than the behaviour of the resulting films and their

inevitable removal. The removal processes directly influence their contribution to-

wards emission production and their residence period prior dictates the potential

deposit forming reaction that could take place [78]. Visual and quantitative analy-

ses are performed on the fuel films throughout the entire engine cycle to establish

the time and mechanisms of removal.

6.2.1 Temporal variation in film area

The temporal evolution of the film coverage areas was measured (Section 4.3.6) from

90 to 720°CA aTDC (Figure 6.5). The image processing methods used were only

possible on the sooted nozzle in the BOE study due to the high contrast between
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the films and the nozzle surface. The ICP evolution is also overlaid using a second

Y-axis to demonstrate the associations with instantaneous ICP and its differential.

Figure 6.5: The average film coverage areas per orifice throughout the cycle (Warning:
coverage scales are vastly different in the two figures). The film measurements are paired
with the in-cylinder pressure on the second Y-axis. Marker types are used to denote the
varied peak motored in-cylinder gas pressures, while two separate axes are used for the high
and low IPs. The measurements are made using the image processing methods described
by Section 4.3.6, with operating conditions detailed by Logs 2.01&,2.03. The film area
considerably increases at low injection pressure preventing removal by the end of the cycle.

The pressure drop during the expansion stroke causes fuel to emerge from the

orifices (Section 6.1), increasing the volume of fuel on the nozzle surface. As the

pressure reduces, fuel is added to the films and the film coverage areas increase

(Figure 6.5). Towards BDC when the ICP differential reduces, the rate of increase

in coverage area also shows a considerable reduction. The clear dependence on the

ICP gradient during expansion (Figure 6.5) supports the gas expansion mechanism

discussed in Section 6.1.2 as the cause of overspill.
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At 40MPa IP there is a small increase in the film areas after the expansion stroke.

Visual inspection of the HSV recordings shows high intensity reflections from the

orifice exits, indicating that overspill is no longer occurring. Therefore the coverage

area increase is assumed to occur from spreading, potentially promoted through in-

cylinder gas interactions. After the expansion stroke there is no evidence that the

film areas are dependent on the variation in ICP for any of the conditions tested.

The cause of the temporal reduction in film areas at the high injection pressure

is thought to be from evaporation superseding the spreading; described further in

Section 6.2.3.

6.2.2 Effects of the operating conditions

The relationships between operating conditions and the coverage areas are similar

to those identified in Section 6.1 regarding expansion overspill. Expansion overspill

is the primary cause of fuel deposition on the nozzle surface, thereby impacting the

size of the fuel films throughout the cycle. It was not possible to identify any trends

between the operating conditions and the film spreading / removal processes, since

the effect on the overspill was always dominant.

The impact of in-cylinder pressure

When increasing the PMICP from 4 to 6MPa there is a small continuous increase in

film areas for both 40 and 100MPa IP (Figure 6.5). The coverage area traces diverge

during the expansion stroke indicating that the difference is due to a relationship

with the expansion overspill phenomena. In Section 6.1 it is postulated that the

orifice trapped gas which causes overspill is ingested during the dribble event. Gas

is at a higher pressure at the time of ingestion would undergo more expansion, forcing

more fuel out of the orifices. If this is the case, the gas ingestion event impacts the

nozzle-bound film behaviour throughout the entire cycle (Figure 6.5).
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The impact of surface characteristics

Most findings described in this chapter are obtained using the sooted injector nozzle

(Section 3.3.4). Obviously the application of soot to the surface will have a consid-

erable impact on the surface characteristics, particularly the roughness. It is known

that film spreading rate strongly depends on the surface roughness [189], thus the

soot may influence the conclusions drawn. To assess the differences incurred, a test

point was incorporated using a clean DFI 1.3(C) injector nozzle at 50MPa PMICP,

ambient intake temperature and both 40 and 100MPa injection pressure (Log 2.10).

A quantitative comparison was not possible since the film to surface contrast was

not sufficient. Consequently, visual comparisons were performed, demonstrating no

major differences in film coverage areas (Figure 6.6).

Clean DFI 1.3

Fouled DFI 1.3

A B C D

E F G H

90°CA aTDC 180°CA aTDC 270°CA aTDC 360°CA aTDC

90°CA aTDC 180°CA aTDC 270°CA aTDC 360°CA aTDC

Figure 6.6: Image sequences of the film evolutions over the first half of the engine cycle
with 40 MPa injection pressure (Logs 2.01 & 2.10). The top sequence is for the clean nozzle
and the bottom sequence is for the pre-sooted nozzle, increasing the surface roughness. A
small increase in spreading rate is observed when the surface is clean.

There was still a small reduction in spreading rate from the greater surface

roughness of the sooted nozzle (Figure 6.6). Complete assessment of this effect was

challenging since the wetability has dependencies of the surface chemistry, Wan der
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Vals forces and electrostatic forces, in addition to strong relationships between the

nano-microscopic soot structures [183]. The multi-layered morphology of the soot

coating may also act as a porous medium, adding a secondary complexity into the

motion of the film boundaries. The motion of the advancing film bounds is primarily

dependent on the contact angles between the film and surface. When passing across

the tip of a peak, a lower contact angle will be required, whereas when passing a

groove a larger contact angle is necessary causing pinning of the boundary. The

grooves and any pores may require filling prior to advancement of the bounds, elic-

iting additional reductions in spreading rate. Furthermore, the carbonated surface

coating should not have any oleophilic properties, thus will inherently be oleophobic.

The presence of grooves and pores will then enhance the oleophobicity, reducing the

spreading rate [189].

Interactions between the films and in-cylinder gas are more pronounced when

the surface is clean. During periods of heightened gas velocities i.e. valve opening,

there are sudden increases in film motion on the clean nozzle, not evident on the

sooted nozzle. In some rare cases the gas interactions may even detach the fuel from

the surface making it airborne. The difference in behaviour is thought to arise from

greater surface adhesion of the films on the sooted surface. The increased roughness

increases the surface area and thus contact area. The fuel may also soak into soot

if it is porous, inhibiting contact with the passing gas.

The impact of injection parameters

Increasing the IP from 40 to 100MPa reduced the film coverage areas by more than

8×at all timings (Figure 6.5). The considerable difference determines whether fuel

remained on the nozzle surface by the end of the cycle or if it was all removed. The

impact of injection pressure on the overspill phenomena was discussed in Section 6.1.

Greater fuel inertia during the dribble event causes more fuel to leave the orifice

channels, being replaced by gas from the cylinder. If less fuel resides in the nozzle

after the dribble event, there is less fuel available to wet the nozzle surface later in

the cycle.
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Figure 6.7: The average film coverage areas for each orifice throughout the cycle when
varying the injection parameters on the BOE (Logs 2.01 & 2.09). The film measurements
are paired with the in-cylinder pressure on the second Y-axis. Short duration, low pressure
injections create approximately 8×more wetting than all other conditions.

A midway IP of 70 MPa was also investigated (Figure 6.7), along with a test-

point in which a prolonged injection duration was used (0.45ms to 1.0ms). Only

the low IP (40MPa) short duration (0.45ms) injections caused a significant increase

in surface wetting. All other conditions induced a similar coverage area evolution,

reaching a peak just before the expansion stroke ended (between 0.2 and 0.3mm 2),

with all fuel being removed before the next cycle. The exclusivity of the increased

wetting behaviour to the short, low IP injections suggests that the there is a regime

transition when the fuel inertia is low. Further research is strongly recommended

to obtain more data points on either side of the transition with reduced intervals

between the injection pressures.

The ICP evolution is similar for the test-points presented in Figure 6.7, so the in-

creased wetting at 40 MPa IP must be due to the in-orifice contents prior to overspill

(Section 6.1). The two distinct film behaviours must ensue from variations in the in-
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gestion dynamics at varied fuel inertias, impacting the subsequent in-orifice gas-fuel

quotient. Although more injection durations and pressures should be tested, it is

proposed that two internal flow regimes occur, dependent on the in-nozzle conditions

during the dribble event.

Winklhofer et al. found that increasing the IP there is a point at which a new

cavitation regime develops, choking the flow but increasing its inertia [15]. The

transition in cavitation regimes is discussed and supported with mass flow rate

analyses in Section 5.2.4. Elongated vapour films form down the edge of the orifice

channels, preventing inertial inflictions of a boundary layer in the jet periphery.

The vapour film induces increased fluid inertia at the column bounds relative to the

centre and considerably limits fuel adherence to the channel walls. Prolonging the

injection duration leads to greater needle lifts [157], increased needle descent velocity

[91] and internal flow stabilisation that amplifies fuel inertia and may result in the

cavitation behaviour described. If the wall coating vapour films continue into the

dribble event, the volume of fuel that does not escape the nozzle would be minimised

through lower adherence and enhanced inertia. Furthermore, the cavitation films

may present gaps between the fuel and orifice walls that promote gas ingestion.

6.2.3 Film evaporation

The fuel film coverage areas at 100MPa IP and 1ms duration decrease once the

expansion overspill events have finished (Figure 6.5 & 6.7). By the end of the cycle

there is little or no fuel left on the nozzle surface, confirmed visually. Therefore

the fuel must be gradually removed from the nozzle surface during the cycle. The

mechanism and timing of the fuel removal is important in determining the impact

the fuel films have on the engine’s UHC production.

Inspection of the HSV recordings (the BOE study) shows fuel evaporating from

the fuel films whenever films are present on the nozzle (Figure 6.8). The evaporation

is identifiable by the clouds of vapour coming from the gas-liquid interfaces. It is

not coupled with film bubbling, therefore the vapour is not caused by a bulk phase

transition i.e. boiling. The clouds are most pronounced when there is more fuel on
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167.4°CA aTDC

F

174.4°CA  aTDC
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C
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B

168.6°CA  aTDC

D

171.0°CA  aTDC

Figure 6.8: Image sequence depicting the evaporation of fuel films releasing fuel vapour
into the cylinder after the combustion event. The event is typical of a short (0.45 ms
duration), 40 MPa injection, promoting wetting and thus evaporation (Log 2.01). The
release of fuel vapour, observed for all conditions tested, will contribute towards UHC
emissions.

the nozzle and the local gas velocities are low, permitting the vapour to accumulate

which increases light scattering. As the films evaporate, their coverage areas nor-

mally decrease. Evaporation is found to be the dominant process in removing fuel

from the nozzle.

The film evaporation is most pronounced when using a low IP (40 MPa), due to

the greater volume of fuel on the nozzle (Figure 6.8). Yet, unlike for the other oper-

ating conditions tested, the film areas continue to increase after expansion overspill

has stopped (Figure 6.7). This indicates that when the films are large, the spreading

rate is greater than the evaporation rate. When this condition is met, fuel remains

on the nozzle until the next injection takes place.

It is also observed that at short (0.6ms) low IP (40MPa) conditions, due to

the excessive overspill, the films around the orifices bridge between one another. It

appears that the films move towards the exhaust valve side of the nozzle and the
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A - Minimal vapour

78°CA aTDC

B C

D E F

113°CA aTDC 119°CA aTDC

125°CA aTDC 131°CA aTDC 137°CA aTDC

Vapour film

Vapour plumes

Figure 6.9: An image sequence of n-dodecane fuel films evaporating on the RRCM when
their temperature is considerably lower than the vapour saturation temperature (Log 1.01).
The scale in image F denotes 1 mm. Arrows have been used to point out the main vaporous
features.

film bridging reflects this. However, the number of samples available is limited due

to the exclusivity of film bridging to the aforementioned condition. Consequently, a

reliable analyses of the film travel through this phenomena was not possible but is

recommended for further research.

The largest rates of decrease in film areas are observed during the exhaust stroke

(Figure 6.5). If the fuel is vaporised through evaporation at timings in which the

exhaust valves are open, it is likely that the fuel is being drawn into the exhaust.

The trajectory of the fuel vapour is always towards the bottom left of the view

plane (Figure 6.8), where the closest of the exhaust valves is situated. The fuel

vapour does not undergo combustion and it is in the gaseous state. It is therefore

likely that on a vehicle the vapour would pass through the after-treatment system,

creating exhaust-out UHC emissions [33].

Although most of the fuel is removed from the nozzle during the exhaust stroke,

fuel films frequently remain after the exhaust valves close. The remaining fuel is
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later removed from the nozzle, yet it is not possible for it to leave the cylinder prior

to the following combustion. The fuel vapour disperses through the in-cylinder

gas, thereby changing its composition. The difference in AFR has the potential of

affecting the following combustion event, reducing control over the air-fuel mixing

processes and the accuracy of models.

Visual inspection of the RRCM HSV recordings demonstrate more pronounced

vaporisation (Figure 6.9), potentially because of the low gas velocities or due to

the higher nozzle tip temperatures. The similar evaporation behaviour on the

RRCM confirms the phenomena and its versatility across varied geometric param-

eters. The evaporation is most prominent on the RRCM at BDC when the ICP is

0.22MPa and its ICT is 296±10K. At this timing the vapour saturation tempera-

ture of n-dodecane is 520K [256], considerably higher than both the gas temperature

(296±10K) and the nozzle temperature (405K). Hence, the n-dodecane, and thus

the multi-component films, can quickly vaporise even when the temperature is much

lower than the vapour saturation criteria. When using a multi-component fuel, there

is a high capacity for the lighter fractions to evaporate off and leave the heaviest

hydrocarbons which would potentially instigate deposit formation [78, 260].

6.2.4 Fuel accumulation

As mentioned in the previous subsections, when a low injection pressure (40MPa)

and a short duration (0.45ms) was used, fuel films remained at the end of the

cycle (Figure 6.7). A 1:64 skip cycle sequence was used for most test-points to aid

scavenging of UHCs and combustion products (Section 3). Therefore, when the next

injection occurred 63 cycles later fuel no longer remained on the nozzle surface. In a

road-bound vehicle there would obviously be no skip-cycle condition and fuel films

would be present when the next injection begins. To assess the impact of slow fuel

removal, HSV recording were taken after 40 injections when continuously injecting

(Figure 6.10).

At 40MPa IP the fuel accumulates from each injection, amalgamating into one

large fuel film that coats the entire nozzle (Figure 6.10). Fuel wetted the nozzle
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 1.0 ms aEOI  1.0 ms aEOI

1:64 skip fire Continuous injection

180°CA aTDC 180°CA aTDC

Figure 6.10: Two images of the sooted nozzle surface at low injection pressure short
injection duration conditions (Log 2.01). Both images are after 40 injections, yet a 1:64 skip
cycle is used for the left image while the injector on the right has been fired continuously.
The right image shows a large degree of fuel accumulation causing fuel to coat the entire
nozzle.

shoulder after only 40 injections and it is believed it would have passed onto the

nozzle shaft if numerous more injections had been performed (this was not tested

due to a risk of reducing visibility through the optical piston bowl). Park et al.

showed the accumulation of fuel over multiple continuous injections on a GDI en-

gine [172]. They found a plateau in the accumulated fuel volume after only 5 cycles.

As the film areas increase, the surface areas also increase which promotes evapora-

tion. At a certain film size the evaporation rate could balance with the deposition

rate. However, the heavier components in diesel would reduce the evaporation rate,

leading to a greater degree of accumulation required before an equilibrium may be

reached.

Accumulating fuel would resides over multiple injections and is therefore subject

to the conditions imposed at all engine timings. Residence through multiple com-

bustion events and the associated high pressures and temperatures would promote

fuel degradation [78]. The large area of the film and its prolonged presence may

increase the potential adherence of combustion products. Evaporation will remove

the lighter components of the fuel at a faster rate to the heavier components [260],
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increasing viscosity and vapour saturation temperature. The films surrounding the

orifices could also influence the highly calibrated spray dynamics during the injec-

tion phases. These potential effect are exclusive to low IP short duration injections;

however, operation of a road-bound vehicle involves cycling through numerous op-

erating points with great diversity in injection parameters. It is therefore pertinent

that conditions susceptible to this behaviour are identified so that OEMs can ensure

their avoidance.

6.3 Film bubbling

Fuel films bubble on the injector nozzle surface and bubbles are transported out of

the nozzle by overspilling fuel [114]. The bubbling behaviour and bubble morpholo-

gies considerably differs with timing and operating conditions, yet the phenomena is

observed in almost all cases on the BOE and the RRCM. The bubbles collapse later

in the cycle with the capability of projecting liquid structures into the cylinder. An

investigation follows into the causes, disparities and implications of bubbling events.

6.3.1 Feasibility study on boiling

A discussion regarding the feasibility of a bulk phase transfer is given as it has the ca-

pacity to induce all of the bubbling events observed. Bubbling is primarily observed

during the expansion stroke, yet the in-cylinder conditions are more favourable to

boiling later in the engine cycle. The ICP is lower during the exhaust and intake

strokes, reducing the vapour saturation temperature, with the nozzle maintaining

a similar temperature due to the high density metals used. When visualising the

consecutive motored cycles in which films are still present, bubbling does not occur

despite the in-cylinder conditions being identical to those during bubbling on the

first cycle. These visual findings led to further quantitative investigations.

The feasibility of boiling on the RRCM is assessed for Log 1.011. The operating
1Log 1.01: TDC injection timing, 0.6 ms injection duration, DW10B injector, 50; 150 MPa

injection pressure, 5MPa peak motored in-cylinder pressure (hyperlinked to table).
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point is comparable to BOE test-points and shows pronounced bubbling. A single

component fuel (n-dodecane) was used with a known vapour saturation tempera-

ture aiding the evaluation. The average nozzle tip temperature was measured by

the instrumented DW10B injector as 405K, at which the vapour saturation pres-

sure required for a bulk phase transition is 0.008MPa [256] (the minimum ICP being

0.1MPa). The true, maximum nozzle tip temperature would have been greater than

the measured average but lower than the maximum gas temperature. The thermo-

dynamic model predicts a bulk gas temperature of 650 K at TDC, with 5MPa ICP.

The corresponding vapour saturation temperature at this conditions is 1.63MPa

[256], thus a bulk transition of dodecane is not possible at any engine timing and

the bubbling is not caused by boiling.

The feasibility of boiling is also assessed on the BOE at 5MPa PMICP ambient

intake temperature (Log 2.082). The evaluation is more challenging since a multi-

component fuel is used (RF79 diesel) and the vapour saturation data is not known.

Predicting the heating, evaporation and phase transition of RF79 would require

complex models and robust input conditions, hence it is not within the scope of this

study. Instead, two surrogate fuels are used to explore the potential phase transition,

n-dodecane and octane. Dodecane has a carbon number analogous to the average of

most diesel fuels, thus its chemical and physical properties will be similar. Octane

is the most volatile component in diesel with a mass fraction above trace (roughly

0.3% [261]).

The nozzle tip temperature was measured by an internal thermocouple (Log 2.08)

embedded into the DFI 1.3 injector nozzle (Section 3.3.3), giving an average tem-

perature of 384K. At this temperature the vapour saturation pressure of dodecane

is 0.0033MPa [256] and 0.065MPa for octane [262], both being much lower than the

lowest ICP during the cycle of 0.18MPa. The injector body was surrounded by a

coolant duct at a temperature of 357K, minimising the variation in nozzle tip tem-

perature. The finding from both test-beds show that boiling is unlikely during the
2Log 2.08: 0.45 ms injection duration at -12°CA, DFI1.3 injector, 40 MPa injection pressure,

5 MPa peak motored in-cylinder pressure (hyperlinked to table).
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cycle, even at engine timings with minimal vapour saturation temperature (when

the exhaust or intake valves are open). Since the bubbling takes place at engine

timings least susceptible to boiling (due to the high vapour saturation temperatures

at increased ICPs), it can be concluded that the bubbles do not form as a result of

bulk phase transition.

6.3.2 Bubbling regimes

Three bubbling phenomena are identified in the BOE study) with distinct timings

and visual characteristics, demonstrating contrasting underlying processes. Evi-

dence of the regimes was also given in the RRCM study with high frequencies of

occurrence on both test-beds. Numerous bubbles were observed emerging from the

orifices, leading to large agglomerations of bubbles that coalesced and grew (agglom-

erate bubbling). Significantly smaller bubbles arose from the nozzle surface (corona

bubbling). Singular bubbles situated above the orifices were also identified, formed

from emerging in-nozzle gas, encapsulated by films that covered the orifice exits

(orifice bubbles). Segregation of these distinct regimes is critical to avoid confusion

over bubbling processes, causes and their implications on engine operation.

The bubbling events occurred during periods of considerable in-cylinder density

gradients remaining from combustion, distorting the images. Therefore it was too

challenging to apply image processing methods for accurately detecting the start

and end timings. Consequently, the timings presented for each regime have been

taken manually for the low PMICT test-points (Logs 2.01-2.03).

Orifice bubble [21°CA aTDC– EVO]

Singular bubbles were regularly observed situated at the orifice exits, releasing

droplets into the cylinder when they collapsed (Figure 6.11). After the injection

event the nozzle is filled with a mixture of residing liquid fuel and ingested gas (Sec-

tion 5.3). Numerical investigations by Aleiferis et al. demonstrated the contraction

of fuel within the orifice channel, forming a slug that traps gas behind it [117]. They
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found that both the slug and gas moved out of the orifice as the in-cylinder pressure

decreased, however there were high dependencies on the models employed (partic-

ularly for cavitation and evaporation). In the present study the in-orifice contents

were also observed emerging from the orifice exits into the cylinder (Section 6.1).

The emerging fuel frequently forms films that cover the orifice exits (Figure 6.12).

When trapped gas expands behind the films covering the exit, the film encapsulates

the gas in the form of a bubble. If the bubble maintains its position at the orifice

exit, subsequent emerging gas pockets may coalesce with the orifice bubble, increas-

ing its size. Further growth occurs as the ICP drops and the gas contained in the

bubble expands.

79°CA aTDC 

A

82°CA aTDC 

B

84°CA aTDC 

C

86°CA aTDC 

D

89°CA aTDC 

E

92°CA aTDC 

F

Figure 6.11: Image sequence depicting the timings and visual traits of a typical orifice
bubble, its collapse and resulting droplet projection. The sooted nozzle is used on the BOE
with 100 MPa injection pressure (Log 2.02). The scale in image C denotes 0.5 mm. The
low peak in-cylinder pressure of 4 MPa for this cycle enhanced visualisation at this timing
by inhibiting the gas density gradients.

In the present investigations, orifice bubbles are observed whenever overspill is

occurring, giving them a range of onset timings analogous to the overspill, from

21°CA aTDC. The bubbling is closely associated with the overspill, since the emer-

gence of the gas filling the bubble has the same underlying mechanism: the expan-
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A B C

D E F

60°CA aTDC 66°CA aTDC 72°CA aTDC

78°CA aTDC 84°CA aTDC 90°CA aTDC

Figure 6.12: An image sequence depicting a typical orifice bubble on the RRCM (Log 1.01
at 50 MPa injection pressure). The scale in imageC denotes 0.5 mm. The emerging gas
gets encapsulated in a film covering the orifice. Two airborne droplets are released into the
cylinder during its collapse.

sion of orifice-trapped gas, dislodging the in-orifice contents. The expulsion of gas

from the orifices provides additional evidence that gas expands in the nozzle and

forces trapped fuel out onto the surface (Section 6.1). If the trapped gas causing the

overspill is from gas ingestion then the orifice bubbles would likely contain nozzle

ingested gas.

Bubbles that resided until (or occurred at) the end of the expansion stroke col-

lapsed at EVO, due to the sudden increase in in-cylinder gas velocities as the cylinder

pressure equalised with the exhaust. Orifice bubbles did not appear after Exhaust

Valve Opening (EVO) since a negative in-cylinder pressure differential no longer

existed, required to draw the in-orifice contents out into the cylinder (Section 6.1).

The orifice bubbles were observed under all conditions tested on both test-beds,

being dependent on the presence of overspill. Hence, for conditions in which overspill

was promoted, orifice bubbles were also promoted. On the RRCM the frequency was

manually measured for Log 1.01 at 50 and 150 MPa injection pressure (Section 4.2).

When increasing the injection pressure the frequency reduced from 57.4% to 17.7%.

Lower IP is conducive of high fuel-gas ratios in the orifices after the injection event

(Section 6.1). Therefore, the frequency of bubble formation is greater when gas is
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trapped by a slug of fuel in the orifice channel, forming the bubble membrane as the

gas is expulsed. However, the frequency is measured and not the total gas volume,

thus a higher IP could produce larger but less frequent bubbles.

As an orifice bubble grows, the encapsulating liquid membrane thins and the ratio

between internal and outer pressures increases [139]. Consequently, susceptibility to

instabilities induced by the surrounding environment escalates. When the surface

tension no longer prevails over the environmentally induced instabilities (primarily

instigated by nearby in-cylinder gas flow), the bubble’s membrane tears, resulting in

the bubble collapse. Collapse of the orifice bubbles propelled more liquid fuel into

the cylinder than any other post-injection phenomena. As the encasing membrane

detaches from the nozzle surface it contracts into a large ligament situated in place

of the bubbles centre (Figure 6.11F). The unstable ligaments oscillate, normally

splitting into 2 large droplets (restoring stability).

Corona bubbling [43 – 89°CA aTDC]

Fuel films are normally present on the nozzle surface throughout the expansion

stroke, primarily caused by expansion overspill (Section 6.1). The fuel films are ini-

tially clear, appearing darker than the surrounding surface since the smooth liquid-

gas interface reflects light away from the camera. Rings of higher intensity pixels

appeared within the nozzle-bound films at 43°CA aTDC (measured average) on both

test-beds; circling the orifices (Figure 6.13). The proportion of light scattered into

the imaging plane from the film gradually increases, perceived as greater pixel in-

tensities (Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14). The cloudy regions in the fuel films develop

into distinguishable bubbles as the gas pockets grow and coalesce, giving the ap-

pearance of nucleate boiling (Figure 6.14F). The bubbles break when they reach a

size approximated between 5 and 20 µm.

The bubbles tend to situate in the thickest part of the film, away from the film

periphery and orifice, appearing to maintain an attachment to the surface. There is

no indication of bubble or fuel transition from the respective orifice throughout the

events, demonstrated by the continuous orifice glare in Figure 6.13. The phenomena
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is referred to as corona bubbling due to its crown-like appearance, situated around

the orifices (Figure 6.13). The frequency of the corona bubbling was manually

obtained in the RRCM study as 8.7% and 23.7% for 50MPa and 150MPa IP.

48°CA aTDC 

A

60°CA aTDC 57°CA aTDC 

51°CA aTDC 54°CA aTDC 

63°CA aTDC 

D E F

CB

Figure 6.13: An image sequence of a representative corona bubbling event. The contin-
uous orifice reflection indicates that no fuel emerges from the orifice during this period.
A 40MPa injection pressure and 4 MPa peak motored in-cylinder pressure is used on the
BOE (Log 2.02). The scale in image C denotes 0.5 mm.

A B C

D E F

39°CA aTDC 44°CA aTDC 48°CA aTDC

53°CA aTDC 57°CA aTDC 62°CA aTDC

Figure 6.14: An image sequence depicting a typical corona bubbling event on the RRCM
(Log 1.01 at 50 MPa injection pressure). Microscopic bubbles form making the film appear
cloudy. The gas pockets grow until individual bubbles can be identified. The scale in
image C denotes 0.5 mm.

The corona bubbling timings were taken manually on the BOE, via visual in-

spection of each HSV recordings at 4, 5 and 6MPa PMICP (Logs 2.01-2.03). The

average onset time at which the rings were first detectable was 43°CA aTDC with

a standard deviation of 7°CA. All of the bubbles would suddenly collapsed within a
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few crank angles (or from amalgamation with bubbles emerging from the orifices).

An average collapse timing of 89°CA aTDC was obtained with a standard deviation

of 6°CA. The low standard deviation across all engine conditions investigated and

the short collapse duration, suggests a sudden change in the in-cylinder conditions

that instigates the collapse event. This could be an increase in gas turbulence at

a specific piston displacement or the in-cylinder pressure dropping below the gas

solubility criteria; yet the true cause is not known. When altering the PMICP the

end-timing varied by 3°CA, statistically insignificant compared to the standard devi-

ation. There is a high rate of ICP reduction at 90°CA aTDC which may correspond

to a high bubble growth rate. It is proposed that the large gas expansion causes

the bubbles to detached from the surface which destabilises them, resulting in their

collapse, but further research is paramount.

The possibility of boiling was refuted in Section 6.3.1. Overspill is frequently

absent throughout the events so the microscopic bubbles are not transported out of

the orifices with overspilling fuel (Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14). Hence, there are

two potential mechanisms left which may induce the event:

• Air may dissolve into the fuel during passage through the high pressure pump-

ing system. The gas would then precipitate out of the fuel when the ICP drops

to a specified pressure (depending on the instantaneous ICP).

• As the fuel films spread across the nozzle they may trap microscopic pockets

of gas in small surface crevices. The gas would then expand and coalesce as

the ICP drops (depending on the ICP differential).

The static positioning of the bubbles suggesting attachment to the surface is indica-

tive of both potential processes (Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14). The surface would

provide nucleation sites for gas precipitation and trapped gas would expands out

from the surface crevices.

The precipitation of dissolved air is reliant on Henry’s law, stating “the mass

of a dissolved gas is proportional to its partial pressure in the gas phase” [263].

The 43°CA aTDC onset timing on the RRCM corresponds to an ICP of 2MPa for a
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PMICP of 5MPa. Calculations made using data from [264] show that the mass frac-

tion of air that can be dissolved in dodecane drops from 0.013 to 0.003 airg / dodecaneg

between TDC and the characteristic onset timing. This large decrease in air solubil-

ity could explain why the surface film first becomes cloudy, as this is what would be

observed if dissolved air became supersaturated prior to the onset of precipitation.

The PMICP should impact the temporal decrease in gas solubility throughout

the expansion stroke, yet there was a variation <3°CA in corona bubbling onset

timings when varying the PMICP. Furthermore, gas precipitation should occur in

any region in which there is fuel, yet the clouding and bubbling appears at specific

sites in the films (Figure 6.13 and Figure 6.14).

Crevice trapped gas expansion would also be expected across the entire wetted

surfaces. The bubble-less region of the film resembled the area of spray wetting

that occurred prior. The pre-wetting impact of the spray wetting may inhibit the

fuel’s passage across the top of the crevices and instigate its transition inside them,

removing the gas. There is also a possibility that the spreading rate or nozzle surface

texture varied as the film spread, leading to the situational behaviour. Conversely,

a rougher surface with multiple pores as elicited by the pre-sooting of the DFI 1.3

should present more crevices for the nanoscopic gas pockets to reside. However the

intensity of the event appeared greater in the RRCM experiments (Figure 6.13 and

Figure 6.14).

In summary, there is evidence to suggest that crevice trapped gas expansion is the

leading mechanisms yet there is also evidence to refute it, thus a reliable conclusion

cannot be reached. Further research is recommended possibly using degassed fuels

and varied gas solubility properties.

Agglomerate bubbling [68°CA aTDC– EVO]

The low injection pressure and short injection duration conditions on the BOE

(Logs 2.01-2.06 at 40MPa IP), conducive of the fuel accumulation (Section 6.2),

led to numerous larger bubbles amalgamating into large agglomerations of bubbles

within the films (Figure 6.15). Its exclusivity to low IP, short duration injections
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indicates a relation to the in-orifice contents after the dribble event, possibly re-

sulting from a different cavitation regime (discussed in section 6.2). The bubbling

regime was not identified on the RRCM using analogous operating conditions; there-

fore, the behaviour is potentially attributed to the different internal nozzle geometry

of the Delphi DFI 1.3, impacting the in-orifice contents after the injection phases.

However, the contrasting behaviour could also result from the differences in fuel

properties (n-dodecane compared to RF79).

In a previous publication the bubbles were found to emerge from within the

nozzle [114], similarly to the orifice bubbles (Section 6.3.2). This is supported by

visual inspections performed here. The bubbling regime may constitute much more

pronounced orifice bubbling event, in which each orifice bubble is moved across

the surface by another orifice bubble forming behind it. Agglomerate bubbling

commenced much later than corona bubbling and orifice bubbles, manually measured

as 68°CA aTDC with a large standard deviation of 17°CA. The delayed onset may

result from the amount of bubble expansion required within the nozzle prior to

emergence into the surface.

The source of the in-orifice gas encapsulated in the agglomerating bubbles is not

confirmed. Figure 6.15 demonstrates the minimal difference in agglomerate bub-

bling when varying the PMICT (apart from a slight increase in immediate spread-

ing), further refuting in-nozzle boiling as a primary cause. The residing in-orifice

contents, governing the overspill (Section 6.1) and the formation of orifice bubbles

(Section 6.3.2) is likely to also cause the agglomerate bubbling. The ingestion of

in-cylinder gas has been demonstrated in other studies [3, 5, 6, 106] and is proposed

as the instigator of the overspill that transports the bubbles out onto the surface

(Section 6.1).

The projected area of the agglomerating bubbles was measured using the im-

age processing methods described in Section 4.3.7 (Figure 6.16). Illumination non-

uniformities and refraction through the viewing path prevented application of the

detection methods before 90°CA aTDC which meant corona bubbling was not de-

tected. A mask across the orifices stopped detection of the orifice bubbles, thus
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Figure 6.15: Two image sequences of the entire nozzle at 737 and 772± 10 K peak motored
in-cylinder temperatures (Logs 2.01& 2.04). A low injection pressure of 40 MPa and short
injection duration causes numerous large bubble to form and grow within the surface-bound
fuel films. The scale in imageC denotes 1 mm. There is a slight increase in spreading rate
at the higher in-cylinder temperature condition, but otherwise the bubbling behaviour is
almost identical.

only agglomerate bubbling was measured by the programme; exclusively during low

IP short duration conditions. The bubble agglomeration area reached a maximum

prior to 90°CA aTDC, so only the collapse dynamics could be analysed (Figure 6.16).

Since there was little data for the 40MPa IP test-points, high variance between ori-

fices and similar behaviour between PMICPs, the data for all conditions has been

combined providing a more reliable trend. The shape of the bubble area evolution

strongly correlates with the ICP (Figure 6.16), despite the expectation of bubble

expansion as the ICP drops. The relationship is explained by the amplified in-

stabilities as the bubbles grow during ICP reduction, leading to their subsequent

collapse. By the time of EVO and equalisation with the exhaust pressure, the ma-

jority of agglomerations had collapsed (Figure 6.16), thus the EVO is used as the

end timings.

The bubbles grew as the ICP dropped whilst coalescing until their size inhibited
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Figure 6.16: The average total projected bubble area in pixels per orifice for all 40MPa
injection pressure injections on the BOE (Logs 2.01-2.03). Only agglomerate bubbling is
measured from 90°CA aTDC onwards. The motored in-cylinder pressure and the exhaust
valve opening time is also given, indicating a correlation between the projected bubble area
and in-cylinder pressure.

them from contending with the instabilities imposed from in-cylinder gas interac-

tions, as well as their own weight. Their collapse induced localised pressure fluctua-

tions that presented further instabilities for neighbouring bubbles, leading to further

collapse events [114]. They frequently projected fuel into the cylinder through var-

ious size and shape liquid structures (Figure 6.17). The degree of airborne fuel

projection was similar to that caused by the orifice bubbles, yet the exclusivity of

the event to specific conditions suggest its impact on engine performance to be less

severe.

6.3.3 Fuel projection

The collapse of orifice bubbles (Figure 6.11) and bubble agglomerations (Figure 6.17)

frequently released large droplets into the cylinder. Collapse of the bubble forma-

tions removed a relatively small proportion of the surface-bound fuel from the nozzle,

subsequently propelling it into the cylinder. When the airborne fluid structures were
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Figure 6.17: Image sequence depicting the collapse and subsequent droplet projection of a
bubble agglomeration. The scale in image C denotes 0.5 mm. The agglomeration is induced
using a low injection pressure (40 MPa) with a 0.45ms injection duration (Log 2.01).

approximately �125 µm or larger they underwent further splitting into smaller, more

stable droplets. The similarities to a Rayleigh break-up regime suggest high surface

tension with respect to the viscosity in an absence of aerodynamic forces [265, 266].

The fluid structures present localised fuel rich regions that are never exposed to a

flame, potentially contributing towards UHC emissions or cylinder deposits [101].

To determine the impact that the projected droplets have on engine emissions,

their sizes, velocities and trajectories were automatically measured in the BOE study

(Section 4.3.8). Visualisations were impeded by high gas density gradients prior

to 90°CAaTDC, so measurements were not possible prior to this timing. Further

uncertainties arose from airborne droplets passing over films and bubbles. The few

droplets tracked per video and the aforementioned uncertainties limited the reliable

identification of trends with regard to the operating conditions. Consequently the

droplet data has been combined for all conditions tested.

90 droplets were identified over the 14 test conditions each with 4 HSV recordings

(Logs 2.01-2.06), giving an average of 1.6 droplets identified per cycle investigated

(after 90°CAaTDC). The average diameter of the droplets was 97 µm ±20 µm stan-

dard deviation. By assuming droplet sphericity, an average droplet volume can be

approximated as 4.8×10-4 µL. Therefore, over the 56 cycles investigated there was

more than 0.042µL of airborne fuel released into the cylinder (if assuming fuel was
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also released prior to 90°CAaTDC) through bubble collapse. At a low engine speed

of 1000 rpm, it equates to over 0.74µL unburnt airborne fuel per minute. Using the

engine geometric parameters an gas properties, this value converts to approximately

2.05 ppm UHC emissions.
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Figure 6.18: Wide field of view image of the DFI1.3(C) injector nozzle showing the
position of the nozzle in relation to the valves on the optical engine. A protractor is
overlaid around the nozzle with red arrows and a shaded area depicting the average and
spread of droplet trajectories.

The average droplet trajectory was -120° clockwise from the top of the viewing

plane with 40° standard deviation. Figure 6.18 depicts a wide field of view image

of the injectors position in the viewing plane with the locations of the neighbouring

valves. A protractor is overlaid around the nozzle with red arrows showing the aver-

age droplet trajectory and a shaded region giving the ± SD. The direction measured

is towards the closest of the two exhaust valves suggesting coincidence with the sur-

rounding gas flow either travelling out of the intake valves or towards the exhaust.

The result provides evidence that the droplets are drawn toward the exhaust valves,

but there is a potential of impingement prior to entering the exhaust.

An average velocity of 26ms-1 was measured with a standard deviation of 59 ms-1
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indicating frequent low and high speed droplets, possibly relating to different en-

gine timings. The higher velocity, larger droplets would have greater potential of

impingement, due to the larger force required from the surrounding air to maintain

their coincidence with the gas flow path. If drawn towards the exhaust valves there

is a high likelihood of their impingement on either the valves or seats when being

diverted by the valve curtain; potentially leading to deposits on the stem and seat

[260].

6.4 In-nozzle pressure cycling

Two fluid phenomena were intermittently identified in the RRCM study towards

the end of the engine cycles. Fuel was observed oscillating and overspilling from the

orifices as the ICP increased. The low frequency of occurrence and the absence in

the BOE study questions the versatility and validity of the phenomena across varied

operating parameters. However, the phenomena provide insights into the in-orifice

contents as the following cycle approaches.

6.4.1 Film oscillation

After the end of the expansion stroke there is very little activity in and around

the orifices until the following injection event. However, fuel can occasionally be

observed moving in and out of the orifices by the displacement of a high intensity

reflection from the liquid-gas boundary (Figure 6.19). The phenomenon is thought

to be a result of the high velocity in-cylinder gas motion during the compression

stroke, leading to a pressure drop in the vicinity of some orifices. Since the nozzle

is a VCO type, the orifices are not connected through a sac, and therefore this

effect cannot be due to internal sloshing from differential pressure fields along the

perimeter of the nozzle (such as those noted by Eagle & Musculus [82]).

Manually documenting the oscillation events (Section 4.2) gave characteristic

lower-upper quartiles of onset times between 180–81°CAbTDC (for a TDC injec-

tion). Occurrence frequencies of 0.3% and 1.1% were obtained for 50 and 150MPa
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Figure 6.19: Image sequence depicting the oscillation of fuel within the orifice in
the RRCM study. The event is identifiable by the motion of the high intensity reflec-
tion of the incident light from the liquid interface, creating a point of saturation in the
high-speed images. The scale in image E denotes 0.5 mm. The oscillation event started
considerably earlier than the first image presented.

IPs respectively. The rarity of this phenomenon reduces the reliability of the cor-

relations identified. Nevertheless, these observations provide some new information

regarding the in-orifice contents prior to the subsequent injection. The oscillation

must be caused by compression and expansion of the in-orifice contents, yet the fuel

is relatively incompressible. Therefore gas must reside within the nozzle throughout

the entire cycle, trapped behind the fuel. Since a liquid fuel interface is identified

within the orifices during the compression stroke and both expansion overspill and

interface oscillation is observed for the same orifice of the same cycle, the expansion

overspill event does not always remove all of the fuel from the nozzle. The residing

fuel is in the liquid phase and because the pressure is increasing (thus increasing the

vapour saturation temperature) it should remain as a liquid until the subsequent

injection, impacting the SOI event [7].

We can anticipate that the fluid motion would be more pronounced with sac

nozzles, but for the present study of a VCO nozzle there were no incidences of

film formation as a result of the oscillating motion. Any spilling on the compres-

sion stroke happened later on and closer to TDC, as described in the subsequent

subsection.
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6.4.2 Compression overspill

Prior to the subsequent TDC, fluid is occasionally observed overspilling from the

orifices (Figure 6.20) with a median onset time of 352°CA (manually obtained using

methods discussed in Section 4.2). The emerging fuel appears to either be a mix of

fuel and vapour, or vaporising as it emerges. However, further evidence is essential

as the visual appearance of the fluid might be an illusion from the incident beam

reflection. Eagle & Musculus [82] have described fluid discharging from the orifices

during the compression stroke, associating it with valve motion, which they referred

to as ‘blow-down dribble’. Although the RRCM did not incorporate valves, the peak

in-cylinder gas velocities occurring near TDC may contribute to a process similar

to the one they identified.

338°CA aTDC   

A DCB E

339°CA aTDC   341°CA aTDC   342°CA aTDC   343°CA aTDC   

Figure 6.20: An image sequence of an overspill event occurring during the compression
stroke in the RRCM study. The scale in image E denotes 0.5mm. Fuel emerges from the
orifice then forms a film on the nearby surface.

The overspill of fuel during the compression stroke occurs within a very short,

specific time-frame (interquartile range of 351-359°CAaTDC), indicating a primary

dependency on the in-cylinder conditions. The small amount of variation in onset

time when varying the injection timing further supports this statement. However,

the phenomena is not entirely independent of the injection event and resulting in-

nozzle conditions, since higher injection pressures reduced the frequency of occur-

rence from 3% at 50MPa IP to 0% at 150 MPa IP. Similarly to the other phenomena

discussed, the compression overspill has a strong dependence on the proportions of

gas and liquid inside the nozzle after injection, which strongly depends on the in-

jection pressure (Section 6.1). If a large amount of fuel resides in the orifices after
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injection, as is the case at low IPs, there is less gas to completely push all of the fuel

out during the expansion stroke.

It is speculated that the process is dependent on the in-cylinder gas flow motion

around the injector tip, as proposed by Eagle and Musculus [82]. It appears that

this flow motion around the injector tip is present for the entire compression stroke,

first inducing the in-channel fluid oscillations shortly after BDC (Section 6.4.1), then

causing the fuel overspill while approaching TDC. If the local gas flow influence is

the sole mechanism, it suggests that the localised turbulence increases in magnitude

as the cylinder volume reduces. This would be expected, since the total momentum

within this flow field is not likely to reduce, it is likely to be maintained or even

increased due to the piston motion [252]. Furthermore, the density of the in-cylinder

gas increases, accentuating the effects of gas-fuel interactions. Compression of the

medium would mean this momentum is distributed over a smaller region, increasing

the effect it has on the in-nozzle liquid.

6.5 The consecutive start of injection event

All transient phenomena discussed in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 govern the gas-fuel

mixture within the orifice channels [117]. The quotient of fuel and gas that resides

until the end of the cycle influences the start of the subsequent injections [7, 109].

There is some evidence that even the orientation of the gas and fuel residing in the

nozzle affects the SOI dynamics [115, 117, 177], posing considerable challenges when

constructing computational / numerical models. To determine the in-nozzle contents

and their impact on the SOI phase, the SOI events are visualised while varying the

operating conditions.

6.5.1 Orifice contents prior to injection

Most tests employed a skip cycle sequence for scavenging purposes. The HSV record-

ings comprised of a full injecting cycle, followed by the first 30°CA of the subsequent

motored cycle. During the expansion stroke of the second cycle recorded in a HSV,
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A) 744.6°CA aTDC B) 745.8°CA aTDC C) 747.0°CA aTDC D) 748.2°CA aTDC E) 749.4°CA aTDC

Figure 6.21: An overspill event occurring at the start of a motored cycle that follows an
injecting cycle. The event is typical for the clean nozzle yet rare when coating the surface
with soot. The conditions used in the prior cycle correspond to Log 2.10 at 40 MPa injection
pressure. The scale in image E denotes 0.5 mm. The observation provides evidence of fuel
residing within the orifices until the following cycle.

a second expansion overspill event sometimes occurred, despite the absence of an

injection (Figure 6.21). The observation provides clear evidence that fuel may re-

side in the nozzle until the subsequent injection event (unless re-ingestion of fuel

occurs). It also further confirms the dependence of the expansion overspill on the

ICP gradient.

When using the sooted DFI 1.3 injector (Section 3.3.4), in the BOE study the

occurrence frequency of a second overspill event was approximately 5%. However,

when using the clean injector DFI 1.3 (Section 3.3.2, Log 2.10) a secondary expansion

overspill event occurred in all instances. It is speculated that the fuel soaks into the

sooted coating and its motion from gas interactions is inhibited (Section 6.2.2),

minimising / preventing re-ingestion of the fuel into the nozzle later in the cycle.

However, additional analyses are required to confirm these statements.

6.5.2 Start of injection regimes

The SOI events occurred over very short time frames with a maximum of one frame

capturing the spray tip per HSV recording. Microsecond differences in image-spray

synchronisation led to various spray tip positions being captured in the images

(the maximum jitter was measure as 25 ns). Consequently, several images of varied

SOI behaviours have been cherry picked (Figure 6.22). The limited data available

prevents a complete analysis regarding the dependencies on operating conditions,
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Figure 6.22: Several images of different start of injection dynamics resulting from vari-
ations in the gas, vapour and air mixture within the orifices prior to the injection event.
The events were cherry-picked due to the limited events captured. Images A and B depict
parcels of fluid being projected in front of the emerging jets after several motored cycles.
Image C demonstrates a liquid head induced by fuel remaining after a pilot injection. Im-
ages D and E show vaporous heads at the tips of the liquid columns with Image F a large
prematurely injected structures, all when continuously injecting. The Logs references used
correspond to test-points in the RRCM study.

yet there are some relationships that can be deduced.

Parcels of fuel are propelled in front of the emerging spray plumes in Fig-

ure 6.22A &B. The event is similar to that demonstrated by Manin et al. in which it

was attributed to small fuel pockets residing within the nozzle prior to injection [5].

However, 63 motored cycles took place prior to the SOI events presented; expected

to remove any fuel through the repeated expansion and contraction of gas outside

the orifice channels. Yet if no gas resided behind the residing fuel, equalisation with

the in-nozzle contents during the expansion strokes may not provide enough of a

dislodging force to remove the fuel. Conversely, the event may not depend on fuel

residing in the orifices from the previous injections. The leading fuel structures may

be induced by vortex behaviour at the tip of the emerging jets, creating a slip-stream

that propels the fuel forwards [7].

The mushroom of fuel presented in Figure 6.22C was exclusive and consistent
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when a pilot took place prior to the visualised injection (investigated at 40 and

100MPa IP). After the pilot injection there is almost certainly fuel left inside the

orifice channel, demonstrated by the high frequency of expansion overspill events for

all conditions (Section 6.1). A similar observation is made by Crua et al. at 40MPa

injection pressure when injecting into a vessel at ambient gas pressure [7]. They

concluded that the behaviour was a result of the initial acceleration of the emerging

fuel combined with laminar flow conditions at the nozzle exit. The radial expansion

being induced by a balloon effect in which the head is filled by the fuel approaching

behind it, stabilised through surface tension. It is suggested that the laminar flow

conditions at the orifice exit required for this behaviour is not achieved when the

orifice is not initially filled with fuel, as is the case when following a pilot injection.

This has been found in numerical studies by Aleiferis et al. and Gavaises et al. in

which mushroom formations were only simulated if the nozzles were initially full of

fuel [115, 117]. The behaviour was highly repeatable and could be used to validate

numerical models incorporating VCO nozzles and pilot injections. Pilot injections

are now fairly standard in modern engines so the SOI behaviour observed is thought

to be most representative.

When continuously injecting, the cycle-cycle and orifice-orifice variations in SOI

dynamics are amplified (Figure 6.22). This is potentially due to the variations

in transient near-nozzle and in-orifice behaviours occurring throughout the cycle.

Figure 6.22F depicts a fuel parcel being expelled in front of the main spray plume,

commonly observed when continuously injecting. The sudden pressure jump as the

needle valve opens must expel the in-orifice contents before the spray plume can

emerge. The shape and dynamics of the pre-injected mixtures were always different,

clearly dictated by the orientation of the residing fuel and gas in the orifice channels

prior to injection. Pre-injection were only observed when continuously injecting,

demonstrating that the skip-cycle sequences normally employed were not always

representative.

Images Figure 6.22D&E depict vaporous heads at the tip of the emerging jets,

indicating that the orifices were filled with fuel vapour prior to injection. The source
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of the vapour is not known since the in-cylinder conditions are not favourable to a

bulk phase transition. The events resemble those described by Crua et al. in which

vaporous vortexes were induced at the tips on the jets [7]. It is believed that these

images are the first documentation of this behaviour in an operating engine. The

behaviour always occurred in all orifices for the observed cycle.

6.6 Post-injection phenomenology and key findings

6.6.1 Key findings

The investigations in this chapter led to the following observations:

• Fuel residing after the injection event emerges from the orifices due to the

pressure drop during the expansion stroke. In-orifice gas, trapped by the fuel,

expands as it equalises with the in-cylinder gas forcing the fuel out and onto

the nozzle surface.

• The frequency and amount of nozzle wetting caused by the overspill event is

considerably greater than that due to spray wetting (Section 4.3.3). Conse-

quently, films residing on the nozzle surface throughout an engine cycle will

probably consist of overspilt fuel (never exposed to a combustion flame) rather

than fuel from spray wetting.

• The post-injection phenomena discussed all showed strong associations with

the in-orifice contents after the injection event, governed by the dribble dy-

namics. The primary dependency of the in-orifice fuel volume after the dribble

event is the inertia of the fuel during the dribble event (varied by injection

pressure and injection duration).

• The dominant mechanism for the removal of fuel from the nozzle was evap-

orating vapour, yet some fuel was also removed in the liquid state as bubble

formations collapsed. Both of these phenomena were most pronounced during

the exhaust stroke.
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• Airborne fuel droplets and the evaporated fuel vapour travelled towards the

exhaust valves, possibly reducing after-treatment durability or contributing

towards UHC emissions.

• Low injection pressure (40MPa), short duration (0.45ms) injections resulted

in significantly more nozzle tip wetting (≈8 ×). Due to the abundance of nozzle

bound fuel at this condition, the spreading rate was greater than the evapora-

tion rate, leading to large fuel films residing until the end of the cycle. When

continuously injecting, fuel accumulated on the nozzle surface with each injec-

tion, potentially deteriorating engine performance.

• Three distinct film bubbling regimes were identified, each with diverse de-

pendencies, timings and underlying processes. Singular bubbles form across

the orifice exits, referred to as orifice bubbles; microscopic bubbles grew from

the film to surface boundary in rings surrounding the orifices; when employ-

ing low injection pressures, multiple larger bubbles emerged from the orifices.

Amalgamating into agglomerations on the surrounding surface.

• Fuel may reside within the nozzle until the consecutive injection event as both

liquid and vapour. When using a pilot injection, the orifice channels will be

full of liquid fuel when the next injection begins. The volume and orientation

of the fuel in the orifice channels has a considerable impact on the following

start of injection event.

It should be noted that these results are specific to convergent VCO type nozzles,

and further investigations are required for sac type nozzles.

6.6.2 The delayed wetting phenomenological model

The discussion throughout this chapter has led to the identification and exploration

of several key phenomena and phases regarding the behaviour of surface-bound fuel

films throughout the engine cycle. A conceptual model of the typical film phenom-

ena is presented to summarise the findings and proposed terminology (Figure 6.23).
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Each of the processes had characteristic timings depending on the environmental

conditions, apart from the film evaporation which is thought to occur at any point

in which films were present (differing with respect to gas pressure and tempera-

ture). The corresponding periods for each of the events was obtained through a

combinations of manual and automated methods, aiding elucidation of the mecha-

nisms inducing them. The majority of the phenomena included are validated over a

large range of operating conditions and engine parameters, yet some were found to

be exclusive for specific circumstances; for instance, the fuel oscillation and delayed

overspill were not identified on the BOE. A short description of each event is also

listed:

C) Corona
bubbling

40°CA

B) Orifice
bubble

A) Expansion
overspill

30°CA

D) Agglomerate
bubbling

H) Compression
overspill

G) Fuel
oscillation

F) Film
evapouration

E) Droplet
projection

70°CA
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Figure 6.23: A conceptual model of the film dynamics between the onset of fuel over-
spilling from the nozzle until the end of the cycle. Graphical representations of the phe-
nomena observed are given in chronological order, supplemented with the typical timings
in which they are present. The film evaporation is devoid of a timing as it occurs through-
out the cycle, yet it is more pronounced during the exhaust stroke. Short descriptions
corresponding to each of the illustrations can be found in the text below.

A) Expansion overspill: During the expansion stroke the gas within the orifice

channels equalises with the in-cylinder gas. As the in-cylinder gas expands the

gas in the orifice channels also expands. Fuel, left within the orifice channels

after the injection event, gets forced out of the orifices by numerous bubbles

expanding within it. Expansion overspill is the biggest contributor to nozzle

tip wetting observed for all conditions tested.

The underlying mechanism for expansion overspill was first hypothesised by
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Eagle et al. [82], demonstrating the release of large fluid structures during

expansion. Most recently this behaviour has been demonstrated computational

[117], and within a constant volume chamber [6]. However, this is the first

documentation of nozzle wetting through overspill within an operating engine.

The findings / measurements drawn here closely agree with these past studies.

B) Orifice bubble: Overspill is frequently interrupted by the expulsion of trapped

gas. The gas becomes encapsulated by fuel films covering the orifice exits,

forming bubbles that can be wider than the orifice diameter (Section 6.3.2).

Orifice bubbles may occur whenever overspill is prominent. Prior documenta-

tion on nozzle-bound fuel bubbling could not be found in the public domain.

C) Corona bubbling: Rings of microscopic bubbles form in the surface-bound

films, circling the orifices (Section 6.3.2). They result from either gas trapped

in surface crevices by the spreading films or the precipitation of gasses dissolved

by the high pressure fuel pump. Prior documentation on nozzle-bound fuel

bubbling could not be found in the public domain.

D) Agglomerate bubbling: Multiple bubbles are transported out of the orifices by

the overspilling fuel, amalgamating into large agglomerations on the nozzle

surface. The behaviour is exclusive to short, low IP injections (Section 6.3.2).

Prior documentation on nozzle-bound fuel bubbling could not be found in the

public domain.

E) Droplet projection: Droplets are projected into the cylinder through the col-

lapse of either orifice bubbles or bubble agglomerations (when using low IP,

short duration injection). The droplets tend to move toward the exhaust valves

suggesting that they are drawn into the exhaust (Section 6.3.3). Prior doc-

umentation on nozzle-bound fuel bubbling could not be found in the public

domain.

F) Film evaporation: Evaporation is the primary mechanism through which fuel

is removed from the surface of the nozzle, releasing vapour that gets drawn
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towards the exhaust. Film evaporation is thought to occur throughout the

entire cycle whenever films are present (Section 6.2). However, the rate of

decrease in film coverage area and the visible accumulation of vapour is most

prominent during the exhaust stroke.

Fuel removal through phase change has always been hypothesised, particularly

with regard to boiling [9, 46, 67]. The current study has refuted boiling and

gave the first experimental evidence for evaporation accompanied by charac-

teristic timings and operating dependencies.

G) Fuel oscillation: The oscillation of a gas-liquid interface into and out of of an

orifice. It is identified by the motion of a small saturated spot, resulting from

a direct beam reflection (Section 6.4.1). There have been no studies in optical

engines with resolutions /magnifications sufficient to analyse this behaviour.

H) Late-cycle overspill: Fuel occasionally overspills out of an orifice at the end of

the engine cycle. The phenomena is similar to expansion overspill but occurs

during a rise in ICP on the compression stroke (Section 6.4.2) It was only

identified on the RRCM with a low frequency of occurrence, speculated to

result from high local gas velocities. Fuel discharge during this timing was

identified by Eagle et al. yet the resolution and magnification achieved was

not sufficient to analyse the resulting film formation [82].

6.6.3 Chapter summary

After the transient injection phases have took place, fuel resides inside the nozzle cav-

ities and on the nozzle surface. This chapter focussed on the processes causing fuel

trapped within the nozzle to overspill onto the external surfaces and the behaviour

of fuel once it had emerged. Microscopic visualisations of the near-nozzle region led

to the identification of several significant and previously unreported fluid phenom-

ena, pertinent towards the release of UHCs from the nozzle. The low inertia of the

overspilling fuel led to films forming on the nozzle surface, subsequently bubbling,

spreading and evaporating. Comprehensive characterisations are presented in term
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of the visual features, frequencies and onset timings; quantitatively analysed over a

diverse range of operating conditions. The findings are chronologically summarised

through a conceptual model for delayed near-nozzle film processes. Comparisons

across operating conditions, test-beds, fuels and injectors are supplemented with

validations in the presence of a representative combustion event.

The knowledge gained permitted elucidation of many underlying mechanisms,

formulating relationships between the delayed external film dynamics and the inter-

nal 2-phase flow dynamics during spray collapse. The findings indicate that trapped

gas expands in the orifice channels as the in-cylinder pressure drops, forcing the

trapped fuel onto the nozzle surface. Evidence suggests that the source of the over-

spill inducing trapped gas is the ingestion of in-cylinder gasses during the dribble

event. The overspill can be minimised by increasing the inertia of the fuel released

during the collapse of the sprays, achieved by high injection pressures and long in-

jection durations. The volume of fuel residing in the nozzle after the dribble event,

dependent on EOI ingestion, directly affects all film phenomena occurring on the

nozzle surface throughout the rest of the cycle. External studies have have gave an

abundance of evidence for cavitation impacting the ingestion event [5, 95], which

in turn would impact the severity of all mechanisms discussed. Therefore a future

study on EOI cavitation for its impact on overspill and the preceding behaviours is

critical.

The Large surface-bound films formed by overspill present an ideal environment

for deposit forming radical chain reactions [78] and the adherence of combustion

products. Although the surface-bound films are conducive to external deposits and

hydrocarbon emissions, internally residing fuel has greater capacity for internal de-

posit formation, known to be more detrimental towards diesel injector performance

[69]. Evidence is presented indicative of film evaporation and droplet formation

from bubbling later in the cycle. The airborne UHCs produced are drawn towards

the exhaust, potentially impeding after-treatment durability or contributing towards

exhaust-out emissions [27, 33, 99, 100].
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

7.1 Thesis summary

An in-cylinder environment typical of an idling small passenger engine was emulated

using two distinct testing facilities. A two-stroke reciprocating rapid compression

machine, injecting a single component fuel (n-dodecane), permitted fundamental

analyses within appropriately alternating pressure and temperature fields. The port-

liner valve configuration and motored operation disregarded the influences of a scav-

enging air-flow whilst removing the added complexity of varied ignition delays. The

repercussions of these idealised attributes were addressed through employment of a

single-cylinder bow-ditch optical engine, incorporating a commercial cylinder head,

original valve timings and four-stroke operation. Spray research notoriously em-

ploys non-reactive environments, neglecting the complex gas dynamics during flame

propagation. Yet the high compression ratio and homogenous multi-component fuel

mixtures affiliated with the optical engine elicited a representative low-temperature

combustion event, heightening the bulk in-cylinder gas conditions during expansion.

Optical access points integrated into the test-rigs enabled full-cycle visualisa-

tions of the near-nozzle region. A high-speed camera, copper vapour laser and long

distance microscope led to microsecond frame rates with microscopic optical reso-

lutions, capturing the fuel structures residing after injection. Contrast between the

nozzle surface and fuel structures was further enhanced by coating the nozzle sur-
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face in soot, applied through numerous fuel-rich, low injection pressure combustion

events. Light incident on the sooted nozzle surface was scattered in all directions

(appearing grey), airborne fuel projected it back towards the imaging system (sat-

urating the pixels) and fuel films reflected the light away (appearing black). The

corresponding distinctions within the video frames permitted application of high fi-

delity image processing methods, quantitatively characterising each transient near-

nozzle fluid process throughout the cycle. The combined analyses of both qualitative

visualisations and quantitative image processing data provided a complete account

of all fluid phenomena at the millisecond–microscopic scale, throughout a full engine

cycle. Comparisons across operating conditions and geometric parameters gained

knowledge into the underlying mechanisms, formulating relationships between the

external films and pressure cycling within the orifice channels.

The investigations focussed on the production of fuel rich regions that reside af-

ter the combustion event, potentially contributing towards deposits and emissions.

Fuel was deposited onto the nozzle surface through its adherence and impingement

during the dribble event (referred to as ‘spray wetting’) and the delayed discharge

of fuel from the orifices (known as ‘overspill’). Automated tracking of resulting fuel

films developed understanding of their formation, behaviour and removal. Their

prolonged residence on the surface is spent gradually releasing fuel vapour into the

cylinder, also being drawn towards the valves. It is widely believed that prolonged

film exposure to the harsh in-cylinder environment causes fuel degradation, adher-

ence of deposit forming precursors and the catalysation of radical chain reactions,

contributing towards external deposits. The identification of fuel moving back into

the nozzle from its surface may present a precursor transport mechanism, estab-

lishing the first potential link between external and internal deposits. The findings

suggest the abnormal release of fuel post-injection can be reduced through operation

at higher injection pressures, longer injection duration with fewer injections per cy-

cle. Consequently, it appears that the detrimental effects of the observed phenomena

will be more pronounced when running at low load / idling-like conditions.
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7.1.1 The impact of the dribble phase

The release of large, un-atomised fuel structures into the cylinder as the sprays

collapse has been explicitly defined, proposed as a primary contributor to unburnt

hydrocarbon emissions. Its duration was automatically measured with regard to

the projected fuel area across near-orifice regions of interest, insinuating the degree

of unatomised fuel released. The findings suggest that the duration is primarily

dependent on the injection parameters i.e. injection pressure and duration, rather

than the in-cylinder gas conditions.

The endmost structures to leave the orifices were visually shown adhering and

impinging on the nearby nozzle surface, forming fuel films (referred to as spray

wetting). The films gradually release vapour into the cylinder as the cycle progresses,

whilst presenting ideal environments for deposits to form. The high-speed video data

depicted three frequent spray wetting mechanisms:

Splashback: high turbulence in the emerging jet and gas-fuel interactions divert

rogue droplets back towards the nozzle, impinging on the nearby surface.

Ligament retraction: low inertia ligaments at the end of the injection event

maintain adherence to the nozzle surface, subsequently retracting back towards

the nozzle.

Fuel adherence: the endmost fuel structures to emerge from the orifice split just

outside the orifice exits, leaving a small volume of fuel maintaining adherence

to the surface.

By automatically measuring the resulting film sizes across a diverse range of condi-

tions, knowledge regarding the processes dictating the wetting events were obtained.

At higher injection pressures (100 MPa) or prolonged durations (1.0ms), both fre-

quency and magnitude of the spray wetting were considerably reduced with the

dominating mechanism being fuel adherence. The use of multiple injection strate-

gies proportionally increases the number of spray wetting events, with the associated

reductions in duration further amplifying the fuel deposition. Even at the most pre-
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ventative operating conditions tested, spray wetting still occurred in over 52% of

the near-orifice regions; indicating its importance.

Fuel films covering the orifice exits during the equalisation events are observed

moving back into the nozzle, indicating a pressure gradient across the orifice chan-

nels. Since the fuel films are exposed to the high temperatures, pressures and com-

bustion products found in the cylinder, the phenomena presents a possible transport

mechanism for deposit precursor. However, the gas ingestion and the in-nozzle pres-

sure drop were not measured in this study, so additional research is essential to

confirm the proposed mechanisms.

7.1.2 Delayed film dynamics

Fuel resides within the nozzle after the transient injection phases, demonstrated vi-

sually by its frequent emergence from within the orifices later in the cycle (referred

to as ‘overspill’). The discharged fuel spreads across the nearby surface, amalga-

mating with any pre-existing spray induced films. The fuel film coverage areas were

automatically measured throughout the cycle, expanding knowledge regarding their

formation, spreading and removal. The overspill events were the primary cause of

nozzle tip wetting, with frequencies and film sizes a magnitude greater than those

from spray induced wetting. Consequently, films residing throughout the cycle pri-

marily consist of overspilt fuel that was within the nozzle during the combustion

event. The discharge is exclusive to the expansion stroke, independent of the oper-

ating conditions and the injection timing. The result indicates a primary dependency

on the drop in in-cylinder pressure, thus the residing fuel is forced out of the orifices

by trapped gas, equalising with the dropping in-cylinder pressure then expanding

behind it. This high dependence on pressure cycling demonstrates the requirement

of pressure-cycling facilities (optical engines) in the continued study of ‘overspill’,

rather than constant volume vessels.

The overspill mechanism identified is evidence of a gas and fuel mixture inhab-

iting the orifice channels prior to overspill onset. The volume of residing in-orifice

fuel, and thus the subsequent fuel deposition, was considerably reduced by a greater
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dribbling fuel inertia (primarily achieved through greater injection pressure and du-

ration). The source of the in-orifice gas was identified through evaluation of the

onset times, frequencies and magnitudes when varying the operating parameters,

obtained via image processing techniques. Increases in frequency and magnitude

were coupled with retarded onset times when the in-cylinder pressure was higher

during the dribble event. A higher pressure gas would undergo greater expansion as

it returned to ambient pressure, insinuating the trapped gas was originally ingested

from the cylinder as the sprays collapsed. Gas ingestion is repeatedly described by

other researchers in constant volume vessels that, due to the absence of pressure

cycling, do not incorporate many of the delayed phenomena discussed. The current

finding demonstrate that the gas ingestion event is critical towards the nozzle tip

wetting and film bubbling as the external pressure is reduced.

Although the surface-bound films are conducive to external deposits and hydro-

carbon emissions, internally residing fuel has greater capacity for internal deposit

formation, known to be more detrimental towards diesel injector performance. Evap-

oration was identified as the principal film removal process, yet its rate diminishes if

the fuel remains trapped in the orifice channels. Fuel that does not completely va-

porise by the end of the cycle can deform the following start-of-injection spray plume

and may also accumulate over multiple cycles; as demonstrated by the low injection

pressure (40MPa) short duration (0.45ms) conditions investigated. Accumulating

fuel creates larger films with prolonged presence, enhancing susceptibility to deposit

formation through increased exposure to combusting gasses and a heavier average

component weight (from evaporation of the lighter fractions). Conditions receptive

to this behaviours are visually and quantitatively addressed so that manufacturers

can ensure their avoidance.

7.2 Full–cycle phenomenology

Microscopic visualisations of the near-nozzle region led to the identification of sev-

eral significant and previously unreported post-injection fluid phenomena. Films
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Figure 7.1: The proposed conceptual phenomenological model for the near-nozzle fluid
dynamic processes. The graphical depictions of phenomena are presented in a chronological
order with focus on the surface-bound film behaviour. The annotations are supplemented
with short descriptions in the text.

form on the nozzle through spray wetting and overspill, residing long into the cycle

as they do not combust. Fuel is removed from the surface as liquid through bubbles

collapsing and vapour from evaporation. Each event showed strong association with

the dribble dynamics, particularly its influence on the in-orifice gas-fuel mixture

after injection. Analyses across diverse operating conditions and engine parame-

ters have led to elucidation of the underlying mechanisms, providing the knowledge

essential to develop mitigation / aggravation strategies. To convey the findings in

the most succinct and usable form, a phenomenological model is proposed (Fig-

ure 7.1), summarising the terminology, timings and visual attributes throughout a
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typical idling engine cycle. Descriptions of the transient events discussed are listed

chronologically:

A) Fuel injection: The needle valve fully opens and instabilities from gas-liquid

interactions split the pillar into microscopic droplets. This phase has not been

explored here since thorough investigations have already been performed [16].

The main injection phases observed on the BOE and RRCM were analogous

to those described in literature.

B) The dribble event: Dribble refers to the fuel released at the end of injection

when choking by the needle valve inhibits atomisation. Hence the event con-

siders all timings in which the jets are present yet their attributes differ due

to needle valve throttling. This includes the emergence of fuel once the needle

has reseated, prior to dissipation of the fuel’s inertia. The results in large fluid

structures being released into the cylinder, thought to contributing towards

UHC emissions [27].

This is the first time an explicit definition for the dribble event has been given,

with previous research using ‘dribble’ to describe any post-injection discharge

throughout the cycle [82]. However, there has been a copious amount of re-

search describing the event. These studies include fuel volumetric approxima-

tions [96, 98], in-nozzle visualisations [5] and flame propagation [257], tending

to be in agreement with the qualitative observations made. The dribble du-

ration was been analysed in the current study and has also been investigated

previously by Swantek et al. [106]. The findings here contradict those given

by swantek et al. possibly due to the different definitions of dribble start and

end timings used.

Three surface wetting phenomena are identified during the dribble event, oc-

curring both in unison and isolation. Prior to this study non of these have

been identified for diesel systems, yet splashback and fuel adherence have sim-

ilarities with mechanisms identified for GDI engines [68].
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i) Splashback: At the end of the dribble event a considerable volume of

fuel diverts back towards the nozzle, impinging on it and resulting in a

surface-bound fuel film (Section 5.2.2). The event is governed by fuel-gas

interactions and turbulent instabilities within the collapsing jet.

ii) Ligament retraction: A low inertia ligament at the end of the dribble

event maintains adherence to the nozzle surface. The surface tension

and internal cohesive forces cause it to retract back towards the nozzle,

resulting in the formation of a fuel film (Section 5.2.2).

iii) Fuel adherence: The endmost fuel structure to emerge from the orifice

splits from just outside the orifice exit. A small volume of fuel maintains

adherence to the nearby nozzle surface, subsequently spreading outwards

once detached from the spray (Section 5.2.2).

C) Fuel and gas ingestion: A vacuum is briefly induced within the nozzle at the

EOI [110], leading to the ingestion of in-cylinder gas [95, 106] i.e. gas ingestion.

Gas ingestion has been repeatedly demonstrated in previous studies. It has not

been confirmed here yet it is indicated by the identification of fuel ingestion

around this timing. When fuel covers the orifice exit whilst the nozzle re-

equalises with the cylinder, fuel will also be ingested. The phenomena provides

a transport mechanism for deposit precursors and carbonaceous material back

into the injector (Section 5.3). It has not been identified previously in either

experimental or computational studies.

D) Vapour expulsion: Immediately after the dribble event, condensing vapour

emerges from the orifice, believed to result from the evaporation of thin films

on the orifice wall. The phenomena has not been validated since it could not

be identified on the BOE (due to visualisation issues). It was more frequent

at greater injection pressures (Section 5.4). It’s low frequency of occurrence

may explain why it has not been previously described.

E) Expansion overspill: During the expansion stroke the gas within the orifice

channels equalises with the in-cylinder gas. As the in-cylinder gas expands the
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gas in the orifice channels also expands. Fuel, left within the orifice channels

after the injection event, gets forced out of the orifices by numerous bubbles

expanding within it. Expansion overspill is the biggest contributor to nozzle

tip wetting observed for all conditions tested.

The underlying mechanism for expansion overspill was first hypothesised by

Eagle et al. [82], demonstrating the release of large fluid structures during

expansion. Most recently this behaviour has been demonstrated computational

[117], and within a constant volume chamber [6]. However, this is the first

documentation of nozzle wetting through overspill within an operating engine.

The findings / measurements drawn here closely agree with these past studies.

F) Orifice bubble: Overspill is frequently interrupted by the expulsion of trapped

gas. The gas becomes encapsulated by fuel films covering the orifice exits,

forming bubbles that can be wider than the orifice diameter (Section 6.3.2).

Orifice bubbles may occur whenever overspill is prominent. Prior documenta-

tion on nozzle-bound fuel bubbling could not be found in the public domain.

G) Corona bubbling: Rings of microscopic bubbles form in the surface-bound

films, circling the orifices (Section 6.3.2). They result from either gas trapped

in surface crevices by the spreading films or the precipitation of gasses dissolved

by the high pressure fuel pump. Prior documentation on nozzle-bound fuel

bubbling could not be found in the public domain.

H) Agglomerate bubbling: Multiple bubbles are transported out of the orifices by

the overspilling fuel, amalgamating into large agglomerations on the nozzle

surface. The behaviour is exclusive to short, low IP injections (Section 6.3.2).

Prior documentation on nozzle-bound fuel bubbling could not be found in the

public domain.

I) Droplet projection: Droplets are projected into the cylinder through the col-

lapse of either orifice bubbles or bubble agglomerations (when using low IP,

short duration injection). The droplets tend to move toward the exhaust valves
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suggesting that they are drawn into the exhaust (Section 6.3.3). Prior doc-

umentation on nozzle-bound fuel bubbling could not be found in the public

domain.

J) Film evaporation: Evaporation is the primary mechanism through which fuel

is removed from the surface of the nozzle, releasing vapour that gets drawn

towards the exhaust. Film evaporation is thought to occur throughout the

entire cycle whenever films are present (Section 6.2). However, the rate of

decrease in film coverage area and the visible accumulation of vapour is most

prominent during the exhaust stroke.

Fuel removal through phase change has always been hypothesised, particularly

with regard to boiling [9, 46, 67]. The current study has refuted boiling and

gave the first experimental evidence for evaporation accompanied by charac-

teristic timings and operating dependencies.

K) Fuel oscillation: The oscillation of a gas-liquid interface into and out of of an

orifice. It is identified by the motion of a small saturated spot, resulting from

a direct beam reflection (Section 6.4.1). There have been no studies in optical

engines with resolutions /magnifications sufficient to analyse this behaviour.

L) Late-cycle overspill: Fuel occasionally overspills out of an orifice at the end of

the engine cycle. The phenomena is similar to expansion overspill but occurs

during a rise in ICP on the compression stroke (Section 6.4.2) It was only

identified on the RRCM with a low frequency of occurrence, speculated to

result from high local gas velocities. Fuel discharge during this timing was

identified by Eagle et al. yet the resolution and magnification achieved was

not sufficient to analyse the resulting film formation [82].

7.3 Recommendations for future work

The knowledge gained throughout the project enables a direct and systematic veri-

fication of numerical models for the prediction of injector wetting, hence there is a
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wide scope for further studies, both experimental and numerical. Complete conclu-

sive accounts of some phenomena have not been achieved due to low repeatability

preventing validation, or the necessity of additional information. Fuel oscillation

and compression overspill should be further investigated through variation of the

bulk in-cylinder gas flow, possibly by inducing radially imbalanced intake flow via

adjustment of the flow rate distribution between valves. The films were observed

travelling across the nozzle with an apparent dependence on valve proximity, yet

due to the limited samples taken a thorough analysis was not possible. Additional

work is recommended to identify the transition of films across the nozzle and the

bridging between films, since this would provide knowledge regarding both gas and

films flows at the surface.

The precipitation of gas dissolved into the fuel is also a pertinent topic as the

process could impact both overspill and film bubbling. This could be addressed by

purposefully mixing gas into the fuel during high pressure pumping at a variable

ratio. Another option would be to use a pressurised cylinder system with degassed

fuel instead of a pump, ensuring gas would not dissolve into the fuel. Although film

boiling is repeatedly disputed through extensive exploration of the gas temperatures

and vapour saturation pressures, additional validation could be included via crank

resolved temperature measurements using infra-red visualisations. The nozzle tip

cooling induced by the film vaporisation could also be determined through this ap-

proach. The most important phenomena for future research to focus on is expansion

overspill. Overspill is the primary cause of wetting throughout the cycle and thus

has the greatest potential for both UHC emissions and deposits. The phenomena

proceeding overspill are all highly dependent on it, and may not occur if it was to

be appropriately controlled.

Despite the high resolution, robust measurements achieved using high-speed mi-

croscopy, the technique is only capable of 2-dimensional acquisition. This limitation

prevented volumetric measurements of the films and bubbles, essential for engine-

out emission analyses and further investigation into their governing behaviours. It

is recommended that similar experiments are conducted using a two-dye fluores-
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cence technique, providing the third dimension required to extract the adhering fuel

quantity. With idealised execution, this class of technique could provide full three

dimensional reconstruction of the films, providing extensive information regarding

film motion and removal. Engine-out emission analyses should also be conducted

through the addition of a lambda sensor on the exhaust, measuring the output of

unburnt hydrocarbons during the detrimental behaviours discussed. A lambda sen-

sor was not used in the current study for the risk of wetting the sensor at conditions

conducive of unburnt fuel release. The relatively good combustion performance

achieved by the bow-ditch optical engine suggest this is no longer an issue provided

appropriate engine conditions are selected. A Horiba Mexa type gas analyser is an-

other option. They use Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy to simultaneously

measure concentrations of NH3, N2O, CH4, CO and CO2.

Additional experimentation on the reciprocating compression machine was not

possible due to decommissioning and the only mountable injector on the optical

engine was the Delphi DFI 1.3 (because of the pocket and rocker arm geometries).

Consequently, only valve-covered orifice type nozzles were investigated throughout

the project, whereas modern engines tend to use micro-sac nozzles. The limitation

was useful for decoupling the complex interactions between orifice channels when the

needle valve was closed; however, it is predicted its effect on the pressure dispersion

across the nozzle would have a considerable impact on the fluid dynamics described.

The modified cavitation dynamics and additional space for fuel to reside should

considerably change the gas-fuel mixture within the nozzle, thereby impacting all

film phenomena across the cycle.

Although two diverse fuels were studied, extensive analyses regarding the impli-

cation of fuel physical properties was not within the scope of the thesis. Additional

investigations are suggested incorporating more single and multi-component fuels,

aimed at assessing the differences their physical properties impose on the transient

fluid behaviours. Close distillation curves should be used with the intention of inde-

pendent variation in specified properties, in particular the viscosity, surface tension

and boiling point. An emulating investigation could be performed on a gasoline
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direct injection system, not only for the disparate fuel properties, but also for the

distinct differences in component geometry and operating conditions. The impact

of the fuel films is considered greater for these systems due to the considerable

detrimental impacts external deposits have on gasoline injector performance.
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7.4 Conferences, publications and awards

7.4.1 Presentations, posters and external events

SAE PFL (2019), San Antonio, USA: Presenter.

Future powertrains conference (2019), Coventry, UK: Poster exhibit.

Spray SIG (2019), London, UK: Presenter.

ILASS Europe (2017), Valencia, Spain: Presenter.

7.4.2 Peer-reviewed publications

D. Sykes, V. Stetsyuk, J. E. Turner, G. de Sercey, R. Pearson, M. Gold,

C. Crua, (2021), A phenomenological model for near-nozzle fluid processes:

identification and qualitative characterisations, In: Fuel.

doi: 10.1016/j.fuel.2021.122208.

A. Gander, D. Sykes, R. Payri, G. de Sercey, D. Kennaird, M. Gold, R. Pear-

son, C. Crua, High-Speed Infrared Measurement of Injector Tip Temperature

during Diesel Engine Operation (2021), In: Energies.

doi: 10.3390/en14154584.

D. Sykes, J. E. Turner, V. Stetsyuk, G. de Sercey, M. Gold, R. Pearson, C.

Crua, Quantitative characterisations of spray deposited liquid films and post-

injection discharge on diesel injectors (2020), In: Fuel.

doi: 10.1016/j.fuel.2020.119833.

D. Sykes, G. de Sercey, R. Pearson, M. Gold, C. Crua, Visual analyses of EOI

liquid structures and the behaviour of nozzle surface-bound fuel in a direct

injection (2019), In: International Powertrains, Fuels and Lubricants, San

Antonio, USA. doi: 10.4271/2019-01-0059.
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M. Gold, R. Pearson, J. E. Turner, D. Sykes, V. Stetsyuk, G. D. Sercey, C.

Crua, F. Koukouvinis, M. Gavaises, Transient phenomena during diesel fuel

injection process (2019), In: International Powertrains, Fuels and Lubricants,

San Antonio, USA. doi: 10.4271/2019-01-0066.

J. E. Turner, D. Sykes, G. de Sercey, V. Stetsyuk, C. Crua, R. Pearson, M.

Gold, A quantitative analysis of nozzle surface-bound fuel for diesel injectors

(2017), In: ILASS–Europe 2017, 28th Conference on Liquid Atomization and

Spray Systems, Valencia, Spain. doi: 10.4995/ILASS2017.2017.4661.

V. Sechenyh, J. E. Turner, D. Sykes, D. J. Duke, A. B. Swantek, K. E. Matusik,

A. L. Kastengren, C. F. Powell, A. Viera, R. Payri, C. Crua, Quantification

of diesel injector dribble using 3D reconstruction from x-ray and DBI imaging

(2017), In: ILASS–Europe 2017, 28th Conference on Liquid Atomization and

Spray Systems, Valencia, Spain. doi: 10.4995/ILASS2017.2017.4742.

7.4.3 Awards

Awarded the Paul Eisenklam Travel Award for young researchers valued at

e1000 in August 2017, enabling travel to ILASS 2017 in Valencia, Spain.
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